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Frequency counter

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE

WATsON

Features

10 - 2.8GHz

Ni-cad Pack

AC Charger

BNC Antenna

Kachina 505DSP HF Transceiver

A complete PC
controlled remote
HF rig - In stock

Full Instructions

Add £2.50 Post 8 Ins.

Can you afford not to have a frequency
counter? At our our unbeatable price you
can check your base or handheld trans-
ceiver. or hunt out frequencies of nearby
transmitters or handhelds. The "hold" but-
ton lets you lock on and store the frequen-
cy. And all this at an amazing offer price.

1998 Catalogue
' Largest in Europe

176 Colour Pages

'1000 Photographs
'1400 Products
 Technical Specifications

' News Snippets

Now estaolished as the fore-

most equipment guide this

edition is completely new

with every page in full colour

and almost every item illus

trated For the cost of a mag-

azine you can get the best

guide ever

£2.95 plus £1 postage-

C-408
70cms

Handheld
Full

CTCSS

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE

0
a

Add f5.00 Post & Ins.

Can you belive your eyes? We are offenng a 70cms
handheld transceiver for 89.95! Features: Full CTCSS:
20 memories. 1 6MHz repeater shift: Priority channel.
Scanning; Dual watch; Dual mode squelch; PTT lock:
Programmable battery save: tuning steps 5, 10, 12.5, 20.
25. 50kHz. and morel This 230mW output transceiver
operates from lust 2 x AA cells (not supplied) and comes
complete with antenna. Get your order in today'

Computer -Controlled
HF Transceiver

New 6th Edition
UK Scanning Directory

Covers every frequency between
25MHz and 1.8GHz Police, Military.
Aviation. Maritime. Motor Racing etc

£17.95 plus £2 postage

OP 2m 7
Yaesu FT -8100R

S3 r Mil 11
.71J1711/d

1

£449
Price
Match

or £467 inc 3yr Wtty.
Yaesu's new dual band mobile makes the competition
look old and out -dated. You get a detachable head. 300
memories. true dual same band rx. CTCSS encode and
the best display in the business. This is proving to be
one of the best sellers ever - particularly at Our Price'

£249 ADI
IV AT -600

or £314 inc 3yr Wtty.

New Low
Price Mo

\S\.
PW says: an incredibly
well priced radio - amaz-
ingly sensitive - audio -
worked very well with
12.5kHz channel spacing
- An Absolute Cracker'

 CTCSS encode/decode
 Full DTMF , 1750Hz tone
 Alphanumeric memones
' Full duplex
 CTCSS tone reader
 29 programmable features
 AM airband receiver
 Rx up to 990MHz
 Wads and charger

:1111
A 0 I 2 Years Warranty W&S

'249

3 Power levels - Wideband receive
* 40 Memories plus call channel

7 Programmable steps
' Channel or frequency display

The best sensitivity in the business
Keypad mic and mounting kit
CTCSS Encode and Decode!

0.0

CC C. frat-i

AR -446 70cm 35W

W&S
£269

3W Novice version available

ADI. AT -201 2m FM Handy1

W&S
£149

40 Channels

 CTCSS Encode

 CTCSS Decode

DTMF

Channel Reasout or

Frequency Readout

Set to Set Cloning

JUST ARRIVED
Look at the Features
Compare the Price

101
AT -400 70cm FM Handy

70cm FM Handy
2W output
5W on 13.8v
1750Hz tone
illuminated keypad
Ultra sensitive
Wideband Rx
20 memories
Keypad entry
DTMF
Uses AA cells

Now the standard radio for
Novice hams. It's sensitive,
cost effective and was fea-
tured on Anglia TV

UK's Top Dealer for YAESU, KENWOOD & ICOM



ws EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order !..912.§

NEW Icom IC -746 100W
1.8 - 50MHz
50W
144MHz

Phone for LOWEST UK Price!!

The most potent rig yet for 1.8 - 144MHz. All modes plus
general coverage receive. Electronic keyer, Spectrum
scope. DSP noise filtering and a host of features that will
shake the competition into submission,

NEW Yaesu FT -920

FE
-1499

Deal
Match

5 Year Warranty £115

Yaesu FT-1000MPDC
F1999

Deal
Match

5 Year Warranty on FT-1000MPs £115

FT-1000MP £2849 £2199
FT-1000MPDC £2599 £1999

ICOM IC -756 HF Rig
Plus £50

Acessory
Voucher-

' 100W of pure Magic
160 - 6M

' SSB - CW - AM -FM
Spectrum display

 Auto ATU

189,..
?.al
atch

 Superb DSP
CW Memory keyer
100% duty cycle

 Keypad entry option
 DXers choice in the USA

KENWOOD HF RIGS

11199

Plus £50 ' awe,
Acessory
Voucher

Kenwoods new transceiver that is earning a reputation
for offering one of the best receivers in the business. If
you are looking for a hot little number that is not too
expensive (Radio we mean!), send for brochure.

Garmin
GPS-III
With complete
moving map of

the UK
& Europe

The new GPS-111 is loaded with a moving map cov-
ering millions of miles of motorways. ordinary
roads, railways, rivers and shorelines. 12 channel
receiver means fast positioning from switch -on, and
the display width can be zoomed to cover from
500ft to 5,000 miles Accurate to approx 45ft the
display can be electronically rotated to suit car or
hiker use. Just sit the GPS-III on the dashboard
and watch your progress as you travel. Powered
by 4 x AA cells - truly amazing' Get the best possi-
ble deal on this from Waters 8 Stanton. We have
the latest UK version - phone today.

C-2,443

£319.95

Icom IC -T8 Tribander

 6rn - 2m - 70cm

' Dual 12.5 / 25kHz Filters

 Up to 4 Watts output

 WFM 88 - 108MHz

' AM airband

 Hopefully 4m Tx / Rx ll

 Ni-MH Battery Pack

 Full CTCSS

 AC charger

Icom do it again' The new T8 has everything you could
want in a handheld. Imagine being able to operate
three bands from a handy that is truly pocketable. The
Ni-MH battery pack has no memory effects so charge
it when you like Nothing to work? Then switch to high
quality FM broadcast or listen beyond the ham bands!

ICOM IC -821H 2m/70cm

 2m/70cm All Mode
 45/40W adjustable
 Full duplex
 Satellite features

39;.)
eal
atc 

160 Memories
 9600bps capability
' Electronic keyer
- IF shift, noise blanker

Yaesu FT -736R - Finished!

New Model Coming January

eirAnjaall
ICOM IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile

 2m & 70cm
 50W / 30W
' Detachable head

 Packet 9600 bps ready
 180 Memory channels
' CTCSS & 1750Hz tone

New Batteries
' Rechargeable Alkaline
 1.5V cells
' No memory effects
' Charging mid cycle is OK

.

5 year charge shelf life
3 times capacity of ni-cads

' Very low cost
1.5v cells that hold their charge for 5 years and have 3

times the capacity of ni-cads. Offered at a very special
price direct from Canada In stock now' Note: you must
use the special charger supplied withStarter
Starter Kit; Comprise 4 x AA cells and dedicated AC

wall charger £17.99 + £2 p&p
4 x AA cell Packs:
Ready charged

W-MM1 Multimode Modem
£4.99 + £1 p&p

iXS

69.95

' Packet, AMTOR. CW  Needs PC 286 or better
' SSTV. Fax. RTTY  Includes software
* NAVTEX. SYNOP  No external power required
' Transmit and receive ' Connects to RS -232

ICOM IC -706 MK II
Plus f50

Accessory
Voucher

£995
Deal
Match

16130
11.41J1J

M4 (mix Cori

or £1059 inc 5yr Wtty

160-6m 100W 2m 25W + +
We are pleased to endorse the performance and
design of the IC -706 Mk II transceiver as the best
compact hf mobile bar none. It out performs and out
specifies any other model. The only choice left is
which dealer you buy it from, We offer you an unbeat-
able price and an unbeatable back-up service plus
optional extended 5 year warranty for an extra OBI

YAESU VX-1R
TO Floglee
Omelogft
Foom g`fins
&Oro
Ddggse
Dsedg@ell

Our best selling
dual bander and
one we would
be happy to
own.

Bulk purchase means we
can offer this at a price we
dare not advertise!
If you want the best deal
PHONE!!!

NEW Kenwood THG71E

 Dual Band 2m/70cm
' 200 memories
 Alphanumeric Display
 Full CTCSS
' DTMF
 Up to 6W out
" Wideband Receive
 Illuminated Keypad
 PC Compatible
 Windows Programming

Send For Brochure

Special Purchase £349

£229
IC-T7E
Dual Bander
 2m & 70cm Handy
 70 Memories
 Full CTCSS
' Tone scan function
 Up to 4W out
 8 tuning steps
 DTMF

Auto power saver
 600maH 7.2v ni-cad
 AC charger and helical

Your chance to purchase this fine handheld at a
very special price - whilst stocks last

W6email: wsplcfPcompuserve.corn UK's largest Catalogue £3.95 inc. post



WATsON
WATsON Lapel Talker

Earpiece with lapel mic.
and PTT Models for all
makes including Motorola.

WATsON

WATsON

CS -110 Speaker Mic.

Available in versions to
match all models. Just
tell us which transceiver
you have.

16i
QS -400 Mount

NEW

Base Mic.

Superb audio quality.
Can be powered
from most modem
rigs 8 pin mic plug or
use internal battery.
Full connection
details inc.

Clip onto dash grill and
simply push handheld or
GPS in between sprung fin-
gers. Another great idea
from Watson'

WATsON QS -200 Holder

Price Down 50°0'

Dash mount
for handys.

WATsON VSWR Meters

WATsON Base Antennas

1-.Ve CvaSS Casing a:u
pre -tuned Fit and forget.

Watson  Unbeatable
Watson sell more VHF base
antennas in the UK than any
other manufacturer Famous
world-wide, they are sold in

hi USA and all major Europeanr countnes Buy the best from
the UK dealer you can trust

- for honest service and friendly
' advice We recommend

Watson because we know
they work - rugged. long last-

- ing and low VSWR' No other
- range can beat these well

engineered antennas

W-2000 6m - 70cm £89.95
f2/6.2/8 4dB 2.5m longi
W-30 2m.70cm £39.95
(3/6dB 1 15rn long)
W-50 2m7Ocin £54.95
(4.5/7.2dB 1 8m longi
W-300 2m,70cm £69.95
(6.5/9dB 3 lm long)

WATsON

WATsON

All aerials have
SO -239 sock-
ets, mounting
hardware lot
masts up to
62cm diameter
and three radi-
als. All tuned for
UK bands.

Mobile Whips
Stainless Steel
Mobile Whips with
hinged base.
Pre -tuned.

W-285 2m whip
£15.95
W-770HB 2m70cm Whip
£24.95

W-3CK Cable Kit

A 5m long
mobile cable kit
using 5D -BD cable

Matching hatch mount with
adjustable angle and
thumb wheel

W-220 1 6-200MHz 5/20/200W £69.95

W-420 118-530MHz 5/20/200W £69,95

W-620 1 6-530MHz 5/20/200W £129.95

SGC Products Distributed in UK by W & S

Power Clear DSP Filter
PW Review
Short Wave
Mag. Sept.
says:- " the
Power Clear is
simplicity itself -

you'll certainly hear the difference. -
A complete DSP audio filter and speaker
unit in one smart case. Works with any
receiver. Requires 12v DC. Superb unit.

£299.00

SG -500 Power Cube
Here s a 500 Watt output solid state linear

that will operate
between 1.6 - 30MHz.
Input of 50-90W is
required and the DC
supply needs 10 - 18V
41/ 40A (SSB) PTT or
RF sensing

£989.00

SGC-230 Auto Wire ATU

The SGC-230 a tuner
that will automatically
resonate any length of
wire over the range 1.8
- 30MHz Hang it under

the guttering etc for a simple end fed auto
system 100W max £349.00
SGC-231 Auto Wire ATU

New version of "230* unit
above, but covering 1.8 -
54MHz. Works with any
length of wire. (12v DC).
Just feed with RF. £499.00

Multimode Modem
Probably the ulti-
mate modem
Almost like having a

programmable computer inside your
modem Send for full specification

£599.00

raft
ntennas

Cushcraft R-7000 Vertical

R-70 0
7 Band ertical
40 -1

WATsON

What the mags say'

Practical Wireless:
'An excellent

DX

antenna - Extremely

impressed with
standard of work-

manship arid ease

of erection

ftadCorn' ,o me
suitedsm_-Ideally

garden- an

investment
WP1C11

lasts"

 7 Bands 40-10m
' Power 1 5kW PEP
' Height 73m (24ft)
 7 x 49 inch radials
 Self-supporting.

WSC-2 Belt Case

Combined quick release

spring clip and belt loop

Self adjusting, fits all

handys Keeps your

handy handy' Exclusive

Watson design

Alloy Antenna Wire

Exclusive to W&S. each reel contains 55ft
of 3.5mm alloy wire (ideal for G5RV5 etc.)
Its ultra light - 55ft reel weighs 400 grams!
This alloy wire will not tarnish like copper
and its lighter weight means safer aerials.

Mast or base station Duplexers

-0041
Split -1

Split 2
Power
Loss
Socket

1 8-225MHz
350-540MHz
300W
0 2dB
SO -239

Save on coax cable' Accepts masts up to
2.25" dam Includes water -proof plug
shrouds. Use indoors or outdoors.

Cushcraft HF Antennas

A -3S
A3S 3 El 10, 15, 20m 2kW Gain 858
F/B 25dB El. 8.45m Boom 4 72m £389
A4S 4 El 10. 15. 20m 2kW Gain 8.9513
F'13 25dB El. 9.75m Boom 5.48m £469
A3WS 3 El 12 R. 17m 2kW Gain 858
F,B 25dB El 7 66m Boom 4 27 £299
10-3CD 3 El 10m 2kW Gain 8dB F/B 3058
El 5 38m Boom 3.05m £189
15-3CD 3 El 15m 2Kw Gain 8dB F/B 30dB
El 7 08m Boom 4.27m £249
20-3CD 3 El 20m 2Kw Gain 8dB FiB 30d8
El 10 96m Boom 6.1m £369
20-4CD 4 El 20rn 2Kw Gain tOdB FIB 30dB
El II m Boom 9.75m £499
40-2CD 2 El. 40m 2Kw Gain 5.5dB F/B 20dB
El 12.9m Boom 6 9m £499

WATsON WSM-270 Mag Ant.

£24.95
 Dual: Band 2m/70cms
 Mini Magnetic design

Super strong magnet
 Base just 29mm diameter
- Pre -tuned for 2m & 70cm UK
 Low Profile whip
' 2.75m of mini coax - BNC
 Power rating 50W max.

WATsON

WATsON

WC -128 Counter

Now being shipped to
UK Gov. departments.

 1MHz - 2.8GHz
 LCD Display
 BNC Whip Antenna
 Very sensitive "off air"
' Ni-cads and Charger

' Dual band 'Gamer" whip 2m 70cm
 21cms long fitted BNC connector.

WATsON W-PL70 Patch Lead

A 66cm long PL -259 patch
lead using semi -stiff cable
that stays put. A smart idea'

DC Mobile leadsWATsON

Standard "T" connector lead
used by all modern rigs.
15A dual fused, 1.9m long.

Free - Phone 0500
LFainset Order 73 73 88

Waters & Stanton
Enquiries: Tel. 01702 206835 / 204965
Fax. 01702 205843 http www waters-and-stanton co uk

22. Main Road. Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertist.

MULTICOMM 200
WORLDWIDE MAIL ORDER b

LARGE SHOWROOM BEST PRICE

LOOKING FOR ALINCO?
Get on the 6 metre repeaters with the new

Alinco DR -M06
10 watt FM mobile

Alinco DX7OT
All mode HF + 6 g695-.00

Multicomm 2000 are ALINCO specialists
Here's a selection of our stock

H NDHELDS
DJ -190E 2mtr h/h Tx + nicad & chgr
D.1 -191E 2mtr h/h Tx + nicad & chgr .£169:95.
DJ-G5E1' Dual band h/h Tx .1.200.95"
DJ-S-IIC UHF 340Mw Mt Tx .S.149:9.5
DJ-SI IE VHF 140Mw h/h Tx .£09!9.5

TUNERS
EDX-I Manual ATU for DX -70
EDX-2 120W automatic ATU .1.2$9:V5.

MOBILES
DR -140E 2mtr 50W mobile FM Tx C.249:95
DR -150E 2mtr SOW mobile Tx + chs
DR -430E 70cm 35W mobile FM Tx .1.24;915
DR -610E Dual band SOW mobile Tx ..£5.2510T
DR -605F Dual band mobile Tx 5399:95

HF TRANSCEIVERS
DX -70T 10 band HF + 6mtr mobile S.6.95:00"
DX -70TH 10(1 watt version of above

Call this
number
NOW!

(01480)

406770
We guarantee:

 Best stocks
 Best P/X deal
 Best prices
 Fast deliveries

LOOKING FOR A RECEIVER?

AOR AR 8000
£295.00

AOR AR 7030
f689.00 dn.

.1 -40

AOR AR 5000
11299M0

AOR
3000A
£699.00

AOR
3000A+
£759.00

JRC NRD-535D
Superb Deluxe Short Wave Receiver

£1375.00

TIMEWAVE
DSP-599ZX filter £319.00,

ICOM
IC -R8500 £1399.00

111111
DRAKE

SW -2 £449.00

TECHTOYZ
Micro Counter

£82.00

JRC
NR D-345 £699.00

BEARCAT
9(X)OXLT £249.00

YUPITERU

111

MVT-9000
£365.00

MVT-7200
1315.00

gi

MVT-7100
£220.00

NIVT-7000
£210.00

VT -225
£225.00

a!NS
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

ALES HOTLINE 01480 4067
* USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTEL*

* GUARANTEED TOP PRICES

JANUARY SALE * * * JANUARY SALE * * * JANUARY SALE * * *

JRC JST-245
£1,899

KENWOOD TS -570D
*£1,125

4
leAMPO,

I:

MFJ-784B
£179

N1FJ -959B
£69

ICOM IC -706 Mkll
*1899

YAESU FT -840
*£579

NIFJ-949 ATU
£95

MFJ-259
£145

YAESU FT -1000 MP
*£1,799

WATSON 30A PSU
£80

MFJ-948B ATU
£79

- 11 :13

=. ^

MFJ-941E ATU
£79

YAESU FT -920
*£1,299

ICOM IC -821H
*11,325

MFJ-969 HF + 6 ATU
£139

MFJ-921 2mtr ATU
£55

SAIT SAII3 * *SUE SAIE

cushcraft
CORPORATION

HF VERTICAL
R-7000 10. 12. 15. 17. 20. 30.40 £339
AP8-A 10. 12, IS. 17. 20. 44) 80 £225

BEAMS
A3 -S 10. 15.20 3ele £380
AR -S 10. 15. 20 4ele £445
A3WS 12.17 3ele £290

VHF VERTICALS
AR -6 6rnir Ringo 3.7dB £55
ARX-6 finur Ringo 5.5dB £195
A2706 -S 2/70 3elc £55
A2710 -S 2.70 5ele £76

FOR OUR USED
PRICE LIST ... SEE THE

TRADER'S TABLE

WE PAY CASH FOR YOUR
USED EQUIPMENT OR OFFER

UNBEATABLE PART -
EXCHANGE DEALS

- WE SELL EQUIPMENT

FOR YOU!!!

PHONE FOR DETAILS

LOW COMMISSION CHARGE

WE KEEP A FULL RANGE OF
ACCESSORIES, ANTENNAS,

LINEA RS, ETC.

24 HOURS UK AND 48 HOUR
WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

OVERSEAS AND GOVERNMENT
ORDERS ARE WELCOME!!!
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EDITOR'S
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Welcome to 1998 - which
is being recognised as
the centenary year of

'Amateur Radio'. And throughout
1998 Practical Wireless will be
celebrating a century of
experimentation, discovery.
initiative and expertise by non-
professional radio enthusiasts.

Our celebration year starts off
- appropriately enough - by the
person who first ensured the
Editorial team were fully aware of
the significance of 1998 - with an
article by Rob Micklewright
G3MYM. Then throughout the
year PW will feature historical
features and achievements,
specialised projects and reports.

We also plan to keep readers
up-to-date with what's happening
in the 'vintage & museum
department' by publicising events
and exhibitions. We've certainly
got a lot of treats in store for you
this year!

And, mindful that we are fast
approaching the much vaunted
millennium, the Editorial learn are
very busy preparing state-of-the-
art projects and ideas which will
take the magazine and its readers
into the run-up to the new century.
This is because PW is the
magazine where the latest
technology and vintage style
memories, computers. data
systems and Morse techniques all
co -exist happily together - to
everyone's advantage.

It's our versatility and unique
approach to the hobby which
helps to make PW so special. This
is made possible by you the
readers. So. keep a look out and
don't miss each feature -packed
PW!

CIO Visits
The numerous club visits I
undertake each year have become
a very important - and integral -
part of Practical Wireless itself.
This is because your input is so
important (don't forget  Ian Poole
G3YLX's long series
'Specifications' came about from
a club visit - North Ferriby in this
instance).

By visiting a club I'm able to
devote a whole evening to talk to
readers, non-readers and people
just entering the hobby. There's an

enormous amount of two-way
'feedback' from the visits and
everyone benefits (especially me
as I enjoy meeting YOU!).

This year I'm letting you all
know what my 'Club Visits'
programme is so that if I'm
coming to a club in your area you
may be able to come and join in
for the evening because I always
suggest that other clubs are invited
for the evening. Additionally (and
this has become an important
aspect) clubs who may not have
had much contact with each other
- often continue the links after
they've met through my visit.

First for 1998 is the
Warrington club on Tuesday 27th
January. followed by the
Derwentside club (County
Durham) on Wednesday 4th
February.

March is a busy month
indeed! On Tuesday 3rd of March
I'm at the Plymouth club.
Monday 16th at the Dragon club
in North Wales. and Friday 20th
sees me at the Hereford club.
Pausing for breath over the
weekend I'm then off to the
Stratford on Avon club in
Warwickshire!

The reason why March is so
busy with club visits is that I was
determined to squeeze in a holiday
to the North West of Ireland in
late March and early April.
During my holiday I hope to do
two important things - explore the
old County Donegal narrow gauge
railways with the help of my
friends in the 'Donegal Gang'.
operate /P on 3.5MHz and meet
friends old and new at the

Donegal club - one of the busiest
in El so I've learned.

I don't have a date for the
Donegal club visit yet (possibly
27 or 28th of March) - but if you
live in the area keep an ear open
and we may meet! I then travel
back home on Saturday 4th April
to catch up with the rest of the
schedule! But at least I'll return to
a nice warm home and meal after
my travels as my daughters are
'house sitting' for me while I'm
away (daughters are great aren't
they?).

Tuesday 28th of April is the
date I'm visiting the Verulam
club in Hertfordshire. Next on the
list (after recovering from the
Dayton HamVention in the USA!)
is the Cheshunt club in
Hertfordshire on Wednesday 27th
of May.

Wednesday 3rd of June means
another welcome visit to the
north-east of England when I visit
the Great Lumley club in County
Durham.

It's off to North Wales on
Tuesday 7th of July. This is when
I'm visiting the Wrexham club.
And Friday 7th of August will see
me at Cheltenham - not for the
races but to visit the Cheltenham
Amateur Radio Association!

Monday 24th of August is the
day I'm due in Derbyshire to visit
the South Normanton and
Alfreton club. Next on the list is a
trip to visit the Leicester club on
Monday 7th September. Later on
in September - Friday 18th of
September - I'm visiting the Mid -
Sussex Amateur Radio Society.

Last. but certainly not the

least, is my visit to the Oulder
Hill Society in Rochdale on
Friday 23rd of October, the
evening before the Rochdale
QRP Convention. You might say
it's a case of 'two birds with one
Rob' to round off my club visits
for 1998!

liesettleld Apologies
I'm afraid that I have to offer my
apologies to those readers waiting
for the second part of Geoff Pike
GIOGDP's u.h.f. hand-held
transceiver project to be
published. The problems have
been caused by technical
production difficulties and I had to
take the decision to 'hold over'
part 2 from the December issue (a
note to that effect was placed on
the contents page).

Unfortunately however, due to
continuing technical difficulties -
made worse by the much
shortened Christmas -time
publishing schedules - I have
decided that it's best to publish the
final part of the GDP -430 in our
March issue which will appear on
the bookshelves on February 12th
1998.

I hope readers will accept my
apologies for the delay and realise
that the decision is part of my
determined policy to ensure the
project is completely error -free
when it's published. Personally...I
think it will be well worth the
wait!

JW Plum,
By the time you've read
'Keylines' you'll have discovered
our free Christmas and New Year
gift - especially for you. We hope
that you'll find the PW 1998 Year
Planner useful throughout the very
special new year. So, please enjoy
using it with our compliments!

Finally, as this issue appears
just before Christmas 1997 I'd
like to wish you all a happy and
peaceful season. Everyone on the
Editorial team - Donna Vincent
G7TZB, Zoe Crabb and Tex
Swann GITEX, and of course I
also wish you a very happy new
year.

gag iltaimu°4
o3txlv
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The Star Letter
will receive a voucher

worth £10 to spend on

items from our Book

or other services

offered by Practical

Wireless. All other

letters will receive a

£5 voucher.

RECtilliNG
PW's Postbag. If your letter is  ublished ou'Il win a  rize.

This Month's Star Letter

Gratitude To Practical
Wireless
Dear Sir
I am writing to thank you for the interesting talk which you
gave to the South Manchester Radio Club in Sale on Friday
24th October. It was very interesting for me to hear of the
early history of PW and of the recent history too. Needless
to say. the breadth of your experience is truly amazing.

I had intended to tell you an anecdote about a debt of
gratitude which I feel I owe to Practical Wireless, but the
question session was so well occupied that I decided I
would write to you personally instead.

The story starts in 1942 when I was 13 and I found, at
home, three copies of PW, which my older brother had
bought in 1937.1 started reading them and found articles
with 'news' about various short wave broadcasting stations
and other sections of UK listeners' reports of stations they
had heard from all over the world. There were 'blueprints'
in each copy too, and they were genuinely blue in those
days of course!

The idea of being able to listen to distant stations with
a receiver which you'd made yourself fascinated me. My
parents' radio only covered medium and long, so short
wave radio was a field of which I'd had no experience.

One of those PW copies also contained an article by a
UK listener with a title like 'listening to US 'amateurs'
during the summer nights' in which he listed the callsigns
of stations he had heard. This introduced me to the idea
that there were lots of people who had short wave
transmitters and receivers at home which they used to
'talk' (probably by Morse code) to other 'amateurs' - that
was an even more fascinating idea of course!

I then discovered that my father had kept a box of
radio components, some of which he'd used to build
domestic radio sets in the late 1920% or early 1930s, and
amongst the components was a rather tattered copy of The
Beginner's Guide To Wireless Telegraphy & Telephony by
Roberts Heys, published by the Saxon Radio Co. of
Blackpool, which included a design for a one -valved
medium wave receiver.

I built it using a 'dull emitter valve' and I heard the
Home and Force programmes with it using a single
headphone. Incidentally, a glance at the adverts in your old
copies of PW's predecessors bought back memories of the
names of component manufacturers with which I had been
familiar as a result of 'rooting through' my father's old
box.

As a result of this new interest, my parents gave me
money for my 14th birthday to buy a copy of E J. Camm's
Short Wave Manual (1 think it cost 7/6d). which I'd seen
advertised in a new copy of PW, because I'd become a
reader by then (I must confess that I ceased to be a regular
reader at some stage in the late 1940s when I changed to
Wireless World as I couldn't afford both).

My father bought me a second-hand pair of
headphones (S. G. Brown no less for 5/-) and I bought
myself an HL2 triode so I was equipped for starting on a

practical demonstration of short wave radio. I built a one
valve receiver from a design in the Short Wave Manual, but
I used a Telsen 'two band' short wave coil (which was in
my father's collection, but which he'd never used) instead
of the home-made single band coil wound on a glass test-
tube as described in the book.

I strung up 30 feet of aerial wire to the bottom of the
garden and began learning the technique of gentle reaction
control and not moving my hand because of 'hand capacity
effects' and I soon began hearing stations like Radio
Brazzaville from the Belgian Congo, All India Radio,
Japanese broadcasts and US Armed Forces Radio Service
programmes from stations like WNBC. WGEO, etc., and it
was all very exciting for me. Later on I converted my
receiver to a 2 valve 'detector + I.f.' version and heard
Radio Australia, so I felt I'd really 'heard the world' then!

Needless to say. by the time I was 15.1 'knew' that I
wanted to become a Radio Engineer and staff at school
directed me into thinking of a Physics degree course as the
way to proceed to become a professional radio engineer. I
never did become that, but I spent all my working life in
Physics and Electronic Engineering so I was in the right
sort of area!

But going back to the s.w.l. area. it was in the latter
half of 1944 that, in my after school listening. 1 came upon
stations MCN. MCO and MCP, which were used by the
BBC War Correspondents, like Chester Wilmot. Frank
Gillard and Richard Dimbleby to send their reports back to
BBC London. It meant that I could tell my father what the
reporters were going to say before the six o'clock news on
the Home Service and, more exciting still to the budding
s.w.l.. 1 also heard the preamble chit-chat between the
correspondent and 'London' before the actual report.

I think that must have been the nearest thing to
Amateur Radio which was available in wartime. (It was 30
years later that I found out the first. MCO, was a 250W
(input) transmitter and the others were big, MCP being
5kW and MCN 7.5kW I. You will deduce that it wasn't
long before I was 'hooked for life' on short wave listening
and when Amateur Radio appeared again in 1946 1 felt
even keener, with the 28MHz band providing a lot of
thrills.

So, I am deeply thankful to PW for having started me
on that path which helped me into a career and which has
aLso given me nearly 50 years of interest in short wave
listening and 47 years of activity as a radio amateur -
almost all of the latter on c.w. by the way. Well, that isn't
all of my early history in radio, but I'm sure I've consumed
enough of your 'spare time' already, so thank you once
again and best wishes.
Alan Errock G3HCO
Cheshire

Editor's reply: Thanks for the memories Alan...they
were absolutely fascinating! I thoroughly enjoyed my
visit to your elubmthanks for the hospitality.
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Letters Received
Via The 'Internet'
Many letters

intended for 'Receiving
You' now

arrive via the Internet'
And although there's

no problem in
general with

many
correspondents

are forgetting to
provide their postal address I haveto remind readers

that although wewill not publish
a full postal address

(unless we are asked to do sof werequire It if the /en&
is to be

considered. So, please don't forget
o include your full

postal address
and callsign along

with you! E -Mau
hieroglyphics, Editor

Ecko Service
Department
Dear Sir
As a pre-war member of
the Ekco service
department I was most
interested to read the
letter entitled 'Vintage
Vale' and referring in part
to the article by Ian
Liston -Smith G4JGT in
the August issue of your
magazine.

New Ekco models
were brought out in the
early autumn and the last
figure of the type number
indicated the following
year. Thus the PB279,
which incidentally was
not motor driven, was
first made in 1938.

The first motor -
driven automatic -tuning
set was, to the best of my
memory. the PB288, this
had a narrow spacer
between the two halves of
the selection disc fitted to
the variable capacitor
spindle. Small variations
in the final position of the
switching off contacts
were taken care of by
automatic frequency
control (a.f.c.).

The use of a.f.c.
violated the patent held
by another radio company
and the next year in the
new model - the PB289 -
I believe it was called,
used a different method
of frequency control. The
motor was now 2 speed,
when it stopped, it over-
ran the insulation strip
and made contact with a
small roller. One of two
fitted each side of the
insulating strip, the motor
direction reversed at a
slower speed the selection
disc inched back to the
off position.

The PB279 was a
cheaper simpler model
where station switching
was simply done by
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selecting a pre-set tuned
circuit. After all these
years. my memory is dim,
but the above principles
are basically correct.
Ron Parry GSXV
Berkshire

PW Sprat Project
Dear Sir
I am writing about the PW
Sprat project in
July/August 1996 and I
wonder how many of your
readers have built one, and
if so... how have they
found the construction and
performance of this
project? I have built the
3.5MHz version and found
that it gives very good
results.

1 found there were one
or two faults with the
circuit. one of which the
tuning was too coarse.
however, this was cured by
changing R3 to 2.7141 I
have gone on since to build
a 7MHz version and had
quite a number of
continental DX QRP
QSOs.

I think the design is
great and brings a
complete c.w. superhet in a
single chip and wonder if
anyone has thought of
building an s.s.b.
transceiver using the
design? It is a great
portable rig when going /P
using batteries and if you
use the case recommended
it fits in the palm of your
hand. So. I hope to QSO
with other Sprat users and
hear more from them on
their experiences.
.Jim Walker GOWMJ
Lancashire

Island PCB
Technique

Dear Sir
A variant to the cut and
glue 'island' technique of
construction used for the
connections of the r.f.
amplifier (October issue) is
to isolate the islands
required directly on the un-
etched p.c.b. board. A
model maker's electric
drill fitted with either a
burr cutter (or a small drill
with just a small amount of
projecting from the chuck
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is used to cut a narrow
channel through the copper
around each island. Then
you should test for short
circuits, and then if it's
okay...solder on the
components.

Assuming that a
general layout has been
planned. one advantage of
this method is that the
islands may carefully be
cut out as work progresses
to suit the size of the
component. It is also
possible to channel the
connections to standard
dual in line (DIL
integrated circuits ti.c.s so
that they may be soldered
in a normal upright
position.

However, a better
method for more complex
circuits especially ones
using integrated circuits is
to make a sandwich of
Vemboard and single -sided
p.c.b. material, the latter
copper side down as a
groundplane and Vero
copper tracks up. Initially,
the Veroboard is located
and fixed on the p.c.b.
material by using the
corner track holes to drill
through the p.c.b. material
and insert wire links
soldered on both sides.

Component ground
connections are passed
through Vero track holes
and ones drilled in the
bottom copper then
soldered on both sides. All
other connections are made
to the Vero tracks using

Memories Of 1936

Working 'Stroke Portable'
On HF

Dear Sir
I read with interest your 'Keylines'
comment regarding working 'Stroke
Portable' (/P) in deepest Wales. Here, I
take great pleasure in working /P from
isolated locations, mainly from hilltops on
'two metres' and h.f.

Like you, being outside the home
QTH brings the magic of amateur radio
hack into the hobby, no 'phone. no TV or
computers, just a radio (in my case a Ten -
Tee Scout 555. a battery and a W3EDP
long wire strung to the nearest fence or
tree plugs an MFJ random wire tuner). I
get a real sense of communication from
this set-up and of course the fresh air and
in your case, steam, heaven!

It always amazes me when working
/P how many people come up to see
what's going on. Many cannot believe the
distance being worked, even on 3.5MHz
inter UK. Who said amateur radio was
outdated?

I look forward with great interest to
hearing your ideas in print regarding a
good portable antenna. In the meantime.
thanks for an excellent magazine.
Peter Caldwell G4PAC
Berkshire

Editor's Reply: Working b.f. portable
is great fun Peter...as we've both
'rediscovered'! I hope to publish my /P
antenna ideas later in 1998.

Dear Sir
Your 'Keylines' page in November 1997
is most interesting, but I must raise two
points with reference to your portable
operation. I) Please refer to Amateur
Radio Licence (A) or (B) Terms,
Provisions & Limitations Booklet BR68,
page 12, para 7(3) where it states that /P
refers to operating at a temporary location
- not portable.

I sometimes work from a temporary
location and use callsign /P followed by
the postcode. operators coming back to
call 'stroke P' often say or key 'stroke
portable'. Then I have to explain, which
causes some confusion!

2) When operating portable. as I do
sometimes, I never use /portable in the
ensuing QSO. I will say that I am
operating portable. but to include it in the
callsign appears to be 'out of order'.

However, many thanks for such an
excellent magazine, I have just been made
a present of a year's subscription to PW
and I look forward to receiving it with
pleasure.

Stan Emmett GOTZT
Isle of Wight

Editor's reply: I checked with the RA
on this point Stan and it appears that
as I wasn't mobile (although operating
from a stationary car and I was using
a temporary antenna, whilst operating
temporarily from a lay-by - I was
correct in signing 'stroke portable'.

them as normal or grouped
in islands and removing
those not required with a
track cutter. Components
such as small transformers
and inductors may be
glued to the Veroboard to

achieve stability and
external connections made
to the Vero tracks as in
normal use. This method
allows i.c.s to be mounted
in the upright position and
connections to be made

Dear Sir
In reference to your 'olde world radio making' on page 21 PW (ktober issue. This
really brought memories flooding back to me when I was 10 years old in 1936.

1 recall my father making a radio from the PW magazine of the time. Not that
I've followed in his footsteps. Unfortunately. he passed away at 35 two years later.

The set I recall was a blessing for entertainment. My father had to wind the coils
by hand. The cabinet for the receiver was also hand made too...with 'twisty legs'.

Thinking of the compact radios of today. it was glamorous and enormous! There
was a deck inside behind the dials, where everything was laid out, valves, coils. etc..
grid bias, all in a little rack.

For the tuning knobs, they were mounted on a Bakelite facia panel. Behind the
lower doors of the cabinet, there could be found a beautiful glass accumulator and a
large high tension battery. The large speaker sat on top of the whole assembly. The
aerial was a long wire type and there was a substantial 'earth' connection.

Of course. I also quite often had a trip to the top main road to have the
accumulator recharged. Quite some memories eh? And thank you for your
memories and congratulations on your 65 years of PW service.
George H. Taylor
Doncaster

Editor's reply: Thanks for your memories too George...and keep the memories
coming readers - please!

without the interpolation
required in the 'upside-
down dead hug' method.

I've used the first
method on a superhet
receiver. Both methods
require a steady hand,
good magnifying glass,
testmeter to isolate shorts.
line tipped preferably
temperature controlled
soldering iron and some
practice but these of course
form the basis of any
satisfactory electronic
construction method.
N. L. Smith
Staffs

Send your letters to the
PW Offices, marking it
clearly for 'Receiving
You'
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Com I fled by Donna Vincent G7TZB

The Biggest Electronics
Catalogue Ever!

Tandy. who say the) are "Britain's
largest high street electrical retailer"
have just launched, what they are

claiming to be their "biggest and

best catalogue ever". Tandy are part
of InterTAN Inc., who are based in
Fort Worth, Texas in the USA.

InterTAN is an international

consumer electronics retailer with
over 1.800 retail stores and dealer
outlets in the UK. Canada and

Australia.

The Tandy stores carry a wide

range of both brand and ownlabel

consumer electronics including
audio and video.

communication

products,
telephones.

computers,

accessories

and much

more. And

the new

Tandy

Electronic3

Catalogue is no

exception. its 500 pages are

packed with products including
specialist electronic components.

A new feature of Tandy's new

catalogue is Tandy 'Unlimited'
which is a mail order facility giving

customers access to the full range of
products including the more unusual

and state of -the -art technology.

Orders placed from the Tandy

'Unlimited' range are despatched
within 48 hours and are subject to a
nominal P&P charge.

Tandy Customers can also

benefit from the 'Repair Shop at
Tandy' service. Under this service
Tandy will repair a range of

electrical items whether they come

from Tandy or not. Full details of

this are given in the catalogue.
The new Tandy Electmnics

Catalogue is available for only £1!

from all Tandy stores and includes

£25 worth of vouchers. To find out
where your local Tandy store is call

(0500) 300666 or alternatively check
out their Web page at
W'VVW.tandynLco.uk

Keeping In Touch

The Open Museum at the
National Maritime Museum.
Greenwich. London, will be
running a one day course on
Saturday 21 February to look at
the subject of how
communication on land and at
sea has always been vital and
essential for safety and security,
to Naval and Merchant fleets.
The course, entitled 'Keeping In
Touch' will explore the early
methods used to assist ship -to -
ship and ship -to -shore
communications and will
include flag signalling, the
Admiralty Telegraph. the early
electrical telegraph and the
wireless telegraph.

Speakers on the course will
include Dr Allan Chapman

Brown (Naval Historical
Branch). Mary Goodwin
(Cable & Wireless PLC) and
Jenny Wraight (Admiralty
Library). The cost of the course
is £25 (£15 for concessions).

For a free prospectus or to
make a booking please contact
Caroline Tilbrook on 0181-312
6747 or look to the National
Maritime Museum's Web site at
http://www.nmm.ac.uk

ZII414 Chip Supply

As many PW readers are aware
the Plessey ZN414 i.c. appears
to be in short supply, as we
discovered after publication of
David Rowland G6UEB's
'Matchbox Midget Receiver'
project in the September issue of
PW. However, help is at hand if
you're trying to locate a
supplier.

Mike Dudley of Worldwide
Electronic Components (UK)
Ltd., has contacted the
'Newsdesk' to say that he has
several hundred Plessey
ZN414Z's in stock and that he
can locate and supply most parts
under the Plessey name.
However. he would like to point
out that his business is fairly
small and therefore would

`Vintage Visit' For PW Wet

It's quite a few years since I last visited the National Vintage
Communications Fair (NVCF) at the National Exhibition
Centre near Birmingham. This year however, the Autumn NVCF
was on the day following the Rochdale QRP Convention
(Sunday (26th October) and I took advantage of the fact that the
event was on my way home!

Although the NVCF is certainly not an Amateur Radio event
and many of the prices
I saw displayed
reflected the specialist
collector's market -
visitors have got to
remember that the
venue is the NEC! I
certainly met many
Amateur friends and
saw a lot of interesting
older equipment.

In fact, I was very
pleasantly surprised at
the number of
interesting items and

just missed a bargain. a beautifully made (home -brewed) receiver
(£20) incorporating the Eletroniques front-end. A lucky Irish
enthusiast had 'bagged' it!

Although I could only stay for a few hours I can certainly
recommend anyone to visit the NEC for the NVCF. I didn't buy
anything but I wallowed in nostalgia - from valves to early
Amateur Radio equipment round to microscopes and even vintage
medical equipment!

There's certainly something for everyone and I shall be
making an attempt to visit the main event in the Spring of 1998.
Perhaps I'll see you there? For further details of the regular NVCF
events contact Jonathan Hill on (01392) 411565.

Rob Manion G3XFD

What a lovely lot I've got for sale! And there's
even a KW receiver amongst the vintage
domestic gear on sale here!

Jim Fish G4MH well known to PW readers and a long way from his
Huddersfield home, had an interesting collection of valves and valved audio
equipment for sale.

appreciate orders for reasonable
quantities. Mike can be
contacted at 48 Elizabeth
Crescent, East Grinstead,
West Sussex RH19 3JD. Tel:
(01342) 312024 or FAX:
(01342) 312025.

The PW 'team' have also
been informed that Greenweld
Electronics of 27 Park Road,
Southampton S015 3UQ. Tel:
(01703) 236363 have stocks of
the ZN414 chips available albeit
at a cost of £5 each.
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Procom
Electronics of Lancashire have
notified the 'Newsdesk' that due
to storage problems they have
decided to sort out and bundle -
up a selection of their
components into 'lucky' bags
and to sell them off. The bags
measure approximately 10 x
I 2in and Richard Swindells
GOWCP of Procom says they
estimate to have enough
components to fill around a
thousand bags!

As you can see from the
photograph the lucky bags
contain a selection of 'bits and
bobs' ranging from resistors,
displays and other components
through to head cleaning

cassettes and there's even the
odd screwdriver in there too!
The bags are available direct
from Procom who can be found
at 182 Stamford Street,
Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancashire OL6 7LR for £7.99
each or by mail order by calling
0161-343 2782. If mail ordering
please remember to add £2.50
P&P, all cheques should be
made payable to Procom
Electronics.

So, if you're looking for
some additions to your 'junk
box' why not order a lucky bag
and you never know you may
get hold of that all important
component you've been
searching for!

Stalest 411 Nimes

As reported in last month's 'Newsdesk' the 1997 Radio 1
Student Radio Awards took place on Saturday 1st November
1997 and we are now pleased to announce that University Radio
Falmer from the University of Sussex beat strong competition to
earn the vote of Best Student Radio Station of '97. The prize for
the up and coming broadcasters is an hour of broadcasting on
Radio I which will give them the chance to broadcast to
approximately one million listeners.

Other winners in the other categories included the city of
Nottingham whose two universities swept the board by winning
five out of seven awards in the remaining categories. These
included Best Factual Programme and Best Radio Presenter.

Student radio broadcasting is fast becoming an everyday part
of university life and provides an essential grounding for the radio
broadcasters and technicians of tomorrow. So, if you're at
university and are interested in getting involved with The Student
Radio Awards contact Radio One Awards, do NUS Press
Office, 461 Holloway Road, London N7 6LJ for more details.

PW OP Contest Presentations
Despite the delayed publication of

the 1997 PW I44MHz QRP Contest

results - due to Neill Taylor

G4HLX's temporary 'exile' in the

USA - the presentation of the

winner's trophy. and the 'runner's -

up' award took place at the last

Granby Halls Leicester show event.

Winners of the 1997 Trophy were the North Wales Wafflers (GWONWR/P) seen

accepting their hard won award after several 'near misses' from the Editor Rob

Mannion G3XFD deputising for Neill Taylor.

4/lice Pretested
Twice!

The North Wales Waffler's group

also won an Alinco D1-190

I44MHz hand-held transceiver.

kindly donated by Mike Devereux
G3SED of Nevada

Communications. As the 'North Wales Wafflers' team all own hand-held

transceivers they expressed a wish to donate it to the Radio Amateur's Invalid &
Blind Club for use by their disabled members.

The photograph shows the D.1-190 being presented to Shelagh Chambers.

Treasurer & Membership Secretary of the RAMC and wife of Nick Chambers
GOIRM who is seen standing (centre) to the left of his wife. Mike Devereux G3SED

is standing to Nick's left but perhaps the most important member of the 'Chamber's

'team' - Clyde. Nick's Guide dog...decided to hide himself from the camera!

Gratefully accepting their D.1-190 from the 'Wafflers' Shelagh Chambers said it

would be most useful for when RA1BC members were in hospital away from their

main rigs. Let's hope there's not too much QRM on the electrocardiographs!

Solar Power for Runners -Up

The 1997 144MHz QRP Contest Runners-

up - the Oldham Radio Club
(G1ORC/P) along with being able to tell

of their adventures in appalling weather at

their /P I44MHz site - are now the proud

owners of a Solar Panel unit kindly

donated by Bob Keyes GW4IED of Key
Solar Products. The photograph shows

Bob Keyes (second from right) presenting

the solar panel units to members of the Oldham RC who have now totally recovered

from the effects of bad weather and broken limbs!

Tennomost Trophy Presented

Winner of the Tennamast Trophy (In Memoriam to Frank Hall GMSBZX) was
again the Cockenzie & Port Seton Amateur Radio Club (C&PSARC). They were

presented with the Special Clock Trophy (kindly donated and supported by Norrie

Brown GM4VHZ of
Tennamast. at the (C&PSARC)

'Junk Night Event' by Beth

Hall (widow of Frank) in the
late summer.

Shown in the photograph

are Beth Hall (left). Bob
Glasgow GM4UYZ, Colin
Smith GMOCLN. Roe Fraser
GMONTL and Jim Martin
MMIBGI.

(Photo counts -1 of C&PSARC
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zee says:
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Visit To Portishead Radio

On Saturday 4 October former Merchant Navy Radio Officers.
members of the Radio Officers Association of Europe ( RAOE).
descended on Burnham -on -Sea. Somerset. for a visit. or should one

say pilgrimage. to Portishead Radio GKA. The visitors, most of whom
hold amateur licences. had travelled considerable distances, from all
parts of the UK. Eire and Switzerland.

Many of the delegates had sailed in the Merchant Service during
the heyday of Portishead. when it had a staff of 350 and was the
mainstay of Bumham-on-Sea's economy in the 1950s and 1960s.
Radio Officers would contact GKA to receive all their telegrams or

Marconigrants and send messages for onward

transmission to the shipping
companies

and from the passengers or crew

to their family.
There was even a facility for

sending gifts and flowers from
ships. However. it was the first time
that some ROAE members had

visited the site with which they had
been in contact so many times.

Portishead Radio was the major
centre of world-wide communications
and while a ship might have one or two

messages per day to send. GKA would
have 50 or 60 ships to contact every four hours, and
passenger ships could have 20 or more messages at
a time. The workload would be enormous.
especially at Christmas.

Perhaps it was coincidence when, early in the visit. the group encountered 'Sparks'. the
station's aptly named cat, who is on the 'payroll'. The visitors were told that there had always
been a cat on the premises, to ensure that the station was mouse free! After all. with over 300
Radio Officers on site. individuals could not all he called 'sparks' as were their counterparts
on board ship. so it was a safe name for Portishead's cat!

One reason for the s isit was the probability that the station will close in 1999. as modern
technology overtakes the need for communications by Morse key. The numbers employed at
the station today are substantially fewer and traffic passing through the station infinitesimal
compared with days past.

The visiting ROs, nevertheless, were fascinated by the home, and. purpose-built modern

consoles they saw in operation and the Morse key was seen in use, so rumours of its demise

are a little premature. On the RT side. there were conversations with a lone round -the -world
yachtsman and first news of the ship Rornantica. which was on fire in the Mediterranean.

Following the visit to GKA the ROAE members
retreated to a local hostelry for a gathering. It could not be
called a 'reunion' because the Radio Officer was usually a
one man department on board cargo ships and his only

contact with others was either when in port or by using
the Morse key.

However, many anecdotes were shared and much

common ground was found. Everyone was most
grateful to BT Maritime Services for allowing the visit
to the station.

For ROAE details and information, please contact
Paul Durkin, 73 Maple Drive. Burnham -on -Sea.

Somerset TAR 11/11.

A 'Net' of Radio Officers swapping

stories after a visit to Portishead Radio.

The consoles at Portishead Radio GKA.

'Sparks', Portishead's

aptly named cat, who is

on the 'payroll'.

50 Years In
Amateur
Radio
At the Annual General
Meeting of the Dragon
Amateur Radio Club. held
back on the 6th October 1997.

Dan Lockyer GW3HCI, was
congratulated on attaining 50

years in Amateur Radio. The

retiring Chairman Dewi
Roberts GWOABI. presented
Dan. on behalf of the club.

with an inscribed tankard
Dewi challenged if am other
amateur could possess such

number and vanet) of
callsigns. Dan also held

several more other tempura)
callsigns.

Dan. who is a native of
the Isle of Wight. has led a
varied and interesting career

in radio and electronic
engineering first in the RAF
and then on Government

Service in the 'Third World'.
At one stage he was the

Communications Officer for
the Gilbert and Ellice Islands.

Now retired. he is an active
member of the Dragon Club.

prefening as a keen c.w.

operator to use the key at the

special events.

Dan was also

congratulated by the new

Chairman John Para
GW3VVC elected at the
AGM. Dan himself was
elected as the new Vice

Chairman.

Dewi GWOABL (left) the
retiring Chairman
presenting Dan
GW3HCL with an
inscribed tankard in
celebration of this 50
years in Amateur Radio.

21St
Anniversary
Award
To celebrate its 21st

Anniversary. Poole Radii)
Society is offering an award.
To claim the award. stations

should send an extract of their

log showing contacts worth
30 points. Any station

contacted in Poole is worth

one point (two points if the

station contacted is a Novice
station). Any member of
Poole Radio Society is worth

five points (six points if the
station is a Novice). Any
contact with the club station
G4PRS OP) or GX4PRS UP)
is worth ten points.

Contacts can be made

using any bands or modes

permitted by the applicant's
licence, but must not make

use of repeaters. etc. Contacts

with Novice stations are

worth an extra point. Only
one contact with a station on

the same band and mode will

count. To count towards the

award contacts should be
made between 1st November

and 31st December 1997. So.

get going!
To claim the award.

please send a copy of your log

and cheque for £1.50 to cover

printing. postage and packing.

payable to Poole Radio

Society, to Brian Baverstock
G4WCJ, 28 Kingston Road.
Poole. Dorset BH15 2I.P.
Please allow 28 days for

delivery of your award.

Joined Forces
l he Hastings Electronics &
Radio Club I HERC l and the
Southdown Amateur Radio
Society ISARSI have joined
forces with the object of
encouraging Novices in all
aspects of the amateur radio

hobby. The first of these

activities is a 'Novice Xmas
Party On The Air' or 'How
To Gain The Devonshire or
1066 Awards', or both!
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Cocky Cockenzie's Cup!

The activities are being held on
December 26, 27 and 28th 1997 at 3
till 4.30pm each day on 7(km
(430MHz) only. A special award will
be made to the holder of the full 'N or
'B' licence whose call appears most in
the submitted Novice log. QSOs using
repeaters will not count for either
awards.

Both these awards can be
claimed by 'working' five club
members. i.e. five HERC members for
the 1066 award and/or five SARS
members for the Devonshire award.

To claim the awards all you have
to do is send a copy of your log
showing the appropriate contacts to
the relevant Awards Manager where
they will be checked against the
current membership lists. Both awards
may be endorsed. QRP. single band.
etc.

Contact details are: Del mishire
Award, Mr J. Harris G41)IIV, II
Boscawen Close, Eastbourne, East
Sussex BN23 6HF or for the 1066
Award, Mr B. Loram GOILK, 12
The Finches, St Leonards on Sea,
East Sussex TN38 9LQ.

Chester's 50th
Anniversary
The Chester & District Radio
Society will celebrate its 50th
anniversary on June 13th 1998. The
whole year will witness various events
to mark this landmark in the Society's
history.

Firstly, an award will be made to
applicants who work or hear Chester
& District Radio Society members
stations, five callsigns qualify for the
award. A small charge will be made
for the award certificate and postage.

March 21st 1998 will see the

Society's 50th Anniversary Dinner
and the RSGB President Ian Kyle
GIIIAYZ/MIOAYZ will he the Guest
of Honour. Ian Kyle will address the
'congregation' during the course of
the evening.

Tickets for the dinner will be
available at a cost of £20 each and the
venue is the Jarvis Abbotts Well
Hotel, Christleton, Chester. Further
information regarding the award and
the 50th Anniversary Dinner are
available from Roger Howells
G8GWX (Society Chairman). 52
Upton Park, Upton, Chester CH2
IDG. Tel: (012441374252.

Yeovil Convention
- New Date!
The Yetis .kinaictir Radio Club's
14th QRP Convention will be held at
the earlier date of 19th April 1998 at
the Digby Hall, Hound Street.
Sherborne, starting at 9am. The
convention VIP will be The Reverend
George Dobbs G3R1V, who will also
present the afternoon lecture.

The event will also feature trade
stands. Bring & Buy, interesting
displays ranging from vintage radio to
modem techniques, prize draws, plus
the ubiquitous 'Constructors
Challenge', which will be to produce
the most efficient 20m (14MHz) QRP
transmitter. Morse tests on demand
will be available again. Remember too
that the historic Abbey town of
Sherborne offers a wide range of
interest for the XYL and family.

For further details contact Peter
G3CQR on (01935) 813054.

Bristol's Club
Nights
Dick Elford. committee member of
the North Bristol Amateur Radio
Club has written in with details of
their RAE class and Morse tuition
group. both of which run all year.
They are held on club nights at the
club's QTH at SHE7 Braemar Close,
Northville. Bristol. Further details on

(01454) 218362 or at
GOXAYOAOL.com

Change Of Venue
The Fylde Amateur Radio Society.
as from the first meeting in 1998. will
meet at Corned Aviation Club
Room, Building 28. Blackpool
Airport, Squires Gate Lane,
Blackpool. The meetings take place
as usual on the 2nd and 4th Thursdays
each month, commencing at 7.45pm.
New members welcome.

Further information about the
Society can be obtained from G4IHF
on (012531726685 or from G7CUL
On (01772) 635464.

Warrington
Beware!
Rob Nlannion G3XFD is giving a
talk about l'W past, present and future
at the Warrington Amateur Radio
Club on the 27th January 1998 at
Bellhouse Lane, Grappenhamm,
Warrington. The talk will start at
8pm. Non-members of the club are
very welcome to attend.

For any further details about the
club and its activities, why not contact
John CORK on (01925) 762722.

Exeter ARS
Members of the Exeter Amateur
Radio Society meet on the second
Monday of each month at the Moose
Centre, Spinning Path Lane,
Blackhoy Road, Exeter at 7.45pm.
The third Monday is set aside for
projects, on air activity and natter
night.

More information about the

The Cockenzie & Port Seton (C&PS) Amateur Radio Club, based in the
Lothians near Edinburgh. Scotland. have got every right to feel 'cocky' at
winning the Practical Wireless and Kenwood 'Club Spotlight' Club
Magazine Trophy. Presented with the magnificent trophy by Kenwood's
Dave Wilkins G5HY, Bob Glasgow GM4UYZ accepted the award on
behalf of the club and was accompanied by a strong contingent from their
very active members during a ceremony at the Leicester Show in October.

Well known for their fund-
raising activities on behalf of
the British Heart Foundation.
the C&PS ARC just clinched
their win - from an excellent
selection of other club
magazines - by their approach.
The judging panel had an
extremely difficult job and
working in isolation each
came to their decision
independently with C&PS
ARC's entry winning 45
points (out of a possible total
of 50) with the joint runners-
up Hoddesdon RC (the first
winners in 1996) and the
Warrington ARC scoring 44
points..

And although the C&PS magazine is simple in format (stapled A4 sheets)
the judging panel were extremely impressed by the general 'feel' and
coverage of their entry. The judges' comments ranged from "Idid like this
one...very readable...how do they do it?, and another commented "Excellent
'newsey', friendly. lots of features. highly commended".

Other remarks included "highly commended, produced without
sponsorship, a newsey relevant publication" and front another judge came
the final COMIllellIS " Good couple of newsletters - nice to see colour in
December's, liked the recipe idea and events column. Nicely spaced out and
easy -to -read".

So. well done Cockenzie & Port Seton in winning the 1997 award. Our
congratulations also go to Hoddesdon and Warrington for their marvellous
efforts. Don't forget - this is a friendly competition. The judges have a
difficult job to do and are looking for what they consider to be the best
'club' magazine.

There's a good range of opinions on the judging panel and a good chance
of winning for all entries. The only advice I can offer for future entrants is
don't try to produce a competition winner. Just try to represent your club
and its members interests in the best way you can. In this way you will
always 'win' the appreciation of your club and your readers and you may
well also win the 1998 'Club Spotlight' Trophy. So, good luck to you all!

Rob Mannion G3XFD

Bob Glasgow GM4UYZ, accompanied by club

members, accepts the Practical Wireless &

Kenwood Club Spotlight Magazine Trophy on

behalf of the Cockenzie & Port Seton Club

from Kenwood's Dave Wilkins G5HY and

G3XFD.

Society can be obtained from Theo
G3EQM on (01392) 875498.

Loughton & DARS
\ tare Litchman G01'OC has

iccently E -mailed me with a brief
history of the Loughton & District
Amateur Radio Society, of which
he is the Web pages Editor. The
Society has had a presence on the
world wide web since last December.

Since then. the number of pages

has increased and details shown
within these pages has undergone a

series of changes. Currently you can
find articles from the Society's
newsletters, photos of club meetings
and rallies. scrap -hook articles, links
to other amateur radio related web
sites, members' E-mail details, for
sale/wanted pages and a guest book to
name but a few!

The www address of the Society
is as follows:
http://www.ndirect.co.uk/-marc.litc
hman/ladars/laracs.htm

Marc says please feel free to
wander around the site. but don't
forget to sign the Guest Book!

Quiz Night
rict

The Bang,or
& Dist

Amateur
Radio

Society are
ht on

holding a
quiz nig

Wednesday
January

at %Pra

re will be an open quiz

when the Room in the
a the Club

Clandeboye
Lodge Hotel,

Bangor.
Visitors

from
wool
otlyher

radio societies
will be

welcomVe.
ItOy COWIN,

OL
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All stocks are

limited so

don't delay.

CI( ISSUEM ONLY
Il you're missing issues of Practical
Wireless from your 1993 collection
here's your chance to make it

complete. We're selling off issues from
1993 for just £1 each including P&P!

So, if you're missing that all
important issue or wish to purchase
additional copies check out our list
below and then without delay place your
order! To order either use the form on
page 82 of this issue or call the Credit
Card Hotline on (01202) 659930.

January
 Ramsey 141-1441 Receiser KR Reslets
 liasic OM is in I wrinaii !trial g41111

 Mathematic. lit/ Ihr R AI
 Kit Suppliers Shout...,
 Hands Eleetrunks RXI 3.5N1Hz kit Review

February
 Aline() 1/J-IISOF:R Hand -Held Review
 Rudd A Vatted Acute Antenna
 A Receiser Construction Fspenense
 tuned CAV Filter Protect
 Falitystone Radio Tnhuir

Mink
 1J,Ill.n AMAICIlt Radio Eshilminin Slims G,ndc
 Free' Greenueld Catalogue
 Slaricom MX -9000 Test Equipment Review
 !Modifying the Pye Olympic P Hand Transcener
 Slarnime Mobile Amateur Radio All Al Sea

April
 Propagation Logging
 Yoram FT -530 Dual -Rand Hand -Held Review
 Basic QSOs in French  Pun I
 Meteor Scatter - The Basics
 Spreading The

May
 Free' 24 -Page Computing in Radio Magazine
 lcum IC -737 IW Transceiver Review
 Flash: QS0s in French - Part 2
 Rudd A Noise Bridge
 Vaesu F1'.5100 Stabile Tnunceiver Review

June
 Storsc Spinal
 lree' 72,page Net Ada Catalogue
 Kenwood TS -50S 111, Maldk Fransceit er Revkw
 SIIIIpIC Irmtct CW Interface
 AITR- I Morse lidor Review

July
 Tiny Tim MOH/ 5513 frant+eiter Project Part I

 Basic LISO. in Spanish Pan I

 Jim 91X-141 SSR Hand -Held Ilix*kw
 The World 01 QRP
 Build the Queciithurt 'Mlir lmnxrlte,

August
 Antenna `NrIcLial

 Inim IT -24: Transcrit er Re, iem
 rills Toll I 55111r Still Icons riserProject
 Palomar PK-44 Keyer !km iew
 Rad.. Personality - Louis Varney GSRV

September
 Test l'quipmcni Special

Basi, ()Mk In Spanish - Pan 2
 I5A250 Spectrum Analyser Reties.
 Cablv 11,11111 icAL.1

 Robin Frequency Counter AL its

October - SOLD OUT

November
 Tint Tim 3.5M114 SSB Ttansceiter Pro eel - Pan 4
 MX -200011h' Transeeiver Res km
 Castle. On The Air - it138kC
 Ameritron AL -80R\ Linear Amplifier Resins.
 Bermuda Rotund

Ikeember
 Frce. %%hat Scanner Supplement
 Ham 1)51 iii Spani.11 I..trt

 Kenwood t'0-1305 Oscillirttpe Resins.
 Setting t p four VtorAthop
 Neu Translomters From

We also have available back issues for 1994 and 1995 at a £1 each inc. P&P as well as 1996 and 1997 issues for MO inc. P&P.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

FIRST FOR MAIL ORDER WWW.COCOCO.COM
Cavendish House, Happisburgh,
Norfolk NR12 ORU

KENWOOD YAESU ICOM
PRICE MATCH

We match/better competitors advertised
prices on current UK equipment - and

give a better customer service.
Phone us last for the hest deal.

Fax: 01692 65092501692 650077 Mon -Fri: 9 - 5.30, Sat: 9 - 4.00

A DELTA ENGINEERING A
LOW PASS & BANDPASS FILTERS,

COAXIAL EMP SUPPRESSORS

DELTA

Ml O.%

DELTA

LOW PASS FILTERS

Lowpass filters are commonly made from thin
lightweight materials, assembled with pop
rivets, and not even any earth terminals! Their
performance is, at the least, poor.
Delta Filters are tough construction, with
attenuation slopes avalanching down
immediately after transmitting frequency
range. Heavily built deep notching Chebyshev
designs, prevent interference from harmonic
or spurious emissions - a must for good
operating. Low power models use silver -mica
capacitors and phenolic connectors. High
power models use thick teflon TFE insulation
sheet, brass or copper capacitor plates, all

conections soldered.
420 505! 600W 30MHz S0239 159.95
421 505! 8kW 30MHz S0239 189.95
425 5051 600W 56MHz S0239 159.95
426 5051 3kW 54MHz S0239179.95

P&P 15 95 each filter

TRANSCEIVING BANOPASS FILTERS
250W 501!

412 50-50.5MHZ 50239 169.95

413 144.148MHZ S0239 f69.95
P&P 1515 each filter

These Eiandpass transceiving filters are

designed to lessen or eliminate interference

from nearby transmitters operating in close
proximity to transceivers. As they are
transceive style, they will also effectively
reduce any transmitted spurious and harmonic
emissions from your transmitter. The 412 and
413 are two stage, parallel resonant circuit,
top -coupled designs. Each unit will pass the
listed band of frequencies, and attenuate or
block all frequencies above and below that
band segment The filters are connected
between the transceiver output and the
antenna. Direct grounding of the filter may
offer better overall performance, but generally
the station's earth ground will be sufficient.

SUPPRESSORS

Delta suppressors protect coaxial line centre
conductors from DC and low frequency AC
voltage/current transients. Delta suppressors
deliver as much current to ground as the
centre conductor of the coaxial line can. The
circuit, active at all times, neutralizes minute
transients which often cause receiver noise.
Direct hits can be handled, but not under all
conditions

301/U 1.5 - 200MHz 1kW 50239 144.95
302/U 30-500MHz IkW 50239 149.95
302/N 30-500MHz IkW N E46.95

P&P 14.95 each suppressor

Mosley H.F. Antennas
END OF SEASON BARGAINS

HEAVY DUTY SERIES TA33M WARC 10/12/15/17/20(v1 4 EL

TW33 12117/30M 3 EL

HEAVY DUTY CLASSIC CL33M 10/15/20M 3 EL
CL33M WARC 10/12/15/17120M 4 EL

CL36M 10/15/20M 6 EL
SERIES

1659
1821
1.6.14

1.700
Lain

1499 Carr £15
1349 £15
1469 115
1599 £15
1699 £15

AUTEK RF ANTENNA
ANALYSERS

RF1 HF £159.95 P&P 7.95
RF5 VHF/UHF £289.95 P&P 10.00
Protective Case £14.95 P&P 2.75
The RF1 adjusts antennas, teedlines. and
RE networks, from 1.2 to 35MHz in 5 bands
r measures RE values of true impedance
,11 20001/1, SWR II to 15 II CIO-9999pF) and
L 1 004 to 300011 It instantly reads out

impedance and SWR. Feedline loss and
phasing, Q, tunedcircuit resonance can be
accurately measured and adiusted, L and C are

measured at the RF frequency of interest. not at
Dilizotink_as_with other L/C meters.

The RF5 is continuously adjustable from 35 to 75MHz, and 138 to 500MHz (typically
530MHz) in 3 bands. It measures RF values of true impedance 10-600511, SWR 11 to
6.11, and its INSTANT SWR mode finds the frequency of minimum SWR (or ZI on
command automatically. Both units fit into the pocket, and run on a standard 9V battery
(or 7 12V)

HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLIES
These stablized, protected power supplies,
are top quality and a very compact design
HT1420 1139.95

Voltage 13 8vDC

Current Rating 20/25A
Dimensions 160 x 120 x 280mm
HT1520 E159.95 110 p&p
With Voltage & Current Meters
Voltage 3.5-184C
Current Rating 20/25A
Dimensions 160 x 120 x 280mm

WE NEED QUALITY, USED, BOXED
AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

BEST PRICES PAID. COLLECTION ARRANGED

Anti -Corrosion Compound for Aluminium Antennas: ACJ-2 Sachet £7.95 p&p 11.95

CALLSIGN CLOCK £39.95
includes world-wide delivery

Hand finished with CALLSIGN on the face An ideal gift for
Radio Amateurs. A useful addition to any radio shack, and
a valuable operating aid. A large face gives excellent
visibility across a radio room The hour is indicated in 12/24
hour format. Three colour with blue sky effect background.
Global map shows countries with their bearing in degrees
Models are available centred on other world areas.

WHEN ORDERING. STATE CALLSIGN AND AREA OF THE WORLD

VIBROPLEX
ORIGINAL BUG
STANDARD 1179
DELUXE £219
Left Handed DELUXE £239

P&Pf7 95 each key Nee...adie

DELUXE DOUBLE KEYS
SINGLE PADDLE £369
IAMBIC 1369

IAMBIC
STANDARD £169
DELUXE f199

STRAIGHT KEY
STANDARD £169
DELUXE £199

DELTA 1.5kW
COAX

SWITCHES
7 WAY
2 WAY
4 WAY
4 WAY

50239 to 600MHz
N TYPE to 1300MHz
S0239 to 600MHz
N TYPE to 1300MHz

The only
switches with

built in
Arc Protection

(6995
184 95

f 94 95
1109 95

E5 95 P&P
£5.95

15.95
£6 95

SWR/POWER METERS
CROSS NEEDLE P&P f5.95 each

CN-220 1 8-250MHz 15/150/1500W
CN-144 140-170MHz 15/150/1500W

CNV/UHF 140170,410-450MHz 15/150/1500W

PORTABLE

W450 140-170,400-470MHz 0-150W

1109.95

179.95

189 95

£34.95

C VISA 741EHE,-.
Please add 2%
to total for card

orders
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DISCOVER

THE BASICS

B Rob Manion G3XFD

Having discussed the

generation of

alternating current

and rectification last

time, Rob hfannion

G3XfD now

demonstrates a

classic use of a

single diode rectifier

in a simple receiver,

Fig. I: Circuit for the
diode detector circuit. For
best results use an 'air
spaced' variable
capacitor. The fixed vane
contact should be
soldered to point A and
the moving vanes contact
to point C. High
impedance headphones
are best. but low 'Z'
impedance will work but
cassette player types are
not suitable.

I hope you've enjoyed the experiments
and ideas I've suggested in the series
so far. But now that you've learned a
little about how we generate current -
both in 'direct' and alternating forms -
I can digress a little from the purely
theoretical teaching to demonstrate a
very simple and practical application
of the rectifier and take you back to
'Great Grandad's time' by making a
'crystal set'.

Strictly speaking our 'crystal set' is
not a crystal set because it uses a
modern rectifier diode rather than a
mineral crystal. But. after you've got
your 'bogus' crystal set working
there's nothing to stop you
experimenting and reliving the 1920s
era!

So. to start the project off you will
need a small rectifier diode (virtually
any type will do). some enamelled
wire and several small components.
I'll provide a 'shopping list' for the
small number of parts needed - and if
you're really desperate I'll even let
you know how to get hold of what you
need for free!

The Utak
You'll see immediately that the circuit.
Fig. 1 is extremely simple. And of
course you will recognise the 'half -
wave' rectifier circuit I described last
time.

However. this time the circuit is
being used to rectify or 'detect' (the
generally used term for this job) a
radio frequency (r.f.) signal. And when
you realise that the radio
transmissions we use
are in fact high
frequency alternating
currents - it will all
begin to make sense.

The coil. LI, is
formed by winding 40
turns of enamelled
copper wire onto a

convenient 'former' is tapped every 10
turns. This can be an empty plastic
35mm film canister or even a 'cotton
reel'. One end of the coil should be
soldered to point 'A' (same point as the
diode 'anode' end and fixed vanes
contact of the capacitor). The other end
of the coil can be soldered to the
'chassis' of the capacitor. one of the
headphone leads and the earth
connection.

If you've played around with this
type of simple receiver before - you'll
realise that with the variable capacitor
value shown in Fig. I. it will not tun,
to the usual long and medium waves.
And in fact. this 'crystal set' is
designed to tune the short wave bands.

Just where your receiver tunes on
the short wave bands will be down to
your coil winding. But as this type of
receiver can be extremely effective on
short waves (because of the very high
field strengths being refracted from the
ionosphere) you won't be disappointed
- even when a relatively short antenna
is used. The vertical bar on the diode
symbol (at the 'B' end) represents the
cathode and is usually marked with a
coloured hand on the diode itself.

Important Antenna

I he all input tam antenna is even
more important for a crystal detector
receiver! This is because the detector
can only provide you with what the
antenna can 'extract' from the passing
electromagnetic waves.

Although I shall be discussing
radio waves later on in the series, the
diagram in Fig. 2, provides a
simplified explanation to help you
understand how the 'crystal set' works.
Here it's convenient to regard the
antenna as being the equivalent of the
field windings on the simple alternator.
with the passing radio waves playing
the part of the moving magnetic (but in
this case it's electromagnetic) field.
And of course...the diode is rectifying
the output!

The antenna should be as long as
possible and on the short wave bands

Radio waves

1W10792.

Antenna

Receiver

Headphones

'Springy' rowel connection twith a Marti point)
touching the pope oxided surface of the nethet

Copper washer held down
by Sawing pine

To 'A'

Wile soldeewflo the
inichnsWe nf the washer

Solder wire end contort together
on the Sewing pin head

you'll find you can hear quite a few
broadcasting stations at good
headphone level. You'll also notice
that stations will often be heard
together and sometimes it will be
difficult to listen because of the
mixture of programmes! This is a
fundamental problem of the simple
receiver and later in the series I'll
show how you can reduce the problem
and improve sensitivity by adding a
stage of r.f. amplification.

Home -Brewed 'Crystal'

icLeiver
working...and they can be great fun -
working on 'free' energy supplied by
the radio signal itself - you can try a
home -brewed 'crystal'. The simplest
uses the metal oxide rectifier effect and
for this you'll need a copper washer
(available from hardware shops) and
some lemon juice!

Cover the copper washer with
lemon juice or vinegar (best done
outside!) and leave it fora few days to
go green. The resultant green layer is
copper oxide and with the sharp
pointed contact shown in Fig. 3.
touching the surface, and wired up as
shown - YOU MAY (depending on
signal strength. the oxide surface and
your patience!) get a signal.

If you do get a signal - it's a
fascinating experience! And if you
want to experiment further you can try
using pieces of coal, burnt coal (coke
if you can find it!) and galena (lead
sulphide. the commonest form of lead)
crystals. This is one of the original
types used in crystal sets and can be
obtained from specialised shops
providing 'Gem Stones' and lapidary
products.

In rounding off this time I have a
shopping list and 20 or so single
earphones and diodes available for
anyone who wants to 'have a go' and
doesn't have easy access to a
component source. So. if you're keen
and fall into this category, write to me
enclosing an A5 sized self-addressed
strong envelope with a 50p stamp on it
and I'll send you an earphone insert
and a diode to get you going. Good
Luck!

PW

Fig. 2: Simplified diagram illustrating
how the antennas intercepts the passing
radio waves. In this diagram the antenna
wire is horizontal and the view is from
above the antenna wire and looking
down. For clarity only the electric field of
the electromagnetic wave is shown.

Fig. 3: slaking your own copper oxide
point -contact rectifier. It needs patience
to work...but can prove rewarding!
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FERRELL'S
CONFIDENTIAL
FREQUENCY LIST
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piral bound for easy us

elephone 0120
order your copy,

PW Publishing ltd.
Freepost

Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach

Broadstone
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free P&P

cif UK only

Radio Receiver Trainer
An Invaluable Learning and Design Tool for all Experimenters

The manual contains complete schematics and theory of operation of al
the building blocks. Use this trainer to receive frequencies from 500kHz
to 110MHz!

A set of proven alternate building block designs are included in the
manual to get you started with your own designs. There is no need to get
your complete receiver design working all at once. Build and test each
block one at a time.

The Radio Receiver Trainer contains nine receiver
building blocks and a comprehensive training manual.

Simply connect the building blocks to
build AM. SW. Superhet and Direct Conversion
receivers. Decode SSB. CW and FM!. Use proven
building blocks to develop and test your own designs.

Pricing: Complete £129.00
Kit £89.00
(Kit excludes case & headphones)

P&P is ES (UK). £8 (EC). £12 (World)
Add 17.5% Vat to Total Price

Building Bkx:ks: RF Input Tuner
RF Oscillator
Mixer
IF Filter
IF Amplifier
AM Detector
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Audio Filter
Audio Amplifier

Mail Order To: Pyramid Electronics LTD.
204 Ferndale Road, Brixton, London SW9 8AG
Phone (0171) 738 4044 Fax (0171) 274 7997 (Out of office hours ordering by answering machine)
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Lowe Electronics Ltd
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A 70cms Transceiver for only!!!

£89.95
plus FREE p&p

C-408 UHF 430MHz
HORA Super Mini Amateur
Transceiver
This outstanding transceiver makes an ideal
last minute Christmas gift - even if it is for
yourself! Fits a shirt pocket with room to
spare!
Features:

Super mini size (58x80x25mm including battery)
6 selective tuning steps

20 memory channels
Internal dual watch
Semi -duplex operation
Pause or busy scanning modes

Squelch/Monitor
Battery save - Auto power off
Repeater shift /CTCSS standard

PTT lock
Selected frequencies and operation mode lock

Brief Specifications
Frequency range

PLL Lock range
Modulation type
Channel steps

Transmit RF Power

Receiver

CCTSS (For repeater)

430.00MHz-439.99MHz
400.00-450.00MHz
F3

5,10,12.5,15,20,25,50 kHz
3V:Maximum 230mW
Double conversion superheterodyne

67.0-131.8.0Hz

OUT NOW...OUT NOW...
Lowe Electronics Catalogue

4Thate kwic.""1
CPS

37,011 way., 4'

41.43nd d0_

Weathe,
4lonitortn0

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

FREE'

FREE!

80 pages of of exciting products covering-
Communications
Amateur Radio
GPS Navigation
Short Wave Listening
Airband & Scanning
Security
Weather Monitoring

Don't miss out - just send four first class
stamps to receive your own catalogue!

Lowe Electronics Lid
Chesterfield Road, Matlock

Derbyshire, DE4 5LE
Telephone (General Enquiries) 01629 580800.

Fax 01629 580020
Orders FREEPHONE 0800 174749

Email: info@lowe.co.uk
URRL: http://www.lowe.co.uk

Showroom opening hours are 9.30am to 5pm Mon -Fri and 10am to 4pm
on Sat, but check with our local branches as times may vary

Branches

Bristol & Wales, 79 Gloucester Road, Patchwoy, Bristol BS12 50J,

Tel 0117 931 5263 Fax 0117 931 5270

North East, Unit 188. Airport Industrial Estate, Newcastle, NE3 2EF,

Tel 0191 214 5424, Fax 0191 214 0761

South West, 117 Beaumont Road, St Judes, Plymouth PL4 9EF

Tel 01752 257224 Fax 01752 257225
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Antenna
Enthusiasts!

Make sure your
bookshelf is stocked
with a copy of More
out of Thin Air
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Court, Station
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FREE 198(12!
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ORDER A 3 -YEAR
SUBSCRIPTION & SAVE £1O*

AND BE IN WITH THE CHANCE TO
WIN A HI -Fl SYSTEM WORTH £350!

Take out a three year subscription to your

favourite Amateur Radio Magazine this

month and save at least £10 on the price (for

example a I -year UK sub costs £25 so. if

you susbcribed for 3 years at £25 it would

cost you £75 over that time). And that's not

all! - Your name will automatically be

entered into our prize draw to give you a

chance of winning a Pioneer Stereo Hi-Fi

system complete with speakers!

The Pioneer SX-P530 system features a

stereo receiver (amplifier and synthesised

tuner). twin cassette deck and CD player. It

comes complete with two 60W 8t2 speakers.

remote control unit. f.m. and a.m. antennas and full operating

instructions.

By taking out a three year subscription, not only are you saving money

and giving yourself an opportunity to win the Pioneer System but you

are also getting the extra benefits of:

Ir Seeing your copy before it gets to the Newsagents!

4. Protecting yourself against cover price rises during your

subscription period!

dr Having PW delivered direct to your door every month!

 Making sure you don't miss out on Antennas in Action!

 Ensuring that you're right -up-to-date with all the latest news

and reviews!

Subs Rates:

3 Year 1 liar
£65 £25 UK

£85 f90 Europe

£91) £96 Rest of World Airsaver

f100 fIll Rest of World Airmail

' Saving based on current UK rare. see above

for other overseas rates.

SO, WHAT ARE YOU

WAITING FOR? - DON'T

DELAY MAKE SURE YOl

DON'T MISS OUT ON

THREE YEARS WORTH OF

RADIO READING - ORDER

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

'TODAY!

To order your subscription please use the Order form on page 82 of this issue

or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote Subs I.
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It was Rob
Micklewright
G3MYM, who
reminded PW
that 1998
marked the
Centenary of
Amateur
Radio. So, it's
appropriate
that Rob
starts the
`celebrations'
with a 'potted'
look at the
first 100 years
of our
scientific,
technical and
above all -
`fun' hobby.

J
This year. 1998, the
scientific hobby of
Amateur Radio has been

going for I(S) years. And in this
context, a Radio Amateur is
defined a person using radio
transmission purely as a hobby
and not for any commercial,
vocational or professional reason.

The first Amateur Radio
station in the world was set-up in
England in 1898. The station
belonged to a M.J. C Dennis. who
later had the callsign DNX, then
EI2B. and who was made a Vice -
President of the Radio Society of
Great Britain (RSGB) in 1936.

The 100 years of Amateur
Radio can be divided into four
distinct periods. These are 1898
to 1914. 1920 to 1939. 1946 to
1969 and 1970 to 1998.

The reason for the gaps in the
dates from 1914 to 1920 and from
1939 to 1946 is that in Britain
Amateur Radio stations were
closed down during these periods
because of the two World Wars.
(The close down dates were
different in the USA).

Spark & Detector Era

The period from 1898 to 1914
was the era of the 'spark'
transmitter and the detector only
receiver. At the beginning of the
period. a Radio Amateur would
have used a spark transmitter and
a coherer receiver and would
probably have had a likely
transmission distance of about I
to 3.2km.

1898.1914 was the era of the 'spark' transmitter and detector only
reeds er.

It
was
during
the early
times
that the
first
Amateur
Radio
clubs
and
societies
were
formed
(some of
these early clubs and societies are
still in existence today) and in
1913. the RSGB was founded.
Across the Atlantic the American
Radio Relay League (ARRL)
began life in 1914.

In 1910. British Amateur
Radio stations were required for
the first time to use a callsign.
And the callsigns that were issued
up to 1914 as a result of this
requirement were mainly three
letters (these callsigns were
cancelled in 1919 and a new style
British Amateur Radio callsign
was issued in 1920).

At the end of the period, the
equipment used by an Amateur
Radio station was a spark
transmitter and a crystal diode
receiver. But because the crystal
diode was a far more effective
detector than the coherer, a
typical transmission distance had
improved to 16km.

Discovery & Development

The years between 1920 to 1939
saw the use of valves in Amateur
Radio equipment, the discovery
and development by radio
amateurs of trans -world short
wave radio communications. It
also saw the international
recognition and organisation of
amateur radio.

By 1920 the triode valve had
been developed. This valve could
be used to amplify weak signals
or to generate a radio wave, and
before long amateurs soon began
to use valves in receivers and
transmitters.

In the early 1920s, amateurs

Technology was moving on rapidly.

between 19211 and 1939 and valves were

beginning to play a major part in
Amateur Radio equipment.

were way ahead of the
professionals in the discovery and
development of trans -world short
wave radio communication. For
example in December 1921,
Amateur Radio signals were
transmitted across the Atlantic for
the first time. And in November
1923, the first
two-way trans -
Atlantic
amateur
contact took
place.

In October
1924. Radio
Amateurs in
Britain and
New Zealand
made the first
contacts
between the
Antipodes and
Europe. All of these contacts
were made on wavelengths that at
the time were considered by the
professionals as useless for long
distance radio communication. In
my view, it was this achievement
by Radio Amateurs, which more
than anything else has given
amateur radio the fame and status
that it enjoys today.

In 1924, the International
Amateur Radio Union (IARU)
was founded. Then at the
International Radio Telegraphic
Conference held in Washington in

OF AMAT]
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In the period 1946 to 1969. the
transistor was invented and Radio

Amateurs started to use the s.s.b. mode
more making it very popular.

1927, an international agreement
was reached about Amateur
Radio bands on a world-wide
basis.

In 1931. the first British
Empire Radio Union (BERU)
contest was held and in 1933 the
first National Field Day in Britain

took place.
Compared
with the
events in
the 1920s.
Amateur
Radio in
the 1930s
had settled
into a
steady
routine.

All the
amateur
bands were

used during the 1930s, from 'Top
Band' (1.8MHz) to v.h.f. using
c.w. and a.m. and mainly home-
made equipment. This state of
affairs continued until amateur
radio stations were closed down
at the start of the Second World
War.

Pioneering Amateurs

In the period 1946 to 1969, the
now familiar transistor was
invented. Radio Amateurs
pioneered the use of single

sideband
suppressed
carrier
(s.s.b.)
transmission
and the first
amateur
radio satellite
Orbital
Satellite
Carrying
Amateur .

Radio
(OSCAR 1)
was
launched.

Shortly after the end of the
Second World War, surplus
services equipment was made
available to the general public
and for many years. such radio
equipment. particularly receivers.
became part of many amateur
stations. At this time however.
most Radio Amateurs still built
their own transmitters. When
information about the transistor
became available, radio amateurs
were quick to experiment with the
use of the transistor for
transmitting.

A milestone was reached on
21 February 1954. when the
Yeovil Amateur Radio Club
made, what is almost without
doubt, the first long distance radio
contact to be made with a
transistor transmitter. This was an
unarranged I36km contact made
on the 3.5MHz band.

By 1969 s.s.b. had become a
popular mode of Amateur Radio
telephony. However. because of
the complexity of s.s.b.
equipment. most radio amateurs
chose to buy commercially made
equipment rather than build their
own. The end result was that the
move to s.s.b. transmissions
meant that 1946 to 1969 became
the last period in which home-
made equipment was a main part
of amateur radio stations.

Present Day

The period from 1970 to the
present day is the era of
commercially made Amateur
Radio equipment, where the vast
minority of radio amateur. use

- sJJJ

factory produced equipment of
ever increasing complexity. The
main modes now in use are s.s.b..
c.w. and f.m. and data. Despite
this. home-made equipment has
not disappeared entirely from
Amateur Radio and is still being
prominently used in areas such as
microwaves and lower power
(QRP) operations.

As 1998 and the centenary of
Amateur Radio progresses, two
questions can be posed. The first
of these is what has been the
significance of 100 years of
amateur radio and secondly what
will the hobby be like in the first
few decades of the new century?
Perhaps these two topics and
others like them will be the
subject of editorials. articles and
debates in Amateur Radio
magazines such as Practical
Wireless.

The purpose of my article has
been to give an outline of
Amateur Radio over the last 100
years since 1898 and I hope you
have found it both interesting and
informative. For those of you who
want to know more I will he
giving a detailed account in my
talk at the Yeovil Amateur Radio
Club on the 8th January 1998.

(Don', forget that PW will be
running further aricles to mark
the first 100 years of Amateur
Radio thmughout 1998. Ed)

PW

IJ

From 1970 to the present day has very much been the era of
commercially made Amateur Radio equipment with the vast majority

of amateurs using factory produced equipment.
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If you look carefully on the
surplus market...you'll find that
the A4I military transceiver is
now cheap to buy. It can also
easily be pressed into service as
an interesting 50MHz ('six
metre') receiver.

The A41 is a v.h.f. Cm.
manpack, designed for short
range inter -unit communication.
It operates in the 38 to 55MHz
range.

The A4I 's cheapness means
that a very nice receiver and.
what must have been an
expensive piece of kit when new,
can now easily be obtained. It
also makes an interesting general
coverage receiver for these
frequencies. As the set covers
50MHz it also makes a cheap
option for exploring that band.

There appears to be more than
one version of the A41. I myself
have an A41 set and an A41 No
2. The No. 2 set differs from the
original No.1 unit in that it has a
squelch control (not fitted on the
original) and round handset
connectors in place of the oblong
connectors on the other set.

The A41
T.T.11; Ji.iinirx I riji_

B Ben Nock G4BXD

Stand to attention and

'listen' carefully' Ben

Nock 0481rD is now

about to take a look

at an interesting

military surplus v.h.f.

transportable

transmitter -receiver

from the Radio

Amateur's viewpoint.

Table 1

s- 110 151°r. a p.
2nd rf. stage
Mixer

E5 Local OW.Cillator
P1 1st i.f. anw.

2 2nd i.f. amp.
3 3rd i.f. amp.
4 4th i.f. amp.
5 Discriminator
8

Gt

Sweep osc.
a.f. amp.

4 TX modulator
TX p.a.

4094)
4093)

ACV4096
V12 (CV4095)
Vo (CV4093)
V7 (CV4093)
V8 (CV4093)
V9 (CVA0

V13 (CV
V10 (CV4092)
V1 (CV4094)
V2 (CV4097)

Valves C
Transistors

The A41 set uses
13 miniature
valves, 3 transistors
and a few
semiconductor
diodes. For miltary
use power is
supplied from a
special multiple voltage battery
housed in the lower part of the
unit in a detachable compartment
much akin to the 31 Set that
preceded it.

Supplies of 1.5. 6, 67.5 and
I35V d.c. are needed to fully
power the set, although the I 35V
is only required for the
transmitter. The basic block
diagram of an A41 is shown in
Fig. 1.

The receiver uses ten of the
valves in a fairly straightforward
single conversion superhet
design. Two r.f. stages are used.
and four i.f. stages to feed the
semiconductor discriminator that
feeds a valved audio output stage.

Small replaceable units are
used to house some of the various
stages, some shown in Fig. 2a ,
etc. The unit number referring to
each particular stage is detailed in
Table] along with the remaining
\ di\ c,

Iwo Valve Transmitter

Two valves are used in the
transmitter strip, a self oscillating
p.a. stage and the modulator
valve. A six section variable
capacitor is used to tune the
transmitter oscillator tuned
circuit, the p.a. output circuit, the
two receiver r.f. amplifiers and
the receiver local oscillator.

A variable inductance
connected in series with one of
the antenna 'options' is also
ganged to the same shaft. Three
antennas 'options' are provided
and they include: a long whip, a
short whip or a coaxial cable feed
suitable for a dipole antenna.

On the battlefield in Kidderminster! Ashley Hull models the
infant!" use of the A41 'Manpack' transmitter -receiver unit
mounted in its carrying -pack.

Reactance modulation is
applied to the oscillator via VI
and transformer XI. There is no
provision to adjust the modulation
depth or deviation: So you either
have to whisper or shout!

fter imply
There are two power supply
options (well, three if you count
buying a new battery of the exact
type if a supply could be located!)
possible when using the A41. You
can either produce all the voltages
from a mains source or produce
the low tension from batteries
with the h.t. being derived from
the mains.

In practice the 1.5 and 6V
supplies can easily be obtained
from standard batteries. However.
if you're considering using
NiCads, then a little 'jigger)/
pokery' is needed as the NiCad
cells usually provide 1.2V.

Several I.2V batteries could
be used in series and would give
steps of I.2/2.4/3.6/4.8/6V. So the
6V option is catered for but the
I.5V supply would need separate
cells as the A4I requires a
positive ground 6V supply.
However, it requires a negative
ground I .5V supply) and due to
components in the set this
polarity cannot be changed.

So, if I assume you're using
I.2V NiCads for the I .5V supply,
then two in series would give
2.4V. If a series silicon diode is
used this drops the supply by
0.6V giving I.8V to the set, a
further germanium diode in series
would drop a further 0.3V thus

continued on page 26
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FT -736R

£1429

17-81001?

£449

MVT-71 00EX

£2 1 9.9-

,."---,..,
FT29OR AR8000
+ linear £295

'''''-^, £449 .-..

MAIL ORDER
0181-951 5781/2

132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL
VISA

1(-106 Mk11

DJ -G5

TH-G71E

I(-146 DR-M06T

Ceire

UBC-9000XLT

I(-8500

Censore

£689 £149

A`F>1
784B

£225

`-/-1":151

599ZX

£325

NEXT DAY DELIVERY 00 (UK MAINLAND) WE NOW ACCEPT LOMBARD TRICITY CHARGECARDS
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HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS

SERENE BASE ANTENNA

TSB -3301 GF 144/70,6.5/9d8 (3m) £69.95
TSB -3302 GF 144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7m) £54.95

TSB -3303 GF 144/70, 3/6dB (1.1m) £39.95

158-3315 GF 144/70, 8.5/11dB (5.4m) £149.95
TSB -3608 GF 50/144/70, 2.15/6.2/8.4d8i gain £79.95

ACCESSORIES P&P £2.00 on the following

TSA-6001N Duplexer (4-Coox) 2/70 (N/11259) £24.95

TSA-6003 Duplexer (Coax) 2/10 (11/259's) £19.95

CFX-51 4 Triplexer (6/2/70) (Coax) £56.95

MOBILE ANTENNAS £6.50deliveri
DB-7900
DB-770M
DB-1304
DB-EL2E

DB-285

PL -6M

144/10 Ems, (5/7.6dB) 1.5m £29.99
144/70 cms, (3/5.5d131 1m £24.95
144/70 cols, (2.15 /3.8d8).41cms £19.95
144MHz, ',tits, 4.5dB (I.8m) £29.95
144MHz, Iths, 3.4dB (I.3m) £15.95
50MHz wove ( 1 rn) . £16.95

ACCESSORIES P&P £250 on the following

MT -1301 1-1/Duty Mag Mnt 4- Coax Top Quality £24.95

MT -3302 H/Duly Hatch/Trunk Mnl Top Quality £24.95

CF-BPF2 2m bond pass filter £49.95
0-Tek 6m band pass filter £42.95

1101:11-TEK ANTENNAS
Post & packing £8 50

Q-TEK ZL SPECIALS
2m 5ele (boom 45 /9dBd) £36.00
2m 1ele (boom 60711 dBd) £45.00
2m 12e(e (boom 126713.8dBd) £69.00
70cm 7ele (boom 28"/1 ldBd) £24.00
70cm 12e(e (boom 48713.8dBd) £44.00

0-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm
2m 5ele (boom 63 /9dBd) £36.00
2m Bele (boom 125711dBd) £46.00
2m 11ele (boom I 86"/12.1c1Bd) £65.00
2m 5ele crossed (boom 64"/9dBd) £69.00
2m Bele crossed (boom 126711 M)_05.00
4m 3ele (boom 4577dBd) £39.00
4m 5ele (boom )2879dBd) £59.00
6m 3ele (boom 1277dBd) £49.00
bm 5ele (boom 14279dBd) £69.00
10cm 13ele (boom 76712dBd) £36.00
70cm 1 3ele crossed (boom 83712dBd) £55.00

Q-TEK HB9-CV

70cm HB9CV (boom 121 £16.95
2mti HB9CV (boom 20") £19.95
4mtr HB9CV (boom 22.5") £29.00
6mtr HB9CV (boom 32.5") £36.00
10intr HB9CV (boom 52") £65.00

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
Easy to mount HF mobile whips ready to go with PL -259 fitting.

P1-80 80m whip (approx 1.5m long) £21.95
PL -40 40m whip (approx 1.5m long) £19.95
P1-20 20m whip (approx 1.5m long) £19.95
PL -6m 6m whip (approx 1.2m long) £16.95

11111 ORDER TEL 01811951 57811
132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL.
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sot 9.30-2.00pm.

WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681

Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W Mids

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

OA MAINLAND)£10

DELUXE G5RVS Multi -stranded plastic
coated heavy duty antenna wire. All

parts reusable. Stainless steel and

galvanised fittings. Full size 102ft.

Only

Half size 51h Only Carriage f6.00.

STANDARD G5RVS
Full size 102ft £24.00 P&P £4
Half size 51ft £21.00 P&P £4

NEW O-TEK INDUCTORS 80mtr inductors.
Add them to your  size G5RV and convert it to a full size.

(New length only 69 feet total). P&P 42

COPPER WIRE (ALL 50MTR ROLLS)
Enamelled £9.95 P&P £5

Hard drawn £12.00 P&P £5

Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC) £8.00 P&P £5
Extra H/duty (Clear coated) £20.00 P&P £5

Flexweave (H/duty) £30.00 P&P £5

Flexweave H/duty (20 mtrs) £12.00 P&P £5
Flexweove (PVC coated 20 mtrs) £16.00 P&P £5

U-120 headset
A high quality headset that will fit hand portable + most HF

& VHF/UHF tcvrs via optional interface.

P&P K3.50
Supplied with two pin molded plug -will fit

Alinco/Yoesu/Stondard/ADI/Icom hand helds)

,r,""
gl._402"

F-3035 8 pin 'Standard" round £16.95
F.303Y 8 pin 'Yaesu round £16.95
F -303K 8 pin 'Kenwood" round £16.95
F -303I 8 pin 'Icom" round £16.95
F-303YP Modular "Yaesu" phone £16.95
F-303KP Modular "Kenwood" phone £16.95
F -3031P Modular Noe phone £16.95

D -308B BLACK DELUXE DESK MIC
(with up/down). Super quality. (Supplied with

8 pin pre -wired

Yoesu lead)

OPTIONAL LEADS (P&P £1.50)

A-08 8 pin -Alinco round

K-08 8 pin "Kenwood" round

1-08 8 pin "Icom" round

AM -08 Modular phone "Alinco"

YM 08 Modular phone "Yaesu"

RS -102

RS -402

RS -101

RS -502

TSA6601

NISSEI

METERS

£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95

1 8 150MHz (200W) £59.95 p&p £5
125 525Mliz (200W) £59.95 p&p £5
1.8 60MHz 13kW1 £79.95 p&p £5
I 8 525Mliz (200W) £99.95 p&p £5
144/430MHz Pocket PWR/SWR

Meter (60W) £34.95 p&p f1

FAX:- 0181-951 5782

Send f I in
stamps for our

accessory
catalogue

NEW Q-TEK WINCHES
A range of fully galvanized all steel

construction winches with safety ratchet.

(Stu SAE FOR SPE( SHEET)

OW 400

OW -800

OW -1000

OW -1200

OW 1400

STANDARD WINCHES
(DIRECT PULL) P&P £8

4001.8 £21

80015 £27
1000111 £31

120018 £36
140018 £45

BRAKE WINCHES AVAILABLE

COAX SWITCHES (P5PC250)
CX-401 4 way (SO 239) £44.95
CX-401 'N' 4 way (N TYPE) £49.95
CX-201 2 way (50239) £18.95
CX-201 'N' 2 way (N -type) £24.95

TELESCOPIC MASTS
5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 2 -' in diameter

and finishing with a top section of 1)" diameter we

offer a 8 metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast is

supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for

locking the sections when erected. The closed height

of the 8 metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre

version at 10 feet. All sections are extruded

aluminium tube with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

8 mtrs 12 mtrs

Corroge CIO 00

GUY WIRE KITS P&P £5
Standard kits £20.95
Heavy duty kits £25.95

NEW PRODUCTS
 Heavy duty free
 standing tri-pod.
: Constructed to mil
 spec. Available for our

8m or 12m telescopic
 masts (specify which).

ONLY

PRP £10

SECTIONAL MASTS Carriage £8.50
4 x 5 foot allumium sections each swaged at one end.

li dia £19.95

1'k" dia £29.95

dia £36.95

2" dia £45.95

-...=

WALL BRACKETS
6" Stand off £6.95 P&P £5

9" Stand off £8.95 P&P £5
12" T&K Brackets £12.00 P&P £8
18" IRA Brackets £18.00 P&P £8
24" T&K Brackets £20.00 P&P £8

DL -60 * Dummy load * D( 500MHz * 60W max

* PL 259 fitting £16.99 P&P 1/111l(DcENIRIP
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

CHRISTMAS SAII NOW ON
HFACCESSOOS

NEW MODEL

P-2512 'M'
25 30 amp power

supply with variable volts (3-15).

Dual meters (Volts + amps). The

UKs best selling power supply.

Most of our competitors are

selling the 20A versions for the same price.

RRP.E.94791'. OUR PRICE

P 1012 12 amp PSU £49.95
PS -200 Portable PSU £46.95

er it VECTRONICS
VC-300DLP

UK's most popular 300W ATU with built-in dummy load.

SPECIAL OFFER

MF1-949 Special offer £139.95

jaSGC-230
Superb ATU will work with any HF

transceiver. E.34/.

SALE

11
MFJ-259
HF digital SWR analyser + 1.8-110MHz

counter/resistance meter.

RRP P&P E5

CUSHCRAFT XMAS SALE
R 7000 40-10m vertical £299.95
R-5 20-10m vertical £229.95
A -3s 14, 21 28MHz 3ele beam £319.95
AV5 80-10m vertical £149.95

RRP

NB -30W 2M FM handheld
amplifier 2 -SW input. 30W output (for

5W ip). Turn your handheld into a

mobile for under [50

P&P E2

A) Nissei EP -300T
Over the ear earpiece with lapel mit & PTT. Fits

Kenwood, Abu', Yaesu or Icom

g'ite. P8 Pc1 gtrJrni or
deco

This Ear/ Mir comes with is "over the ear" earpiece is EP -300

MS -101 FIST MICROPHONE £16.95

1-2602
2m/70cm/23cm

(2/3/5.5dB) flexible
antenna with wideband

receive (14" long BNC).

OUR PRICE

.22doN
P&P £1

DB-770H
High gain 2m + 70cm

telescopic antenna with

wideband receive.

OUR PRICE

P&P El

TECHTOYZ

MICRO COUNTER
Optoelectronics are ready to pioneer the

market by proudly introducing the latest in

technology for frequency counter, the

Techtoyz Micro counter. It is the smallest frequency counter

in the world with a frequency coverage of 10MHz-1.26Hz.

The AA alkaline battery which powers the counter acts as

the antenna so no external antenna is needed.

INTRO PRICE

TNC 100 Optional antenna £6.95

OPTO SCOUT 3.1-Mk2
Latest mini frequency finder from

Optoelectronics. It will capture and memorise

up to 400 frequencies that can be recalled

directly into the AR -8000. Supplied with ant,

nicods and fast charger. RRPS,40.

SALE PRICE

Opto Cub Our price £99.95

Opto Xplorer Our price £795.95

Opto Lynx Our price £129.95
Micro DTMF decoder Our price £89.95
R -I 1 Interceptor Our pirce £349.95

DJ -190

DJ 191

DJ 541

DJ 511

DR 140

DR 430

DR-M06T

DX -70T

DX -70TH

2mtr h/held £1 29.95
2m h/held with keypad £145.00
70cm h/held £109.95
2m h/held £85.00
2m mobile (50W) £215.00
70cm mobile (35W) £225.00
6m mobile (20W) £219.95
HF + 6m £599.00
HF + 6m (high power) £659.00

NEW PRODUCTS
Clean up your 6m radio with this military spec 6m band

pass filter. lkW. Silver plated 50239 fittings.

only P&P £2.50

NOW IN STOCK

GARMIN GPS-III
Latest UK version complete with

moving mop of UK & Europe.

EA/.

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE

S.W. PORTABLES

SONY SW -100E
Award winning miniature portable SW

receiver. Its performance is brilliant for

its size. The best shortwave receiver for

under 0250.

RRP-P20" SALE PRICE

likumw:c. SONY SW -55E
Superb quality portable SW receiver with

125 presets. 100Hz step tuning for

shortwave. Includes compact antenna,

stereo headphones and carry case. RRP E249-.95.

SALE PRICE

SANGEAN ATS-818
Award winning portable SW receiver.

(All mode 0-30MHz). RRPS-1.6915.

OUR PRICE
isa

ROBERTS

- R-861
v.:. Portable SW receiver with SSB

and RDS. RRP S.149-.415.

OUR PRICE -73 {I I

ROBERTS RC -828
Portable all mode SW receiver with

built-in cassette recorder.

OUR PRICE

HANDHELD ACCESSORIES

QS -200
Mounts on the air vent grille on a car

dashboard to allow easy and safe

operation of most handhelds.

P&P i2

05-300 Deskstand £19.95

EP -300
51.41ciiiL,,. Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

+ P&P El

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2
Matches all hand helds. Can be worn on the belt

or attached to the quick release body holster.

+P&P El
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Fig. I: Block diagram of the A41 station.
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Fig. 2: Circuits of the sub -units used in the A41. 2a - r.f. amplifier, 2b - mixer, 2c - i.f. amplifier. 2d - local
oscillator. 2e - modulator and p.a. stage.
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giving the required 1.5V.
I have seen 2V rechargeable

cells offered by certain suppliers.
three of these would provide the
6V supply. and one of them with
a series silicon diode would
provide the I.5V supply.

Mains Power Unit

A suitable mains power supply
unit circuit is shown in the
diagram. Fig. 3. The actual mains
transformer used will depend upon
junk box or suppliers stock.

The main h.t. winding needs to
be around 50-0-50V otherwise the
final voltage will be too high. If
receive only is required then the
h.t. needs only be 67V or so.

The I.5V supply can be
obtained from a 6.3V a.c. heater
(filament) winding. The 6V supply
needs around at least 10V a.c.
(two 6.3V a.c. windings
in series or a 12V
winding could be used).

Many older mains
transformers had 5 and
7V windings for valve
rectifier heaters. these in
series could be used. But
failing this a separate 6-
0-6V transformer could
be used as a 12V supply.

To provide a
regulated supply. I used
the LM3 I 7T regulator
chip, and the pin -out
details are shown in Fig. 4. This
provides a variable voltage set by
the combination of the fixed 2400
resistor and the pre-set variable
resistor.

The metal heat sink tin of the
regulator used for the 6V supply is
at output potential and can
therefore be bolted directly to
'ground'. But of course - the I.5V
supply regulator will need
insulating of course.

The two variable resistors are
adjusted to set the required volts.
The pin connections to the set are
shown in Fig. 5. (this is shown
from the viewpoint looking at the
pins, from outside the set).

My circuit shown is quite
basic, and extras like fuses and a
few indicator lamps or I.e.d.s can
be added. The only important
criteria are the 1.5 and 6V levels, it
would be wise to get these as
accurate as possible, and definitely
regulated. The I.5V rail draws
about 350mA, with the 6V rail
consuming about 400mA on
transmit.

The power supply can be built
on a small chassis and mounted in
the A41 's original battery box with
a small hole drilled near the
bottom for the mains cable to exit
from.
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Fig. 3: Suitable mains power supply circuit (see text).

The A41 sub -assemblies. Main unit in
the centre foreground, batter) on left
with the battery housing unit centre
background and the radio housing on the

right.

Choice Of blew

A BNC plug on the front of the
set provides for a choice of
antennas. The use of a coaxial fed
antenna, either a dipole or some
form of beam are all possible.

There are some military
antenna kits available. These
include dipoles of various lengths
(complete with guys, insulators.
etc.) all contained in a canvas tool
kit type bag. They're often
available at rallies and would
prove ideal for the A41's needs.

For military use A4I s
normally have a telephone type
handset with loudspeaker,
microphone and push -to -talk
(p.t.t.) all in one unit. If this is not
available the diagram. Fig. 5a.
provides details of the pins on the
handset socket.

The socket, either an oblong
type or a round version, has
provision for a pair of handsets,
so either bank or socket will

Vold

Adonn

Von

Fig. 4: Pin -out details of the regulator
i.c. used in G4BXD's suggested power

supply unit (see text).

suffice. (A low impedance
loudspeaker can also be used and
works well).

Little Setting -lip

After construction there's little in
the way of setting -up to do. After
checking the voltages are correct,
you can then wire the p.s.u. to
the A41 and switch on, if all is
well then the familiar 'shush' of
f.m. noise will be your reward!

Attaching the antenna and
tuning around should produce the
odd signal or two. Listen out on
the 50MHz band during 'lift'
conditions for that rare DX
station, or the odd baby alarm
around 49MHz!

For the more ambitious type,
modification to the set for s.s.b.
reception could be an option.
Certainly getting a.m. out is quite
easy. So. with addition of a small
b.f.o., the reception of s.s.b.
should be possible, though
whether the local oscillator would

Internal view
showing the ganged

tuning capacitor and
the valve p.a. stage

(bottom right) held
in place with its
special screening

can/anti-vihration
restrainer.

Internal io% showing

tuning scale drum

)centre left) and the
separate units housing

the various active

stages I see text ) at the

top right.

A .1.6V 0 0
B  1.6V
C Gnd.
D  136V 0 0 0
E .67.W
F 1.1135V 0 0 0 0

1.47.6V

H

-61/ 0 0 000
J I16V

I -11.6V
0 0

Loudspeaker
connections

be stable enough is another thing!
Reception of c.w. is another

modification that could be carried
over to the transmitter. The
possiblities are perhaps
endless...but the other ideas are
for you to decide on!

PW

Fig. 5: Connection details

for the A41's power supply
input and handset/
microphone socket details.

Power Supply Shopping List

Resistors 0.5W metal fil
24012 2
Variable resistors (trim
100i2 1

Capacito
Electro
2211F

-2,,AL..4

1 1 I D1, 2
onge /1A (11
Briefge rec " - IVf1A (2)

Ilaneous:
comments.
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Rob Mannion O3XED

has been looking for an

audio Digital Signal

Processing unit to use

in conjunction with his

Alinco DX -70

transceiver. And from

what he says in this

review he's found

what's needed,

Ever since the mainstream

manufacturers have been incorporating

audio digital signal processing I DSP)

into equipment. I've been left

wondering how long it would he before
true radio frequency DSP arrived on
the Amateur Radio scene. Well. it's not

happened yet and I don't suppose I'll be
able to afford the equipment when it

arrives!

So. I have to make the best of what's
available to tit my wallet so to speak. To

that end - to 'practice what I preach' in
my reviews I've got what I consider to
be a very good basic transceiver. fitted

with narrow band filters as standard and
working well under very difficult busy
and noisy hand conditions on 3.5 and

7MHz (my favourite bands).
However. having had a great deal of

experience in using state-of-the-art
transceivers while reviewing them for
PW. I've come to the conclusion that an

add-on audio DSP unit would be a good
idea. And after a lot of looking, research

uud one or two trials and errors on the

\s ay. I think I've found the ideal unit -
the Timewave Technology DSP-599zx

audio DSP filter.
The Timewave unit has been around

for some while and 1 must admit that I

had used one on a transceiver in the

USA while attending the Dayton
HamVention. However. trying
something at a show is entirely different

to using one at leisure at your own

station in conjunction with equipment
and working conditions you're entirely
familiar with!

Incredible Package

l he Fimowc DSP-599a is an
incredible package and packs an

enormous amount of technology into a
very small, neat and easy -to -use unit.

Using it is simplicity itself and literally
all you do is connect the unit to the
audio output of your receiver and it does

the rest for you!

'The rest' is in actual fact a great

deal indeed. But for the purposes of his

review I'm concentrating on the use of
the DSP-599z.x as an add-on for nonnal

c.w. and s.s.b. operation - despite the

fact the unit can do a great deal more.

In appearance. the DSP-599zx is

small, neat and very well presented. Its

small physical size means that it sits

very comfortably underneath my Aline()
DX -70 and in appearance (black painted

aluminium casing) it matches very well

indeed.

The comprehensive back -lit yellow -

green dot matrix I.c.d. alpha -numeric

display, although small (in keeping with
the size of the unit) is also pleasant to

the eye. (Further comments on this

later).

Ti

nhir vow

What's On Offer?

So. what's on offer with the DSP-

599,x? And to quote directly from the
extremely comprehensive (and easy -to -

read) manufacturer's handbook "The

DSP-599zx is an extraordinarily
versatile signal processor" and in that 1

agree wholeheartedly!
Aimed at use in Amateur Radio

communications using voice, c.w. and

data. the DSP-599zx offers some

extremely effective and useful features.

These include random noise reduction.

adaptive multi -tone and manual noise

reduction, bandpass. high-pass and low-

pass filtering.
Also included (for the data modes

enthusiasts) signal re -generation

including RTTY modulation and signal
detection and measurement including

RTTY demodulation. For the purposes

of this review however. I have not
considered the data modes as I don't

operate them myself. Instead, I've

concentrated on my 'main modes' -
s.s.h. and c.w. operating.

When I first 'met' the DSP-599zx in
the USA (at the Dayton HamVention) I
was impressed. But it wasn't until I was

loaned one for review at my home that I

realised what a truly amazing little
package it is. So...with no more 'to do'.
read on and see just what I though it was

like on my operating desk.

On The Air

In line with my policy of providing
extensive 'on air' evaluation I gave the
DSP-599 a really thorough 'work out
on the hands. And to help, the 1.8.3.5
and 7MHz bands provided some really

noisy (both QRM and QRN) conditions.
I found that on c.w. the unit

provided truly exceptional results, with

the"re some Vsi

the bandwidth being adjustable from
600Hz right down to 10Hz. I found that
the filter's 'skirt's are so steep that the

interfering signals seemed to 'drop' off

in a very dramatic fashion.
The pleasantly lit green 1.c.d. display

unit clearly indicates what you've
chosen on its screen. And although it is

very clear - this is the area where I have

discovered the only possible problem
with the DSP-599zx. The problem I
discovered was directly due to the small

size of the displayed figures and my

eyesight!
And although my eyesight is a

personal problem. I feel I must mention

that the display on the DSP-599zx is
small and may cause problems for other

operators who are at the 'bifocal'
spectacle stage of life as I am! However.

having mentioned that the display is

is of course fully in keeping
with the small physical size of the unit.

Additionally. in practice - unless you

want to see what the settings are it's

perfectly possible to use the filter
without referring to the display much at
all. So. once set-up 1 think even a

partially sighted or blind operator could

take full advantage of the filter.
Most of my C.W. operating is done

on 3.5 and 7MHz and the DSP-599zx
consistently out -performed any add-on

DSP unit I've tried in the past. Its
performance and the 'roll off' provided
by the very sharp audio filter has to be

heard to be fully appreciated. And as the

operator can adjust the 'high' and low'
pass filtering to suit in a very easy

fashion - it's a joy to use.

Regular readers will have read my

often repeated comments regarding the

difficulties faced by anyone listening on

the Internationally Co-ordinated beacon
frequency of 14.100MHz. The QRM
from adjacent channel packet radio

transmissions (recently I've noticed they

can sometimes be found on 14.1MHz

itself!) can make reception of the low
power timed beacons extremely

difficult. That's where I found the DSP-
599zx to be truly excellent!

By attenuating the r.f. input to my

Aline() receiver (to reduce the chance of

QRM from transmitters on nearby
frequencies). I found I could hear
incredibly weak signals. In this way not

only did I reduce the QRM but I found
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Close-up view of the comprehensive display (see text).

with the very narrow bandwidth I could
hear beacons I've not heard before. Very

effective indeed!

The manual notch on c.w. was very
eftective and easy to use and I found
myself using the 'CW Tone Pitch Shift'
facility. This changes the beat note tone

instantlywithout the operator worrying
about going off frequency to do so. It's

hard with transceivers that don't have

immediate front panel adjustments for
b.f.o. pitch control or require a break in
concentration to consult a menu facility.

Very useful!

Using the DSP-599zx on s.s.b.

proved equally effective as on c.w. and I

found myself adjusting the bandwidth
of the received audio to suit my own

hearing. And although I have already
stated that the unit 'comes into its own'
on c.w. - the results on s.s.b. were also

truly amazing.

The continually adjustable

bandwidth enabled me to adjust the

filter during a QSO as QRM conditions
varied. And of course, the Random
Noise filter was particular useful and

extremely effective against static,

general random noise and thermostat

QRM. Personally, I also found the fact

that I could control the 'aggressiveness'

of the Random Noise filter very useful
to 'attack' the incoming problems in a
very positive way.

The automatic multiple tone filter
removes interfering 'beat notes' almost

completely. When selected I found that

when deliberate interference is being

created by someone transmitting in an

effort to disrupt a QSO - the effect is
very positive indeed, the interfering

heterodyne disappears and there seems

to be minimal reduction in the 'wanted'
signal.

During one QSO I tried 'interfering'
with my own QSO by introducing
signals on the same frequency as I

listened to the other station. The

transmissions - courtesy of two 'grid
dip' meters and the local oscillator of
another receiver - were arranged to

couple closely into my receiving
antenna. The result was a chaotic noise

on the QSO channel - until I switched in

the auto tone reduction. The result -

magic! A clean frequency!

lop hews
There are very many features on the

DSP-599zx that in a review of the type
I'm attempting (evaluation for use on air
for a c.w. and s.s.b. operator) that I don't

have time to mention. Despite this.

those features must he mentioned

because they really do offer many

extremely useful functions. So. although

I do not like providing lists - I'll do so in
this case.

Included in the many features of the

DSP-599zx are filters for RTTY.
AMTOR. PACTOR. G -TOR. h.f.
packet radio. CLOVER. SSTV and
WeFAX. There's also a useful RTTY

MODEM provided within the unit.
Another - extremely useful facility

for many operators - will be provided by
the 'Test Instrument' mode. The built-in
audio generator covers from 20Hz to

10kHz, providing two-tone (fixed)
700Hz and I.9kHz signals. The built-in
audio millivoltmeter provides (true)
RMS values from 4mV to 2V from
20Hz to 10kHz_

Encoding for CTCSS is provided.
with the tone frequencies of between

76Hz to 254.IHz being displayed. And
at the same time CTCSS squelch is

provided. All from one very small unit.
Quite a package!

Wy fiat?

If you're now wondering whether or not
you're now going to find a Timewave
DSP-599zx in my shack - the answer is

certainly Yes! I'm so impressed at the

quality, performance and 'user
friendliness' of the unit I have decided

that it's a must for my shack!

Bearing in mind my comment on
the small size of the I.c.d. screen and

lettering. I still find that the DSP-599zx

offers absolutely superb performance
and facilities. Another bonus is that it

sits very nicely underneath my Alinco
DX -70 and matches in very well and at

the same time helps to provide much

enhanced reception conditions..

Finally, it's often been said that in

recent years American -made equipment

has not come up to the standards set by

the Japanese manufacturers for both

quality control. general reliability and

design 'flair'. However, this comment
certainly does not apply to the

Timewave products I've come across.

They've certainly proved to me that to
me that innovation and quality are alive
and well in the USA!

My thanks for the loan of the review
unit go to Mike Devereux G3SED of
Nevada Communications. The
Timewave DSP-599zx costs £349 inc.

VAT and is available from Nevada at

1119 London Road. North End.
Portsmouth, Hampshire P02 9AL
Tel:101705) 662145, FAX: (01705)
690626.

PW

Inside view of the very
compact DSP-599zx.

Abridged Manufacturer's Specifications

(The specifications below are a much condensed listing from the very
comprehensive full specifications in the user's manual and omit data modes and
test instrument mode information)

Audio input (AIM
Impedance:
In put signal range
for full output:
Audio output IA & BI
Speaker output

Line output:
controlled by gain control)
Headphone output: 0.25in two -circuit jack.
Harmonic distortion: < than 1% @ rated output
Noise reduction filters
Random noise Up to 20dB atten. max delay 5ms
Heterodyne eliminator Up to 50dB atten. max delay 5ms
'The random noise reduction and bandpass filter can work simultaneously. The
random noise reduction, tone notch and high passilowpass filter can also operate
simultaneously).

20k0 or 250 (jumper selectable)

10mV to 1V (front panel programmable)

CPI Filters
Bandwidth
Attenuation

Voice Filters
Highpass
24ms delay
Lovroass

Automatic Gain Control
Voice mode
Data & c.w. modes
Signal Processing
A-D/D-A Converter

Signal processing

Memory Information
Men!'

Display Details

Dimensions
Weight
Power

1W into 80 @ 13.8V (both channels operating)
1.5W into 40 @ 13.8V d.c. both channels
operating.
0dB level referenced to input level. (not

5Hz to 600Hz (10Hz steps)
55d13 at 60Hz outside passbandl 64ms max delay

100Hz to 1kHz (10Hz steps) up to 60dB atten. mss

1 to 5kHz (10Hz steps) up to 60dB atten fat

180Hrl.

36dI3 dynamic range
18dB dynamic range

16 bit linear, sigma -delta conversion, dual
channel
16 bit. 27ns Analogue Devices ADSP-2181 with
8058 of memory

Six all configurations can be stored and recalled
except volume control settings).

2 x 16 alphanumeric, dot matrix yellow -green
back -lit I.c.d. characters
193 x 216 x 48mm
I 15kg
12-16V d.c. @ to
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C3 computers
-

Ci)

arkit
RTH DISCOUNT

CHERS

Includes )E pate colour
COMPUTER CATALOGUE

Winter 98

£2.20

.)

r.
PC

O

New in
this issue:
akenerbo.,*

Robed scanners

Legivcest

1,11,4.1 Altman

Las. Premien

Jar Wm^

Ia

ue
Includes 32 page full colour

Computer Equipment Catalogue

The Winter 97/98 Edition brings you:

Our most comprehensive selection of
Computer equipment ever, including all the
latest CPU's, the fastest CD-ROM's, new
ranges of Scanners, Printers,
Motherboards, Graphic & Sound cards etc.
etc., extending our range of PC components
and accessories at unbeatable prices.

£25 worth discount vouchers.

208 Page main Catalogue, plus
32 Page full Colour
Computer Catalogue.
incorporating 26 Sections with over
4000 Products from some of the Worlds
Finest Manufacturers.

£2.20
+ 30p p&p

0. Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and
most large newsagents, or directly from
Cirkit.

Get your copy today!

Cirkit
Cirkit Distribution Ltd

Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7N0
Tel: 01992 448899  Fax: 01992 471314

Email: mailorder@cirkit.co.uk
Website: http://www.cirkit.co.uk/cirkit

e*AKD
UNIT 5, PARSONS GREEN ESTATE

BOULTON ROAD, STEVENAGE, HERTS SG1 4QG.

WAVEMETERS
KEEP YOUR STATION CLEAN

WA1
The VHF Absorption Wavemeter
for the 2 metre band. Range
120MHz to 450MHz. Meets
licensing requirements. Can
also be used as a field strength

meter within its range. Requi es PP3 battery (not supplied).
£34 incl VAT. Add £1.50 P&P

WA2
"ne VHF Absorption Wavemeter
for the 4 & 6 metre bands.
Range 50MHz to 70MHz. Meets
icensing requirements. Can also
be used as a field strength
meter within its range. Requires
PP3 battery (not supplied).

£34 Intl VAT. Add £1.50 P&P

WA3
The HF Absorption Wavemeter
covers the range 1.8MHz to
92MHz. Ideal for the law abiding
operator. Requires PP3 battery
(not supplied).

£58.45 Intl VAT. Add E2 P&P

BRITISH MADE
TRANSCEIVERS CE approved

£193.74 Ind VAT (Add £6 P&P)

4 MTR MODEL 4001
70.250 . 70.4875

12/.kHz Spacing.
Power 25/5 watts.

70 CMS MODEL 7003
432 500 to 434  975MHz
25kHz Steps. Power 3
watts. PTT tone burst.

Listen on input.

UPGRADES AVAIL-
ABLE FOR OLDER

2001 & 6001
MODELS

VISA

2 MTR MODEL 2001
144.500 - 145.9875

PTT tone burst. Listen on
Input. Facility 12.5kHz.
Spacing 25/5 watts.

6 MTR MODEL 6001
50.500 - 51.990

10kHz spacing where
applicable. 25/5 watts.
CTCSS tone held in non

kind) inic, net Web site: http://www.kbnet.co.uk/akd
akdOkbnet.comk

TEL: 01438 351710
FAX: 01438 357591 411
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Plittrbt 'Vh/

for his first column of

1991 the Rev. George

Dobbs

describes a 'Super

140'. George thinks

this month's

experimental wide

range variable crystal

oscillator project

should prove

interesting and useful.

And of course he's

found an appropriate

quote!

Fig. I: The original circuit
of the double crystal
extended frequency range
VXO circuit. It was

published by JHIFCZ in
the Fancy Crazy Zippy

home -construction and

QRP-related magazine
using an idea h JADAS (see

text).

The wish to get radio frequency
oscillators to cover a wide range
of frequencies is one close to the
heart of the radio constructor.
Oscillators are used in every
application in radio.

However, oscillators have two
endemic problems - stability and
frequency range. It's as if they
know the Biblical words of Job.
-Hitherto and no further"!

A free running variable
frequency oscillator (v.f.o.) can
be a difficult brute to tame. And
much has been written about the
best types of circuit and how to
build them.

My experience has shown
that most of the common
oscillator circuits do work and
are capable of stable operation.
But the stability often relies on
the method of construction as
much as the choice of circuit.

For example: an oscillator
built to be dropped from 30,0(X)
feet is likely to be a stable
oscillator. Mechanical rigidity is
essential to the good high
frequency oscillator!

Unusual Magazine

Many years ago 1 came across an
unusual magazine produced in
Japan. It was called the Fancy
Crazy Zippy. It was a home
construction and QRP related
publication produced by

The tmin-cr) stal 'XO unit as built by I.;31(.11. The empty sockets centre) hold the

crystals (see text).

JHIFCZ (hence the 'Fancy
Crazy Zippy' title).

The magazine was full of
little circuits all surrounded by
Japanese script which I couldn't
understand. However, circuits
are circuits in any language and I
enjoyed browsing though the
range of circuit ideas without
reference to the text!

Many of the circuits in the
Fancy Crazy Zippy (FCZ) came
from a Mr. Shimizu JAOAS.
And of course, some readers will
recognise the name Shimizu.
There are several products

Iwspeogi

.C3

.150p

including a semi -kit QRP
Transceiver that carried his name
in the late 1970s.

The August 1980 issue of
FCZ carried a wide range
Variable Crystal Oscillator
(VXO) circuit from JAOAS. And
it's this project which is shown
in Fig. 1.

Crystal Oscillator

The circuit shown in Fig. I is a
crystal oscillator based upon the
well-known Colpitts
configuration. And in such a
circuit the crystal works on its
fundamental frequency.

In the diagram Cl and C2 are
feedback capacitors that allow
some of the signal generated in
the transistor to be fed back to
the input thus maintaining
oscillation. Generally. the values
of these capacitors are kept as
low as possible to help stability.
(They are frequently the same
value).

A variable frequency Colpitts
Oscillator would usually have a
tuned circuit between the base of
the transistor and ground. The
frequency of the oscillator is
determined by the value of the
tuned circuit. In this case the
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frequency is determined by a
crystal, or rather two crystals.

Quartz crystal oscillators are
by their very nature more stable
that free running inductance and
capacitance tuned oscillators. The
problem is that the crystal has a
specific single frequency.

Fortunately however. it's
possible to shift the oscillator a
little either side of the crystal
frequency by use of added
capacitance or inductance. or
both. The oscillator is then called
a Variable Frequency Crystal
Oscillator (VXO).

Unfortunately though...the
VXO technique has limitations
because a crystal wants to
oscillate on its resonant frequency.
You only have to move it a little
in frequency before it becomes
unstable or even refuses to
oscillate.

Inductance & Capacitance

The circuit in Fig.! uses both
inductance, which tends to lower
the frequency and capacitance.
which tends to
increase the
frequency. This
is an old ploy
beloved of QRP
operators to get
a crystal
oscillator to
yield a wider
range of
frequency
coverage.

The
limitation of the
VXO idea is
what can be
achieved in the
frequency
movement of a crystal. Some
constructors make grand claims
but in general it is only in the
range of a few kilohertz.

The smaller the crystal. the
greater it will move frequency -
wise in a VXO. So high frequency
crystals move the most as they are
usually physically smaller.

The novelty of the Super VXO
is that two crystals are used. Both
are on the same frequency. The
claim is that using the two crystals
means that a greater degree of
frequency shift is available before
the crystals either go unstable or
refuse to oscillate.

So. the circuit in Fig. I offers
the possibility of far more useful
VXO applications on the amateur

"Hitherto shall
thou come - but

no further"
(From The Old
Testament: The

Book of Job
xxxviii)

Iwsotuo

XL1

-1011

'4-

C1

m

RI
68k

1C3

Tr1

111
100p

:R2
1.580

bands. Why this is so is not clear.
but it may be that the extra
amount of quartz in two crystals
allows greater range and stability.

:Wig The holed
Lees now look at building the
project. The diagram, Fig. 2,
shows the circuit that I used to
test the Super VXO.

The transistor Trl is a Colpitts
Oscillator using two crystals with
LI and CI providing the

frequency
shift. The
values of C2
and C3 depend
upon the
frequency of
oscillation and
are chosen to
be the lowest
values that
will maintain
oscillation
over the whole
frequency
range.

Inductor LI
is chosen to
obtain a

reasonable frequency shift without
instability. The variable capacitor.
C I. is in the range 20 to 50pF.

The signal from TrI is coupled
to a buffer stage, Tr2. This is a
pap transistor. The output from a
Colpitts oscillator is small and Tr2
not only provides a buffer
between the oscillator and other
circuits, but also provides some
magnification of the signal. (The
output is taken from the emitter
follower output of Tr2).

My prototype worked first
time and 1 tested it with two
I4MHz band crystals which I
happened to have. Both crystals
had a nominal frequency of
14.050MHz. My values for C2
and C3 were 220pF and LI was a

R5
12V

Fig. 2: The final

circuit used by C3RJV
to test the JAUAS

C6
I ariable frequency

RF Output
100p crystal oscillator

project (see text).
)Tr2

ov

150 moulded inductor and CI
was 30pF.

Using only one crystal, Cl
shifted the frequency from 14.029
to 14.060MHz. But would the
second crystal achieve a greater
frequency shift? I soon found the
answer: when the second crystal
was added, the range increased
from 13.989 to I4.065MHz!

Very Useful Increase

So. the circuit provides a very
useful increase in range: the
whole of the useful c.w. portion of
the I4MHz band from one crystal!
The stability was good through
the whole range and (when
monitored on a receiver) I found
the note was 'clean'.

My findings were similar to
other claimed results with the
Super VXO. For example: Mikoto
Minowa 7N3WVM. who features
the Super VXO on his webpage,
uses it for a VXO 30 metre
(10MHz band) transceiver. He
used two 10.I5MHz crystals, a
15µH inductor and a 20pF
variable capacitor to obtain a
10.10 to 10.15MHz range.

The Super VXO offers a
simple way to build a stable VXO
QRP transmitter or direct
conversion transceiver. The
builder does require two crystals
on the required frequency but the
advantages are obvious for the
builder of simple equipment.

PW

See you next time.

Happy Christmas
and new year, and

keep those soldering

irons hot!
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PHONE NOW FOR THE BEST DEALS IN LONDON w WE PROMISE TO MATCH ANY GENUINE QUOTE

GARMIN

12XL

* Powerful 12
channel
recover

* Moving map
graphics

* Back light
display

* One -hand
operations

£209.99

GPS 38 £124.99
GPS 17 £149.99
GPS 11 £129.99
GPS 11+ £219.99
GPS 12XL £209.99
GPS 45XL £219.99
GPS MAP 130 £499.99
GPS MAP 135 £call
GPS MAP 1-5

GPS MAP 230 icall
GPS MAP 220

GPS III (with map) £459.99
GPS 40 (re -worked) £99.99
GPS 45 (re -worked) £119.99

MAGELLAN

3000XL
(FREE CASE + FREE

IMMXET

* Powerful 8
channel
receiver

*
antenna

469.99

GPS 2000XL .4159.99
GPS 3000XL 1169.99
GPS 4000X1. £219.99
Meridian XL £239.99
DLX 10 £459.99
NAV 1200 £234.99
NAV 6000 £569.99
NAV 6500 £739.99

RLD SCANNING

<<N RECEIVER

st11111 !SI
/7-A7\715`. 1985

/229.99
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE et

YUPITERU

MVP -7100

* 580MHz-
1 61111MH/

* IMO memory
channels

* Strength meter
* Search & scan
* Illuminated

keypad
* Backlight
* 3 -war power

Fax: 0171.637 3728 E-mail: salea@aun-rise.co.uk

ES
Marine antenna £69.99
Car antenna 11019 £69.99
PC kit 1)1,.(1 £69.99
Cigarette lighter adaptor 429:95 £19.99
Mounting bracket 11,9!99 £24.99
Power data cables 124.19 £19.99
Pouch case 414.99
GPS case i241/ £9.99
Training video £6.99
Universal holder 5.1/e/(7 £9.99
PC software available £call

Moonlight NV -100 4,11*.410 £299.00
Moonlight Mini £249113 £259.00
ITT Quest 100 £699.99
ITT Quest 150 £899.99
ITT Quest 250 41699.00
ITT Quest 300 Stall

CENTRAL LONDON'S ONESTOP
COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE

MEI
229 Tottenham Court Road, London NJ1
All prices include VAT. Next day delivery available

\\ WS1000 £229.99
lcurn IC -RIO £334.99
Uniden 220XLT £169.99
Uniden 60XLT £99.99
Yupiteru MVT-9000 £349.99
Yupiteru MVT-7100 £229.99
Uniden BC8OXLT £99.99
AOR AR8000 4294.99
Alinco DJ -X10 £349.99
Yupiteru VT-125Mk2 £199.99
Netset PRO -44 £129.99
AOR AR3000 £call
Icom IC -R8500 £1499.99
Yaesu FRG -I00 £489.99

TRANSCEIVER

ICOM

IC-T22E

* I,dependent
..nd control

* -inultaneous
eiving

* Himemory

channels
* Hand held to

hand held
clontng
capability

1249.99

Alinco
Alinco DJ -541

Icom IC -T7E

Kenwood TH-22F
Alinco DJ -45

Yaesu FT -50

Yaesu FT -11

Alinco DR -140

Alinco DR -430

Yaesu FT -8100R

Yaesu FT -3000M

!corn IC -207H

lcom

Icom IC-W32E

£149.99
£129.99
£284.99
£229.99
£299.99
£289.99
£239.99
£249.99
£259.99
£499.99
£399.99
£439.99
£494.99
£349.99
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COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ Day Tel: 0181-743 0899 Fax: 0181-749 3934

E -Mail: giacomelli@colomor.demon.co.uk

* Celebrating
30 years

1967-1997 *

OVER 6,000 TYPES OF VALVE IN STOCK. PLEASE ASK FOR A QUOTE

2 50 UBC41 3 80 6BR7 490
.1 80 11.44 MUL 10.60 UBF89 1 55 6857 5.60
1 50 13.84W 600 UBLI 4.80 6BW6 6.25
580 1186 180 UCH21 520 6BW7 1 55

d21 480 EL95 1.85 110881 1.20 6826 3.60
41 250 EL360 7.60 UCL82 1 65 6C4 65

2.90 EL503 38.50 UF4I 3 25 6CD6GA 480
43 390 F1821 7.65 UF42 1 50 60-16 3.50
43 MUL 990 F.M34 18.50 UF89 1.90 6CX8 4 70
91 225 EM81 2.60 UL41 14.10 6F6 4 95

 80 1 00 EM91 160 UL84 1.55 6GF7A 4 10
14.5 260 F280 2.20 UM84 1.35 687 2.25
142 1 20 EZ81 285 UY4 I 3.60 61.6GT/C 2.95

,1,11 1 90 GZ33 7.00 LlY85 1.55 6L6 7.50
80 I DO 62345 600 VU39 450 6V6GT 5 10
/ 3.4.5 0234 MUL 17 65 2759 11.00 6X4 3 55

!IA MI11. 560 GZ.37 4 70 2C51 4.50 6X5GT 250
330 GZ37 MUL 825 2K25 29.35 724 380
1 90 KT66 RUS 9.00 584GY 680 12AT7 2.50
2.35 KT88 20.95 5U4C 5.80 12A117 290
5 10 MU14 3.50 5Y3 3.55 12AX7 705

MUL. 1295 578 10.10 6A06 1.95 12E1 18 00
1.60 QQ1/03-6 12.00 6AK5 I 45 12H6 4 70
I 55 QQV03-10 7.65 6AL5 1 00 12HG7 7 70
145 QQV03-20A 14 00 6AM6 1.65 13CW4 32 90
I 45 QQV06-40A 2200 6AM8A 4.10 813 29 15

145 7.10 QY4.250 103.85 6AT6 1.95 5744WB 8 70
t4E1 720 5P61 125 6AUSGT 5.20 5763 885

3.50 TD03.10 33.50 6A116 1 80 5963/ECC82 400
41 4 75 1119 12 20 6818 4 10 6115A 299 95

We also sell oil -filled transformers,
chokes, block -filled capacitors, diodes,

ICs, and transistors.

P&P - Orders up to £3 @ £1.95, £5 @ £2.25. £15 * £2.50. £20
£3.35. Over £20 @ £4.55 Telephone of Fax list for offers. Over 2Kg
at cost. VAT included in all prices. Please quote ref PW

Chcilloscope 3217

50MHz (352.50
Vass and charger type
C(:30EC 14 Isom tenet
chop current 0-6001M
E47 00
Oicicecope prehe ka XI
X10 wed -sable 15 &
b(04/ir
Ser of RA17 YAWS

E?9 50

Set of RA17L
131 80
Set ol ARM valves
E35 25

AR88 and RAI7 and
RA17L spar plane send
sae In be
Vice= variable capacitors
3000 2046. IKpF 3Kv
2KpF. 2/(v E94 (X.1

RAF Scethre worse key

1910 -new 157 50

Cori sight protector

1258.50
Laricaeer and Sperfire

gauges 19 set control

boxes leads mesa plug,

variance?, available.

19 set leads

12 way

Ell 65 ea
- 6 way

07 65 se
- 6 way het socket 15 90
ee

6 way two row power
2A22009 E11 75 ea
Mrs/ lads E5 90 ns
2509 mice general.
317 65 ea
No 16 Amnon Bass
(1765 ea.

Mn 17 Amnon Beam
117 65 ea.

So II Mk.2 Juncoon
Boxes 117 95 ee

Com' boa oxe H (41 50

Meter 19 set £29 50 ea
Wader. Remote Control
tine 11 Nol 141,1/1
135 25

Antenra leading Coll  a
met d iroJel TC512 ado
Type CML 47205 in metal
bee.

' x 6 x 5(' inducing
high rower manse 6 way
swells 2." a. x 6 roil
121 00 ee

Realm synthesan tea
ARUI1 £5299 ea

Redden A111 alamor can
man antenna AR1118

141 50 ea

Variable Capella,
500pF twin 1-- x

24 19 40 ea
500pF lain r, 24
24 (5.90 ea.
210pF twin E4 70 ,20

27OpF wide spaced k

4Y 74" spacing 114 20
ea

Wet plated la) twin VC
100pF ball bearg 15 30
ea

fbIsesgle 9309 100PF
bearing 13.55 ea

Nerve Kaye
Army fsekelkr - 8 amps.

No.2 MN E9.40 ea.

Army nickeiplaied brass
E 14 10 ea

New 24V. 50 oleo Londex
ACO with Bun -dept con-

nectors E11.75
German Emma Coder
EPOA

F Johmon Rolm Coasto
37 rums 2 dm. ." shah

125 85 ea
'RUM counter for Roller
Cooler Deus! 36 turns

shah 117 65 ea
Gamic Rae, Comm 30
hem 3* turns 3' des
long n- shah £3550 ea
Flouble coupling ceramic

insulated shah (280
ea

Nal/ air Udall=
tearadonees
2500 SOH: 1 to LUNA.
13A Need .lass F. 138 Su
Si plug 11121X/.

2400 transformer. output

18 5V 260.290 35A and
26V 5A 13525 ee

2C39114 - Ewer/
Teleivegren E35 25 new

2C39A Ancde rings 13 50
limping sues anodeignd
LI.20
Three base way heater/9M
camel connect..
(11 75
40(2508 bases AD uatli
chimney £8.20
INIVI Ribbed Stran
Ireulatas 7" C2 00

A40 CPRC-26 A41
A42 manpack radio

test set no. 2 with leads
and tools.

£25.00 + VAT

88 & 38 sets in stock

Marconi TF2300B
modulation and devia-
tion meter to 1GHz.

£75.00 + VAT

Marconi TF1152 A/1
RF wattmeter. 50
ohms. 10 and 25

watts.
£25.00 + VAI

SMA leads OMI spectra
with cal chart to

18GHz.
£20.00 + VAT

TFT Marconi micro-
wave RF power meter
3MW and 3W. 18GHz

and 12GHZ.
£125.00 + VAT

Andrews FSJ450 heli-
ax. Discount for reels.
£3.00 + VAT per mtr

LDF250
£2.00 + VAT per mtr

4CX-1000 and 1500
HF bases.

£100.00 for pair on
panel

Great Value ATUs! - improve your reception!

If you want to get the hest results from your antenna, it needs to he impedance matched to the receiver. If there is a mismatch, then not all of the

signal energy will he transferred to the receiver, and signals will be weaker than they could be. An ATE ( antenna tuning unit) should beused to correct

the antenna mismatch and so improve reception. A well designed receiving An will also reduce signal levels away from the desired frequency, and

so help reduce noise and interference too. Both these benefits are proved by the !limes CIL8 and CPA tuners. Fully guaranteed and hacked by our

expert technical advice service, these AM are an excellent way to improve your reception.

HOWES CTU8
Receiving ATI

 500kHz lo .10.1111:

 "7- Malch

 :0239 Axirts

 12 month warranty

£49.90

HOWES CTU9
 11eceiring,417.

 500kH.: 10 ,1011H.:

 "7- Vlach

 4.1 &dun

 Bipav wild)
 S02.19 gide&

 ?imam! Poch.
 12 nllotth treirrwill

69 99

HOWES ASU8
Antentui .NCleclor / Allenualor

 1K lo 30,1111:

 Three .102.59 Minds

 S0239 0111P1d

 045/ 10/15/20/25dB Attenualor

 12 month trarran1E

£49.50

!'!errs' add .f4 (C1 1Y-1' user order Delfren nornially uvibin 7 (Ow. These err factory butil arm plaiseset. Alxinite aa'rer I for the Flour iliac r,,,:gc

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
Tr 01327 260178
www.howes-comms.demon.co.uk

VISA
C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS
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THEORY I CABLES ACCESSORIES CONSTRUCTION MEASUREMENTS II IDEAS

antennas
maction

 NEWS & PRODUCTS  QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  ANTENNA WORKSHOP REVIEWS IN

Three Legged Haydon
If you have one of the eight and 12m

masts from Haydon Communications

then you will be interested in the new

tripod base to turn them into free

standing antenna supports. The tripod

base, simple to erred and fold away in

seconds, is made to a high specification

and is easily carried. lust the thing for the

field day - the feet even have holes

allowing ground pegs to be fitted. The

tripod is now available at a cost of

£84.95 (L10 P&P) from Havdon

Communications, 132 High Street

Edgeware, Middlesex HA8 7EL. Tel:

0181-951 5781/2, FAX: 0181-951 5782.

Poled High

Fancy going portable, and you're

looking for a support pole? I think I've

found the ideal solution at the Leicester

show recently, where I found a

telescopic 10m glass fibre pole on sale.

The small corner stall of Walter Spieth

DK9SQ, was visible from anywhere in

the hall, because he had several of

these poles sprouting like Pampas -grass

(and selling like hot cakes) with

antennas at the top .

Looking like a short dumpy 'Roach -

pole' fishing rod in its carrying bag, the

'Telescopic Tower' is quick to erect. It

takes just about 30 seconds to raise it

AEA Analysers
Nevada have announced that they are to stock the innovative AEA-SWR121 antenna

analysers. The AEA SWR121 HF and its 'up -frequency' sibling the AEA SWR121 VA),

both have a graphical display of the s.w.r. over the selected frequency range.

Covering 1-32MHz in the h.f. version, or 120-170, 200-225 and 400-475MHz with

the v.h.f./u.h.f. version, the new portable analysers both feature a screen plotting the

s.w.r. curve of the antenna. Using a frequency synthesiser controlled from the inbuih

keypad makes adjustments both quick and simple.

The AEA SWR121 HF costs £299, the SWR121 V/U costs £399, with optional a.c.

adapter and software to interface to a computer, the analysers are available from

Nevada, 189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hampshire P02 9AE. Tel:

(01705) 662145, or FAX: (01705) 690626. On Internet, point your web browser at

http://www.nevada.co.uk

welcome to AiA!
Welcome to the first
'Antennas in Action' for
1998, and thank you for
all of you who took time
to complete and send in
the questionnaire. I have
to write this in advance
of knowing what your
likes really are, but it
seems that we are
getting it generally right.
I also haven't drawn the

up to its lull height. With the addition

of two extra cross arms and a matching

box feeding a 20m circumference loop

(their Vertical Loop Antenna 10-40m1

you could have loop antenna covering

7-28MHz up and working within two

minutes.

For more details of prices and

availability contact Walter Spieth

DK8SQ at Tiergartenweg 26, D-73061,

Ebersbach, Germany. Tel: & FAX: 0049

7163 5968, or E-mail to

spiel h.dk9sq@t-online.de

Santa Michael

I've asked Michael, who runs the PW Bookstore, to

play 'Santa' and look in his sack to come up with some

book offers just in time for Christmas and New Year. So,

ignoring all the gnomes and elves getting underfoot, the

titles he has come up with are:

Build Your Own Shortwave Antennas (Second edition) by

Andrew Yoder and costing £15.95, the

--i ever popular WIFB's Antenna

illIfF8's ANTENNA Notebook from the late Doug DeMaw W1F8 priced at

NOTEBOOK £7.50, More Out Of Thin Air, priced £6.95 contains

many ideas for antennas distilled from

Practical Wireless. Finally there
tor

are two Babani Books, Antennas
Anten7,8dSUViF

For VHF and UHF (8P301) by Ian so

Poole (priced at f4.95) and

- Experimental Antenna Topics

(BP278) by H. Wright priced at

£3.50. The offer is, that if vou order two or more of the

above books before January 21 then they come Post Free

within the UK. To order use the form on page 82 of this

issue.

three lucky winners yet either, but whoever
they are they should receive the antenna, book
or subscription to PW soon! I've also managed
to give away more that just a copy of More
Out Of Thin Air in 'Tex Topics' this month
(even though it's still only mid -November as I
write this).

As I don't have a Christmas issue for A-i-A,
I've not really had time to wish you the
season's greetings. But t'd like to take this
chance in the first issue of 1998 to wish you all
the very best in the forthcoming year, and I
look forward to meeting many of you at rallies
during the year.

G1TEX
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Modes
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 Detachable faceplate

and remote mounting
kit available

 Speech processor standard

 Narrow filters fitted
as standard

 100W output on HF & 6mtrs

 Selectable 4 stage RF gain
-20dB to +10dB

44-  Superb TX audio and RX

 Excellent RX sensitivity

Full break in on CW

OP All, mode squelch
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Noise blanker

 Scan facilities
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 IF shift control
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antenna sockets
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The Alinco DX -70
continues to earn praise
from HF operators from
around the world - look
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DJ-G5EY
Dual Band Handheld

'A brilliant twin band handheld that
does everything including spectrum
display of adjacent channels. The
RX has a superb front end that
does not suffer with breakthrough
likesome other handhelds. It has
CTCSS/DTMF built in as standard.

E299.95\
P&P

 Spectrum channel display
 Optional extended receive

including Airband
108-173.995MHz
400-511.995MHz
800-999.990MHz

 Full VHF/UHF Duplex
 Over air cloning
 Cross band repeat
 Up to 5W RF output
 100 memories

The DR -610E dual band transceiverI equipped with Alinco's Advanced Channel- Scope utilises a 'Real Time Monitor' on 11
different frequencies simultaneously giving

7 you quick visual scanning capability and the
potential for making numerous contacts.

 120 memories  AM Airband RX
 VHF 50W/UHF  Optional extended

35W max receive including
 Channel Scope airband
 Full duplex  VHF 108 - 174MHz
 CTCSS encoder  UHF 420 - 470MHz

DR -1 50 2 Metre Mobile

DR-M96TH  I:,
6mtr FM Mobile

A full featured 50W 144MHz FM mobile
radio that's crammed full of extras.

'The DR -150 takes mobile radios into the
21st century!
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400-480MHz 108-137MHz  800-950MHz
Channel Scope - view either side of your
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00 and 9600 bps packet
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' :1 memory channels
 Search and Scan facilities
 Squelch timer  On air cloning facility
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With tht new 6 metre repeaters now
,uq fin this is the ideal

:Sad'
;acme front end,
easy to use

:amazed at the

 300mW RF output.
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 Extended receive coverage
 Supplied c/w earphone

DJ -C11 1401111

DJ -C4 430MHZ

£189.95
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Noise
Killers+
Advanced DSP Noise Filters

For Voice, CW and Data Modes
Our latest units improve reception by simultaneously reducing
random noise up to 20dB and heterodynes up to 50dB. Our
filters feature third generation 16 bit processing, providing razor
sharp audio for SSB, CW and data modes. They have AGC for

wider dynamic range and signal boosting/peaking, r
and self test modes.

401.1111k
OD

0111141111.

NEW! DSP-599ZX
This is the most powerful DSP unit on the market (now field up
upgradablei incorporating the newest high speed CPU with 80k
RAM. On CW bandwidth is variable from 10Hz to 600Hz, whilst on
SSB noise reduction by advanced correlation techniques aids really
weak DX reception. The filter supports the following Data modes:
RTTY, AMTOR, PACTOR. HF Packet. SSTV, WEFAX, SfTOR

and CLOVER. Built in TEST EQUIPMENT includes an Audio Voltmeter,

Audio Sine Generator and Two Tone Audio Generator for SSB
linearity testing.

£349 £8 p&p

DSP-59Y YAESU OWNERS!
Upgrade your Yaesu radio to
TIMEWAVE advanced DSP with the

DSP 59Y. Designed to be mounted

in the Yaesu SP5 or SP6 speaker

cabinet. Provides all the facilities of
the powerful DSP 5992(.

£389 f8 p&p

DM CO% .1.449 
PK-12 PACKET TNC

 1200 bps. VHFUHF packet ready
 TimewaveAEA host mode

Advanced command set
Identify TCP/IP the Net & NetRom

 GPS firmware & commands
 Stand alone tracking

APRS adaptor cable available
 External TX adjustment
 Macintosh & Windows -

programmes available

The PK-12 is a 1200 bps, VHF'UHF
packet controller that Is ideal for
those looking to get started in
digital communications. Yet,
because of its cutting edge
features, the PK-12 has the power
for operators looking for increased
data throughput and to take
packet radio a step further.

£99 £8 p&p

NEVA I
(DISTRISUTION DIVISION)

tel: 01705 662145 fax: 01705 690626
 189 London Rd  North End  Portsmouth  Hants  P02 9AE



III AMSTRAD MOVING INTO AMATEUR RADIO? READ HOW TO USE A SURPLUS SATELLITE DISH ON THE
AMATEUR BANDS

antenna workshop
This time in the 'workshop' I'll

take a look at how to make use of

surplus satellite dish antennas,

and at a design for a feed system for the

10GHz band. But before going into

constructional details I'll start by

explaining how the different types of

dish antennas work.

A dish antenna is a high gain device

used for the transmission and reception

of u.h.f. and microwave signals. It

consists of a driven element or other

form of radiating device (the feed) and

a large spherical or parabolic shaped

element (the reflector). Antennas based

on parabolic reflectors are normally

preferred to those using a spherically

shaped reflector.

Much higher efficiency and gain may

be obtained from the parabola shape,

because the rays can be focused to an

exact point unlike the spherical shape

where the rays converge but not to an

exact point. So, let's look at the

parabolic shaped dish and its variants.

A parabolic antenna must be at least

several wavelengths in diameter for

effective operation and is therefore an

impractical choice for frequencies

below the u.h.f. range. Parabolic

reflectors can be constructed from a

screen or wire mesh or it can be spun

from sheet metal.

Because the spacing between screen or

mesh conductors (the size of the holes)

Dish offset angle

reflector

\\.
zkffset feed

Fig. 2: The cross-section
of an offset fed parabolic
reflector.

David Butler G4ASR, our v.h.f. columnist,
takes a look at how to make use of

surplus satellite dishes and ancillaries, to
create a feed system for the 10GHz band

E

0

16c
Reflector

Focal length (fl
r Feed

 c --
(depth)

Focal point

Fig. 1: The cross
section of a front
fed parabolic
reflector and the
formula for
calculating the
prime focus (focal
point) distance.

can only be a very small fraction of a

wavelength the use of wire mesh is

only satisfactory at lower frequencies.

At higher frequencies (s.h.f.) the mesh

size becomes prohibitive and a solid or

perforated metal sheet is preferable.

Physical Size
There is a relationship between the

physical size of a parabolic dish, it's

frequency of operation, gain and

beamwidth. For any specified

frequency a small diameter dish will

exhibit lower gain and a wider

beamwidth compared to a larger dish,

which will produce more gain but with

a narrower beamwidth. For example, if

a 1m diameter dish is used on the

1.3GHz band it will have an

approximate gain of 17dB with a 20°

beamwidth.

If the dish size is increased to 3m it will

realise a gain of some 30dB and 5°

beamwidth. Similarly, for any specified

antenna size it's use at a lower

frequency will produce a lower gain

and wider beamwidth compared to it's

use at a higher frequency (where it will

produce more gain with a narrower

beamwidth). For example, a 600mm

dish used at 10GHz may have a gain of

around 33dB and a beamwidth of 4°

whilst at 24GHz it will have a gain of

41dB and a beamwidth of less than

1.5°.

The important detail to note is, that a

parabolic reflector is inherently

broadband. That is to say it can be

used over a very wide frequency range.

It is simply a function of the driven

element or feed system that limits its

useful frequency range. Thus a dish can

be used on many different microwave

bands by simply changing the feed

system.

Some microwave enthusiasts do

change over the feeder system, but it

can be inconvenient adjusting the

antenna feed when you want to change

bands. Therefore a number of feed

systems have been developed that can

work effectively on three or more

microwave bands at the same time.

However, these are normally never as

efficient as a single -band feed system.

Basic Geometry
The basic geometry of a parabolic

reflector is shown in the diagram, Fig.

1. Electromagnetic (e.m.) radio waves

being received are reflected from the

dish surface and converge to an area

called the focal point or focus. The

driven element or feed is placed at the

focal point of the reflector to collect tht

e.m. waves. Similarly energy radiated

by the feed is reflected by the dish and

sent out as parallel waves. The

principle is exactly the same as a torch

or searchlight reflector except that

radio waves are involved instead of

visible light.

The arrangement where a feed is

located at the focal point is called a

prime -focus or front -fed antenna.

However by locating a feed system

directly in front of the dish (usually

with a tripod arrangement) and with

associated waveguide or cables a

considerable blockage effect will

occur. This blockage degrades the

antenna pattern producing a poor side

lobe performance and lowers the

efficiency.

To overcome problems associated with

feed blockage an offset reflector system

is used as shown in the diagram, Fig. 2.

Although the geometry is less

straightforward than a prime focus dish

the principle is exactly the same. The

removal of all blockage effects brings

about a major improvement in both

side lobe performance and antenna

efficiency. It is this type of design that is

used predominantly for domestic

satellite television reception in the UK.

The fundamental factor governing the

design of a dish feed is the ratio of the

focal length (f) of the dish to it's

diameter ID). The focal length is

calculated from the formula f = D2 /

16c where D is the dish diameter and c

Day's 10GHz
portable microwave station
(G3PHO/P).
(Photo by G3PHO

Fig. 3: Peter
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Slide adjust
for best s.w.r

'Yorkshire' reducer
42 to 22mm

22mm o.d. copper waterpipe

WTO(1071

Straight 42mm i.d. coupler
i56mm long)

1 1

39 42

Adjust to 64mm

Fig. 4: The 'home-brew' dual -mode feed horn for 10GHz
(see text for details).

is the depth of the dish. The units of 'f'

are the same as those used to measure

the diameter and depth.

Having obtained the focal length If),

the f/D ratio can now easily be

calculated. For example, let's consider

a 600mm diameter dish (DI which has

a depth (c) of 75mm. Putting these

figures into the formula gives a focal

length (1) of 300mm. The resultant f/D

ratio in this case is therefore 30/60 =

0.5.

Spillover Effects
To overcome 'spillover' effects

(radiation beyond the reflector rim) the

optimum illumination is considered to

occur when power at the reflector edge

is 10dB less than that at the centre.

Furthermore to fully illuminate the

reflector surface the feed must have a

specific beamwidth dictated by the VD

ratio of the dish.

An f/D ratio lying between 0.4 to 0.6 is

considered ideal for maximum antenna

efficiency. It only requires a simple

feed possessing a 10dB beamwidth of

somewhere between 88-130°

(dependant on the (/D ratio). Dishes

with a low f/D ratio are increasingly

difficult to fully illuminate. For example

a dish with an f/D ratio of 0.25 requires

a feed beamwidth of 180° which is

quite difficult to achieve.

One parameter often overlooked is the

focal point accuracy. Experiments have

shown that at 10GHz an error of only

6mm results in a ldB loss of gain when

using a 600mm dish of 0.39 f/D.

Dishes with a low f/D ratio are very

critical in this respect. Although a

larger f/D is better it is still vital to have

the phase centre of the feed exactly

positioned at the focus of the dish.

The popular rectangular horn feed or

dipole feed (with asymmetrical E and H

planes) has difficulty in producing a

common phase centre and equal

radiation in both planes. Consequently

a dual -mode feed horn, suitable for use

with surplus off -set fed dishes of f/D

around 0.5 to 0.6, was developed by

W2IMU.

The dual -mode horn has a very 'clean'

feed in that side and rear radiation is

reduced to a low level and it produces

a very symmetrical radiation pattern in

both the E and H field planes. (By the

way dual -mode in this context refers to

the ability of the feed horn to support

two waveguide propagation modes.)

The dual -mode feed horn that I'm

going to describe has been designed by

Peter Day G3PHO for use on the

10GHz band with a surplus 600mm

Amstrad off -set fed satellite dish. When

Peter changed from a 460mm dish

(using a 'penny' feed system) to an

600mm Amstrad dish a few years ago

he found a tremendous improvement

on his 10GHz narrow -band

performance. A circular dual -mode

feed horn taken from a Marconi 'Blue

Cap' low noise block -converter (I.n.b.)

was pressed into service as the dish

feed and this is shown in the

photograph, Fig. 3.

Marconi Horn
The Marconi horn worked reasonably

well considering that the transition

from rectangular WG16 waveguide to

the circular horn was simply achieved

by butting the end of the guide against

the circular port on the horn! However

the horn was not correctly

dimensioned for the 10GHz band and

it possessed a bad vertical beam

pattern and had a poor s.w.r. match.

The optimised horn design by G3PHO

is shown in the diagram Fig. 4, and is

simplicity itself as it uses copper water

pipe and couplers available from most

plumbing suppliers. It may surprise you

that water pipe can be used as circular

waveguide but 22mm pipe is in fact

very efficient as a 10GHz feeder and

it's very cheap as well! The feed horn

consists of three components, a straight

42mm Delrop coupler, a 42mm to

22mm Yorkshire reducer and a length

of 22mm copper water pipe.

antennas
'"action

You should be able to get plenty of

22mm pipe from any local d.i.y. store,

but you'll probably need to go to a

specialist plumber to obtain the

coupler and reducer. It's important to

obtain solderless fittings as any solder

inside the feed horn will cause

unacceptable losses. Note also that the

couplers are measured internally while

normal piping is measured externally.

Before soldering the components

together thoroughly degrease all items.

Adjust the coupler/reducer length to

64mm as shown in diagram Fig. 4 and

solder around the outside of the joint

ensuring that no solder enters inside

the coupler. To facilitate the sliding

adjustment the narrow end of the

reducer can be slotted and fitted with a

hose clamp. The 22mm copper pipe

used as circular waveguide can be as

The sliding adjustment is best made

using a directional coupler (a

microwave equivalent of an s.w.r.

meter) to obtain the lowest s.w.r.

match. Adjustments could also be

made using a local beacon or more

appropriately a low power source

located 50m or so from the dish and

mounted at the same height. Or you

could just set it for an insertion of

11 mm as this has been confirmed as

the optimum setting by a number of

operators.

The adjustment can be made

permanent by soldering on the exterior

of the horn or by tightening the hose

clamp if using that method. However,

don't be over enthusiastic in tightening

the clamp as you can easily deform the

tube. If you're going to solder the horn

onto the pipe place a dampened cloth

WG16 flange

Circular to WG16
transition

Any length
(100-150mm)

WT 0808

Feedpipe inserted 11mm
into the horn neck

Clamping bolt

.4-- 560 To centre of the dish

Dual -mode horn

0

oe

Fig. 5: Details of mounting the feed horn on the offset arm.

long as you wish but bends or kinks

must be avoided.

A practical size off the new feed horn

would be around 100-150mm. Ensure

that the ends are square to the pipe and

free of burrs. One end of the pipe must

then be shaped to fit a standard WG16

waveguide flange. It is possible to

shape the tube with a pair of thin -

nosed pliers but you'll probably find it

easier to use a forming tool to make

this circular to oblong transition. (A

suitable tool is described in the RSGB

Microwave Manual Volume 3, page

18.6.)

around the original soldered coupler to

prevent that joint from becoming loose.

Completed Assembly
The completed feed horn assembly can

now be mounted onto the original

Amstrad feed clamp as shown in the

diagram Fig. 5 and photograph Fig. 6.

The outer, wider, section of the horn

will just rest against the clamp if all

dimensions have been followed

accurately. With some Amstrad dishes

you may need to file the plastic clamp

to make it slightly wider to enable the

horn to fit securely.

to WG18 transition
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antenna workshop

The focal point on a genuine 600mm

Amstrad antenna is 560mm from the

centre of the dish. Adjust, if necessary,

the position of the feed horn so that the

centre of the open end of the horn is

correctly positioned. Other off -set

dishes may not have the same

mounting arm and clamp arrangement

as the Amstrad dish.

If yours isn't an Amstrad dish, then set

up the horn so that the open end is

initially in the same position as the

original satellite television I.n.b. horn.

This will put you in the right ball park

but you may have to alter the feed horn

position by a few millimetres to

provide optimum results.

But before using the antenna for the

first time you will need to take into

account the dish off -set angle. The

Amstrad (and other off -set fed dishes

developed for the UK market) have an

off -set from the vertical of some 22°.

What this means in practice is that the

dish needs to be tilted down by this

amount to produce a beam pattern that

is exactly horizontal.

For portable operation you can use a

pan and tilt mechanism as shown in

the photograph Fig. 3. For fixed station

operation you could mount the dish

'sideways' so that the off -set is in the

horizontal plane rather than in the

vertical plane. It would then only be

necessary to position the dish 22° out

of line from your other antennas to

ensure that they are all beaming in the

same direction.

When completed you will possess an

antenna with a very good beam pattern

and a gain well in excess of 30dB.

Although it's optimised for the

s.s.bJc.w. sub -band around

10.368GHz it has an excellent

performance throughout the

entire band. aa

Fig. 6: A
close-up
shot of the
waterpipe
feed horn on
the offset
arm.
'Photo by G3PHO1

 ALLAN WIGHTMAN CLIMBS INTO THE LOFT TO POINT OUT SOME COMMON
PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS.

Up the Ladder - Again
Recently I've been assisting a

particularly awkward customer

with his NI problems. Well, to
be honest - it's not the customer who is

awkward - it's just his NI problem

that's being a nuisance. Oh, by the way

- the customer is Rub Mannion who I

understand is perhaps better known to

you as G3XFD.

Rob is an active Radio 'Ham' and

operates a great deal on the lower

frequency 'Ham' bands. But

unfortunately for him he's interfering

with a near neighbour's TV distribution

system although he doesn't cause NI

on his own TV receiver. So, bearing in

mind that Rob is an experienced chap

and knows what to do to try and

prevent interference from his

transmissions, I'm writing up from my

notebook just how I tackled the first

stage of the problem.

Broadband System
From his 'ham' station Rob usually runs

his transmitter at power levels of

around 75W or so on speech. I

Allan Wightman comes across many
difficult TV and radio reception

problems in his work in the antenna
erecting business. Some of his experience

can help transmitting amateurs and
recently he's been assisting a (slightly?)

awkward Amateur Radio customer with
TVI problems.

understand that this level is quite usual

when you're on single sideband speech

(s.s.b.). But when he's using Morse

(c.w.) he often uses power levels of less

than 5W. When the interference to his

neighbour's TV first came to his

attention Rob checked his own N first.

And when using the TV by itself (not

permanently set to operate via the

video recorder as most people

normally do) the picture was 'clean'.

However, when transmitting on the

14MHz band and with the video

recorder in circuit - Rob's transmitted

speech could be seen to interfere with

the received TV picture. Vertical 'wavy'

lines (moving in relationship to his

voice) could be seen on all channels.

The problem persisted on all channels

(he receives the Rowridge transmitter

(transmitter No. 108, broadcasting on

the Group A channels of 21, 24, 27

and 31 from the Isle of Wight on Band

IV) despite a low pass filter in the

output of his transmitter.

It was then obvious that the broadband

amplifier/splitter unit in the video

recorder was being overloaded by the

high 'out of band' signal levels. So, I

then fitted an AKD 'in line' high-pass

filter and the picture cleared

immediately. However, the problem

with the neighbour's NI wasn't so easy

to cure...although it was caused by

exactly the same type of broadband

amplifier not coping very well with

strong 'out of band' signals.

Broadband Problems
Although broad band distribution

systems can make the TV and radio

engineer's job much simpler (we can

literally 'bung' everything up the same

cable!) the very fact that the system

accepts a wide range of frequencies

can cause problems. Add this to the

DIY approach of 'over the counter'

sales of relatively complex equipment

to people unaware of radio frequency

techniques - and trouble can start!

I've lived with sorting out d.i.y. mast -
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FURTHER DETAILS ON THE
COMPLETE RANGE OF IN -LINE

FILTERS AND OTHER
INTERFERENCE REDUCTION

PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED
BY AKD CAN BE OBTAINED BY

CONTACTING THEM AT:
UNIT 5,

PARSONS GREEN ESTATE,
BOULTON ROAD,

STEVENAGE,
HERTFORDSHIRE SG1 4QG.

TEL: (01438) 351710,
FAX: (01438) 357591.

head problems for years. For example, I

went to the aid of a customer who

installed (quite unnecessarily - as all he

originally needed was a better Band II

antenna rather than an amplifier) a

combined Band II (commonly referred

to a 'v.h.f. f.m.') radio and Band IVN

masthead amplifier. He then couldn't

understand why he was receiving

unwanted aircraft transmissions on his

'f.m.' radio and local taxi transmissions

were coming over his TV set!

The broadband nature of the combined

TV -radio mast head unit covered

50MHz to almost 1GHz (you could

equate the broadband nature of the

amplifier as being rather un-selective in

receiver terms) was overloaded itself. It

then also helped to overload the TV and

radios connected to the circuit.

My customer was disappointed that it

was his own handiwork that had caused

the problem. But at least his reception

problems were overcome and he didn't

get someone asking for landing

permission, or where the passenger

from 'number 24 wanted to be taken to'

mixed in with his favourite music!

Back Next Door

But back to Rob's neighbour next door,

where the problem turned out to be

essentially what I'd expected: a wide

band unit. It was hidden up in the roof

and although I was unable to see it in

situ I found out it covered from around

50MHz right up to the top of the Band

V TV allocation (well past 860MHz).

With up to six combined v.h.f. (for radio

of course) and u.h.f. outlets the unit was

obviously a candidate for overloading

caused by the close -by (physically

speaking) transmissions from Rob's

antenna. So, again using an AKD high-

pass filter I got the house -owner to

place the filter in -line between the u.h.f.

antenna and the

distribution

amplifier.

Once in place the

filter did its job

very well indeed

d the TVIan

disappeared on

the neighbour's

main TV in their lounge immediately.

The set in question was a large, modem

and well designed receiver which was

designed to comply with the latest EMC

standards. But the same couldn't be said

for the 'transportable' colour set used in

the kitchen - this still had interference

on some channels.

Back -To -Basics

Having substantially reduced the WI

problem it was obvious to Rob and I

that it was a question of going 'hack to

the basics' and replacing the

neighbour's original distribution

amplifier. This had to be the route to

TVI free reception because it's obviously

the amplifier that's causing the

antennas
action

Fitting an in -line filter to the 'kitchen'

TV didn't help. The out -of -band signals

had to be reduced dramatically before

the older TV could cope with

everything the distribution system was

sending down the cable. Nowadays I

find it increasingly common that houses

I attend have built-in distribution

systems. There's usually a central

amplifier with outlets running to literally

every major room.

Unfortunately (for EMC purposes) the

amplifiers used often leave a lot to be

desired and the coaxial cable used is

often of the cheapest nature. Added to

the problems I've outlined there are

others which are often created by the

electrician installing the cabling.

Electricians - unless they have

experience of radio frequency

techniques - seem to treat coaxial cable

and terminations like 13A mains

sockets!

It's not unusual to find coaxial cable

'split' three ways via a handy junction

box left over from a lighting circuit

g.Fig. 1: Stevenage -based AKD have many years of experience in
producing in -line filters suitable for helping to eliminate TVI.
Allan Wightman used one to tackle problems experienced by
G3XFD.

intenerence by responding the 'out of

band' signals amplifying them and

superimposing the resultant pattern over

the wanted programmes on the older

'hudget priced' colour portable set still

having problems.

installation! And even newly installed

house systems - even well planned

versions - can have difficulties caused

by lack of knowledge involving r.f. For

example, I recently had to attend a

brand new house (a six bedroom job)

with a very high quality distribution

system which was also generally well

planned. Unfortunately though - the

electrician who had been left to install

the cabling had 'taken a short cut'.

The 'short cut' involved an awkward

coaxial cable junction, where instead of

using a resistive or inductive (I prefer

inductive types) two-way 'splitter'. He'd

just linked the cables together, and the

result was a classic 'ghost' (delayed

image) on all the channels received on

that 'leg' of the system. Of course, it

was caused by the un-terminated 'leg'

reflecting the r.f. energy (the TV signals)

back on to the main system.

The problem was quickly cured by

terminating the unused coaxial 'leg and

replacing the home-made 'splitter' with

the correct device. And incidentally -

the 'splitter' only cost f4! So, there's a

tip in case you move into a new home

and find you've got problems. The

'ghost' you could be seeing on the

picture could be a cable problem!

Back To Square One

Ideally I would like to get Rob's

neighbour to go 'back to square one' to

re -install the TV distribution system. But

obviously this is not an option and we

are going to have to compromise. Rob

wants to continue his short wave radio

transmissions and the neighbours

(fortunately they get on well together)

wish to have interference free TV

reception. So, we've decided on

another approach - by replacing the

main amplifier unit.

Replacing the amplifier unit with a

'grouped' unit (in other words a more

selective unit which is tuned to work

only on the v.h.f. (for radio) and u.h.f.

channels required that's designed to

cope with the EMC levels required

today will help immensely. Of course,

the results will be used in 'Up The

Ladder' to help you overcome similar

difficulties and I hope to write them up

from my notebook for you next time.

Until then - enjoy yourself on the air

and I hope you enjoy watching

interference free TV too!

aa
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0181 566 1120
EASY TO REMEMBER MAIL ORDER NUMBER:

DIAL 07000 73 73 73
There is a small increase in call rate whepjing the 07000 number.
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 CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW &

USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.

 TEL: 0181 - 566 1120
 FAX: 0181 - 566 1207
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 Martin Lynch is a licensed credit broker Full written details are available on
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 Budget Plan requirements: Full time employment (or
disabled/retired), over 18 and below 71, Current bank account
(or building society). For Instant finance please ensure you
have UK driving licence and cheque guarantee/credit card or
Electricity/Gas/BT bill with your current name and address.
Finance subject to status. APR 19.9°,
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THE NEW YAESU FT -847
Has Set The Japanese Radio Market

ON FIRE!

WARNING
The new Yaesu FT -847 can seriously affect your social life.

WITH SPECIFICATION LIKE THIS, ITS LITTLE WONDER -

500 Watts on HF & S x Metres

) 50 Watts on Two Metres & Seventy -Centimeters

) SSEVCWFM & AM

:) Built In DSP

) Tracking for satellite operation

) Full duplex crossband operation

) Voice announcement

IF Shift

Built In Keyer

5 1200/K6 Real,

CTCSS built in

) New 'cool blue'display

) Optional external Auto ATU

) Keypad entry with ident for blind operators or

) Only a little larger than the FT -900

Circa £1695. Deposits now being taken.

Wal y.044 GUCZ &AVG y,-044,1, 444(.4?

P'1,04411, 44e, 4 '4% 74441 GA4

NEW!! YAESU VI..1000 IN STOCK!
The new IC-PCR1000 gives

The latest 1kW output HF Linear
with 500W+ on 6M.
Fully automatic including Auto
ATU/PSU.
List: E4480
ML Discounted price £3999
or £91.16 deposit & sixty
payments of £100

you a wideband receiver in
a PC. Laptop or desktop the
PCR1000 can be used with
any PC operating with Win
95 or Win 3.11. Just plug
the receiver into the RS232
port, supply it with 12 volts,
and away you go! Store all your favourite
frequencies on the HDD or floppy. It's so
easy to use.

Only £349 incl Vat.
Or £37 deposit and £26 for
12 months. ZERO APR
Computer not included
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'BUDGET PLAN'

ML&S will price

1111111*--
PRICE MATCH

match any advertised price by another authorised dealer providing
the item is in stock at the time of ordering

Yaesu FT -920
The best value HF+Six Metre
Transceiver got even better! Now
offered with FREE FM board & AM
filter by Yaesu U.K.

RRP: £1699
ML Discounted price £1399 Intl
FM/AM fitted.
Deposit E31.25 & sixty payments of £35

If you want to pay off the loan quicker,
you can. This example is the maximum
term for payment.

The 1C-708mk11 Package
For January 1998, we've put together the
three most popular items purchased with
the IC -706.

IC-706mk11 AT -180 (auto ATUI FL223
SSB narrow filter.

RRP: £1509.
ML Discounted price: f1275 or
£26.06 deposit & 52 payments of f35

IC-706mk11 available by itself at £995,
deposit £29 and fifty-nine payments of £25

AVAILABLE
NOW!

TH-G71E
Full feature, 6W Dual band
hand held (with optional
battery pack). 200 memories
and PC link -up with software
(not inc.)
RRP: £279,
ML Price: £249

The latest HF Transceiver from lcom, with a difference Not

only do you get100Watts on HF plus Six Metres but you

also get a staggeringf00 Watts on Two metres. All from a

box not much bigger than the IC -706! Don't those Icon

Designers /Woo to be?
HF to 2M tinct 6M), 100W, 50W on 2M

All modes on all bands POT, APF
Built in Keyer

Auto ATU fitted
Gen Coy receiver
Buth in spectrum scope 'similar to IC -756'
100 Memories
Excellent noise blanker. Automatic DSP for noise. notc
and passband

RRP: £1695 approx. Deposits now being take-

C5900D
Have one for only £25!
The only triple Band 2/6,70 mobile
available, Buy one for only £25 deposit &
forty-two payments of (25 and receive
CTCSS & DTMF boards worth f 100 FREE!

RRP: £799.95

FT-1000MP/AC
We pay £199 towards your deposit!
Still the worlds favourite HF transceiver.
Have one in your shack today for only
£46.081 And Martin Lynch will pay the £199
extra required for the deposit.

RRP: £2499, ML Price: £2199
,ess f 199 paid FREE towards your deposit,
leaving £46.08 deposit from you and sixty
payments of £50. DC version also available.

JRC JST-245
Only £63.54 deposit
Possibly the ultimate HF transceiver. A huge
150-200W output on HF 6M. Superb
engineering from the premier Japanese
manufacturer.

RRP: £3495, ML Price: £2295
Only £63.54 deposit. Forty payments of £75

Who's first to have a TRIPLE

BAND 2,5/70 Handie then' Icom

of course' Enter the IC-T8E.

Read the specification and get

your deposit in quick,

II ft:pie Band 2670
II Wide Band RX
 WBFM for FM Broadcast RX up

to SW output,
First to use NiMH Wan
Splash resistant

 CTCSS as standard
Switchable TX Narrow FM
12.5kHil for 2M band
123 rnemonas

II very compact smaller than
most smoke banders,

RRP: £349
NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

TS -870S
The only 'real' DSP H.F. Transceiver.
How about one for under f50 a month%
Sounds good to me.

RRP: £2399 ML Price: £1899
£48.73 down payment and only fifty-five
payments of (48.73

IC -756
HF, Six metres, 100 Watts on all bands
and only £1899?
IRRP: £2199)

Yep, add that to the fact that ALL three top
reviewers rate it and you can see why it's so
popular. Even more so at £48.73 deposit and
fifty-five payments of 50. Now all you have
to do is decide between them all...I

FT -8100
A proper Dual -band, Remote -head, Packet -
ready, 50.35W output.

RRP: £499,
ML Price: £449
Only £21.04 deposit. Twenty payments of
£25

KACHINA 505 OSP COMPUTER

CONTROLLED HF TRANSCEIVER NOW

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.

IT'S ON DEMONSTRATION IN THE

SHOWROOM NOW'

Latest edition from the

Yaesu stable. Ultra -

compact, Dual Band

transceiver with wide

band coverage

receiver.

a

PRICE: £269

FT-736RD FINAL VERSION

After many years of production,
the FT -736R has finally finished.
To commemorate this outstanding
transceiver, ML&S are offering a
special "limited edition" "D" spec
transceiver at a very special price
FT -736R WITH 6M, 23CM & CTCSS
all fitted.
RRP: £2630. ML Price: f1699, or
£56.33 deposit & forty-six payments of
£50.

IC -821H
NEW!!

If you are serious about your Two & Seventy
operating then take a close look at the
IC -821H. It's very good.

RRP: £1599. ML Price: £1399
£31.25 deposit and sixty payments of £35.

PRICE DOWN
£449.95 for BOTHI

Wimp
The only TwinBand Handle
with a plug in 50W/35W power
booster! An ideal
portable/mobileshack
package. Thanks to the YEN
exchange, prices are DOWN.

Only £449.95 for the pair.
Or £229.95 for the C510E alone.
Deposit £21.99 & twenty payments of £25.

Only £26.64 deposit

£26.64 deposit followed by
sixty payments of £30,
ML discounted price £1199

MARTIN LYNCH & SON

CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE.

PHONE 07000 73 73 73

FOR DETAILS



win..win..
Win yourself a copy of the new
More Out Of Thin Air.
Get writing, the next one we give
away may be yours but without
an idea - it can never be yours.

The best idea used in every issue
of Antennas in Action wins the
author a copy of More Out Of Thin
Air. So get thinking and writing.

Send your ideas and
tips to: Antennas In
Action, PW
Publishing Ltd.,
Arrowsmith Court,
Station
Approach.
Broadstone,
Dorset BH18
8PW

Some time ago Brian Williams

GWOGHF wrote to me and asked

if I could find an article in PW

about the 'Bob -Tail' antenna. So I had a

quick 'trundle' through the archives -

and failed to find it, even though I

thought I could remember such an

article. But in the end, I had to resort to

the ARRL Antenna Handbook and

memory in my answer to him.

However, in the rush to answer, I

inadvertently gave the wrong

dimensions for the elements.

the dimensions he had calculated,

along with more details of his feeder

system, which is shown in the drawing

of Fig.1. For his 'Bob -Tail' he used

5mm brazing rod for the elements and

a 450mm length of 30052 ribbon feeder

as a matching line. The lowest s.w.r.

occurred with the coaxial feed some

25mm from the closed end, and with

the inner connected to the open circuit

side of the line.

Brian says "The aerial is right up in the

loft under the ridge timber, held up by

string! The 'top' part may be looked

upon as the 'transmission line' feeding

the three vertical 1/4 radiators, which

 A ROUND -UP OF YOUR TIPS AND LETTERS. WHO HAS WON THIS MONTH'S
GIVEAWAY MORE OUT OF THIN AIR?

tex topics
because of the equal (hopefully) and

opposite phasing of the centre A14

produces a squashed bi-directional

pattern".

Brian also reported that the gain quoted

is supposed to be around BdBd i in the

directions at right angles to the paper

as it's shown). Although he thought that

5dBd was nearer the truth. "The lobes

are rather sharp and mine seems to

have a 'squint' (no doubt due to some

irregularities in my measurements). But

on the whole, it's easy to make and

handy for a simple '/P' aerial in a pole.

I hope you can encourage some of

your readers to try it out".

So, why not have a go yourselves at a

'Bob -Tail' antenna? The dimensions

shown are for a 145MHz version, but

with a little maths you could make one

for any other band. When it comes to

calculating 12./41

matching stub, use a figure of 65/f (in

metres, where f is the centre frequency

of the hand of interest). And as to the

position of the matching point use a

proportional distance from the closed

end.

Invisible Antenna

From Peterborough, Noel Muncey

G7VPA, has come up with a useful tip

to go with the 'invisible' antenna that

John Heys G3BDQ described for

'Antenna Workshop' in the November

1997 issue of A-i-A. In that issue lohn

described an antenna that was simple,

482

- 998 998

1J2

J4 A/4

Unslotted 30052 twin
matching line

114/T0812j

AJ2

482

450

A/4 482
1

Feedpoint about 25mm
1 up from the closed end

Fig. 1: The 'Bob -Tail' Antenna for 144MHz.

cheap and easy to make from

aluminium foil, and because of this, it

could be hidden behind wall covering

or curtains.

In a letter that starts "It brought to mind

the time I was working for an alarm

company. We used an 'Aluminium foil

windows tape' and 'foil terminations'.

Then G7VPA went on to say that by

using this self adhesive tape which is

9mm wide, and the terminations, a

similar antenna could be put up much

quicker that by using Iohn's method. At

Fig. 2: The 'stick -
on' connectors
used in alarm
systems.

Fig. 3: In making a
corner with the foil
tape, it is first bent
at right angles in the
'wrong' direction to
bring the sticky side
uppermost.

the connector end, the tape is folded

hack underneath itself to give extra

strength when being clamped into the

terminal block adapter Fig. 2.

However, creating the corners with

the somewhat flimsy tape lit is

designed to rupture quite easily) is an

art, but it is quickly learned as long as

care is taken when forming the

corners. I've had a go at producing

some connections and corners so you

can see the technique in photographs

Fig. 3 and 4. To make the 'hospital -

Fig. 4: Making 'hospital -bed' corners is easy
with a little care and practice.
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bed' corners that G7VPA provided,

needs a special technique as outlined

in the annotated examples he

produced on paper.

When making corners, the first fold is

made in the opposite direction to the

desired one. This brings the sticky side

uppermost and at right angles to the

stuck -down run (Fig. 3). Then carefully

hold the tape and fold it back on itself

(the fold becomes like the gnomon of a

sundial). Tidy the fold up by pressing it

need to be quite big to be effective) you

might like to investigate using A/4 stubs

for each band running down at an angle

from the feedpoint inside the box.

Perhaps two stubs for each band and a

small helical wound (rubber duck) dual -

band portable antenna would be ideal.

If anyone else has ideas along the lines

discussed, please let me know so I can

share them. Using a 'fake' alarm box to

weatherproof a remotely controlled

Mir

Fig. 5: Making a 'double' corner allows the tape width to be
effectively increased.

Fig. 6: Duncan head had some problems with his N -type plugs
(see text for more details).

down, and continue in the desired

direction with the tape. You may have

to practice a few times before it looks as

good as the samples sent in the post to

me, especially like the double bend

example shown in Fig. 5.

Another alternative tape that I've seen,

although it's more expensive, is to use

the copper foil tape that can be found in

many of the handicraft shops. Using the

copper tape and the same technique as

outlined by Noel, a marginally more

efficient antenna could be made. This

last comment applies especially when

trying to make a double width track, as

the tracks could be solder 'tacked'

together, reducing the chances of your

'double -width' element really being

seen as a 'folded' element.

Antenna Alarm

Still staying on the subject of 'hidden'

antennas, John Bidgood has sent in a

nice idea in a letter that started "With

reference to hidden antennas, one item

which is 'springing -up' in most areas is

the wall mounted alarm box. I have an

active one on my house, but as an

experiment I will obtain a dummy box

and fit a small 144/430MHz mobile

antenna and use a metal plate as a

ground plane".

Sounds like a good idea to me lohn, but

instead of using a large metal plate (for

a ground -plane at 144MHz it would

tuner feeding a horizontal length of

wire. The wire could be hidden by

running back through the roof space,

and such a set-up could serve two

purposes. To 'get out' on some of the

h.f. bands at anytime and without it

being known and perhaps deter those

who would like to 'get in' anytime!

N -Type Warning

From Duncan Head G7PNE comes a

warning to all readers planning on

installing N -type plugs and sockets

(although his warning applies only to

the plugs). Duncan starts his letter "I

have just spent two days of my time

diagnosing a feeder/aerial problem for

my AN station..." which started off

when he decided to change over to

'Heliax' coaxial cable for the main

down lead. After adding a new cubical

quad loop antenna to the system,

Duncan raised the system up into the

working position.

Duncan's letter continued "I powered

up in anticipation, NOTHING! Further

tests proved inconclusive, pre -amp still

working, but no ATV repeater". So after

a frustrating night Duncan lowered the

system the following day and after a lot

of hunting around found that the coaxial

cable to the AN pre -amplifier fell apart.

It would seem that in the N -type plugs

that Duncan used there is no strain

relief (or holding ridge) for the plug's

centre connector.

Duncan sent me the offending plug to

bring to everyone's attention, Fig. 6, and

as you can see from the photograph

there is no retaining lip on the centre

pin at all. In an effort to correct the

fault, he ordered two new plugs from a

"professional electronics catalogue",

which to his dismay turned out to have

exactly the same problem as he saw it.

The centre pin from one of the new

plugs shown below in Fig. 6. The two

new plugs were returned to the supplier

who refunded the cost.

The letter from Duncan finishes off

"Please everyone check when you

purchase N -types. If you are at a rally

then the supplier will only be too

pleased to let you open up the

connector before you hand over your

money". I have to agree with Duncan's

sentiments expressed in his letter as I

have made the odd bad purchase (who

hasn't?) at rallies, when due to lack of

knowledge I've bought the wrong item.

(See the question going with Fig. 3 on

page 34 (Tex Topics) of the March 1997

P.

Letter From Zimbabwe

Still on the subject of coaxial plugs and

improvements to them, I've had a letter

from Rod Short Z21AF in Zimbabwe

about reducing the chances of a

filament of wire from the coaxial screen

shorting to the inner pin or conductor.

In his letter he says ' I have had a few

cable failures using small quarter inch

coaxial cable and the PL259 plug and

adapter. But since using my

modification I have had no failures,

maybe others would like to share it with

me, it is very simple".

And simple it is too, like all great ideas

that make some tasks so much easier.

Rod's suggestion is to add a one

millimetre section of the inner

insulation cut from a length of RG8

coaxial cable (another use for those

short lengths that get left over) inside the

plug on assembly as shown in Fig. 7.

Instead of trimming the inner insulation

of the thin cable about 3mm from the

turned back screen, trim it at 4mm from

the screen in future.

Take a one millimetre 'slice' of the RG8

insulation and gently make the centre

hole large enough to

pass over the inner

insulation of the thinner

coaxial cable. If this is

done before the section

is sliced off then it's

easier. Pull the inner

conductor out of a

length of RG8 inner and

using a twist drill of

slightly larger size open

out the hole left by

pulling out the centre

conductor.

At this point you may as

well make several of

the 'rings' so, taking

great care and a craft

knife with a stiff blade,

slice off several lmm

rings and put them safe in your toolbox

for future use. This may be difficult to

do but would be worth the effort all at

once because you'd have a supply of

the rings. Perhaps an amateur, who is

also a butcher, would like to

contemplate a rather unusual use for his

bacon -slicer at this point!

I think that's your idea is great Rod,

simple, but a cure for a problem that

plagues most of us at some time or

other. Although putting another piece of

dielectric material inside a coaxial

cavity alters the characteristic

impedance at that point, I don't see that

this is a problem under any

circumstance. The PL259 doesn't have a

constant impedance anyhow, and most

definitely should not be used at any

frequency where such a small change of

impedance is going to cause a problem.

Design Found

In the November 1997 'Tex Topics'

column Brian Lowe VE3TJE asked for

help with finding the original article for

an antenna design that I sketched out in

the column. I've had several letters

pointing out that the design (even

though the sketch wasn't a very good

one) was most probably 'The Steeple',

an antenna designed and described by

John Heys G3BDQ. And of course the

first letter was from lohn himself giving

 TEX TOPICS IS CONTINUED ON PAGE 46
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 TEX TOPICS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 45

As shown on The Practical Wireless Antenna
Reference Data Chart, given away with the May

1996 issue

16 -

The modification suggested
by Rod Z21AF

- 9 - 4 - 16 -

Increase to 4mm and add a
mm section of the inner

from RG8 coaxial cable -

Fig. 7: The 1mm ring reduces the chance of creating a
short circuit when assembling PL2 59 plugs (see text for
more details).

me details of when and where the

design appeared.

nother letter that I received was from

Richard Kelly GMOGRD and he was

kind enough to send

original article by John Heys that

appeared in 1985. The article is (as John

himself pointed out) the Mkl version

which didn't have the broad top run.

The end farthest from the house is a

cone of wires down to individual earth

rods. This cone gives the antenna the

characteristic 'Steeple look, hence the

name that it was given.

Not far behind the letter from lohn

Heys, were letters from G3LCB and

G3NQX (sorry about the 'formality' but

that's all I have) both telling me that the

design appeared in the RSGB's book HF

Antenna Collection edited by G4LQI,

and in Practical Wire Antennas also by

the RSGB. Each took the time to sketch

out the Mkll version of the 'Steeple

Antenna' for my information. Thank you

both.

In the rather longer letter by G3NQX,

he also passed on two simple tips that

will be useful to all. The first tip from

G3NQX is of use to mobile operators.

When mounting a mobile whip antenna

on a gutter mounting clip on the vehicle

he was stuck for a method of securing

the coaxial cable in place. The answer

after some deliberation turned out to be

running the cable along the gutter and

holding it in place with blobs of 'Blu-

Tack' a blue putty -like substance from

Bostik.

By pushing pieces of 'Blu-Tack', large

enough to make a bridge on top of the

coaxial cable of about 10mm long,

every 200mm, the cable is held firmly

in place without fear of marking the

from G3NQX concerns making an

effective centre piece for wire antennas.

Have a look at the sketch of Fig. 8

where I've shown the basics. Two slots,

antennas
'"action

melt glue, or of a bathroom sealant,

would improve the grip in slightly

oversized slots. This method has proved

very successful at the QTH of G3NQX,

where there's been no failure noted in

many years.

Tacks On Two

My final letter this month concerns the

effect that using tacks on antennas

designed for 144MHz. From George

Ross G4IEI comes a tale of warning."'

thought you might be interested in my

experiences in construction of a 'Slim

Jim' for 144MHz in accordance with

G2BCX's instructions". (Sadly Fred Judd

G2BCX, who so ably ran the PW

Antenna clinic for so long, became a

silent key in 1992. 'Tex).

George continues the description of his

'Slim Jim', used 18g 11.25mm) copper

wire mounted on a wooden batten, the

wire was not holding tight so I fixed it

with a few tacks. The test on receive

was very good but on transmit the s.w.r.

was dangerously high in spite of

adjusting the feed point". George

Slot A
Slot B Block of insulating material

George continued "The test showed

good receive results and the s.w.r. good,

so with slight adjustment to the feed

point tapping -'Jo-and-behold', a

perfect 1:1 s.w.r. You live and learn,

that's what radio's all about". I couldn't

agree more George, I've been in

electronics and radio for over 30 years

now and there still seems so much I

haven't looked at yet.

Signing -Off

Well that just about rounds it off for

another 'Tex Topics'. I'd like to thank all

those who wrote in and shared ideas

and information with us. As I haven't

had time to give your returned

questionnaires more than just a swift

glance - but thank you all the same. I'll

do my best to bring you a resume of

your opinions in the next A-i-A as we

include your wishes into the 'look and

feel' of my magazine section.

task I still have to

perform is to donate a copy of More

Out Of Thin Air to the best tip of the

issue. This has turned out to be a very

difficult choice this month as each of

the tips is a useful one.

So in the end, much as

I'd like to give all who

write in something, I

decided that George

G4IEI will get the Book

and Rod Short Z21AF

would get a voucher to

be used the next time

he orders something

from the PW Book

Service.

Fig. 8: A simple dipole antenna centre made from a piece of insulating
material.

A and B, just slightly larger than the

300(2 ribbon feeder are cut and filed in

a block of insulating material.

Pass the feeder up through one slot (say

Slot A) and then bend it back to pass

through the second slot (Slot B) leaving

sufficient length in the 'tails' to connect

to the wire elements. Solder the end of

each 'tail' to the corresponding element

wire and the antenna is ready to be

hoisted back up into the air. Friction

alone should hold the centre and feeder

in place, but just a small blob of hot -

wondered if the tacks, about a dozen of

'blued' types, might be having the

disastrous effect on the s.w.r. So, he

removed the tacks and taped the

antenna to the batten instead.

See you all next time in

'Antennas in Action',

and next month when

I've been given a new

column called 'Electronics in Action'.

aa

Best regards and a Merry Christmas to
you all.
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FAIRHAVEN ELF4110111CS Ltd. 47 Dale Road; Spendon, Derby-DE21 7DG (01332) 670707

t

The RD500 - a new kind of
die receiver.

Now it is  to have a receiver which not
only holds your own station selections in mem-
ory, but has a complete knowledge of its spec-
trum. Thousands of station records can be
stored and sorted through, just type in a few let-
ters on the remote control, or a complete
description, and the receiver finds the stations
of interest to you.

The RD500 is a database, an HF receiver, a
scanner, a digital sound recorder and it is
packed with features and software. It can tune
in 5 Hz steps, and has 99 band set ups, 8 scan
modes including auto memory. 99 skip frequen-
cies, autotuning-AFC variable notch and peak
filter, 60 level S -meter, I.F. noise blanker, cas-
sette control, AVC, selectable AGC, pass band
tuning, world time clock, 5 timers, tuning meter
and internal battery box/charger. C.W. signals
can be spread into a panorama of sound in 3
selectable bandwidths, so that individual sig-
nals can be easily focused upon. It has a 45 key
alphanumeric remote and supports PC key-
boards and RS232 and comes complete with a
windows software package.
Modes: AM I FM / WBFM Stereo I Video o/p
USB-LSB / CW Syncronous AMU I L I DSB
13,200 memories or 54,000 lextra C89V
Sc:n HF Synth, -143 dBc/Hz. IP37 20kHz +5,
50kHz +9.75, Noise floor -130dBm

! . i.),
'Powerful, carefully arranged to be easy to use.
How can I ever listen to C.W. again without
stereo? The receiver performed surprisingly
well, and I enjoyed it immensely" J.W. ISWMI
'Few internally generated spurious signals.
Superb control facilities.Good selectivity" HRT
Price 0898, HF only 0799, VHF upgrade C99

Now available at main dealers
Website: fair ..1,0.demon.co.uk

FAI R HAVE N
Rickoic)

a

.
The innovative
new computer -

aided circuit
layout program

for
7 stripboard

//b..

Windows
95/NT G.

PC

indows & inddtvs 6IT
are registe trademark,
.,1 Microsoft .rati.

I

Features:
Fully -automatic physical circuit layout

Stripboard or breadboard layout
Assisted interactive layout options
Simple drag -and -drop circuit editor

Detailed construction diagram to guide the assembly stage
Comprehensive, fully extensible component library

Provision for off -board components
Automatic generation of component order forms

Printout function of all stages
Full technical support

Tel/Fax:
+44 (0) 1635-521285

StripboardMagie is a trademark of Amhyr Ltd.

on

Milk CO]

witiM Ila

t

Only

£39.95
Inc' VAT*

Am by r
a spark of genius

Ambyr Limited. Reg office 84-86 Park Lane, Thatcham, Berkshire. RG I8 3PG.
*Price dues not include postage & packaging. Diagrams shown are for illustration purposes only. Amhyr & StriphoardMagic are trademark. I. Lid

Email: /
info@ambyr.com
http://www.ambyr.com

fo ,
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Advertisement
SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS GROUP AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES - DATA COMMUNICATIONS - SHOR

SMC SOUND
NEW HANDIES

KENvinco
Fil-G71E

The new Kenwood
High power, twin hand handheld with
wideband RX.
 Up to 6 watts output (6 watts on 2mtrs,

5 watts on 70cms max)
 Wideband RX coverage
 200 memory channels
 CTCSS encode/decode built-in alpha tag

on memories
 Polycarbonate body

£279.00

YABSU
World's smallest dual -band handheld
with super wide RX

 290 memory channels in 9 groups
 6 character alpha -numeric display
 Built-in CTCSS encode/decode
 Built-in DCS encode/decode
 Back -lit keypad and LCD display
 500mW power output (1W with supplied

AC adaptor)
 Dual watch feature and smart search

function
 Built-in CTCSS/DCS tone search feature
 I One -touch ARTS (Automatic Range

Transponding System)

£269.00

O
110(1)1A IC-T8E

The new triple bander 6m/2m/70cms
Coming soon

SMC

VX-1R

FRG100 Still superb value!
Did you see the review from last month's SWM mag?
If you are in the market for a first class receiver with hard to beat RF

performance. you ought to take a long hard look at the FRGIO0'

IMES=

101,161513
pagems mom. .1.1111-11011. st.

The FRG -100. even after four years of production. is still considered
to be the best value communications receiver on the market today.
Specification includes: 0.5 - 30MHz. modes USA LSB, CW. AM. optional FM

SMC price £449 with a FREE PA11C
power adaptor worth £37

AERIALS

TSB3301
TSB3302
TSB3303

NEW

VHF/UHF VERTICALS
144/430
144/430
144/430

6.5/9.0dBi
4.5/7.2dBi
3.0/6.0dBi

L3.07
LI.79
LI.15

200W
200W
120W

£65
£42
£30

TSB3304
TSB3305
TSB3606

5XY/2M
8XY/2M
IOXY/2M

144/430
144/430
50/144/430

6.0/8.4dBi
8.6/12.0dBi
3.0/6.2/8.6dBi

L2.43
L5.40
L2.43

200W
200W
200W

JB CROSSED YAGIS
SILLY PRICES THIS MONTH ONLY
144Vert/Hor 7.7dBd L1.7m
I44Vert/Hor 9.5dBd L2.6m
144Vert/Hor 10.8dBd L3.6m

Limited stocks available

South Midlands Communications Ltd

£52
£84
£69

£35
£65
£75

S M House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, Eastleigh. Hampshire S053 4BY
Tel: (01703) 251549 Fax: (01703) 263507 E-mail amateur@smc-comms.com Website: httpilwww.smc-comms.com
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WAVE/AIRBANDANORLDBAND LISTENING - PRIVATE MOBILE RADIO - SHORT TERM HIRE RADIOS PNEUMATIC TELESCOPIC MASTS SMC

..--'' .. '",- :O. ..--- /\
1:.:. GR,S---FAOM 5.1pCi

OPS381s Garntinciqtest,hapdheld GPs unit. If. entUre4 easy one-The'thumb

upertintiriti44eighs only 2N.. Thav,sicrtlet ble filp odometer,
graphiChompass'alud ighway steering guidattef. A it provides up to 20

. _ _hours of use, pn a set 4 AA batteries. The GARMIN, GPS38. The /

--affordable wny-tdbri g you back. ../...
For radio enthusi$Sts he nifito a4yanta with this .unit is that it canes
connect to your Pe a d also, to a popu ar packet' radio TNC suc 46 the
Tiny. 2, t.112.

_ .and KOC.3..._,,-----_-/
1_21_

.- ; . ::isN.p.

FEATURES( .-,r .1' :. :a.' t'
 MultiTptc8 operating system contrously tracks and u es up CP8 :>::ulti

satel9(es for fast, accurate pOSItiuornst .::r ..,:: ,,,,--- ---

 I [set-friendbirocker/kevpad system allows romp for a large;tackli
IA) display with ay 'o -read chatacterspd full -featured graphi

. / 1 r. . 1 L,-plotting. -f-,; t .:..;!.-/ CD
 InnovativellacBtiik feature letS/btf uickly nrAal"

-.' '11))Ick,,hOme-W--ithout manually..stotin way nt

 Reseftabletrip odometer keepitra_ . or your distant travelled.
 Cher -selectable navigation screensfor compass Or_grnpitiatiiiitvay

i /: Iteering guidance.

(lie Ultrasonically welded, dry nitrogen filled case with internal antenna.
16: t._L. .. ,-
J 0.r.zmit feature allows fast "point and shoot" initialisation.

,'

.olitioi& 1739.00 inc VAT

DC to Light . . . (well, almost)

AOR AOR AR -5000

This superb radio is for the real enthusiast.
The frequency coverage is 10kHz - 2600MHz and covers
all modes of reception.

Phone now
for our price

ANDY AT
ARE COMMS

6 Royal Parade. Hanger Lane
London W5A IET

0181-997 4476

RODNEY OR BILL
AT REG WARD

I Western Parade. West Street,
Axminster. Devon EXI3 5NY

(01297) 34918

SMC

Remember we keep a HUGE range of:
 ANTENNAS
 RECEIVERS
 TRANSCEIVERS
 HARDWARE

FINANCE DEALS AVAILABLE
including

BUY NOW - PAY LATER
Please phone for further information

Mail Order/Customer Service
PHIL OR AILSA 01703 251549

Out of hours customer service
NORMAN 0467 462774 (Mobile)
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To order an of the titles mentioned on these two  a  es  lease use the Or

LAST MINUTE STOCKING FILLERS

There's no doubt about it - crystal sets and their very simplicity fascinate some
people! There's a lot to be said for what must be the simplest receiver - both as a
teaching aid and as a 'serious' interest itself. So. with this in mind the PW team
have compiled some interesting books on crystal sets as possible Christmas
presents and - quite by chance - Rob Mannion G3XFD covers the same subject in
his beginners series 'Radio Discover The Basics' this month too!

The Xtal Set Society Newsletter - Volume IV

This specialist society, based in St. Louis, Missouri in the USA promotes and keeps alive a
great deal of interest in the good old crystal set. When you read this collection of newsletters
on the subject of crystal receivers - you're in for a real surprise because there's an amazing
variety of receivers 'on the same theme'!

One of the most interesting crystal set memories tells of a 'Foxhole' receiver built by an
American soldier in the Second World War - using a rusty razor blade 'detector'. It worked!
Packed with coil information. anecdotes. projects, techniques and ideas this little booklet
provides a good read. Good Reading costing just £6.50.

Crystal Radio: History, Fundamentals, And Design
Xtal Set Society

Want to know all about 'Grandfather's Crystal set' - the history. how they worked and how
you can build one? Well. this fascinating little book provides a great deal of information in a
friendly, informative and practical style. Along the way it provides a very interesting look at
the history of radio reception - quite appropriate in the Centenary year of Amateur Radio.
Recommended reading at £6.50.

The Crystal Set Handbook
(& Volume III of the XTAL Set Society Newsletter)

Again, this little book provides a great deal of information, covering historical and modern
reception techniques using 'crystal receivers'. The historical aspect alone is well worth
reading and provides a good insight into the (often slightly hazardous!) early techniques.

The technical information will certainly help the reader to become an expert at winding
home-made tuning coils! Good reading. The Crystal Set Handbook costs £6.50

Crystal Set
Xtal Set Society Newsletter Volume V

If you think portable receivers are new - you should see the article on page 50 of this
collection of news, topical items/letters/articles from the society members. Fascinating
reading and at just £6.50 it's affordable too! Particular historical interest.

Volume One - The Xtal Set Society Newsletter
(July 1991 to May 1992)

This spirally bound, photocopied style collection of newsletters includes topics such as: A
complete set of plan for a modern day crystal set including p.c.b. layouts and audio
amplification, Why did the sets of the 1920s work anyway?, Crystal Sets & Wireless 1905-
1928. A Barebones Crystal Set. Listening to h.f. broadcasting, a toroidal crystal set -
compact!. Matching Your antenna for maximum signal reception. Interesting, informative
and informal reading. Priced at £6.50.

Volume Two - The Xtal Set Society Newsletter
(July 1992 -May 1993)

This spirally bound, photocopied style collection of newsletters contains a lot to interest
'crystal set' fan. Topics included are: The Lead Pencil Detector, Detector biasing, double -
tuned crystal sets, FM Crystal sets?. Electrolytic detectors , the coherer revisited and a
galena detector from Italy. Interesting and informal technical reading at £6.50.

If you order any three from the selection on this page we'll pay the
postage (UK only, overseas please add £2 P&P per book).

©

CRYSTAL SETS
no kw >N Coelety

IgPhilipp N. Anderson

111611"gen.

-\\

To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the 0
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If you're thinking about or in the
process of studying for the Radio

Amateurs' Examination then
you'd be well advised to add the

following to your last minute
Christmas list!

I he Radio Amateurs' Question & Answer Reference
!Manual t5th Edition)
Written & Published by Ray Petri GOOAT

Ray Petri's book is now so long established it has become a 'minor
classic'. This 'heavyweight' paper -backed textbook is packed throughout
with theory. RAE questions, the background information and answers.

In effect, Ray's book provides a comprehensive course. Many RAE
course instructors use his book as the course textbook and it's just as
useful for the student working alone. Highly recommended at £13.95.

Bask Radio & Electronic Calculations - Using The
Casio Scientific Calculator
Written & Published by Ray Petri GOOAT

This book. unique in its approach. is proof that mathematics can be fun!
Ray Petri undertook a very difficult task when he decided to write this
book, but his hard work has produced an extremely useful handbook and
electronics textbook.

Anyone contemplating buying the book should also consider buying
the Casio FX- I I5s calculator too. as together they provide a powerful
working tool. The author carefully leads the reader through the
techniques involved in using the mathematics and provides the
information on the necessary keystrokes for the scientific calculator.

Packed with worked problems and answers. this book could help
many people overcome a completely unnecessary fear of mathematics
and clearly demonstrate that maths is just another useful item in the
'toolbox'. Very highly recommended.

Basic Radio & Electronic Calculations costs £13.95 and we can also
supply the FX-115s calculator for £13.25 if required.

The Radio Amateurs Examination - End Of Course
Test Papers I With Answers)
Ray Petri GOOAT

Ray Petri's books have become well known over the last few years and
many RAE students have successfully used his numerous books to help
them through the course. Ray. busy as ever, has now produced a natural
'follow-up' with this new book - which as the title suggests is a
collection of test papers with answers and in doing so he's broken new
ground in the size (A4) and style of presentation.

Anyone undertaking the RAE will find the book to be helpful -
particularly because of Ray Petri's detailed attention to 'working
through' the calculations. The short answers are extremely useful and in
themselves act as a useful memory aid.

As usual this publication is to Ray Petri's high standards and in the
new format is easier to hold and use comfortable. Highly Recommended
at £13.95.

.er Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.
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An Extremely Impressive
Transceiver!

Richard Newton

CORN has had the

latest offering from

Kenwood in the palm

of his hand. Read on

to find out exactly

what he thinks of it

and whether it really

is the successor to the

11/-795,

O
O

z
w

The TH-G7IE is the new hand-held
dual -band transceiver from the
Kenwood stables. It has been hailed
as the successor to the TH-79E. The
TH-G7 I E covers the 144-146 and
430-439MHz amateur bands and is
supplied with a PB38 battery pack. a
charger. belt hook, helical antenna.
hand strap and instruction manual.

The instruction manual is up to
the high standard I would expect of
Kenwood. It is written in good
English and has lots of diagrams and
examples.

The charger I was supplied with
the review model had 'shaver type'
prongs and was of the type that the
whole unit plugs into the wall for
mailand Europe. But the UK model
will have the required I3A plug
fitted.

The PB38 battery pack is of the
6V 650mAh type which gives 2.5W
out on high power on v.h.f. and 2.2W
out on high power on u.h.f. It would
appear from reading the manual that
some markets have this radio
supplied with the PB39 9.6V600mAh
battery pack. this would give 5W out
on high power on both bands. Never
mind, at least ours lasts longer! The
TH-G7I E will give an impressive 6W
(v.h.f.) and 5.5W (u.h.f.) out on high
power when supplied with 13.8V.

The TH-G71E transceiver is
small. it fits nicely into a palm and is
of a good operating size. It is a very
good-looking package and its
ergonomic design is excellent.

The main control on the unit is a
dual rotary control on the top of the
radio. The inner knob clicks around
and tunes the v.f.o. range in that
mode and the memories when in that
mode. This also gives access to the
different user programmable settings
such as Auto Power Off, Scan
Resume Method and Variable Offset
to mention but a few!

The outer ring on the rotary
control is the volume control. This is
a fully variable control having a
smooth, continuous action.

lay k Use
The TH-G71E is easy to use, the
controls :ire lartle ..111(1 1:thelled

The unit has a very good
back light that really does
back light the keypad as
well as the display.

The belt clip on the
transceiver is a good idea.
it's made from plastic and
slips into a clip on the rear
of the radio. You can
unclip it and slide it off
without having to worry
about fixing screws.

The only problem I
had was every time I
pulled the radio off my belt
- the belt clip came off too
and fell to the floor. In
practice I found that you
had to ease the clip off
your belt.

The TH-G7IE can be
configured by the user and
has all the Functions you
would expect to see on a
modern hand-held radio.
These included full
CTCSS encode and decode and
DTMF. The user can either take full
advantage of being able to
personalise the radio using the set up
menu or you can just simply use it as
factory -configured.

Kenwood's TH-G71E has 200
memories, these are easily
programmed and can contain all the
normal offsets and other information.
They can be given an Alpha -Numeric
'name'.

Despite being a dual -band
transciever the TH-G71E only
displays one band at a time. Both the
TH-79E and its predecessor the TH-
78E have a proper dual v.f.o. and
monitor both bands at the same time.

I own a TH-78E and my father-
in-law Terry G7VJJ owns a TH-
79E. And, we both find the dual v.f.o.
very useful as both can be used
independently, also you can scan the
v.h.f. bands while keeping a constant
watch, on the local u.h.f. 'chat'
frequency. The TH-G7 I E scans the
memories on both bands together.

A colleague of mine Bob
G6DZM was once the owner of a
Standard C500 which was one of the
very first dual -band hand-helds. This.
like the TH-G7I E. could only

monitor one band at a time.
Bob tells me that he found this

'one band' monitoring very
restricting. Although he could scan
memories on both bands together.
once a busy u.h.f. memory had been
found you could no longer listen for a
call on the v.h.f. bands.

Bob effectively replaced his
C500 with a TH-78E. (The
grandparent to the new TH-G7IE). I
wonder why Kenwood have decided
to revert to this style of monitoring
one v.f.o. at a time?

(*fuel Oak,
The thing on everyone's lips at the
moment is I2.5kHz channel spacing.
So, not having any expensive test
equipment I had to think of a way in
which I could test the TH-G71E.

I live about 6.4km away from the
local 145MHz repeater. GB3SC. So.
I tuned to the repeater frequency and
was pleased to receive GB3SC as a
good 5 and 7. this is an usually good
signal for my location.

I then tuned 12.5kHz up and
there was nothing. alas 12.5kHz

Continued on page 55.

TH-G7 I E Dual -Band Hand -Held
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Phone: (01908) 610625 (Photo Acoustics Ltd)
FAX: (01908) 216373
E Mail: 100304.71@Compuserve.com

1.01kin

Alinco (New low prices)
From 1.8-50MHz

Alinco DX -70T (with CTCSS), 100W HF, lOW
6m, all mode. C/W SX-20C 3.5-30/50-54/130-
1 50SWR 'power meter.

£695.00 carr FREE

Alinco DX -70TH, 100W HF, 100W 6m, all
mode C/W SX-20C 3.5-30/50-54/130-150
SWR/power meter.

£775.00 carr FREE

IC -706 Mk11
.101111.1,

7.'36

100W HF + 6m. 20W 2m

PA price £1095.00
DEPOSIT £120.00. 24 PAYMENTS OF £51.54.
COST Of LOAN. £261.96.

YAESU FT -920 HF Transceiver

The new FT -920 has been released and offers some

great features at a great price. 1.8MHz to 54MHz plus
wideband receive. 33MPS digital signal processor,
digital IF shift. auto notch filter, dual VFOs. 100
memories, band stacking VFO system. break-in CW

with electronic keyer. TNC interfacing, digital voice
recorder. 13.8V DC operation.

Limited period only £1399.00

0

P -2512M
25-30 amp power
supply with variable
volts (3-15). Dual
meters (VS + amps) and
over voltage protected.

£89.95 car,.
SAVE £10

58 High Street
Newport Pagnell
Bucks MK16 8AQ.

CLOSED

THURSDAYS

ICOM'S LATEST MID -PRICE TRANSCEIVER
The IC -746 is Icoms latest HF,i VHF transceiver, providing wideband coverage: HF to
50MHz through to 144MHz. Superior design. VHF base station capabilities. DSP and
100 watt RF output will make this THE transceiver to own in '98.

 1.8MHz-144MHz multimode coverage
 100W output for all HF. 50MHz and

144MHz bands
 DSP fitted as standard
 Continually adjustable noise reduction
 Auto notch filter
 Selectable APF with 3 passband

widths
 Twin PBT capability, first in a mid -range

radio
 Large, easy -to -read function display
 Auto antenna tuner with preset

memories
 Compact dimensions 287 x 120 x 317mm  Memo pad with 10 channels
 Tone squelch standard with 50 tone frequencies  Ample CW functions with 4 -channel

memory keyer  12.5kHz FM narrow capability  Quick split, ideal for DX'ers
 3 different antenna connections  2 -step pre -amp (single for 144MHz)
 Optional UT -102 voice synthesizer

0

 .

' - - .;a MINN a

SG -230 Smartuner®
Antenna Coupler SSB. ahi. CVv & DATA

(SG -230 special offer £299.00)
Carr £10.00

You can't buy a smarter tuner than this. An
automatic antenna coupler so intelligent it
precisely tunes any length antenna - 8 to 80ft -
in the HF band.
The Smartuner automatically evaluates and
switches 64 input and 32 output capacitance
combinations, plus 256 inductance combinations
in a -pi" network. The amazing result is over a
half -million different ways to ensure a perfect
match for your transceiver. And the most
intelligent feature of all is that the Smartuner
remembers the chosen frequency and tuning
values, and will automatically reselect those
values - in less than 10ms, each time you
transmit on that frequency.

The SG -230 Smartuner. Buy Smart.

NEW YAESU
RANSCEIVER

FT -847 mil
0/144/430MHz ultra

compact satellite + all
mode transceiver. 100W
output on HF + 50MHz

and 50W output on
144MHz and 430MHz.

Price to be advised

ICOM IC-T8E
Tri-band handheld 2/6/70.
NEW.
 Triple band 2/6/70
 Wide band Rx
 WBFM for FM broadcast RX up to

5W output!
 Splash resistant
 CTCSS as standard
 Switchable TX narrow FM
I12.5kHz) for 2M band
 123 memories
 Very comp., slier than most

,-gle hanne, RRP £349.00

YAESU VX1-R
Latest edition from the Yaesu
stable. Ultra -compact, dual
band transceiver with wide
band coverage receiver.
 500mW output on 2/70
 Lithium Ion battery
 5-1300MHz receive
 6 character alpha -numeric display
 Built-in CTCSS function
 Dual watch feature
 AM airband RX
 Size: H81xW47xD25mm
 Weight: 125g with antenna &

battery.

RRP £269.00

KENWOOD TS -570D
Setting the standard in performance

Kenwood TS -570D
0 PA price £1199.00

DEPOSIT £199 000
z
LL1

36 PAYMENTS OF £39.23. COST OF LOAN. £412.28.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF or JANE.
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30, (Thursday Closed) Saturday 9.30 - 4.30

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICdATIOn

1-1CAA, LS DC2000 Electronics kit: £22.90
Esti a band module kits: [7.90 eachl

HA22R Hardware (case etc., pictured): £18.90

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT

01327 260178VISA "fa

HOWES DC2000
Amateur SSB/CW Receiver hit - £22.90
The ease of cor ...Jr; combined with exce this
a great project for both the beginner and the expel renoeo operator Plug-
in band modules (one included) give flexible frequency coverage. There is
a full range of matching accessories including transmitters, so you can
expand your receiver into a transceiver as you build up your station! There
have been excellent reviews in many radio magazines, (UK and overseas).
Enjoyable to build, great results. and expandable!

-Time the receiver ... volt will he (inred" - RadCorn

ase
_howls ;V._

Muitiband SSB Receiver
DXR20. Covers 55B and (W on 20.40 &
80M bands as standard. Optional extra
plug-in band modules available. Can link to
TX2000 or AT 160 for transceive (by adding
LM2000 linking module) Versatile and
popular, with great performance!

DXR20 Kit £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit:
£10.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

Enjoy your radio more with great projects from HOWES!

A5LS

5508

0514

OCS2

CBA2

DFD4

ACCESSORY KITS
558 and CW AF euernal Filter EIS

RE Antenna Selector/Attenizator 127

Internal SS8 6 CW Filter for our REs EIO

-S Meter" for direct conversion EIO

Counter Buffer Ito to Rk to feed DFDS) ES

Add-on Digital Readout for superhets E49

90 DFOS Digital Frequency Counter/Readout £54 90

.90 5PA4 Scanner Preanm 4 to 1300MHz E15 90

50 512 Morse Side-tone/Practice Oscillator £9.80

.90 SW830 SWR/Power Indicator. 30W 1-200MHz E13.90

90 %MI Crystal Calibratot 8 intervals + Went £16.90
90 ,optional hardware packs are available to suit most Ws)

The famous HOWES Active Antenna Kits
AA2. Covers 150kHz to 30MHz. The neat compact answer for those with limited space.
Kit £8.90 Assembled PCB module: £14.90

AA4.Covers 25 to I 300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat, compact package.
Kit: £19.90 Assembled PCB modules: £28.90

AB118. Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz air -band.
Kit £18.80 Assembled PCB modules: £27.90

MB1 56. 156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system I the brother of AB1 18!)
Kit £18.50 Assembled PCB modules: £27.60

".r \ HOWES
- -

Mr CW TRA,A117 t1-11
QRP nunmnuner hall nab
TX20110 and HA22R

TRANSMITTERS
ATI 60 IOW AM/DSBrCW 80 6 160M.Kit: £39.90 HA16OR Hardware for AT160: £22.90

TX2000 5W CW Plug-in band filter. Kit f24.90 HA23R Hardware for TX2000 £16.90

LM2000 Links the above transmitters to DC2000 or DXR20 for transceive. Kit £16.30

Please add (4.00 P&P. or f1.50 P&P tor electronics kits withorit hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales. constructional
and !echn:cal advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. or you can browse this information on our
Internet Website (address at top). UK delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Published regularly. containing 100s of out of print. old and collectable wireless

hooks. magatines. vintage and salve communications receivers. valves. components.
etc. Send six 1st class stamps for the next listing or SS for the next four catalogues and

eight issues of "The Vintage Wireless Trader". containing our latest acquisitions and
subscribers' Wants & Sales', published at approximately six -weekly intervals.

NEW BOOKS
Radio. it.itli., heathen Ilia The 47, ;. hihlr for the ontage sinless ti41..

A I, -
420 page, ptyggraph, Jan 'tomb, id 11111, ill ratlur. 1930,1900% 135 P&P i.4.441

Earl Si irt.1, .. \ .... I . . n . , .. , ,, . r - , ... (Kit path cif ht bin %Nth culninti.
ih, . q the tollextot and historun 5Lti

5177' iS.40 P8P a2-9

Jane... qilit.in i omintini,aiton, 12111 rilitiiiii 111111.1992. A vast %ohmic 481.1 pages Luge ii

,,.:..1 I. _. ,. ... Atids of the world's milun iommurns..
,-.1iii at overkill) Prise vil Ilth edition and Lhh edumn 625 each P&P t'.

kir, 2 soluint, .z.... ,-,- f.,i- .. 11,,t(PISSO post free in UK fluent -asexual

Vase CliilliiiiiiiiLition Reteker Handhirok , voids ritcuics .11X1 tek1111C11 information for

ttimnturth.: . -I milion- 'elm. 19PW II, 19u0s.. Iniorporii, -
surplusiconimertul cross roamed iiike guide 1204c lueinal. iippnix IIN) pages Facsimile topv £16.50
P&P .12 ii I

* * * VALVES 1930s - 1975 * * *
Most types in stock. Low prices. Phone or SAF. for quote.

VALVE AND VINTAGE COMPONENTS
32+32µF at 350% B"G Valve holders skirted
I hints electrolytes. (An type £4 its 11 2 for a for 5,2 is Isis tic,
17 post free I Watt carbon resistors
501,1F+500 300V I sod 7.11110 Pal k . it Ail nin,,i £2.95
(an type TLC elects doe, 13.25 each. 2 for iiii hiding Ik /slaw
16 psi free. 1IF_S dial bulbs
32+32+32gF sV tamp Box of II, 62.95 - 'di P&P
On ripe. Electoilytits. 32iV u kg 13.25 I.:1/ 1-. 2.gang 0.0003µF Tuning Caps
2 for 66 post free SI:111111rd vie. MAC IA 13, ks,)n.. £3.95 earl..
Octal valve holders l'AP il 20
60p oil.: S for 62.50 isim free Genuine Vintage porcelain capacitors.
69A Valve holders 0 c,./F 300V ukg I. du x 2. long 11.25 call

r $2.00 pest free. P&P Sip 2 fie 62.75 post free

P.IX1,111101mIs !" X - .- least lute Three sheets for 141&1 51.

Wireless and TV service sheets and Manuals. Thousands in stock from 1930s to MO,
SAE i .1 71 '1 pH .r, !'', ' ' ''l

(Dept PW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.= 157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU
Tel: (01253)151050. Fair 1012531 302979

Telephone orders accepted.

The Complete Collection
'ram Datong Electronic,

For further details on the items below please call us lor d cat

data sheet

AD270 Indoor Active Antenna (includes PSU)

AD370 Outdoor Active Antenna (includes PSU)

V L.F Convertor (10kHz  500kHz)

V H.F Convertor (144MHz - 146MHz)

D70 Morse Tutor

FL3 Audio Filter

£70.44

£93.94

£46.94

£55.17

£76.32

1152.69

The above prices include VAT at 17 5% and shipping within the UK
mainland

Payment can be made by Visa, Mastercard, Switch, Cheque, Postal

Order and cash (but don't send that in the post)

u are advised to call us before orclenng to ensure we have the goods in
-

For Converters, Filters and Active Antennas call now for
a catalogue and information.

Datong Electronics Ltd

Clayton Wood Close, West Park, Leeds. LS16 60E
Tel 0113-274 4822 Fax 0113-274 2872
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KENWOOD
TH-G7 I E Dual -Band Hand -Held
Continued from page 52.

down I could still plainly hear the
conversation in progress on 'SC
albeit slightly distorted and very
much reduced in signal strength.
Some tests with my TH-78E at home
on Extra Low power using a small
helical antenna seemed to support this
finding.

All my tests were acheived by
using the supplied helical antenna
that had been attached to the unit
when I picked it up from the PW
offices. I wanted to undo the antenna
to attach an external antenna.
intending to check the radio on my
base station antenna and in the car on
a mobile whip. To my utter
amazement I found that in a hole (that
was large enough to have a BNC
fitting) there was an SMA antenna
fitting.

I have seen the type of SMA
fitting used on the set, also used on
some mobile telephones, it resembles
a TNC fitting but is about half the
diameter. This prevented me from
doing any tests with any other
antenna. I was therefore unable to do
any direct comparisons with a TH-
79E. which had been my intention.

I decided to contact my local
Amateur Radio shop in Christchurch.
They informed me that there was
another hand-held already on the
market with the same fitting. They
also told me that they did not carry
the adapter as a stock item but they
were able to order one and that the
cost would be about £5.

Not having placed an order for an
antenna plug adapter and undeterred I
decided to try talking to someone
using the standard helical antenna
supplied with the transceiver.

First itf0

My first QS0 using the TH-G71E
was almost a mistake. I was listening
around and heard a 'CQ' call on
145.500MHz. This was Frank
G4JQW from Alderney. an area of
Poole - alas not the Island! Frank was

a very good signal with me so I
returned his call.

I would not normally expect to
hear such a good signal from Frank's
area. It is not far away but the terrain
does not normally allow a contact.
especially when using a hand-held
running just over 2W.

Frank was kind enough to give
me a report. I was a good signal with
him and the audio quality he said
"Sounds very nice". I also had the
opportunity to hear the transmitted
audio and can confirm it was of the
highest quality. The received audio
from the transceiver's internal
speaker is also excellent.

Next, I employed the help of
Steve GIYNY for the hand-held to
hand-held test. After a very pleasant
Sunday lunch, Steve and his wife
took my family for a walk around
their neighbourhood while I sat in the
warmth and comfort of Steve's front
room in the name of science and
writing a review!

Steve armed himself with his
TH-78E and I with the TFI-G71E. It
was a hand-held to hand-held contact,
and the TH-G71E worked very well
indeed. Steve had no problems
receiving me even on the Extra Low
power setting of 50mW!

The TH-G71E proved itself to
have an extremely impressive
receiver. I wonder if that's why
Kenwood are trying to discourage the
use of an external antenna?

I drove past the local Pager 'nest'
and the THG-G7IE suffered no ill
effects. The radio is sitting next to me
now on top of the computer as I type,
monitoring S20 and again it's
suffering no ill effects whatsoever.

Critics, Aspects

I know I have been critical about
certain aspects of the Kenwood TH-
G71E. However, these are mostly
personal preferences that you, the
reader, are either going to share or
dismiss.

Manufacturer's Abridged Specifications

General
Frequency Range 1U to 146MHz 430 to 440MHz

Mode F3E

Usable temp range .20..0 to +60,C

Rated Voltage External Supply 5.5 to 16V 113.8V1

Weight

(with battery belt hook and antenna) Approx. 330g

Receiver
Circuitry

1st intermediate frequency

2nd intermediate frequency

Double conversion superheterodyne

38.3MHz

450kHz

After seeing i copy of CORSN's review Dave Wilkins
CSNY of Newbold Electronics UN sent us the following
comments:

As far as the point raised about the NiCad battery was
concerned I can confirm that. yes in some markets the radio is
supplied as standard with a high -power NiCad. However, there
is also a version available overseas with no NiCad or charger
at all, just an empty dry -cell case) UK hand-held radios from all
manufacturers are normally supplied as standard to the
generally accepted UK level of specification, which is with a
NiCad giving around 2.5W r.f. output and with a 'power cube'
wall charger included in the basic price.

Secondly I do understand GORSN's comments about the
way in which the two bands are accessed and the fact that the
TH-78/79E models were more flexible, however the TH-G71E
retails at £279 and the TH-79E cost £4791 This is an incredible
drop in price which far outweighs the actual reductions in the
new radio's facilities and functions.

The reality is that the majority (although not all) customers
of the major manufacturers have moved away from paying
high prices for very high specification hand-helds towards
simpler, cheaper radios so we must react accordingly and
produce what people actually want to buy.

Finally, the TH-G71E does indeed have a new form of
antenna socket, which is of a much higher standard than the
old BNC type and already quite common on professional
radios. This was used to improve the long term reliability of
the connection and certainly not to "discourage the use of an
external antenna".

Since as you mentioned in the review, adapters are readily
available from several sources. You will probably know that
BNC fittings suffer from wear of pins - as these pins are on the
radio rather than the antenna, replacement is expensive and
we feel that the advantages of the new connector are well
worthwhile.

I am glad that Richard seemed to enjoy his time with the
TH-G71E, even when it was up against the family's previous
Kenwood models!

Dave Wilkins G5HY

The fact remains that the
Kenwcxxl TH-G7IE is a well built.
professional looking radio packed full
of excellent features and in my
opinion does its job as a hand-held
radio extremely well indeed.

My thanks go to Kenwood
Electronics UK Ltd. of Kenwood
House, Dwight Road. Watford.
I lerts WDI SEEL Tel: (01923)
816444. FAX: 1019231212477 for
the loan of the TH-G71E for review,
which is availble from all Kenwood
aproved dealers for the recommended
price of £279.95.

PW
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Harry lythall C4PPJ

shows you how to

make practical

resonant cavity filter,

But first you need to

get the 'cavity' so

make that coffee, drink

up and empty that

'canny can'!

A few y
in close p
Amateur who

self living
r Radio

active on the
I44MHz band. I went on air when
he was on, I suffered from his r.f.
field (and I'm sure he suffered from
mine).

I eventually hit upon the idea of
using a narrow -band resonant cavity
filter to solve the problem. The filter
allowed me to operate at the opposite
end of the I44MHz band without any
problems. and the interference and
receiver de -sensing were effectively
eliminated.

The filter is a tuned circuit made
in a metal container. with loops to
couple radio frequency energy with
very low losses, see Fig. 1. The low
losses involved, and the way the
tuned circuit is made. results in a very
high Q and thus a very narrow
bandwidth.

Since Bandwidth = F/Q, as the Q
increases, the bandwidth decreases.
The bandwidth of a resonant cavity is
therefore much more narrow than that
of conventional inductor/capacitor
tuned circuits due to the higher Q that
can be obtained.

My workshop facilities were
limited and funds short, so a large
(1.5kg) coffee tin was pressed into
service to make the cavity filter. The
whole project was thrown together in
just over an hour. but, the availability
of better tools this time could be
dramatically reduced.

A two -port resonant cavity filter
placed in the antenna circuit of a
receiver, Fig. 2, will effectively pass
only the narrow band of frequencies
to which it is tuned. A single -port
cavity may also be placed in the
receiver antenna lead, Fig. 3, in such
a manner that it rejects Iby absorbing)
a narrow hand of r.f. signals.

Absorption will only occur at the
frequency to which the cavity is
tuned. By a combination of band-pass
and band -stop filters a nearby
transmitter can effectively be
'switched off'.

The band-pass filter can only be
used over a limited frequency range
without adjustment. so they are
normally only found on fixed
frequency stations such as repeaters.

The repeater system would use
several cavity filters to allow

Retaining nut soldered
to the base of the tin

AMINBRANDRO

1WT04611

Soldered join

Press -fit tin lid

BNC Sockets

Fig. 1: The overall layout of the 'Canny Cavity' filter. (See Table I fur the main dimensions).

transmitter power to reach the
antenna without desensing the
receiver. The layout of Fig. 4 shows
the way duplex operation is possible
using a single antenna.

A resonant cavity band-pass filter
(at say 100MHz) with a Q of 1000
would have a bandwidth of 100kHz.
Cascading two or more filters would
give an even narrower bandwidth.

Some Dimensions

Some dimensions for the construction
of amateur band basic cavity filters
are given in Table 1. From the
drawing of Fig. I, you'll see the
construction is self explanatory. but
I'll give assembly tips as I describe
each component.

For the centre conductor almost
any household plumbing copper pipe
or tubing is ideal. I've found tubing
with I5-37mm diameters in the local
d.i.y. outlets.

The copper tube should, ideally.
have an outside diameter of 15-20%
of the inside diameter of the metal
container used. The smaller diameter
pipes are easier to work with. but the
overall performance of the filter may
suffer a little if it is too small.

The length of the pipe (ideally)
should be about 80-90% of the X./4
(free -space) - at the desired

frequency. But this length may be
reduced if the tuning capacitance is
increased. Also. at less than 80% of
L'4 there may be a degradation of the
overall Q of the cavity.

As an example let's design a stub
for 400MHz (it's easier!). The free
space wavelength at 400MHz is
750mm. So. A/4 is therefore
187.5mm. Now, take 85% of this
value. for the copper tube, which is
about 160mm in length.

The frequency coverage of a
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cavity with this length of copper tube
will be about 220 to 420MHz: the
upper frequency limit being
determined by the length of copper
tube. The lower frequency limit is
governed by the maximum tuning
capacitance provided by the tuning
screw.

Large Tins

You might have to find some (very)
large tins for use at lower v.h.f. Some
commercially available cavity filters
even use aluminium beer -barrels!

I have successfully used large tins
from coffee or other food products.
Whatever the source of the tin. it's
most important that the lid fits tightly.
forming a good seal, otherwise the
overall performance of the filter will
suffer.

The container must be a little
longer than the copper tube, but this
can be made up using two (or more)
tins soldered together. Prior to
soldering. remove the top from one
tin and the base of the second (and
subsequent) tin.

Then, using an abrasive, carefully
clean the new edges well. The tins
may be accurately positioned using
masking tape which is then removed
as the junction is progressively
soldered.

Solder and other metal spikes
must be avoided. Soldering the
copper tube to the cavity lid may be
performed by cleaning and pre -
tinning both parts well using plenty of
solder. The two components may then
be mated together whilst the solder is
molten, with the copper tube in a
vertical position.

Heating is best achieved with a
blow -torch, but a gas -cooker has
always worked well for me. Allow
the joint to cool naturally without
movement and a nice uniform joint
should be the result. A final cleaning
with wire -wool will remove all traces
of flux and any other minor
irregularities.

4djustmest Screw
The adjustment screw must he long
enough to reach about 20'f of the
length of the copper tube. Make the
hole in the base of the tin before
soldering the retaining nut. but take
care not to get any solder on the
threads of the nut.

For frequencies below 100MHz.
the tuning may be carried out with a
variable capacitor in order to add the
greater capacitance required. The
capacitor is connected between the
end of the copper pipe and the bottom
inside surface of the tin.

Single hole fixing trimmer
capacitors are available which will
retain the container's r.f. seal. Using
this method I've made a small treacle

tin to operate at I44MHz with a very
short copper inductor. But the Q
wasn't as good as a full sized cavity.

Plastic Tube

The plastic tube has two uses. It helps
prevent the copper tube moving about
which would alter the resonant
frequency of the filter. (The plastic
tube must he a tight fit inside the
copper tube).

For the plastic tube's other use. it
must also be a very slightly 'friction
fit' on the adjustment screw. A tube
which does not quite bind the
adjustment screw thread may be
touched on the inside with a soldering
iron tip. This will raise small ridges
which will bind in the screw threads,
and which also aids frequency
stability.

Dents in the side of the tin will
have little effect upon the operating
frequency of the filter, but the top and
bottom of the tin must not be allowed
to move. If the screw binds on the nut
or plastic tube, then the pressure
distorts the tin which modifies the
tuning point.

Warning: do not use black
plastic plumbing pipes as some
types can be quite conductive at
radio frequencies. The inadvertent
use of conductive plastic would
introduce massive losses that would
render the cavity useless.

Leaps la -Ott

For input and output purposes. small
coupling loops are used. These loops
are formed from 2mm (16s.w.g.) or
thicker copper wire (preferably silver
plated). The size of the loop is fairly
important, but not critical.

Small loops will increase the
insertion loss of the cavity filter.
Loops that are too big will lower the
Q of the filter, as well as allowing the
filter frequency to be 'pulled' by an
external circuit.

Above 200MHz the loops will
normally be about about 15% of the
length of the copper tube, and about
7.5% of the width. So at 400MHz this
is about 25x 12mm. Both loops must
be identical if the filter input and
output impedances are to be equal.
The loops should be positioned 2-
3mm from the copper tube resonator
as shown.

Table I. gives the important
dimensions of the copper tube centre
conductor and the input/output loop
sizes. As I've said before the
dimensions may vary a little without
altering the overall qualities of the
filter very much. But, below 50MHz
some lengths become a little too large
to be practical.

Centre Frequency

To carry out the alignment of the
centre frequency of the filters, couple
a low power transmitter, of the correct
frequency, through the filter to a
power meter. Then adjust the
frequency adjustment screw for
maximum power. But, be sure to use
a low power as the filter will cause
a very high reflected power until it
is correctly aligned.

Personally. I only construct two -
port filters. even when used in a
single port configuration. This allows
alignment as for band-pass and band -
stop (absorption) with the other port
unterminated.

Insertion Loss
The filter, as described, will have an
insertion loss of about 2dB. and a Q
of several hundred. But both
parameters may be improved with a
little care and attention to detail. (The
filter must be mechanically
symmetrical with positioning and size
of the various components).

Losses can be further reduced by
silver plating all metal surfaces within
the container. However. I have found
this to be an unnecessary luxury: I
have always achieved the required
bandwidth without silver plating.

The cavity described is so cheap

From antenna

- To receiver

fVVT0462a

Band-pass

z
O

frequency

Fig. 2: The Canny

Cavity used as a simple

two -port band-pass

filter.

From antenna

To receiver

WT0462b

Band reject

O

frequency

Fig. 3: Using one port of the

Canny Cavity to absorb (or
effectively reject) a single

frequency.
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and quick to construct. To obtain a
filter Q factors of thousands, two or
more cavities may be placed in series.

If you are going to construct a
repeater. you may use all -copper or
brass construction with internal silver
plating. These steps will make the
cavity more robust, as well as
minimising losses, increasing the Q
and aiding long-term stability.

Unusual Uses
There are some unusual uses for the
project! For example: A diode
detector on the output of the filter will
recover a.m. signals. If the filter is
tuned slightly off -frequency Em.
signals are detected due to 'slope
detection'.

A simple audio frequency
amplifier and speaker connected to
the diode detector will reproduce
sufficiently strong audio. This could
form the basis of a simple a.m./f.m.
transmitter monitor or even a local
repeater monitor, if you should live
sufficiently close to a repeater.

Do not try to fit an r.f. pre-
amplifier inside the cavity unless you
want to create an oscillator! But you
can create a relatively stable signal on
the v.h.f. and u,h.f. wavebands.
There's plenty of metalwork to
dissipate heat, so moderate powers

can be obtained without undue
frequency drifting.

Narrow band frequency
modulation can applied by means of
variable capacitance diode. No
difficulty should be experienced
getting an oscillator to oscillate within
the cavity.

Galvanised Dustbin
I've also employed a galvanised steel
dustbin and variable capacitor to
obtain a filter for 28.05MHz. This
enabled me to operate on the c.w.
segment of 28MHz and eliminate
interference from a close neighbour
who was, I think, using a little more
than the regulation 4W on Citizens
Band!

In the case of impractical sizes, the
copper tube inner may be much
thinner and coiled into the space
available. But I'm not going to go into
that now...perhaps another article
some time?

So go on then open up a tin or two
and make yourself a 'Canny Cavity'
filter. It's easier than you think!

PW

Table 1

Frequency Inner length
BandlMH7) (mm)

Loop Size
(mm)

1200 1300 51 - 55 10 x 5
420 450 120 - 130 5 x 12
140 150 350 - 390 60 x 30

70 75 700 - 780 100 x 50
50 53 1500 120 x 60

Table I: These are the various dimensions for the 5010 1200MHz
hands, See the text for how to calculate the dimensions for other

frequencies.

To antenna

X

Fig. 4: Combing two sets of band-pass and hand -
reject filters to allow both transmitter and

receiver (as in a repeater) to share a common
antenna at the same time,

r

Receiver

Transmitter

x

Wrrolaii

( 'compiled by Zoe Crab!)1907/S
If you wish to have your Rally featured in Radio Diary, all you

have to do is to put together as much information about the

Rally as possible, ie. date, location, time, who to contact, etc.,
and send it to Zoe Crabb at the PWEditorial Office.

*Practical Wireless & SWM in attendance

December 14: The Leeds & District Xmas
Radio & Computer Rally is to be held at the
Pudsey Civic Centre (Dawsons Corner). All
the usual trader: will be there, there will also
be a talk -in, a licensed bar and disabled
facilities, etc. Further infonnation from
John Mortimer on (01943) 874650
(Bookings Manager). Gordon Ryder on
0113-255 06261 Rally Manager) or from
Malcolm Robertson on 0113-225 3379
(Club Secretary

*December 14: The Verulam Amateur
Radio Club will hold its annual rally at the
Watfoni Leisure Centre. Horseshoe Lute.
Garston, Watford, Hertfordshire. from 1(XX)
to 1600. The Leisure Centre is located off
the A405 near junction 6 of the M I and
junction 21 A of the M15. Attractions will
include trade stands. Bring & Buy. grand
raffle. cafe. licensed bar and free car
parking. Morse tests will he available. For
further details call (01923) 262180 or for
trade information call 101923) 265572.

1998

January 18: The Oldham ARC Mobile
Rally is to be held at the Queen FJizaheth
Hall. Civic Centre. West Street. Oldham.

Lancashire. Doors open at
I 1(10 (1030 for disabled
visitors). The event features
all the usual traders plus a
Bring & Buy stall. Morse
tests are available on demand
and there is a talk -in on S22
via GB4()RC, commencing
at 0730, Mobile Contact prize
up to 1400. Them will he
refreshments and fret parking
available. (01706) 846143 or
0161-652 4164.

Januarv. 25: The Lancastrian
Rally is to take place at the
Lancaster University. Please
note that this Rally is now
under new management and
will he ran under the auspices
of the Central Lancashire.
Amateur Radio Club. There

will he the usual traders. Bnng & Buy and
ample parking space is available on the
campus. Admission is £1.50 and should you
require further information, contact Jim
GOGVA on 101772) 621954.

February I: The 13th South Essex
Amateur Radio Society Radio Rally will
take place at the Paddocks, Long Road.
Canvey Island. Essex. This is one of the
biggest and best rallies in Essex. (the
Paddocks is situated at the end of the AIM)).
Doors open at 103(1. Features include
amateur radio, computer and electronic
component exhibitors, a Bring & Buy.
RSGB Morse testing on demand (two
passport photos required). home-made
refreshments, free car parking with space
outside main door% for any disabled visitors.
Admission is /I. David G4INJ on (01268)
697978.

February 1: The Harwell Amateur Radio
Society will he holding its second indoor
Radio & Computing Rally at the Harwell
International Business Centre, I mile west
of the A34, between Oxford and Newbury.
Talk -in on S22. Doors open at 1030 (1015
for any disabled visitors). There will be thick
stands, special interest groups. Bring & Buy,
craft exhibitors, bar and refreshments and

ample car parking with spaces for disabled
visitors. Admission is £ I. children free.
Arthur GOKOC on (01235) 815399.

February 8: The Kidderminster Radio &
Electmnics Fair is taking place at the
Kidderminster College, Hoo Rtrad,
Kidderminster. Worcs. Doors open 1000 to
1500 and admission is f1.50. Them will be
all the usual traders, plus a Bring & Buy,.
Flea Market. Food and Drinks and a talk -in
on 145.550MHz. John G8MGK on
101527) 545823 or mobile on (0860)
147954 or Tony G4ALT on (01562) 69652
or mobile on (0860)902165.

February 15: Northern Cross Rally to be
held at Themes Park Athletics Stadium,
Wakefield. South Yorkshire. just out of town
on the Horbury Road. Easy access from M I
junctions 39 & 40. The event is well
signposted and talk -in will be on 144 and
430MHz. Doors open at 1100 (1030 for
disabled visitors and Bring & Buy). Details
from Peter GOBQB on 101924) 379680 or
mobile on (0976)834938. Internet on
rallyCzbwaveg.demon.co.uk Web page at
http://www.waveg.demon.co.uldridly/

*March 7/8: The London Amateur Radio &
Computer Show will he held at Lee Valley
Leisure Centre. Pickett.% Lock Lane.
Edmonton. London, N9. Doors open 10am
to 5pm each day. There will be trade stands
with over 100 exhibitors, a Bring & Buy.
RSGB conunittee and book stands. on -
demand Morse tests, talk -in on 2m and
7(km. Special Interest Groups, disabled
facilities, bars, catering, ample free parking
and lectures. Adults £3, pensioners/under
14s,£2.(01923)893929.

Mardi 8: The Wythall Radio Club are
holding their 13th Annual Radio Club Rally
at Wythall Park. Silver Street. Wythall. near
Birmingham on the A435. just two miles
from junction 3 of the M42. Doors open
from 10am to 4pm and admission is just LI.
There will he the usual traders in three halls
and a large marquee, bar and refreshment
facilities on site plus a Bring & Buy stand.
Talk -in on S22. Contact Chris GOEY0 on
0121-246 7267 evening.s and weekends,

FAX on 0121-247 7268 or E-mail at
gOeyo@compuserve.com

March 15: The 'Norbreck' Amateur Radio.
Electronics and Computing Exhibition by
the Northern Amateur Radio Societies
Association is to be held at Norbreck Castle
Hotel. Exhibition Centre. Queens
Promenade. North Shore. Blackpool. Doors
open at 11(X) (disabled access front 1045).
There will he over 100 trade stands, club
stands. Bring & Buy, RSGB stand and book
stall. construction competition. amateur
computer stands and free car parking at the
hotel, bus from extra car park. There is also
wheelchair access to all the exhibitor stands.
Radio talk -in on S22. Admission is £2.
OAPs f 1 and under I4s free. Peter Denton
G6CGF on 0151-630 5790.

March 29: The Pontefract & District
Amateur Radio Society Component Fair is
to be held at Carlton High School. The
venue is 300 yards from the Carlton
Community Centre. Car parking will be at
the school as usual. The venue will be
signposted from the major roads. There will
be a talk -in on 2m. For unlicensed visitors.
Nigel Ferguson GOBPK can be contacted
0900 to 14110 on (mobile) (0411)420409 for
directions. Donis to the fair open at 1100
(disabled visitors will be admitted at 1030).
Once again all traders will be on the ground
floor. The bar and tea room (tea morn open
for early visitors) will he on the first floor.
Morse tests will be conducted. Admission
will be by prize programme. Contact Nigel
GOBPK on (019771616935 in the evening
or on (01977)606345 during the day. or E-
mail at gObpk@aol.com Traders please
contact Colin GONQE on 101977( 677006.

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it 1

could be worth 'phoning the contact number to

check all is well, before setting off

The Editorial stall of PWcannot be held

responsible far information on Ralliex as this is

supplied by the °Tanners and is published in

good lad as a service to readers. II you have any

queries about a particular event. please contact

the organisers direct Editor
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P
Field Head, Leconfield Road, Leconfield

Beverley, East Yorkshire HU17 7LU

Telephone 01964 550921

Fax 01964 550921411103:

MOBILITE
hands -free microphones

* Safe driving

* Inbuilt tone -burst

* Plugged to suit all
amateur mobile radios.

Only £42.50 (plus £1.50 P&P)

Special Christmas offer
must end December 31st

HUNTER 750
* Single 3-500ZG produces up

to 700W 0/P
* Soft -start fitted as standard

* Front panel adjustable ALC

* 10-160m including WARC

Normal price £1195 Special offer £995

Phone/Fax (01964) 550921
E-mail: peter@linearampuk.u-net.com

PH gay01810181 6 LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
1166 DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES 3056

TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.
1 MAYO ROAD  CROYDON  SURREY CR0 20P

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

FAX
884

T p KT66 China 1000 524GT 300 6V60 803
AZ31 600 KT88 China 12.00 6405 200 60661 400
C133 1000 N78 8.00 6405 20 00 604 300
EB8CC 8.50 042 3.00 6AS7G 750 60561 300
El 80F 3.50 OB2 300 6AUSGT 400 12A17 300
E810F 20 DO 0C3 300 6AU6 200 12AU7 350
EABCBO 2.00 003 300 64W8A 4.00 I 2AX7 5.00
EB9I 150 PCF80 200 6846 2200 12AX7A 750
18E80 1 50 PCL82 /00 6BA6 1.50 12AX7WA 600
HMI 1.50 PCL85105 2.50 6BE6 150 OBA5 200
EB131 1500 PCL86 2.50 6BH6 2.00 1213E6 200
ECC33 1203 P0500 6.10 6807A 200 1213117/A 10 00
ECC35 12.00 PL36 3.00 6867 400 1200'74 700
ECC81 3W PL81 2.00 6868 400 120W7 15 00
ECC82 3.50 P1504 300 66W6 400 12E1 10 00
ECC83 5.00 PL5013 300 613W7 300 13E1 8500
ECC85 350 PL5097519 10.00 6826 300 5728 95 00
ECC88 6.00 PL802 400 604 200 SOS 45 DO

ECC808 15 013 P75004 300 6CB6A 300 807 7.50
ECF80 I50 P78011301 150 6CD6G 500 811A 25.00
ECH35 350 00V02-6 1200 6C16 100 812A 55.00
ECH42 350 66V03-10 500 6002 750 813 27.50
ECH8I 300 CI6V03-20A 10 00 6CH6 300 833A 85 00
ECL82 150 136V06 -40A 1200 6CW4 600 866A 2000
ECL86 3.50 U19 800 6005 1750 872A 30 00
ECIL800 25.00 UABC80 150 60068 10.00 931A 25.00
EF37A 3.50 UCH42 550 6F60 600 20504 12 50
EF39 /75 20107 200 6F07 750 5751 600
8740 4.00 UC183 2.00 6066 400 5763 600
EF86 10 00 UFB9 4.00 6.156 6.00 58144 500
EF91 2.00 U141 12 DO 6.J5M 4.00 5842 12 00
EF183/4 2.00 U164 300 637 300 6072A 600
EL33 15 00 UY41 4.00 6JB6A 27 50 6080 600
8134 800 L1795 2.00 6JE6C 2750 61468 15 00
81346 600 V14105,10 300 6JS6C 2750 6201 850
8136 5.00 VR150+30 300 6K6GT 100 63364 35 00
EL41 350 2759 10.00 51.66 15 00 6550A 25 00
ELB4 225 ZES03U Is Do 6166C 15.00 6883B 15 00
EL95 200 2021 350 6L6WGB 10.00 7025 750
EL360 15.00 3828 12 DO 607 3.00 70274 25 00
EL509/519 12.00 4002508 4510 6SA7 100 7199 15 00
EM34 1500 50407 750 6SC7 100 7360 25 00
EM81/4/7 4.00 5246 1000 6367 300 7581A 15.00
EN9I 7.50 52408 10.00 66..17 100 7586 15 00
EZ80/81 350 5V40 4.00 6SK7 100 7587 20.00
GZ32 8.50 55301 2.50 6SL7GT 5.00
6233437 600 523 500 6SN7GT 5.00 Prices conga sale,
KT61 15 00 5246 GOO 6U8A 150 p.r..; ',:.7'f 5:

OPEN TO CALLERS MON - FRI 9AM  4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY.
This is a selection hom our stock of eve 6000 types Please enquire lot types not
listed Obsolete items are our speciality Valves ere new mainly original British or

American brands Terms CWO mm order 110 lot credit cards

P&P 1.3 valves 1200.4 - 6 valves E3.00.
Add 17.5% VAT to total including P&P

CARLTON 3 band receiver
The CARLTON is a Direct Conversion receiver covering

the three most popular HF amateur
bands - 80, 40 and 20 metres.
Designed to receive USB, LSB and
CW.
Sensitive and selective, the
CARLTON will give you many
fascinating hours of listening to

stations from all over the world.
ALL parts are included - aluminium case (black stove
enamelled) with a ready calibrated frequency scale,
hardware and FULL instructions.

Kit price £69 50 + £4 postage

TU3 Antenna Tuner
Ike ideal tuner for the SWL!

Designed for use with any
`long-wire' antenna, the
TU3 employs a special
'mode -switching circuit'.

It is a very versatile ATU in
a quality all -aluminium (no

plastic boxes!) case combining
excellent performance with professional appearance.

READY BUILT 5 4 + £4 postage

Kit £44 + £4 postage

DEPT PW

7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX
Tel/Fax 0115-938 2509 (Callers by appointment only)

= SAE WITH ENQUIRIES PLEASE. E-mail: 100775.730@compuserve.com

KITS AND READY
BUILT MODULES

RECEIVE PREAMPS for 2. or 4, or 6, or 10 metres. Gain
>26dB and NF <I dB on 2. 4. 6m versions. gain >20d13. NF <2.5dB
on 10m version. 100W through power handling. RP2S. RP4S. RP6S.
or RPI OS. PCB and hardware kit £29.00. Ready built £44.00.

MASTHEAD PREAMPS for 2. or 4. or 6 metres specification
as above. together with station feed box. RP2SM. RP4SM. RP6SM.
PCB and hardware kit £39.50. Ready built £49.00.

TRANSVERTERS for 2.4. or 6 metres from 2m or 10m drive.
25W transmit output and 15dB receive gain. Standard version TRC2-
IOL or TRC4-IOL or TRC6-10L are driven with 1-500mW on 10
meters. PCB and hardware kit £150.80. Ready built £208.50. Interface
versions TRC4-10iL or TRC6-101 or TRC6-2iL are driven from 0.5 -
IOW on 2 or 10. respectively. PCB and hardware kit £160.00. Ready
built £226.00. TRC4-2iL is also available ready built only.

SPEECH PROCESSOR will increase the average power of
sideband transmissions by 10dB and together with enhancement of
higher voice tones increase the intelligibility of your signal. It sounds
nice too. SPI 000. PCB and hardware kit £27.50. Ready built £42.75.

AUTO-TONEBURST provides 1750Flz for 500mS for repeater
access. 28 x 28 x 14mm. AT1750. PCB kit £5.00. Built £7.50.

KAYTONE end of transmission morse letter K. Ideal for busy
bands to help you be heard in the QRM. KT1000. PCB kit £9.00.
Built £15.50.

VAT AND P&P INCLUSIVE. PRICES. $END SAE FOR CATALOGUE.

SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
UNIT 6B. POUNDBURY WEST ESTATE

DORCHESTER. DORSET DTI 2PG.
TEL: 01305 262250Ce Open 9am Ipin and 2pm-5pm Tuesday to Friday

9am- fpm Saturday. Closed Sunday and Monday.
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RF Power Modules
from TDC & Mitsubishi

Standard parts stocked, replacement parts for many
Yaesu/ Icom transceivers, ideal for linear PA designs.

Part Frequency Pwr/Mode Price (1 off)
M57726 144-148MHz 43W/FM £43.71
M57729 430-450MHz 30W/FM £42.00
M57737 144-148MHz 30W/FM £27.23
M57762 1 24-1 3GHz 18W/SSB £67.53
M57788M 430-450MHz 40W/FM £66.99
M67715 144-148MHz 13W/FM £36.48
M67727 144-148MHz 37W/SSB £124.59
M67728 430-450MHz 60W/SSB £99.04
M1407-01 Pin diode up to 800MHz/25W £1.21

Many other frequencies/ power combinations
available. please call with your requirements.
Data sheets available for specific items on request.

Call for Amateur/ Education discounts or volume pricing

COMING SOON - Linear
power amplifier 'Starter MITSUBISHI
Packs' for 2M & 70cm. II\ ELECTRIC

TDC also stock Modem. Networking and GPS receiver and antenna
products. visit our web site at http://www.tdc co.uk for more information

7,T C
TELECOM DESIGN COMMUNICATIONS LTID

Stroudley Road
Basingstoke
Hampshire
RG24 8FN

Telephone 01256 332800 Fax : 01256 332810
e-mail sales@tdc.co.uk

AccessNisa accepted, prices include VAT @ 17.5%. Postage & Packing £5

Essex Amateur Radio
Services

The little dealer with the big heart

BUYERS ARE WAITING NOW FOR

YOUR PRE -ENJOYED EQUIPMENT!

. VHF/UHF *-11111
* HF Transceivers *
Station Accessories *

AVOID Part Exchange

WE PAY TOP PRICES
We pay cash same day or 24 hours by post. Always

large stock available. Phone today for the best deals.

Silent Key sales handled efficiently and personally.

4 Northern Avenue, Benfleet
Essex SS7 5SN

01268 752522
7 days a week 8am to 8pm

AERIAL ROTOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
AR300XL
Light Duty Rotator
Rotor unit type AR300XL and control con
sole Continuous indication at beam head-

ing Clamps to 2' l52rnml max mast and
takes 1', 138mml max stub mast
'Met' type mounting Vertical load
carrying 45kg

Special otter (49.95

AR1701 Alignmoat Bowing
Allows greaterMigher head loads. Fitted

114IPIS
above rotor
E111.95.

roviage cn ante, roUtor 13 50

NFW

Channel Master
Medium
Duty Rotator

M
7 main mast stub mast
Vertical load carrying 113kg
Colorotor f/19.95.
Bearing [18.95.

( GLOSSY )IPAGE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE P PPM 1 f1

T EAAERIAL TECHNIQUES Tel; 01202 738232

11 Kent Road, Parkstone Poole Dorset BH122EH Fax: 01202 716951

ACTIVE LOOP ANTENNA
Untuned 1 50kHz-30MHz 1m dia. Aluminium Loop.
Rejects locally radiated and mains borne noise from TVs etc.
Provides far lower noise reception than active whip and
dipole antennas. 30dB nulls. Ideal for small gardens or
indoors and directional reception using antenna rotator.
Includes Antenna Interface and PSU. £99.95 incl. P&P.

UMB130 Balun. RX 100kHz-30MHz. Longwire with anten-
na isolated from noisy receiver/mains earth.

£18.95 P&P £2.

WELLBROOK COMMUNICATIONS
Wellbrook House, Brookside Road, Bransgore,

Christchurch BH23 8NA.
Tel: (01425) 674174. Write or 17 for details.

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
RADIORAFT DL4SAW SSTV & POCSAG

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way 'D' type £16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version las above, with variable hysteresis) £19.99

TRANSMIT version iRocsag Rx + Fax.SSTV HamComm Tx) £24.99
- = 9 way Adaptor £3.00. Shareware on 3.5' HD Disks

JVFAX7 + HamComm3.1 + PKTMON12 + NEWPOCSAG (P02.04) £2.50
RADIORAFT Version 2.12 £2.50 DL4SAW SSTV (V1.2) £2.50

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
NOW ALSO INCLUDING RADIORAFT

DL4SAW (GSHPC) SSTV (V2.21) £34.99 HamComm3.1 £19.99
*NEW* POCSAG (PD2.04) £19.99 RadioRaft Version 2.12 £19.99
All prices UK/Fire inc VAT + P&P. For non-EU deduct I 7.5°, VAT
All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee.

Minimum Credit Card order E15.0(LOutside British Isles add £2,00
Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP13 5DR Tel: 101494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236
http://www.peryisell.com e-mail ham@peryisell.com

E VIPSIVAIIIIII
1/L4 ;IR r

oDIC

YAESU, ICOM, AOR etc.
SALES & SERVICE Holdings of Blackburn Ltd. Inc ;EL

since 1972 G3LLL 40eyears ,v electronics Best prices for oilers (try us won cneque
on 'real money d you want to bargami only ay1 and sell to pay so we ran ,kr,d to

gee good pieces - values and CW filters for old Yaesu eg.Phonc
open Thursday. Friday and Saturday Lunch 12 00-130 but pin,.
c few hoi.d.,ps

G3LLL HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN. 8B2 I EF

(01254) 59595

Please mention

Practical Wireless
when replying to

advertisements.
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The warm
smell of
valved radios,
wax polish,
and the
presence of
shiny cabinets
and Ebonite
panels tells us
it's Charles
Miller's turn
to look after
PW vintage
'shop'. And
this month
Charles
continues the
fascinating
story of
Doctor
Loewe's
special valves.

alve &
intage

ood day to you my friends and
'customers' and welcome to

'Valve & Vintage'! Last time we
met in the 'shop' I looked at Dr. Loewe's
fascinating multiple valves of the late
1920s. This time I'm delving a little
deeper!

Although the 'multiple valves' might
not have been such a runaway success as

he'd hoped. However, the good doctor

persisted and carried on making further

examples right through the 1930s.
The later etTorts had 4V heaters for

use in mains powered sets. But. initially
at least, they weren't otherwise very

different from his originals.
In three valve types he repeated the

idea of having three triodes with all the
coupling components built in. But after
this he began quietly to drop the idea.

Dr. Loewe's next effort. a double
tetrode. had only a grid feed condenser to
one section. This had to he connected up

externally, plus a decoupling condenser
from the anode of the other section to its
cathode.

For his next trick. Dr. Loewe
produced a type with two tetmdes and a

diode, for use in superhet receivers. They

contained only the decoupling condenser
for one of the tetrode's anode.

The good Doctor attained the

pinnacle of his multiple -valve career -

and also ended it - with a double -pentode -

triode type. This was again for use in

superhets and contained no internal

components at all.
The Loewe Company itself used the

valves in some very stylish receivers. But

no-one else was particularly interested
and by the end of the 1930s Loewe

multiple valves were more or less a

memory.

Would the lack of interest mean the
end of the multiple valve as we knew it?
Not likely! This was because the principle
(in modified form) had now been taken
up by most other valve manufacturers.

Back To 1927

To find out the 'whys and wherefores'
I'll have first to turn the clock back to
1927 and the introduction of the screen

grid valve. And as I mentioned in an
earlier episode, prior to this the only way
you could amplify high frequency radio
signals was to use triodes, which were

unstable and gave only low gain.

However. Edwin A. Armstrong had
found a way around the instability with
his then new-fangled superhet. Here most

of the amplification was carried out at the
fairly low frequencies more suited to
triodes, but even then the stage gain per

valve barely attained double figures.

To obtain anything like a decent
performance those early superhets used

anything up to eight triodes, which put
them way out of the reach of the average

listener. Not only that, they were tricky to
operate and likely to cause interference
with neighbouring sets.

The arrival of the highly sensitive
screen grid. with its stage gain of 500 or

more, made possible simple. stable three

or four-valvers. These could easily

outperform the superhets and thus
knocked them out virtually overnight.

Five years on. new factors had arisen

in the broadcasting scene which reversed
the situation and brought back the

Charles Miller says Doctor
Loewe's 'multiple valves' really

started something!

superhet. This time they came to stay.
For a start, the BBC had brought in a

new scheme which replaced the previous

low power local stations with a smaller
chain of high -power 'twin -wave' stations.
each of which broadcast both a

'Regional' and 'National' programme
from two separate transmitters working
on different wavelengths.

Poor Selectivity

Although the 'Regional' and 'National'
wavelengths were as widely spaced

(frequency -wise) as possible. old-

fashioned sets with poor
selectivity...suffered. Their ability or

otherwise to tune in a required station and

reject others on adjacent frequencies -

often left much to be desired and the

users were hard -put to distinguish
between the services.

There had also been an enormous

increase of broadcasting stations (many

of them high-powered) in Europe as a
whole. This when combined with the
Regional scheme had created a situation

where high selectivity in a receiver had

suddenly become essential.

The only way to achieve higher
selectivity was to increase the number of

tuned circuits in a receiver, which could
most easily (and most controllably) be
obtained in the superhet. Not that this saw

off the screen grid valve though! For the
moment it was still the only effective
means of handling high frequencies and it
was pressed into service to do work not

previously expected of it.
In a superhet all incoming radio

frequencies have to be converted to a

single intermediate frequency. This was

achieved by 'beating' (heterodyning or
'mixing') them with frequencies
produced by a local oscillator.

Set designers found that the screen

grid valve could be persuaded to operate

as a self -oscillating frequency -changer.

And although it was far from ideal, it
proved sufficiently effective to allow
them to put superhets into production and

into the shops.

No one was kidding themselves,

however, that using a screen -grid valve

could be anything more than a temporary
solution. An alternative method was to
use a separate triode as local oscillator
with a screen grid valve as mixer, so why

not incorporate the two into one 'bottle'?

But in fact, something better came about!

Big Defect

Ever since it had been introduced, set

designers had known the that the screen

grid valve, for all its good performance.
did have a big defect. It showed up when

the anode voltage moved outside certain

limits (up or down) so that some of the
electrons drawn to it travelled too fast for
safety: in fact some of them bounced

right back again and hit the screen grid.

The effect is called 'secondary
emission' and the screen grid objects to

the mis-treatment and shows its

displeasure by drawing excess high

tension ( h.t.) current. This in turn upsets

the anode and causes it promptly to go
'on strike' and refuse to draw any current

at all! The result? - no sound from the set.

To get over the secondary emission

problem another grid was added between
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the screen grid and the anode. This
was designed to act as a shield
between them and to suppress the
secondary emission electrodes by
bouncing them back whence they
came.

By one of those occasional
strokes of genius which illuminated
the valve scene this new grid was
given title the 'suppressor grid'.
Following on the usual method of
borrowing from the Greek for
numbering the total of electrodes in a
valve. this new type with five was
called the pentode.

You might not think that the term
pentode could cause dissent. But
Mu!lard. which introduced the
pentode in 1929. considered it had a
monopoly of the name!

Old habits die hard, and once
again the law courts witnessed high-
powered - and highly paid - lawyers
arguing the issue in front of a judge.
He must have wondered what all the
fuss was about!

Meanwhile, other valve
manufacturers couldn't make
pentodes - they could only make five
electrode valves. After about three
years of this the word went forth that
anyone could make a pentode.

How much all the nonsense cost
Mullard is a matter of guesswork.
But it's noticeable that Mullard's
later introduction of six electrode
(hexodel. seven electrode theptode)
and even eight electrode loctodel
valves did not prompt any more legal
actions.

Another Improvement

Whilst all the 'in fighting' was going
on yet another improvement was
being made to both the screen grid
and - (er ... mustn't use the word
pentode!) - five electrode valves.

The sensitivity of the screen grid
sometimes was a mixed blessing. It
was fine when the listener wanted to
hear weak, far-off stations but it
could be a problem on 'locals'
because it was very difficult to
control its gain.

The amount of negative grid bias
could be increased a little to make a
tiny amount of difference but beyond
a certain well-defined point the
anode current cut off altogether.
again silencing the set. Touchy
things. these screen grids!

Eventually it was discovered that
if the control grid was wound. not
nice and symmetrically but a bit
'higgledy-piggledy' it would react
sensibly to changes in negative bias
by varying the amplification factor of
the valve in sympathy.

Again the Greeks had a word for
it, the amplification factor that is,

which was only one letter. 'mu'. Not
surprisingly valves with the new type
of control grid were called variable -
mu types. With the variable mu types
it became possible for the first time
to have really effective gain controls
in domestic receivers.

Pentodes. too, could be made to
have variable -mu characteristics and
its superiority over the screen -grid
led to the first real frequency -changer
valve. This was made by Mazda.
consisting of a triode and a pentode
in one envelope. Called the AC/TP
(guess why?). this valve needed more
electrode connections than any used
so far and a special nine -pin base
plus top -cap was developed for it.

Once introduced the AMP was
an immediate success. Other valve
manufacturers hastened to emulate it
or even to improve upon the idea.

The method of mixing the local
oscillations with the incoming r.f.
signals in the triode -pentode was to
use common grid or cathode
coupling. Neither of these ideas was
entirely satisfactory. and a better
method was to fit yet another grid in
the mixer section, making it a
hexode.

In practice the new 'injector' grid
was coupled internally to the grid of
the triode section and thus no
external coupling was required.
Oddly enough. with all the extra bits
and pieces. the triode-hexode could
be mounted on only a standard 7 -pin
base.

Revival Of Diode

The superhet also brought about the
revival of the very first type of valve
- the diode. The large amount of
amplification possible in the new sets
was simply too much for the usual
triode grid leak or anode -bend
detectors of the day to handle without
the risk of distortion. so back came
the faithful old diode.

Suitably dolled -up in early 1930s
'clothes', the diode was still basically
the same as when Fleming had
patented it 30 years before. It seemed
a pity to have to devote an entire
valve base just to so simple a device
so Mullard decided to incorporate it
into the same envelope as a screen
grid valve.

Mullard made the one type of
valve capable of i.f. amplification
and detection. This, the SD4. was not
a success because being a non -
variable -mu type it was obsolete
almost as soon as it appeared, but it
had at least pointed the way forward.

High Sensitivity Problems

By now the high sensitivhy of the

superhet had shown itself to be
causing new problems. Receivers
were now capable of bringing in a
wide variety of stations of varying
signal strength. and the listener could
find themselves alternately straining
their ears and then being blasted by
sound as they tuned along the dial.

The notion of having automatic
volume control (a.v.c.) to keep the
sound output of the set reasonably
constant whatever the strength of the
station was not new. In fact it had
been tried hack in the mid 1920s but
had failed because the valves
available then simply were not
suitable.

Now however. the variable -mu
valves overcame the previous
problems and set designers hastened
to incorporate a.v.c. systems. In these
a portion of the i.f. signal - which
varied with the strength of the
incoming signal - was rectified and
turned into grid bias for the first two
or three valves.

The a.v.c. system called for the
services of another diode and the
obvious answer seemed to be to put it
and the detector diode together into
one envelope. In the event, hardly
had double -diodes started to appear
when someone came up with an even
better idea!

Since the normal practice was to
follow the detector with a triode
amplifier, why not bung the latter
into the same 'bottle' as well? So the
double -diode -triode was born, and it
was a type that continued. with the
triode-hexode. to be made right up
until the end of the valve era. For a
short while a triple -diode -triode was
produced for more sophisticated
a.v.c. systems but this fizzled out
quite quickly.

Output Valves

Meanwhile, valve designers had been
turning their attention to output
valves types as well. The early
pentodes. although capable of giving
a good amount of sound output. were
not particularly sensitive and needed
to be preceded by an al. amplifier
(usually the triode section of the
double -diode -triode I've just
mentioned).

The technical way of quoting the
sensitivity of a valve is by using a
mutual conductance figure. Simply
speaking. this refers to the amount of
change in milliamps of the anode
current for a change of one volt in the
grid bias, usually abbreviated to
'milliamps per volt' or just Ma/V.

A typical low -sensitivity output
pentode such as the Mazda AC/Pen
had an MaN figure of 2.5. Another
expression of the period was to call

this a 'low slope" valve.
By the middle 1930s valve

designers had been able to develop
output pentodes with Ma/V figures as
high as 10. Called 'high slope'
valves, these were sensitive enough
to be able to work straight from the
output of a diode detector without the
need for a triode in between

The high slope types enabled
valve makers, to produce double -
diode -pentodes in which all the jobs.
of detection. output and a.v.c.
rectification could be carried out 1))
one 'bottle'. This in turn made it
possible to produce what were called
'short' superhets.

The 'short' sets which, apart
from an h.t. rectifier. needed only
three valves. These included a triode -
pentode or triode-hexode frequency -
changer. a pentode i.f. amplifier, and
a double -diode -pentode detector cum
output cum a.v.c. valve.

The idea was taken up
enthusiastically by cost-conscious
radio manufacturers and one in
particular. Ultra Electric, made the
short superhet its staple design for
the next 20 years. Multiple valves
were here to stay.

Something Wrong?

At this stage a new reader might be
pardoned for thinking that there's
something wrong here. If multiple
valves meant that fewer were needed
in receivers. weren't the valve
makers cutting the ground from
under their own feet?

Well...the reply I've got to say
no! Those of you who have been
following this little saga from its
beginning will be aware that right
from the start commercial advantage
had driven valve research and
manufacture forward and you may be
sure that this underlying principle
had not changed.

The profit margins on the valves
the manufacturers did sell amply
enabled them to live in the style to
which they had become accustomed.
And in my next epistle I'll turn the
spotlight on the means used by
manufacturers in the sacred cause of
keeping up retail prices!

Until then
cheerio...Happy

Christmas and New
Year!

Cheerio from Charles, see you in April.
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Leighton Smart GWOLI3I presents his

compilation of your hf band activities.

And with conditions imptoving Leighton

suggests you could 'miss the action' if you

don't switch on!

0
ctober has been a month of
surprises, both weather-wise,
and radio -wise. We've been

enjoying both fine weather, and
some exceptional propagation
conditions of late, with all h.f.
bands indicating signs of vast
improvement.

The bands above 21MHz have
rapidly improved over the last few
weeks. And even 28MHz has been
providing contacts to the Americas
and even Australia and Japan.

As winter approaches, the DX
on the h.f. bands should be even
more interesting for our readers. So
let's hope that the cold weather
doesn't affect your antennas!

I've received a telephone call
this month asking for some help. It
was from Peter Wilkinson GOVXN
who requires QSL details of P29DC.
Can any of our readers help Peter?
He is QTHR, or can be called on
Preston 101772) 679462.

Spratly Island

Some news now direct from Don
Field G3XTT/NK1G regarding the
Chiltern DX Club's expedition to the
Spratly Islands next February. The
Spratly Islands are a small group of
islands situated between Vietnam
and the Philippines, and they have
been a favourite location for a
number of DXpeditions, due to their
remote nature and have also been
claimed by Malaysia, Vietnam,
China, the Philippines and other
countries!

Nevertheless, the Chiltern lads
land lasses!) are a hardy and
adventurous bunch. They plan to be
operating from the islands between
the 12th and 24th of February 1998.

The DXpedition team is
expected to include G3NUG, G3OZF,
G3SED, G3WGV, G3XTT, G4JVG,
GOOPB, K5VT, VK2BEX, 9M20M
(G3NOM), and 9M2SU, making it a
real multi -national event!

The callsign to be used will be
9MOC, and operating will be around
the clock, to make the most of all
band openings. The station location
will be Layang Layang, also known
as Swallow Reef, which has been
developed by Malaysia as a sub-
aqua diving resort.

Layang Layang is in Zone 26,

one of the rarest zones on the
lower bands and therefore in great
demand amongst I.f. enthusiasts. A
Web page is available regarding
the DXpedition at
http://members.aolcom/spratly98
with up-to-the-minute news.

All h f. bands will be activated
from Layang Layang, using s.s.b.,
c.w., and RTTY. The 50MHz band
will also be used, so it should be an
interesting one for the v.h.f. gang
too!

It seems the Chiltern gang may
be filling in their Spratly QSL cards
for the next ten years! They are still
looking for sponsorship and
support, so for more information
contact the Web page, or Don Field
on 0118-972 4192. E-mail:
g3xtt@lineone.net Good luck
leveryone, and don't forget to listen
out for my QRP will you!

Next comes news from John
Noble of Rainham in Kent, who has
sent in a QSL of the Pitcairn Island
DXpedition in 1990, which he
obtained from the wife of Jim
Russell G3OKQ, while on holiday
earlier this year.

Jim 630KG was responsible for
the radio link at the Pitcairn
expedition site. John also sent a
photo of the rebuilding of the jetty
and the accommodation at Bounty
Bay, Fig. 1.

Pitcairn was the island where
the mutineers from the ship fled
after the mutiny on HMS Bounty.
John, didn't get around to meeting
Jim himself, as his wife Noreen
couldn't drag G30KG away from his
beloved radio!

Your Reports

Now it's time for your reports and
I'm starting with the 1.8 and 3.5MHz
bands. Firstly it's down to the Isle of
Sheppey in Kent, and Ted Trowel!
G2HKU.

Ted admits to not being too
active this last month.
Nevertheless, he reports working
EA9/DL2NBU (Ceuta and Mellila,
North Africa) on both the 1.8 and
3.5MHz bands at around 0500UTC.

Yours truly GWOLBI has been
trying his luck on 1.8MHz low
power DXing in between
'ragchewing,' and notched up

contacts with EW7FC (Ukraine) at
2234, DL2MUV (Germany) at 2345,
as well as OH6HJF (Finland) at
0021UTC using IOW c.w.

Meanwhile, keen QRPer Eric
Masters GOKRT in Worcester Park,
Surrey, admits to concentrating on
college work quite a bit of late.
Despite this, he lists 5W QRP c.w.
contacts on the 3.5MHz band with
Novice station 2EOANC, GW4LZP,
and MOAJT, all in the RSGB's Slow
Morse Contest, at around 2000UTC.
Later came a contact with PA3FGI
(Netherlands), all using an Index
Labs QRP Plus 5W transceiver.

Last but certainly not least
comes our very own Editor Rob
G3XFD who took time off from
working on PWto work an
interesting QRP station on '80'. Rob
tells me that he (working a ORO 3W
on his Aline() DX -70 I worked Pat
GWOVMR on October 20 when that
station in Wrexham was running
200mW!

Rob gave Pat a 579 report. And
not quite believing his ears got him
to repeat the transmitter power
input details. "I've often worked
and heard 'milliwatters' on 14MHz"
says Rob "But GWOVMR is the
lowest power station I've worked
on 3.5MHz". So, well done Pat from
Rob and myself - thing must be
looking up on the h.f. bands now
mustn't they?

Another station worked by
G3XFD, on November 1st, was
ON5FF/A (Oscar November Five
Flanders Fields), this time operated
by John near Ypres, not far from the
infamous 1914-18 battlefields. The
special commemorative callsign is
always active on the run-up to the
11th day of the 11th month
remembering the fallen both the
First and Second World Wars.

The 7MHz Band

Talking of QRP, it has been the order
of the day on the 7MHz band for
Sean Gilbert G4UCJ of Milton
Keynes, "Not" says Sean "through
necessity...but for the sheer fun of
it!

Seems that Sean and his pals at
the Milton Keynes Amateur Radio
Club have been using powers as
low as 45pW (that's 45

microwans!), and claim to have
made contact over a distance of
4.8km - equal to 150,000 miles per
Watt of output power. Sean says
their real aim is to break the million
miles per Watt record (if there is
one?). Anyway it seems that the
MKARC are having fun
experimenting, and that's what it's
all about eh?

Sean's log shows 5W c.w.
contacts on the 7MHz band with
OHOBH (Aaland Island) at 0015,
TA2/OK1MM (Turkey) at 2322,
CO2OR (Cuba) at 2352,
SV8/01.8KWS (Corfu Island) at 2352,
KORK (USA) at 0028, and TK/DL4FF
(Corsica Island) at 0717.

Meanwhile, down in Skewen,
West Glamorgan, Carl Mason
GWOVSW has been building a new
radio shack, and is awaiting a new
h.f. antenna. For now, he's been
using a half -sized G5RV dipole with
the ends folded. "Looks like a
vertical" jokes Carl. Well, as long
as it works, mate!

Carl's 7MHz offering includes
c.w. contacts with CO2PE (Cuba) at
0041, FG/F2HE (Guadeloupe) at
0052, LX/DL40CM (Luxembourg) at
0828. And finally he managed an
s.s.b. contact with OX3LG
(Greenland) at 2102UTC.

'Early Bird' Ted G2HKU reports
two c.w. contacts on the band, with
9Y4/PA3EWP (Trinidad) and CL8VP
(Cuba) both at around 0500UTC.

Meanwhile back in Milton
Keynes, transmitting amateur and
s.w.l. Charlie Blake MOAIJ says
that he's been spending some time
on the broadcast bands of late.
However, his amateur band
reception log for 7MHz shows
reception of ZL2SQ (New Zealand)
working Ian G4YSM and 8P6DA
(Barbados) working F5VBY in
France at 0608UTC.

Also logged were HJIRRL
(Colombia) working Kevin GOOMS
at 0603, ZP6ZPA (Paraguay) in
contact with 9A4XX in Croatia at
0507. Charlie then heard XEIIRO
(Mexico) working F5VBY in France
at 0622UTC.

The 14MHz Band

Up to '20' now, and the 14MHz band
that has been attracting some
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attention lately. It's been open in
some cases right through the night
to varying degrees, and has
provided some interesting DX for
our reporters.

In his monthly propagation
report, Don McLean G3NOF of
Yeovil says "Conditions have
greatly improved on the h.f. bands
with all open to north America -
14MHz has been open on the short
path most days between 1400 and
1700 to Asia and Australia, with
African countries heard around
1600.

"On 21MHz, this band has been
providing the short path to Asia and
Australia between 1300 and 1600.
African and north American
stations have been heard between
1500 and 1700. The 18MHz band has
been open to Asia between 1000
and 1500 on the short path together
with a few Australian and New
Zealand stations coming through.
And 24MHz has also been opening
to Asia on the short path from
around 0900, but the openings have
been short with fading.

On 28MHz, African stations
have been heard during the
afternoons together with a few
north and south American stations.
However, there have been days
when things have been patchy on
all bands".

Don's long list of contacts on
14MHz includes s.s.b. contacts
with AP2JZB

Fig. 1: Jim Russell G3OKQ's
QSL card used when
operating as VR6JR from
Pitcairn Island (see text).

(Pakistan) at 1548, VKAJT
(Australia) at 1437, VU2PAI (India)
at 1727. Also worked were HSI NGR
(Thailand) at 1713, 9V1OM
(Singapore) at 1714, ZV8C (Brazil) at
2332, FR5HA (Reunion Island) at
1650 (QSL via 173 Evariste De
Pasney, 97421, La Riviere, Reunion).
Finally there was XU2C (Cambodia)
at 1907 QSL via 7L1MFS, and 3V8BB

(Tunisia) at 1657UTC.
John Constance GOVGD of

Aylesford in Kent has been having
his own personal QRP DXpedition,
to Dijon in France. He used a IOW
Kenwood TS -120V and a single
band 14MHz whip antenna.

John worked as F/GOVGD/M
while on holiday and logged s.s.b.
contacts with 9HIDE (Malta),
R3/WA2NZA (Moscow, Russia) at
1900, VE3DBB (Canada) at 2050.
Also logged were UA9XMC (Asiatic
Russia) at 1730, GM5VG/P at 1740,
TAO/DJBQP (Turkey) at 1815 and
Fred GOEHQ in Worcester at 1040,
and Alan G4NBY at 1100UTC.

Sean G4UCJ has been 'CIRPing'
on 14MHz this month, as part of his
low power experiments. His log
shows 5W c.w. contacts with K8CW
(USA) at 2218, UX1LUAM 5km
above! Dneprov City at 1441,
VE3LGG (Canada) at 2244, CU2BJ
(Azores Islands) at 2147 and UK8IF
(Uzbekistan) at 1813 Also worked
were FY5YE (French Guyana) at
2046, VK3DQ (Australia) at 0713. and
RZ9ZWXW (Asiatic Russia) at
0725UTC.

Incidentally, Sean has now
worked QRP Worked All Continents
on the 14MHz band - with an indoor
antenna! His contacts are
EA/DL2VBU (Africa), LY2PU
(Europe), FY5YE
(south

America), KCSVJU
(north America), VK3DQ (Oceania)
and RZ9WXW (Asia). Well done to
you Sean! This is no mean feat with
an indoor antenna! Just goes to
show what can be done with the
most basic of set tips.

The 18 & 21MHz
Bands

Don G3NOF has been working lots
of 'Juicy DX' on the 18MHz band this
time around by the look of his log.
His s.s.b. contacts here include
AP2KSD (Pakistan) at 1047,
C56/JA1OEM (Gambia) at 1747,
DS5USH (People's Republic of
North Korea) at 1116, J88CT (St.

Vincent Island) at 2145, KB2FB/DU7
(Philippines) at 1110, KH2/JP1UEE
(Guam) at 1056, and SU3AM (Egypt)
at 1558UTC (QSL via DL1FCM).

Meanwhile, up on the 21MHz
band, Ted G2HKU sent out his c.w.
to SV1CU/SV8 (Corfu) at 1500, and
HFOPOL (South Shetland Islands)
came in at 1800UTC.

Charlie Blake MOAIJ has been
spending a little more time on the
transmitting side of late. His log for
the 21MHz band includes contacts
with TA2LZ (Turkey) at 1550, 5A1A
(Libya) at 1141, SV8/GOIXC on
Skopolos Island at 1347, EK4JJ
(Armenia) at 1325 JWOM (Svalbard
Island) at 1340, WB4GGA (USA) at
1431, and finally KOOK in Boulder,
Colorado, at 1523. "I'm fast
becoming a fan of 15 metres" says
Charlie! (And why not eh!).

Finally for the 18 and 21MHz
bands comes Eric GOKRT who had
his first transatlantic QRP contact
on s.s.b. with N4UH (USA) at 1435.
as well as UT1IA (Ukraine) at
145OUTC. Well done on the QRP
'phone contacts Eric!

The 28MHz Band

Finally, a very brief 'peep' at dear
old 'Ten' now. First comes Ted
G2HKU with a single c.w. contact
with EA8AVN (Canary Islands, north
Africa) at 1800.

Secondly there's Don G3NOF
offering ZS6BXN (South Africa) at
1542, and FH5FB (Mayotte Island)
at 1526. Signs of good things to
come we hope!

Signing -Off

Well that wraps it up for this
month, and now it's signing -off
time. Thanks for all your
information and your support.
You'll be pleased to hear that
I've been told over the air
recently by a few newly
licensed amateurs that

reading your reports and
achievements in 'HF Far & Wide'
gave then the encouragement to
'go for it, pass the RAE and Morse
Test, and to get on the air
themselves. There can be no better
recommendation than that I
reckon!

Well done to all of you! Keep up
the good work! Happy Christmas
and New Year and as usual, reports
and information (and photos!) by
the 15th of each month to: Leighton
Smart GWOLBI, 33 Nant Gwyn,
Trelewis, Mid -Glamorgan CF46
60B. Wales. Tel: 101443) 710749,
FAX: 101443) 710789 (9am - 6prn1

PW Listening &
Operating Watch List:
All times in UTC

Charlie Blake MOAIJ listens: 0500
- 0700 on 7.061MHz s.s.b. with an
NRD 525 receiver and sloping wire
antenna.

Steve Locke GWOSGL operates:
1100-1500 most days around
14.180MHz s.s.b. using a Kenwood
TS -940 and a TH7 beam antenna,
normally beaming to other
continents.

George Woods G3LPT (Suffolk)
operates: an open Net on 29.570
f.m. every weekday morning
except Monday at 0830.

Don McLean G3NOF operates:
1030 Saturdays on 3.685MHz on
the ISWL Net or 1030 Sundays on
the Yeovil ARC Net 3.665MHz s.s.b.
using a Kenwood TS -950 &
trapped dipole antenna.

John Wheeler GOIUE monitors:
28.5MHz s.s.b. every evening
between 1700 and 2200 regardless
of conditions using an Icom IC -706
and a 2 -element TET tri-band
beam antenna.

Mr F. Steele RS88763 monitors: 3.5
and 7MHz every day of the week
at various hours. (Can I have
details of your equipment, and
specific listening times please, Mr
Steele?)

Leighton Smart GWOLBI operates:
Most Sundays (and some
weekday evenings) at around
1000-1300 on 1.933 or 1.949MHz
s.s.b. using a FT -747 transceiver
and a long wire Marconi antenna.

Rob Mannion G3XFD listens and
operates: (weekdays &
weekends) 1800-1830 3.7MHz
100W s.s.b., & 3.530 and 3.560MHz
QRP c.w. using an Alinco DX -70
transceiver and long wire
antennas. Also at 2200-2300 on
3.702MHz or either 3.560,
7.025MHz (c.w.). Occasionally on
7.025MHz c.w. between 0100 -
0200.

Sean Gilbert G4UCJ operates:
around 0700 to 1100 and 2100 to
0000 7 days a week on 14MHz and
7MHz c.w., using a FT -307 and
Alinco DX70 Transceivers at
5/25W output and a G5RV dipole
antenna in the loft space.

Terry Ibbitson GOVTI operates:
each evening between 19.00 -
20.00 on or around 7.020MHz c.w.,
or 14.035MHz c.w. using a Ten-Tec
Scout at 50W.

END
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MIKE CHARDS G4 W N C

[_31-fc [13Y-fic(3
Mike Richards G4WNC rounds -up
the month's computer news but
starts off with details of his new E-
mail address.

please note that I've just changed -
over to British Telecom's IBT)
Internet offering, so those of you

that use E-mail and my Web site need to
make a note of the new details. I will be
running both the new and old sites in
parallel for a while, but I expect the
Pipex site to shut down in February.

I'm not changing because of a
problem with Pipex, it's just I can get a
better price from the BT offering. In fact
the Pipex service has been really good
with excellent network availability and
good transfer speeds. Let's hope I don't
regret the change!

Software Radio Library
With tne (talk wintet nights now upon us
it's the time of year that many amateurs
retreat to the shack to do some serious
hobbying. If you're into computing it's
now that you want to play around with a
few new programs and maybe try your
hand at some of the more sophisticated
aspects of our hobby.

While the Internet is a great source
of information and software there are
always problems with slow downloads,
and with families complaining they can't
use the telephone and the size of the
'phone bills themselves. Fortunately
there is a solution where you can
browse through hundreds of megabytes
of radio related software and
information with download speeds of
200kb/s and greater without any 'phone
bills!

So, what's the answer? Simple, get
your hands on the latest Public Domain
and Shareware Library (PDSLI Ham
Radio Library CD-ROM! The latest
release features over 4000 programs
and files amounting to more then 620Mb
of information - this should last you until
the spring comes!

In fact, there's so much information
it's a virtual encyclopaedia of radio. To
make sure the disk is accessible by as
many systems as possible the main
interface uses a DOS based program.

The use of DOS means that you
should be able to access the CD-ROM
with the most basic of systems. This is
great because lots of the software on
the disk has fairly modest system
requirements so you really can make
good use of the CD-ROM even if you
don't have the latest all singing and
dancing Pentium with elephantine
memory capacity!

Moving around the main DOS menu

ReCa11 main screen with
Time Stamp.

proved to be very easy and the function
of all the controls were self evident. To
start with you are presented with the
high level directory structure.

Digging down to the lower levels
was simply a case of moving the
highlighted cursor to the required
directory and pressing Return. You can
keep doing this until you reach the
required program files. Moving back up
to the higher levels is equally as simple
and just requires use of the Escape key.

To speed things -up when looking
through some of the larger directories
you can use the simple search facility.
You simply press F5 and enter the
required text and the menu system
automatically moves the first
occurrence of the search string.

If you want to look for more
instances of the search string you just
hit F6. It really was very simple to use.

Other Benefits
One of the otner benefits of using a DOS
based menu system is that it is also very
quick, making it easy to flit around the
disk at will. If you'd rather operate with
a paper index there is a text file included
with a full index of every file on the disk.

Needless to say the text file is a
large file of around 220kb. This works
out at around 68 A4 pages even it you
reduce the print size down to a just
about readable 6 point! However, I
found a hard copy of the file list to be
very useful when deciding just what
software to try next.

Once you've found the required file
PDSL have made the installation and
running lust about as straightforward as
possible. If it's one of the many text files
you want to view this can be done from
within the menu system with no transfer
to your hard disk at all.

If you want a printed copy of the file
you will have to use a separate text
editor as the menu doesn't include a
print option. If it's a program you want to
review then there are two basic options
depending on whether or not the
program has been stored in compressed
form.

If the file is a ZIP file then the menu
system will automatically run the built-in
decompression software and ask you
where you would like the un-zipped
copy of the files to be stored. If on the
other -hand the program is a self
contained executable file then you can
run it from the CD-ROM to try it out and

copy it to your hard disk
later, it you find it useful.

The only snag you
might encounter is with files
that have been stored as a
self -extracting archive. If you try and
run these from the CD-ROM they will
usually fail with an error message when
they find they can't write to the CD-
ROM. The solution is to copy them to
your hard drive first.

So, I've perhaps whetted your
appetite but what can you find on the
CD-ROM? Well it's really just about
everything shareware there is. The
PDSL Ham Radio collection is there in
its entirety including my five disk
reader's offer set.

There's a huge library of just about
every Packet radio and BBS package
that was ever written. I also found an
incredible selection of amateur radio
utilities and some really quite advanced
maths and propagation tools.

If you want to design your own
antenna from I.f. through to microwaves
then there's a program here to help.
There's even a load of amateur based
'clip art' so you can spiceup those
home made QSL cards.

Overall the CD offers a really
excellent selection of radio related
programs that should appeal to just
about any amateur with a PC. The full
title of the CD-ROM is Libris Brittania
Series 6 RF, Antennas & Ham Radio
Library. To order your copy contact
PDSL at PO Box 131, Crowborough,
Sussex TN6 1UL Tel: (01892)663298. My
thanks to PDSL for supplying the review
copy.
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Best Ideas Simple
You know how with all the best ideas
you wonder why you didn't think of it
because it seems so simple. Well, the
latest software to come my way falls
into that category.

The software is called Reck! and is
a wonderfully simple Windows software
package that will have a special appeal
to all types of radio listeners. The
program is lust a simple sound recorder
that uses a standard sound card to
record audio signals from the
microphone input of the card. The real
trick is the inclusion of automatic
switching. One of the set-up options is
to set the program to automatically start
recording whenever a signal is detected
on the microphone input.

I know the idea sounds really
simple but just imagine how powerful it
is for monitoring radio channels with
low utilisation. If you wanted to check
for activity on the 50MHz 16m) calling
channel, rather than sit there like a
'lemon' waiting for a signal you could
just set-up Reck!, connect the
microphone input to the auxiliary output
of your receiver set the squelch and let
it get on with it.

You could then come back later and
playback all the activity without the long
pauses. Just to really put the icing on
the cake RecAll even time stamps each
recorded sample. To get a copy for
yourself you need to visit
http://www.sagebrush.com/-sells

Special Offers
If you'd like a copy of Hamcomm/JVFAX,
etc. I've arranged a very special offer
with the Public Domain and Shareware
Library IPOSLI. They have put together a
library set of all five disks for lust £12, all
inclusive.

Using PDSL also makes ordering
simpler as they accept all the usual
credit cards so you can order by 'phone
- you don't even have to write a letter.
Please direct all orders and enquiries
about this disk set to PDSL Winscombe
House, Beacon Road, Crowborough,
Sussex TN6 1UL. Tel: (018921663298 and

request library volume: H008739abcde.
The software is available as a set of

five disks as follows: IBM PC
Software11.44Mb disks): Disk A - JVFAX
1.1, HAMCOMM 3.1 and WXFAX 3.2;

Disk B - DSP Starter plus Texas device
selection software; Disk C - NuMorse
1.3; Disk D - UltraPak 4.0 and Disk E -
Mscan 1.3 and 2.0

Well I've run out of time and space for
this month, so until next time Merry
Christmas and keep your computing
news and views coming to me Mike
Richards G4WNC, PO Box 1863,
Ringwood, Hants BH24 2ZD or via E-
mail to: mike.elaine@btinternet.com
Don't forget you can visit my Web site
at:

http://www.btlidernetcorni-mikespage
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414411141111111.0111M;
Antenna Syncron
Rotator SX-1 44/4300 AR-300XL 2m/70cm-- Max load 60kg
(with support CI. cross needle

direct reading
bearing). 360 SWR/1000W

deg rotation in approx 65 sec. power meter. £39.95 + free P&P
(cable not supplied). Support (mainland UK only).
bearing optional extra. £49.95 +
free P&P (mainland UK only).

SRP-905
Communications
Speaker
5 watt 8 ohm
filter/mute

extension speaker complete with
3.5mm mono jack. £13.95 + free
P&P (mainland UK only).

Yupiteru
MVT-7100
Scanner
Full spec wideband
scanner complete
with accessories.
£199.99 + P&P
(10 only).

SRP Mini-Mag 2/70
2m/70cm dual band mobile
antenna featuring super
strength mini -magnet (only
30m diameter) c/w
miniature coax and plug.
£19.95 + free P&P
(mainland UK only).

The UK Scanning

Directory
FAO..

NEW Gth
edition

Scanning
Directory

1E18.50
c1 r,n

SANGEAN ATS 909 FM-Stereo/MW/LW/SW PLL Synthesized receiver
The ATS-909 is a continuously tunable receiver from 15.31(Hz-299991<Hz. This receiver is capable of
receiving and tuning all the short wave bands and any stations in between
II 307 memories 1261 in SW 18 each in MW/FM, 9 in LW plus priority station)

 Five tuning methods - direct frequency tuning, auto scan, manual tuning, memory recall and rotary tuning

 ATS (auto tuning system) - auto scan and preset in priority of signal strength in FM/MW/LW bands
IN E2 PROM for memories back-up

 FM stereo via earphones

 29 pages SW stations name memory. 9 memories in every page

 Automatic search strongest signal station within SW station pages

 SSB (USB/LSB) 40Hz/step on fine tuning
III AM RF gain control

 Built-in 42 world cities time plus D.S.T. device

 3 individual timers
 Adjustable sleep timer

IN Alarmed by radio or HWS (Humane Wake System) buzzer

NI Battery and signal strength indicator

 Direct key to recall favourite station in one button
 Dual conversion device

 REC out and standby control output

 Pre-programmed station name and frequency according to customer's
requirements before ex -factory

 AM wide/narrow filter and FM mono/stereo selector

 Optional features for European market

 RDS (Radio Data System) on PI, PS and CT for station name and clock time

 Size in mm: 215 x 133 x 37.5
 Weight: 850g without batteries

£169.95 + £5 P&P.

000000000000000 ()

* Free batteries
* Free SW frequency book

* Free SW antenna
* Free headphones

vowttgillbajt tIVIE
ovz.ning Mor1Sitt9,30am to5,30pm. We are K(nwood, Yam. Itorn, Aiinco dealiem

call Rod leaSUP), !Who'd MORA) or Mary pm" on
TEL: 0121-460 158 .12.1457 7788 FAX: 0121-457 9009
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BUTLER G4ASR

V
This month David Butler G4ASR
reports of an upsurge in ionospheric
propagation and unusual Sporadic -E
openings on the 50 and 144MHz
bands.

Recently I reported that a panel of
solar experts have made a
prediction that solar cycle -23

(the new cycle which we are just
entering) should be a large cycle.
What they are predicting is that the
solar flux (and consequent sunspot
numbers) should be very high around
the peak of the cycle.

The increase in solar activity
has a direct effect on certain
propagation modes such as F2 -layer,
trans -equatorial propagation (t.e.p.)
and aurora. Whether or not the peak
will be very high can only be
conjecture at this time but there is
some 'folk lore' regarding solar cycles
that may give us a clue.

The first 'clue' is that the odd
numbered cycles are always higher
than the previous even numbered
cycle. The second is that the shorter
and the steeper the rise from sunspot
minimum to maximum, the higher the
peak.

It's still a bit too early to
compare the rise of cycle -23 with
other cycles but the indications are
looking favourable for a high
maximum. The panel of solar experts
expect the peak to occur sometime
between June 1999 to January 2001,
probably around March 2000.

Although 2000 is only two years
away you can expect to see some
dramatic propagation changes
occurring on the 50MHz band on the
run up to the maximum. On the
144MHz band you'll also notice a
sharp increase in the number and
quality of auroral openings.

What surprised me. and no doubt
others, was a sudden surge in activity
on the 50MHz band during October.
Sporadic -E (Sp -El openings were
recorded on many days and these
conditions were so intense that on
one occasion an Sp -E opening was
also reported on the 144MHz band.

Some good trans -equatorial
propagation (t.e.p.) events to central
Africa also occurred on the 50MHz
band giving a taste of what is to come
in future years. Two auroral openings
were reported on the 144MHz band
and on higher frequencies there were
periods of enhanced tropospheric
propagation which kept the u.h.f. and
s.h.f. operators happy. All -in -all it was
a remarkable month and hopefully a
sign that ionospheric conditions are
really beginning to pick up at the
beginning of the new solar cycle.

Sporadic -E

Although one Sp -E opening on the
50MHz band was recorded on
October 2 the main period of activity
commenced on October 12 when 14
days of openings were recorded in a
17 -day period. According to your
reports Sp -E contacts during October
were made with stations located in
CN, CT, EH, EH6, EH9, ES, F, I, IS, IT,

OK, SP, S5, YU, 9A and 9H. As you can
see these countries are located
predominantly to the south and
south-east of the UK.

No real DX of any note was
worked from the UK via Sp -E but a
very unusual event was noted in Italy.
On October 8 at 1800UTC the station
of I5MXX (JN53) was calling CO and
got a reply from K3RRE. The North
American station peaked S7 for a few
seconds before disappearing into the
noise.

Five minutes later the station of
K1DT was heard calling CO, signals
being very weak around S3 with
much fading, but lasting for over two
minutes. Unfortunately he wasn't able
to copy the complete I5MXX callsign
and no contact was made.

The propagation mode was
probably some form of Payer
backscatter as I5MXX was beaming
towards South America (2401 with
his large 4 x 9 -element Yagi array. On
switching to his smaller 104 x 4 -
element Yagi system directed to
North America all signals completely
disappeared.

During October the maximum
usable frequency (m.u.f.) reached
100MHz on at least four occasions
but didn't quite make it up to the
144MHz band in the UK. However,
there was a Sp -E opening on this
band between Switzerland (HB9) and
Italy III to Portugal 1CT) and Spain
(EA) on October 19.

The opening was a very rare
event as it is normally expected that
all traces of Sp -E propagation on the
144MHz band would have
disappeared by early August.
Certainly I have never recorded an
opening in Europe so late in the year.

The first reported contact took
place at 1342UTC between 14JED
IJN541 and CT4QP (1M59) over a path
of 1740km. Some 20 minutes later, at
1402UTC the station of Claudio I4XCC
(JN63) made s.s.b. contacts with
CTIDMK ON50), CT1DYX (IN51) and
EB1ENP )1N62).

Luigi IW5DANIJN53), running a
TS -790E transceiver and 4 x 10 -
element DJ9BV Yagis reported
working CTIDNF ON50), CT2GKT
(1M59) and EB1FIF ON52). In
Switzerland Chris HB9DFG LIN371
was surprised to hear EB4EUB
peaking 59 but couldn't attract his
attention.

Fortunately HB9DFG did make it
with EB4EQZ ON801 a few minutes
later at 1407UTC. While all this was
happening the 50MHz band was
really humming with many contacts
being made from the UK to stations in
F, I, ISO and 179.

Trans -Equatorial
Propagation

Last month I mentioned the need to
pay special attention to the 50MHz
band during the September/October
period for DX openings across the
(geomagnetic) equator What is
important to remember is that at this
early stage in the solar cycle the
existence of 'European' E -layer
activity is essential for connecting
you up to the main t.e.p. zone that lies
across the equator. And as I've just
mentioned there were a considerable
number of days during October when
the E -layer was sufficiently ionised to
allow this to happen.

Openings via t.e.p. during
September to V51 (Namibia) and 707
(Malawi) were very weak and
therefore it was very pleasing to
observe the enhanced conditions
during October. Although there was
an opening between southern Europe
and central Africa on October 1 the
first opening in the UK was reported
on October 2.

At the 0TH of Ken Osborne
G4IGO (10801 both 7Q7RM and the
beacon 7Q7SIX (KH74) were heard
between 1701-1804UTC. Ron
Macfarlane 7Q7RM lex-GM3EAK)
was 594 for most of the opening and
even the low power beacon peaked
579 for some time.

Ken reports that 7Q7RM could
only work stations situated in
southern England, the Channel
Islands and the south Wales area.
Ron confirms that this was his first
opening to the UK since October
1996.

At the station of Stuart Reeve
G1HHO 11090) an s.s.b. contact was
made with 7Q7RM at 174OUTC,

Fig. 1: The 24GHz dish antenna in
use by Peter Day G3PHO/P.

signals peaking 57 both ways. Stuart
uses an FT -650 transceiver and
Datong speech processor, 100W and
a 3 -element MET Yagi at 6m above
ground.

Stuart also mentions that he
heard 7Q7RM for over an hour after
his contact but working very few
stations. He was pleased to get a QSL
card back very quickly via GOIAS, the
QSL manager for 7Q7RM.

The next t.e.p. event into the UK
took place between 1545-1800UTC on
October 15. Many stations throughout
England, including GOJHC (1083),
G3FPQ 11091), G4OBK 11094), G4VPD

110921, G6YIN (1093) and G8KRT 11080)

reported working the station TR8CA
(JJ40) located in Gabon. He also
worked GJ4ICD (IN89) and stations
located in France, Italy and Portugal.

Towards the end of the event,
around 173OUTC, Ron 7Q7RM came
on the band and worked a few
stations in southern England. The
V51VHF beacon 150.018MHz) running
50W to a ground plane antenna was
heard by G4IGO between 1759-
1846UTC.

The third t.e.p. event of the
month occurred on October 19 and
lasted for over three hours. The first
report came at 1445UTC when G6YIN
(10931 heard V51KC (JG88) calling CQ
on 50.110MHz. Other stations heard
during the event included the beacon
V51VHF (JG87), TR8CA and a new
station TR8XX.

For much of the afternoon and
evening UK stations were reporting
intense Sp -E conditions on the
50MHz band. Later in the evening, at
2200UTC, Geoff Brown GJ4ICD heard
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the Brazilian station PY5CC but no
contact was made. By the way, all
this took place on the day that the
unusual Sp -E opening also took place
on the 144MHz band.

I've only mentioned the UK
openings but of course there were
other events within the continent and
t.e.p. events weren't only restricted to
the Europe -Africa path. All around
the world similar paths were opening
up such as Australia to Japan and the
Caribbean to South America. And it
wasn't all on the 50MHz band.

So, here's a very small taster of
what was happening in other areas
of the globe. On October 1 the station
of WP40 (Puerto Rico) was heard by
LUI DMA (Argentina) on 144.200MHz.

The 50MHz station of VR2IL
(Hong Kong) worked VK8AN and
VK8RH (Australia) on October 3 and
JH4JP0 (Japan) worked VK8VF. A
new station operating from Ethiopia
ET3SID (KJ99) worked 9H1AW (Alan
GW3LDH) and 9H1JN (Maureen
GW8ZCP) on October 8. By the way,
the home call of ET3SID is G4CTQ and
he is using an FT -736R transceiver.

Peter PY5CC (Brazil) heard
EH8BPX (Canary Islands) on the
50MHz band at 2237UTC on October
11. On the following day PY5CC made
a contact on the 144MHz band with
8P6ER (Barbados) and A22BW
(Botswana) worked into Italy on the
50MHz band.

The Ascension Island beacon
ZD8VHF (50.032MHz) was heard in
France on October 15 and WP40 tried
to contact PY5CC on the 144MHz
band on October 16. Although each
station could hear each other they
couldn't make any sense of the
distorted s.s.b. and c.w.
transmissions.

The first South America -Europe
contacts on the 50MHz band took
place on October 17 when PP1BG
(Brazil) heard CT1HB (Portugal) and
worked CT3FT (Madeira Islands) and
EH8BPX. On October 18 PY5CC joined
the action by working CTIAL, CT1HB
and EHIYV (Spain). He also heard the
Portuguese beacon CS1ASP
(50.030MHz).

At 2338UTC on October 21
N8ZJN (USA) worked CX9DK
(Uruguay) on 50.110MHz and on the
following evening D44BC (Cape
Verde) worked PP1BG and PP1CZ.
Oscar CO20J (Cuba) heard YS1ECB
(San Salvador) peaking 55 but the
QS0 on October 23 was not
completed.

On October 24 a number of
French and Italian stations worked
961BJ (Ghana). The QSL manager for
this station is believed to be G4XTA.

Keep a lookout also for 9G1YR
who is expected to be active very
soon. Doug ZP6CW (Paraguay)
reports working HP3XUG (Panama),
TI4JHQ and T15KD (Costa Rica) and
YV4DYJ and YV5MM (Venezuela) on
the 50MHz band on October 26.
Phew, I think that's enough!

The autumnal t.e.p. peak has
now disappeared but you have time
to make plans for the next peak
which will occur around the spring

equinox between late February and
the end of March. If the geomagnetic
conditions are favourable you might
even catch the first opening this
cycle to Australia and the Far East.

Auroral Openings

Two auroral back -scatter openings
occurred during October. The first
event, on October 1 between 1600-
173OUTC, was quite good and even
reached up as far as the 144MHz
band.

Stations located in northern
England and Scotland made the most
of this opening working stations in
DL, LA, OH, OZ, PA and SM. Among
the DX stations active during this
opening (all on c.w. of course!) were
LAOBY (J059), LA4YGA (J0481,
LA8WF (J059), OH2BNH (KP20),
SMODFP (J089), SM4HFI (JP70).
SM5BSZ (J0891 and SM7BOU (J066).

Ray James GM4CXM (1075) was
active between 1445-1554UTC
working 20 stations in G, GM, DL, LA,
ON, PA, SM and SP His best DX was
SP2FAX (J083) at 1446km, others
worked included GONNF (!092),
G4AFJ 110921, G4RGK (10911, LAOBY

(J059), LA2PHA )J038) and SM6LWH
(J0671.

At the QTH of Eltje PA3CEE
(J033) a total of 21 stations were
worked between 1514-1722UTC. Most
stations were in the range 800-900km,
the best being OH2BNH (KP20) at
1338km. Eltje runs 400W into a pair of
16 -element F9FT Yagis at 22m above
ground level.

Chris HB9DFG (JN37) was very
pleased to hear the aurora as it is a
very rare event at his southerly QTH.
At 1622UTC he contacted GMONAI
11075) 55A both ways over a 1220km
path. Unfortunately that was the only
signal that Chris heard despite
running an antenna group of four 7 -
element Flexa Yagis. Incidentally,
1220km may not sound much but it's
at the maximum limit for a north -
south auroral path.

Around every QTH there's an
oval shaped 'boundary fence' which
dictates the (theoretical) maximum
distances you can work. It's
approximately 1000km in the north -
south direction and 2000km in the
east -west direction.

The second auroral event in the
UK occurred on October 10,
approximately 36 hours before the
fabulous run of Sp -E and t.e.p.
openings. The first phase was
observed at 1740UTC when Chris
Deacon G41FX (1094) heard the
50MHz Lerwick beacon GB3LER
(1P90( go auroral peaking 41A. This
faded out fairly quickly being
replaced by another phase between
1900-2000UTC.

The events were fairly weak,
appearing only on the 50MHz band.
However, a later phase between
2215-2330UTC was more intense and
produced some c.w. activity on the
144MHz band. Among the stations
reported were LAOBY (J059), LA3B0
(J059), SM4SCF (J069(, SM5BSZ

(J0891, SM5EFP (J079) and SK5EW
(J079)

Tropo Conditions

Reports are still coming in that
mention the good tropo conditions
during September. David Dodds
GM4WLL reports that he was active
during the 144MHz RSGB Trophy
contest on September 7 from a site in
Borders region (1085).

As the contest coincided with an
IARU contest there was a
considerable amount of DX to be
found David's furthest distance
worked was F5KAR/P (JNO9) at
785km, other DX including F6KPL
(IN99), PA6NL and P14SHB/P (J0211,
OT7M (J010), TM1C, TM2K and
TM2DX (all in JNO91.

Incidentally the special prefixes
OT and TM are Belgium and France
respectively. Other stations that
GM4WLL considered worthy of note
included GOMSAR (J000), G4ADV/P
(10701, G4IGO (10801 and G6ISY/P
(10901.

David remarks that everything
worked using 100W to an 8 -element
Yagi at 6m above ground level,
operated from the front seat of his
Ford Escort. He makes the point that
it isn't necessary to join a large
contest group and run very high
power to a BBC Daventry lookalike
on a mobile tower!

Good results are possible with
basic equipment and a good portable
location. Actually this is very true. You
don't need to run high power and
large antennas provided all you want
to do is have a bit of fun working the
DX contest stations (who by the way
ARE running QRO and big antennas!).

A few days later, on September
17, GM4WLL was on the air again
from the same site participating in the
third round of the c.w. cumulative
contest. During the two and a half
hour session he made 10 contacts,
many over distances greater than
450km. His best DX during the session
was PAOGHB (J011) at 645km.

David reports that the c.w.
cumulatives are not very well
supported and can only assume that
operators are apprehensive of using
c.w in a contest. He remarks that
there is nothing really to fear in the
use of Morse.

David's c.w. is quite rusty, made
worse by using an old 'up and down'
key balanced on his knee in the car.
However, he has been impressed by
the consideration and courtesy
shown by every entrant.

According to a spokesman from
the VHF Contest Committee the
144MHz c.w. cumulatives are under
threat of cancellation next year. So,
why don't you dig out your Morse key
and support the event?

Ela Martyr G6HKM (J0011 has
sent in a report covering all bands
from 50MHz through to 1.3GHz. At the
time of writing (mid -October) Ela has
worked 46 countries, 47 counties and
162 squares on the 50MHz band since
the beginning of the year.

Two new all-time countries have
recently been worked, RI MVI (Malyj
Vysotskij Island) and 5A28 (Libya) on
September 7. Other DX contacts
made on this band include ER5AA
(Moldova), HBO/HB9QQ
(Liechtenstein) and TF3VET (Iceland)
in August and TR8CA on October 15.

On the 144MHz band a total of 21
countries, 56 counties and 74 locator
squares have been worked during
1997. A meteor scatter contact was
made with LAOBY/P (JP41) on August
12 and Sp -E contacts with LZ1UF and
121KVVT (Bulgaria) on August 14.

The good tropo conditions on
September 21-22 found OK1KJT/P
(J060), SPIE01 (J073), SP2MKO
(J093), SP4MPB (K003) and other
stations in DL and OZ.

During the same period, tropo
contacts were made with DF8LC
(J0531, OZ7UHF)J056) and SM7ECM
(J0651 on the 430MHz band and
SM7FMX (J065) on the 1.3GHz band.
During the 430MHz contest on
October 4-5 Ela worked four Swiss
stations (JN37/JN47) and LX/DK2FR/P
(Luxembourg), a fairly rare country on
this band.

And finally news of activity on
the 24GHz band (that's 24,000MHz by
the way!). Peter Day G3PHO reports
that his 50mW of wide -band f.m. does
as well as others using narrow -hand
s.s.b. or c.w. especially if portable
sites are carefully chosen.

Using an ex-BSB 350mm off -set
fed dish with rectangular feed horn
(shown in the photograph, Fig. 1) he
made a number of contacts during
the October 24GHz cumulative
contest. Three contacts were made
with G4MAP/P (1082) when Peter
G3PHO/P operated from different
locations with path lengths of 80km
and 102km. The stations of G3FNQ/P
and G8AYY/P were also worked but a
contact with G3UYM/P failed despite
the path being line of site.

Deadlines

That's it again for another month but
before I go I would like to wish
everyone a very Happy Christmas,
especially to those who have
contributed to the column throughout
the year. If you have any news, views,
comments or photographs please
forward them to reach me no later
than Sunday December 21.

My address is Yew Tree Cottage,
Lower Maescoed, Herefordshire HR2
OHP. You can also contact me via
Packet radio 4 GB7MAD, the UK DX
Cluster ¢ GB7DXC or E-mail via
davebu@mdIhrtagw.ht.co.uk
Alternatively you can telephone me
on (01873) 860679.

END
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This time Ed Taylor NOED turns his

attention to the use the t111.1 and u.h.f.

bands by North American amateurs.

As you might expect, the v.h.f.
and u.h.f. bands in the USA are
bigger than those in Europe!

So, Americans don't normally have
to hunt for a frequency to chat on
'two metres' f.m., and there is less
friction between Packet stations and
other band users than we sometimes
see in the UK.

Because much of the country is
sparsely populated, occupancy in
many areas is low. Large towns such
as Denver, where I live, have quite
respectable levels of activity.

However, if you travel 200km
away, especially to the East or West,
you are likely to find the bands
above 30MHz relatively empty. There
are simply very few people in these
vast areas, and consequently, few
radio amateurs. Any that do live
there could have no locals to talk to,
and may have trouble with such
mundane activities as connecting to
the DX cluster.

In the UK you become
accustomed to travelling around and
being within range of a repeater
most of the time. In North America, a
similar situation exists in towns,
where there are plenty of repeaters.

Outside towns you may have to
search for contacts. There are
exceptions, but check locally if you
are visiting with a hand-held and
wish to make contacts

Band Allocation

Look at Fig. la to see the US
allocations on the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
bands. The six lowest frequency
bands are in diagram form, and the
higher bands are listed in the table,
Fig. lb.

It's interesting to note that the
only bands where there are statutory
mode restrictions are 50 and
144MHz. The bottom 100kHz of each
band is reserved for Morse only, and
the rest may be used for any mode.
The power limit is 1500W p.e.p., with
a lower restriction on Novice
Licensees.

You will see from the diagram
that all licence classes except
Novice are allowed on all v.h.f./u.h.f.
bands, which (I think) creates rather
a strange situation. Anyone not
concerned with h.f. working only
needs a Technician licence (which is
not a very high technical standard).

In tact, significant parts of the
syllabus for the higher classes
(General, Advanced and Extra)
contain material which is very
relevant to a v.h.f. or u.h.f. operator.
But there is no incentive for
Technicians to try for a higher
licence, unless they become
interested in the h.f. bands.

Let's visit the bands in
ascending order. I'll start with
50MHz which a useful 4MHz wide
instead of 2MHz. This is an exclusive
allocation in North America.

Although TV is still broadcast on
v.h.f., Channel 1 was never used, so
50MHz is a band of long standing.
There's room for all modes, with
repeaters, beacons and Packet, as
well as the usual s.s.b. and c.w.

A fascinating aspect of 50MHz,
which it shares with the 28MHz band
to some extent, is that it exhibits
characteristics of both h.f. and v.h.f.
Many types of propagation can be
experienced, sometimes in
combination.

Amateurs in Europe can look
forward to many transatlantic
contacts on 50MHz as we move into
the new sunspot cycle. This should
be a good opportunity for Class B
licensees, and their equivalents
elsewhere, to start preparing
equipment and antennas, and start
making 'ham' radio friends abroad!

The 50MHz band is a favourite
with US amateurs chasing the
v.h.f./u.h.f. Century Club award
IVUCCI, which is run by the the US
national society, the Amateur Radio
Relay League (ARRLI. This calls for a
certain number of contacts with
different four -digit locator squares
(or 'grids' as they are usually called
in the USA).

On the 50 and 144MHz bands,
100 grids are required. Since there
are over 300 American grids, this
may not seem too difficult. However,
remember the size of the USA, some
5000km wide, and the fact that many
of the grids have no amateurs living
in them whatsoever. Earning this
award is not as easy as it seems!

Double Sized Band

The 70MHz band is a British
invention, and does not exist in
North America. So, let's get straight

on to144MHz and
what a joy it is!
With a bandwidth
of 4MHz, there's
room for lots of
repeaters,
Packet, f.m. and
s.s.b.

Just imagine
how much
difference
another 2MHz of
bandwidth would
make in Europe.
There are still
some capacity
bottle -necks in
large US cities,
but it's usually no
problem to find a
frequency.

About half of
the 144MHz band
is allocated to
repeaters, in
three separate
sections. The
offset between
input and output
frequencies is
usually 600kHz, as
elsewhere, but
the output may be
higher or lower
than the input frequency. This
depends on which part of the band is
being used, and the proximity of
other repeaters.

The system
was originally set
up regionally, so
spacing between
channels varies
from state to
state. Most areas
started using
30kHz, but this
has in some
cases been
reduced to 15 or
20kHz.

Because
there are many repeaters, amateurs
will generally check before
operating in a new part of the USA.
This can be done by consulting the
ARRL's Repeater Directory or visiting
one of the Web sites showing
repeater locations and frequencies.

For the USA repeater listings,
check
www.artscipub.com/repmain.shtml

Frequency Bands lin Megahertz)

50.1 E A Tr T

50.0

144.1

54.0

E. A G Tr T

144.0 148.0

Novices (25W p.e.p. limit)

5, A.G,T+,T

222.0
I ' I

225.0

E, A, G, T+, T

420.0 450.0

 E, A. G. Tr, T,

902.0 910 920 928.0

Novices (5W p.e.p. limit)

'figalioniTr T

I ' I

1240
I

  Geographical and power
restrictions apply on these bands

N = Novice
Tr = Technician Plus
A = Advanced

1300

T = Technician
G = General
E = Extra

WTOA1

Fig. la/b: The American
v.h.f. and u.h.f. band
allocations.

All licensees except Novices are
authorised to use all modes on the
following frequencies:

2300 2310MHz
3300 - 3500MHz
10.0 - 10.5GHz
47.0 - 47.2GHz
142 - 149GHz
all above 300GHz

2390 - 2450MHz
5650  5925MHz
24.00 - 24.45GHz
75.5 - 81GHz
241 - 250GHz

WT01311b:

and for Canada,
www.rac.ca/repeater.htm These
would be good places to gather
information before operating on the
v.h.f. or u.h.f. with a Reciprocal
Licence.

In the UK, you are accustomed
to tight control of repeaters and their
channel assignments. In the USA,
any licensee (except a Novice) may
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set up a repeater without formality.
As a result of this lack of official

control, most cities have dozens of
repeaters, with wide coverage.
Many are available without tone
access, and the use of a tone -burst
to open a repeater has never been
required.

There are a few repeaters
which are 'closed', that is, they are
only available to certain individuals
or club members. Some allow
'phone -patch', where access to the
telephone system is available. My
advice is to consult the locals before
trying to use them!

Since there is no official control,
any bizarre combination of
frequencies could theoretically be
used. This doesn't happen, because
regional co-ordinators oversee the
usage of frequencies.

In a dispute, a 'co-ordinated'
repeater will be given legal
preference over one which is 'non-
co-ordinated'. Practically speaking,
amateurs normally conform to the
rules, as they do with the voluntary
band plans.

Bands Across The Sea

There are a couple of bands which
are only available in Region 2 (North
and South America). These are at
222MHz (one -and -a -quarter metres)
and 902MHz (33cm).

Unfortunately, occupancy on
222 and 902MHz is rather low, and
these parts of the spectrum must be
top of the list for commercial
concerns looking for more space
The 222MHz band used to be 5MHz
wide, but the US government
reallocated 2MHz of this to other
users. The under utilisation of
222MHz meant that amateurs
couldn't readily argue they needed a
large band.

The usage of 222MHz is
comparable to the 144MHz band.
There are allocations in the band
plan for c.w., weak signals, s.s.b. and
f.m. including repeaters.

The Packet system uses the
band both for end -user access and
also for network interconnection. On
902MHz, the band is shared with
other services, and there are
geographical prohibitions which
discourage widespread use.

Let's now consider the 420MHz
(70cm) band, which is quite popular,
as it is in the UK. It's shared with
government and other services, and
there are restrictions on certain
sections in some parts of the country
(sounds familiar!)

Given that the natural reaction
of new Technician licensees is to
buy a hand-held, perhaps for 144 and
420MHz, there are usually several
repeater conversations to be found
at any time. There is amateur
television on 420MHz, with many
areas having cross -band repeaters,
using 1240MHz (or sometimes
902MHz) for the other channel.

As you will see, most of the
u.h.f. bands are similar to those in

Europe. However, I would say that
420MHz is the highest frequency
band at which you might normally
expect to get a reply to a weekend
CO in most parts of the USA.

Above 420MHz, activity is low,
and experimenters have lots of room
to play. There are pockets of activity

Fig. 2: Jay KOGU inspects
his splendid four by 17 -
element 144MHz array
which he uses for
moonbounce.

Fig. 3: Doug WOAH has a
fine selection of v.h.f. and
u.h.f. antennas.

using high-speed Packet, spread
spectrum, digital transmission, and
other specialised modes. But 'run of
the mill' OSOs are fairly sporadic,
except for on contest weekends.

Commercial Spectrum
Space

Commercial organisations such as
TV broadcasters, cellphone
companies and land/mobile services
are well aware of the low activity on
some of the amateur bands. The
'other users' are seeking spectrum
space for their rapidly increasing
requirements, including satellite and
'wireless' operations.

Naturally, they are looking at
those frequencies apparently

abandoned by amateurs. Some are
in radio frequency prime locations
just waiting to be properly utilised,
such as the portion of 222MHz
already lost.

Added to this, the US
government (among others) has a
policy of auctioning parts of the

radio spectrum to
the highest bidder.
Naturally,
commercial
concerns have
plenty of money to
further their cause,
and they bid
against each other
for the most useful
frequencies. These
supplements to tax
revenue are well -
liked by the
administration,
after all, they are
virtually getting
something for
nothing!
American amateurs
are learning to

become vigilant, although panic is
not appropriate at the moment. A
recent scare about the Low -
capacity, Low -Earth Orbit satellites
(Little LE0s) seems to have been

averted, but you
can see why the
ARRL is concerned,
when you learn
that the satellites
already use 137-
138MHz and 148-
149.9MHz, plus
some space in the
400MHz band.
Paradoxically,
European amateurs
may be in a better
position for a while.
Because the
continent is divided
between many
nations, there is
less likelihood of a
takeover of our

bands by commercial entities.
Organisations such as satellite

operators are usually interested in
covering large land areas, and are
discouraged by having to negotiate
with many governments. Still, many
organisations would be happy with
bits and pieces of amateur bands in
different countries, so there is no
room for complacency. The ARRL is
on constant watch for hostile moves,
and European societies would be
well advised to emulate this.

Moonbounce Activity

One area where activity is
increasing is moonbounce.
American amateurs are becoming
much more interested in making
contacts by bouncing signals off the
moon.

Often called Earth -Moon -Earth
(e.m.e.), moonbounce would seem to
present insuperable difficulties.
After all, the round-trip distance is

three quarters of a million km, which
is a roundabout way of making a
contact at perhaps 8000km!
However, technology is advancing to
the state where components can be
fairly easily obtained, and a skilled
amateur can make up an EME
station at reasonable cost.

The most popular bands for
moonbounce activity in the USA are
14-4 and 420MHz. On these bands,
the path loss, representing the
amount of attenuation a signal
suffers on its long trip, is going to be
at least 250dB. This sounds daunting,
but it can be overcome.

As you would expect, high
effective radiated power (e.r.p.) must
be used. This dictates the need for
an amplifier of several hundred
watts plus a multi -element beam.

A major advantage of e.m.e
work is that antenna height has little
effect on results. You need enough
room to clear the ground, and
preferably the surrounding buildings
when the moon is low in the sky.

It's possible to achieve good
results from a suburban location,
which is important to radio amateurs
everywhere, not just in the USA.
Since antennas are quite low, they
are easier to put up and work on.
Check Fig. 2 where Jay KOGU is
standing on the boom of his e.m.e.
array.

Of course, the antenna has to be
rotated in two directions (elevation
and azimuth). It must be tilted as well
as being able to scan the horizon in
the traditional way.

The calculations needed to
track the moon's position have been
incorporated into several computer
programs, and some operators
couple their two rotators to the
computer output. Most make
adjustments to azimuth and
elevation manually every ten
minutes or so, which is quite
adequate.

There is a surprising amount of
e.m.e. activity in contests. When I
talked to Bill KORZ here in Colorado,
he told me he had worked 57
moonbounce stations on 420MHz in
one weekend. Most of these were
Europeans, who have historically
been more active in e.m.e. But
Americans are clearly planning to
catch up!

There is also interest in using
10GHz, which has extra challenges
as far as path loss is concerned, but
where dish antennas have enormous
gain and can be relatively small.

My thanks go to Doug Allen WOAH,
Jay Kesterson KOGU and Bill McCaa
KORZ for their help with this 'Scene
USA'. That's all for now so, 73,
'Happy Christmas and New Year' and
keep writing to me Ed Taylor NOED,
PO Box 261304, Denver, Colorado
80226, USA or E-mail at
EdTaylor@compuserve.com The
deadline for April is the middle of
January.

END
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Due to the fast turn

around of popular
secondhand items,

readers should check on

availability of advertised

stock. In other words...if

you spot something you

fancy...don't delay or you
could miss it! 201da cie
YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835

PLEASE '51ITE SF:C(151111 550 I IF Als
('0%1).1)11H Ft LI. 3 5105 III ('SR I s
/1 I.:11101 R G1.51E15114. FOR 51010
INFORNIAT1()N PI1115 F: B5RIO
HILISIIN 01702-206035118 FAX 01702.
21151W.

HE TRANM1:11%ERS
KENWOOD TS 530S HF lase Qum
warn:river ino mei 1549
KENWOOD TS -9M RE haw worm
inntscener 17511

TENTS( SC01.7 5551F mobile trans. -1,o
, ah Who & J11m modulo 079
1 1E511 ET.1009mpra:HE Awe SKII11111

./111VNtSNI nith Nth in PSU 11195

HEILIHF TRANSCEIVERS MOBILE
BASE STATION
ALINCOALR-22E 2m FM inohik 1129

1,1-275E 2m all mode hik.e. Is+ 1595

ngd TS -711E 2m 411 nnsle trainer, et

'IALS1 F1 -726R 21107111to all risk haw
waion trans -min 1695
l'AES(' 11.000011 2nO711i I'M rrohil<
ininnemet £299

VHF/CHE TRANSIT!) ERS HAM/HELMS
AliNCO DI FIE 2m handheld transecoer
1119

1(051 If 70cms handheld tramecnin
1169

ICON) tC-9/21E*3 2no70:mr handhekl wnh
dry eel! ascs £199
1COM IC -MI I VHF Marine handheld
irarniceiver 1219

KENWOOD TH-NE 2m kmdheld untwen et
1199

YAFSIIFT-OOR 2mdttno handheld
imiticeiver L199

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
DRAKE ROE Base station mows' 1.695
ICOM IC-R72v2 Base 111.1IfIttCellef IINIKh/
30Mht 1599
'i 'OM 1C-R71i.1 Base nation anima nub
emote control 1525
ICOM lc -RA) Base station mm1,411449
LOWE HE -150n2 0616 speafialion HI -
menu £449
RIM11101111: RFB-65 Portable shintwase roamer
with SSB 1109
ROBERTS 11(4118 Portable shonnaw rueocr
snli rape dot 1119
SANGEAN ATS4103A World Band RA111,1119

SONY ICF-7600DS Portable digital Unman:
menet 179
YAESU 1RG-701.1 Rase sown HF mem a
with memory unit £279

SCANNERS NIIIBILE / BASE
RF-A1JSTIC PRO 20.192 66-821. 01174
380512.9.000nIMIu 199
REALISTIC PR09201 6012111Hr tub gar+
1145

YAESU FRG.96103611,/l/IhNh/ all nook
haw recroer 1269

SCANNERS HANDHELD
AOR AR -21100x2 Nulihr I linAlly
ANVENIAVFNI £139

FAIRMATE HP -200E 125. I troMht
ANI/FSVWF711 1139

ICOMIC.R10 Handheld wanner 1195
REALISTIC PRO -91 60-512NIM 1111h gars

handheld warmer £49
SONY PRO -80 n3 IIF mown 1139
I IN1DEN BC IFIXL 66 00MHz. IIs I 74MIlt.
4416.512MHz 169

WIN 106 Dedicated arhani Ireton 1109
YITITERU NINT-701153 25- i nsiSitu
Scanner WFM/F100,61 1169
MISTER, MVT 71000 I-16 Oar Seannei
WFVFNUAMA ISIVISB 1199

LOWE
ELECTRONICS
01629 580800

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Icom IC 706 Mk1 HF transceiver
with 2m and tni £650
Icom IC 728 HF transceiver £550
JST135 HF Transceiver 1975
Kenwood TS50 Mobile III
Transceiver £550
Kenwood TS530S HF Transceiver
1495
Kenwood TS820 HF Transceiver
1395
Vaesu 1T747GX HF Transceiver
1400

DATACOMMS
liantronies KAM Multimode TNC
£185

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
Aline° DJ500E Dual Band Handheld
1249
Alinen 1/1560 Dual Band Handheld
£199.10)
Alir(o DR599 Dual Band Mobile
£425.00
Icom 1C24ET Dual Band Handheld
1269
ICOM ICW2E Dual Band Handheld
£249
Kenwood TII2O5E 2m Handheld
£159
Kenwood TH711E Dual Band
Handheld £290
Kenwood T\17321: Dad Band
Mobile lint panel LIM
Kenwood TR2500 2in Handheld
£141)

1.11071 FT29OR 1ni klultunoie
£250.110
Vasa FT4711R Dual Bind IIundilcIJ
£2.59

Yam FT22011 I.N1 Mobile 1289
Matsu FT4700R11 Dual Rand
Mobile with detachable tr,tnl £375

IIF RECEIVERS
Lowe HF225 HF RCA:LINO- with all
accessories 1345
Lowe HF225 Europa HF Receiver
£450
£22) ICFSW55 World hand Ponable

4

Lowe HEIM Portable HF Receive!
1295
Grundig111217 Ponable reserver
£95

SCANNERS
AOR ARI000 Handheld 1169
AOR AR2001 Haw Scanner within!!
PSI' £159
AOR AR2700 Handheld Scanner
E160
AOR ARM) Base Scanner %Oh
SSB 1195
Icom ICRI Handheld Scanner 1199
ilupiteru MVT70011 Handheld
Scanner £200
Yupiteru MVT7101 Handheld
Scanner £225
Yupiteru VT225 Airhand Scanner
(IRO
Yupiteru VTI25 Airband Scarcer
£150
Yupiteru SIVT50110 Handheld
Scanner 11110

Items are held at variom branches,
bate runnier nue Marina branch

for further details on 01629 580 800

SOUTH EAST
COMMUNICATIONS

(REP OF IRELAND)

00353 51 871278
IIF TRANSCEIVERS:
Kenwood TS850sat with extra
filters £995
Yaesu FT1000MFYDC demo £1699
Icom IC737A auto ATI., etc 1899
FT990DC boxed mint with auto
ATU £1099
Kenwood TSSKIN HF+tan
base/mobile transceiver £649
Kenwood TS5IN also AT50 auto
ATLI £699

VHF/UHF TRANSCFJVERS:
Kenwood TM702E 2m/70ems 25
wall mobile £269
Yaesu ITS I R top spec hand held
£299
ADI 146 5Owatt 2m demo £199
Kenwood TH78F. 2inflOcms handi
£199
A !loco DR I 50E 50watt mobile
£199
Alined DR I I2E !Swan 2m mobile
£150
Yaesu FT726R 2m/70cms
multimode base £649

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS:
AOR 3030 boxed mint as new £329
AOR 7030 honed mint as new £549
Kenwood R5000 the Rolls Royce
receiver £649
Yaesu FROMM 0-30mly min!
£349
Yaesu FRG7700 again 0-30m10
mint 12119

Lowe HF225 plus FM and
keypad.boxed 1349
Lowe HFI50 boxed with keypad
£299
Realistic DX394 honed as new
£139
Sony SW55 as new, a bargain at
£199
Sony PROW) 0-225mh, sal, 1199
Sangean ATSK IS portable rs £I29

SCANNERS BASF/N1011111.:
Icom IC -R7 100DC 25-201.86nhi
base demo £899
AOR 3000 11-2036mh, £399
lam 1CR7000 25-2000mh, £699
ACM 3000A demo £599
Realistic PRO 2035 £249
AOR 80X810-19001nIu boned en:
£249
Yupiteru MVT7100 0-1650mhz
£199
Rearcal 31X/Oxlii 25-1300mhe E169
Icom ICRIO latest hand held £249

STATION ACCESSORIES:
Diamond DL -I000 dummy load
£109
Diamond SX Ill) swr/pwr meter
£79
Vectmnics VC31X/DLP 300wall
tuner 199
MI'l 948E 300watt tuner mint (}19
MEI 259 antenna analay/er £189
ALL PRICES ARE STERLING

NEVADA

01705 662145
AMP UK HUNTER 61.111W. (925
ALINCO LU-S4 - 10ems ENV

ALINCO 6-5 Hardie.._.._____(235
A()R AOKI . 1495

AOR 30U0A 1575

AOR 7030 ... £5951

ATLAS 350X1. HF £2299

BNOS 160W 2m Amp__
DRAE 24A PSU
DRAKE RSA

1199

(79
OP,

DRAKE ROE ..... ....... 1750

HOWES C1119 ATU ..LW
ICOM 1(.71E + Rkonnol 0541

1COM 1C-725...__......._..1595
ICON .... 1199

ICOM £629

ICOM R-72 5555. _£675

ICOM IC -7000... £595

JR 400 BASE..._.118.5
1ST 100 COMPLETE 1499

KENWOOD TH-215E 1145

KENWOOD TM -241E 122511

KENWOOD TM -451E .._...£299

KENWOOD TR-751E (425
KENWOOOTS-440. L525

KENW000TS-140s HF+6m 1625

KENWOOD T3 -S50 SAT.. 11299

KENW0013 TS -991 Digul 11495

LOWE AP 150 .......... 1155

LOWE HE 21i + Extras 1425

PALSTAR KH6 Extras 1139

PHILLIPS D2994PL R X 1135

RACAL RA17 (139
REALISTIC 2036 £179

REALISTIC PRO -50..£69
SANGEAN ATS803A 185

SATCOM P40 1PAIRI £149

SENTEC ION HANDIE........... 1195

SONY SW77 RX £249

STANDARD (500.. 11115

STANDARD (0800 1189

TEN TEC OMNI VI S.0.6

TIMEWAVE DSPs ...... from - L99

TOKYO HC :2(10 ATU £99

TOKYO HL -I KGX AMP .1799

TRIO AT -200 All: £175

TRIO AT -2.30 ATI ....1199

TRIO /R-599 RX .£125

TRIO I20%/ IOW HI 1259

nuo tws wow 111. £325

W9-GR DSP 11 1185

YAESU FL -110 HE Aitur lrll0 (169
YAESU FP -707 20A PSU £139

YAESU FRG 7700 + NIEM 1239
YAESU ERG %MI £179

YAESU FT -I IR. £169

YAESU FT -107M 116151. 1425

YAESU FT -21:91. EXTRAS 1179

YAESU FT -2218 2.1110ASI. £299

YAESU FT -290 1 1245

YAESU FT -29011 1325

YAESU FT -411 + EXTRAS. C189

YAESU FT470 + ACCS 1225

YAESU FT -650 24-54M1 I1 1699

YAESU 1T-707 0149

YAESU (169
YAESU FT -747 FM 1475

l'AFSU FT -757 AT 1225

YAFSL' FT -900 AT...  02.5
YAESII FT -990 DC an nen . 11249

YAESU 23em unit for F1 -736R 049
YUPITERU MVT 7100 1215

MULTICOMM
2000

01480 406770
TRANSCEIVERS

ICOM IC-706DX 1679. ICOM IC -720A
+ £199. ICON IC -720A £345. ICOM
IC 725 1575. ICON IC -7261695.1(051
IC-7750SP 12225. KENW(X)13 TS.
44115 L999. KENWOOD TS 4418;AT
£649. KENWOODTS-520 1225.
KENWOODTS-5241E235. KENWOOD
TS -520 SE 1249. KENWOOD TS -820
1325. KENWOOD TS -690 S 0125.
YAESU FT -10110 MP AC 11,699.
YAESU FT -101B 1140. *YAM! FT -
101E (195. YAESU FT-757GX £399.
YAESLI ET -840 (MINT) L599. YAESII
FT -840 L599. YAESU IT -840 1625.

VHFIl'HI TRANSCEIVERS
ALINCO DR -510E 1255. FT -51 DUAL
BAND IIANDIE L265. 1COM IC -23541
1329. ICON IC-ISIE 1CON1 IC
290E 1249. ICOM ICW 21E7 £199.
KENWOOD TH-761 1199. KENWOOD
TH-79E 1299. KENN. 00D TR-751E
1375. STANDARD C-156 £125. TRIO
TR-780 1479. TRIO TS 700G L245.
YAESU IOR 1129. YAES1 FT -211
1185. YAESU FT -NR (110. YAESU FT
1910M 1299. YAM! FT 290R £210.
YAF-S11 FT -3(1111 1335. YAESU FT -
4110R 1300. YAESU FT-MOR 1325.

51 511 FT -480R (350. YAESU FT.5 I R
1.289. NAESU Fl 7.17R 1199.

SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS
AOR 7030 L629. DRAKE SW -.2 1379.
DRAKE SW -0 £199. ICOM ICR-72E
E450. IRC NRD-525 1.650. KEN WOOD
12-2000 1335. KENWOOD R-2000 £369.
KENWOOD R-5000 1.515 .KEN WOOD
R-500 £599. KENVAX71) R-5()111629.
KENWOOD R-5(1111579. LOWE HE -

225 1319. LOWE 111-225 025. LOWE
IIF--235 1.559. RACAL RA 1792 1579.
RACAL RA -1792 1675. REALISTIC
OX -3941165. SONY SW -10o 1125,
SONY SW -7600G 195. WIN RADIO
PC RX 1275. YAESU FRG -7700 F265.

SCANNERS
AOR 1000A £550. AOR AR 200 1115.
AOR AR -2700 1145. AOR-AR.5000
ELM. ICON ICR-I £259. ICON ICR-
ROO 075. ICOM ICR-7000 1575.
ICOM ICR 7000 1645. REALISTIC
PRO -2039 1139. YUPITERII MVT-7(K11)
1160. YVPITERU NIVT-9000 £325.
YlIPITER11 25 MK -21125

ACCESSORIES
AEA PK-900 1299. CB -MASTER 7A
PSU £29. DAIWA 12 -AMP PSI) IMINTI
ISO. DAIWA CNW-727 £145. ERA
MICRO -READER V-20190. ERA
MICRO -READER V-4 0 (125. ERA RS-
232 1125. HOKA CODE 3 V5.0 L499.
ICOM AH-3 1225. ICON IC HP -1 129.
ICOM IC SP -3160. ICON IC SP -3 £60.
ICON RC- 12 135. JPS NIR-10 £160.
KENWOOD T1.-922 1995. MF) 1278-9
1225. MN 447 139. MICRO NTA
MIZUHO AX- 1145
MIL mm2000 149. MOMENTUM
MCI.- 1000 1199. SEM VHF
TRANSNIATCH L25. SEM liF.
CONVERTER 125. SEM
TRANSMATCH 019. SEM WIDE -
RAND PRE -AMP 125. TONNA A-55(1
£125. TV -1000 RTTY DECODER L10.
UNIVERSAL M-7000 £479. VARIOUS
ALTERS (mm £20. YAES11 FRI.77(11
All) £S0. YAFS11 FRV771K1 VHF
CONVERTER 150. YAESU MD -I
MICROPHONE 150. YAESU SP5
1.65.YALSU SP -901 09. l'AES11 SP -
901 155. YAF.SU VD -14 160. l'AESU
VII OS

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!



Tokyo HL -160V linear.._..
Icom SP -20 speaker

Tab
YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

ARC
EARLESTOWN
01925 229881

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Tacw FT -640 + FM C5511.

2 x lawn IC -7b5 plu, weaker ......._.__.loan11500
2 x Yaew FT -757C A I + boxed _ El EL
Yaew FT -9110 (799
Yrvu + . (475
'Mew IT -1017D Mkffi + PC-9(r/FC1 4,1 R in. I
2ini6m 1799

corn IC.735 ..£525

Yaew FT-902DM + SP-101/SPC-3(11 All .C499

lacw FT -747+ IC -700 boxed.- ..............(TEL
Kellwood TS -830M + 075
Yxsu FT-IO2 . 1375

Yam FT -101Z £299

Yacw FT.902 1250

1110011.E/BASE VHF/UHF TRANSCEMERS
Kenwood TS -700S £450

Kens% clod TM -742 + Ifloi module as new 1625
limn IC229 - boxed 1225
kom IC -290D 1300
Ken* oed TM -255E boxed VGC ETU.
1.4.,11 FT -230 1175
Icom IC -271H +100W internal PSI1
Icom IC -2410H boxed 1TF1.
Yaemi FT -790R + ..................
2 FT 290R1 from £200
laces FT -290R11 + ceeessories. 135
Yaew FT -290811 EL -202.5 1175

Kenwood TR-75 I - boxed _1350
Icon IC -25 I E 1TEL

RE('FIVERS/St.ANNERS
ICOM 1C-R7lE boxed 1599

x Kenwood R-1000 boxed from MO
1TEL

AR -2500 5275
Drake R -RE 1699
Lowe H1-225 1250
Sum PRO -R0 CIS.
Yaesu FRG -9600- HF coasener_ £350
Yacsu FRG -7 IWO
coin IC -R7100 boxed ETF1.

AOR AR :3000A ..(550
Sony SW -55 mint oanchtion II F.L
AOR AR -00 boxed 1199
Grunchg Utak 5£0+ IC -FAX I/Datoug AD.270 .075
Knotted R-5003+ VHF rammer 1750

HANDHELDS
Kenpro .110
Abaco D1-160 .1150
Kenwood TH-21
kom 1C -4E .1115
Standard C.528 boxed 1199

MISC.
SDU-5000 Spectrum Display Unit  as new _1399
AT -230- box 1175
MF1-1278 Packet Unit + Software 1225
Datong ASP i wired for Kemtnoch 151
MML-144 - 100-3 + boxed TEL

1175
175

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

01202 490099
III 1113Xs-C1111Rs

111 £51
Lone IC725. Inc AT 150 -16C"._ .............._._._....£645
Krnhood TS95OSDX - The Flonwie HF Ser.._ . 11.695

Kenworid TWOS  WI& 6M. (695
Kenwood TS5700 - Latest HF with DSP.... ELO50

Kenttood TS450S - 11111W HF WARC 095
Kenwood TS140S  100W HF. 025
Kenwood TSIXIS - 10030 HF L294

Tnii TS530SP ItMW HF £373

Inn TS5.10SP - IMPA' HF Name 1: 1395

Trio 751305 IIMW HF A WARC 132.5

Tito TS - IOW HE Ideal No)Ke Sit...__ (275

XHF/1.111,

AKD 7003 Eltannelo0.1 3W 70ens Mobile 1125

Aline° DR510 21.4100cm. Mohtle LED DTI, 1275

Icon T7E ComaNt Dualtand Handheld 10/5
kom 1C215 - 2M Clumnelbed F7d 105

Icom IC2E - 2M Thymbwhecl Ilrllrld £75

lcom It702A  No 1750Hr 01.5

Kellwood TH22E  2.6141/11ekl):. Ke)rad
Kenemod TS71IE  2M Mulirmode Haw
KentataidTM 733 - 2M/70ems Mohdr
Inn TR9I 30 241 Mullin* Boned
YaCM FTZ25RD N Malmo& lime
lace Frimotu- 2A4 Min* Mortle

(105
1525
(344

054)
two
LL2t

006 7030 Acclaimed 14F RX Et Demo (645
tom RDE  General Cintragc Roemer 3.1im (495
Korn R7IE  Gen Co) RX with Al.!. OPT1015h £595

corn ICRT2 General Cmerage RX 1595

5X4E01 - Bare Scanner  Mint £165

IRC NRD 525 with VHF and UHF . E595

Lowe HF125 HF Gen Co) RX. ................ ....... ..1225
LAAC HFI SO HF Gen Cue RX  Mmt............. ..... 1325

Realism DX.'00 Ham Hand Receiver ..... £65
Realistic Pro -2006 - 401rh &alma
flamer of Twoi .... ............ ...... . ..... .......Fmm 1165

Signal R532- Aithand Receiver ...

Son) Arr7 Air and Maine RC,

Son) KT Penal/ SW Ind FM Broadcwst _.-.......__..£135
Yana FRGIINK1 with VHF !Choice of /495
1'acw FR077110 General Co,crage RX

111SCI:1.1.ANEOUS
c.ipco I KW .

10.1.11 CNAI001 Auto All'
I hal,. AF -60614 Active film I lu1
DI.Mi PS30411  NM Pw
Ernoramt 1090 Ilcas, Dui) %COM' SG('
Glotul AT.10011 RX All, Noi.  No B.,
Karonme. KAM  Mulionmle INC
Kermood SINN, ()elute 131.1whing Strain
Kellwood PSI I - Matching PSI 1850 elic
11F1.1070 Key0
%IF] 259 Tom Men Acnal lnalr Kl u.ith
Ma -cowl R432.001 . wits
Opmeleetrome) 33011 - Fiequene) (iiunict
OptocIcetrocurs 30009 Frequent) Counto
Tt.)., H) -Finer HC41101Dcluw AT1
TJw H, -Power IIX240 - IM-slIF Tam, enci
Torus G591 Dyer lint..__.._
Tana G500A Elmation Unn VGU
Oarsu 0250 Rotatar

(125
ills

6715

£95

L INS

£79

£165

015

£125

£49

£195

t349
HMI

1:1211

1145

£115
£90

£165

£95

IMrawe call for MIT lairst I rod Fympm. car 11.1 and
dttill. of our 41,11-0nRrlulf "theme.

PHOTO
ACOUSTICS
01908 610625

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Trio R600 Shortwave receiver £215.00
Yaesu FRG -I00 Shortwave receiver
£375.00
Grundig Yacht Boy 206 portable receiver
£79.00
Sony ICF-7600 portable receiver £58.0)
Siemens RK-702 portable receiver £49.00
Lowe HF-250 Receiver c/w FM/AMS &
speaker £499.00
Realistic DX -394 Receiver £189.00
Icom IC -R70 Receiver £449.00

SCANNERS
AOR-30(X) wideband scanner £499.00
Icom IC -RI handheld scanner £169.00
AOR-2000 handheld scanner £149.00
Fairmate HP -I00 handheld scanner
£149.00

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Kenwood TS -850S £899.00
'corn IC -720A c/w PSU £479.00
Yaesu FT-890AT £689.00
[corn IC -735 £549.00
Icom IC -745 with 'menial AC PSU
/489.00
Icom IC -751 1589.00
Yaesu FT-757GX £499.00
Yaesu FT -707 80 - 10M tranueiver
£299.00
Alinco DX -70T HF + 6M 1580.00
JRC 1ST -135 transceiver c/w matching
PSU £999.00

VHF/UHF
Yaesu FT -4701) dualbund mobile £279.00
Kenwood TM -701 dualhand mobile
£299.00
Alinco D1 -580E Dualhand handheld
£219.00
Alinco D1 -F1 2M handheld £159.00
Kenwood TH-75E 2m/70cms handheld
£229.00

Kenwood TM -431E 70cms mobile
£239.00
Trio TS -770E 2m/70cms Base station
£469.00
Yaesu FT -50R 2m/70cms handheld
£229.00
Kenwood TH-42E 70cms handheld
1189.00

OTHER ITEMS
PK-88 Packet terminal £89.00
FL -2 Audio Filter £89.00
FX- I GIX) meter £39.00

Disclaimer
Advertisements from traders for equipment that is illegal to possess. use or which cannot be licensed in the U.K.

will not be accepted. While the publishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers or buyers having
complaints, under no circumstance will the magazine accept liability for non -receipt of goods ordered, late

delivery or faults in manufacture.

SMC
GROUP

01703 251549
Ill TRANSCEIVERS
PX TS450SAT Kenwood HF 100W £899
PX HL7000B Tokyo HF Uamp £899
PX FT747GX Yaesu HF 100W £425
PX FC700 Yaesu Man ATU £109
PX FT767GX Yaesu HF 2+6mtr £1099
PX FT102 Yaesu HF 100W £425
PX IC737 Icom HF 100W £1060
LX FTONE Yaesu HF 100W £675
LX FT890AT Yaesu HF 100W £1250
LX IC -706 Icom HF + 2/6m £779
LX FT715 Yaesu HF 50W £235
AX FT990 Yaesu HF 100W £1650
AX IC765 Icom HF MOW £1699
RX FT980 Yoesu HF 100W £625
RX FT101 Yaesu HF Valve £260
RX FT757GX Yaesu HF 100W £495
RX FT747 Yaesu HF Mobile £450
RX 1-1-107M Yaesu HF 100W 1275
RX TS520 Kenwood HF 100W £260
RX TS440SAT Kenwood HF 100W £750
RX IC726 Icom HF 100W £850
RX IC761 Icom HF MOW £995

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
PX FT4700 Yaesu 2murlOcm £329
PX FT2700 Yaesu 2mtr/70cm £279
PX FT290RII Yaesu 2mtr port £375
PX FT736R Yaesu lmtr/7Ocm £1299
PX FT51R Yaesu 2mtr/70cm £325
PX IC3201E Icom 2mtr/70cm £309

PX C5800 Standard 2mtr mhnixie £259
LX D1580E Aline() 2mtr/70cm £245
LX TH2IE Kenwood 2mtr port £100
AX FT79OR Yaesu UHF port £310
AX TM -732E Kenwood 2mtr/70cm 1525
RX DJ 160 Alinco 2mtr/70cm £155
RX 03560 Alinco 2mtr/70cm £335
RX FT8500R Yaesu 2mtr/70cm 1575
RX FT2I2RH Yaesu 2mtr FM £175

RECEIVERS
PX DX -394 Realistic HF Gen. RX £225
PX R2000 Kenwoocl HF Gen RX £375
PX FRG7700 Yam HF Gen RX £295
PX AR8000 AOR Scanner £299
PX AR2800 AOR RX M/base £359
PX ARI500en AORScanner £225
PX AR3030 AOR HF RX £399
PX HF150 Lowe HF Gen RX £375
PX PRG100 Yaesu HI.; Gen RX £395
PX MVT8000 Yunnan Scanner £269
PX SW -7600 Sony Portable RX £139
PX PR02032 Realistic B/Scanner £149
LX ICR-72 Icom HF RX £675
LX FRGOO Yaesu HF RX 1425
AX PRO -80 Sony S/wave RX £120
AX 200ID Sony S/wave RX £169
RX HF225 Lowe HI:Gen RX 1385
RX AR 1500 AOR H/H Scanner £165
RX ICF-7600 Sony Port RX £120
RX NRD535 1RCHF Gen. RX £851)
RX FRG9600 Yaesu Base Scanner £240

PX = Chandlers Ford HQ 01703. 251549
RX = Reg Ward 01297 - 34918
AX = ARE London 0181 - 9974476

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!



ROGER C 0 0 K E G 3 L D I

In his bi-monthly column Roger
Cooke G3LDI rounds up the latest
in data mode news.

Good news - DATACOM wins
National Club Section of PW
magazine competition! The

British Amateur Teledata Group's
(BARTG) magazine DATACOM has
won the Practical Wireless (National
Club Section) Club Spotlight
Magazine Competition. DATACOM
scored 43 points out of a possible 50
making it the highest scoring national
society magazine.

The DATACOM magazine is
published tour times a year and
contains information and articles of
interest to all amateur data
communication enthusiasts. The

Fig. 1.

BARTG held its annual rally at
Sandown Park in September. This
year, as a new feature, Datastream
97 was introduced.

Datastream 97 was a series of
lectures which were all very well
attended. They included Data Comms
for the Beginner by Steve Jelly
GOWSJ, Advanced Data Comms by
Chris Lorek G4HCL and Satellite Data
Comms by Richard Limebear G3RWL.

There was also a question and
answer session with BARTG, and the
DCC represented on the panel,
during which some very interesting
topics were discussed. If you were
there, look at Fig. 1 and you may be
able to pick yourself out of the
audience. This was taken at one of
the lectures.

For more information about
BARTG please contact Bill McGill
GODXB who is QTHR. He may also be
contacted at GODXB@GB7WRG, by
E-mail at

Members@bartg.demon.co.uk or by
visiting the BARTG web site at
http://www.bartg.demon.co.uk

Popular BBCs

The ubiquitous BBC B is really still a
very popular computer for data
comms. I have had several letters in
response to the publicity given in
previous columns, and it would seem
to be a good idea to attend car boot
sales as a possible source of these
machines.

I was recently told that three

BBC B machines, with monitors and
disk drives all sold for £1, an
unbelievable bargain! I don't think it
possible to better this as a starting
price introduction into Data, but if
you can better it, let me know!

The amateur I have chosen to
write about in conjunction with the
BBC B is Stan Casperd G3XON. Stan
is shown in Fig. 2, sitting on a
memorial seat to G2NM. Yet another

Fig. 2.

'Beeb Babe' is
Bill Douglas
GODVW. Bill also
says there has
been a lot of
interest shown
in the BBC B,
and he uses a variety of programs,
including TNCV304, TNC304M, PK232,
Kangaterm and one called Enigma.

Bill also uses his BBC for music,
graphics and other data modes and
is acquiring a Versaterm terminal
unit. He has added a blue
background to relieve eye -strain.

Bill says that there is often a
BBC B available from
Chris Richardson , of 8 -
Bit Software, at a
reasonable sum. Bill is
pictured in Fig. 3, and
his station is shown in
Fig. 4. Both Stan and Bill
can be reached at
GB7GFD.#42.GBR.EU.

Another of the
original Beeb Babes has
re -surfaced! It's David
GI3MMG, of Bangor and
his full hierarchical
address is GI3MMG @
GB7TED.#63.GBR.EU.
David runs AMRAC
3.03M Software on his
BBC B.

Beacon Frequency QRM

Packet has been on h.f. for years
now, trying to live with RTTY, Amtor,
Pactor and Clover, all data modes in
a very small segment. There has long
existed a need for an adequate band -
plan to take into account all the data

modes and bring in some form of
regulation.

Relying on self -regulation is not
enough, and this is manifested in the
amount of QRM to be found on the
beacon frequency of 14.100MHz.
Stations are operating within 1kHz of
this frequency and sometimes it is
totally impossible to hear any

Fig. 3.

beacons at all. I don't think
ignorance can be used as an excuse,
as it's a globally accepted beacon
frequency and has been for some
years.

Separating the various data
modes would also be a good idea.
Allowing Packet to mix it with RTTY
and Amtor with Pactor is making
tempers shorter and not allowing the
beacons to be used for propagation
studies, which was their original
intention. However, it would be a
brave soul who tried to rectify the
situation now, after so many years of
a free-for-all!

That's all for this time so, 'Happy
Packeting' from me Roger G3LDI 4
GB7LDI. Keep your news coming to
me QTHR, Tel:(01508) 570278 or via
E-mail to mtaylor@uk.mdis.com

Fig. 4.
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This month Peter Shore has more
from the world qf b roacicas t ing.
with reports of lots of station
schedules to get you listening.

Ifind that there is little better in
life than settling down on a long,
cold winter evening and

scouring the bands to see what's
on the air. Particularly enthralling
is the prospect of hearing stations
on medium wave that during the
summer become far less easy to
hear.

Many frequency engineers
take advantage of the better night-
time propagation that winter
provides, and you'll find that there
are more frequencies to choose
from and more transmissions to
catch.

Voice Of Russia

Take the Voice of Russia, for
example. It is currently using no
fewer than four medium wave
frequencies during the evening
period, with three of those on
simultaneously during a peak one
hour block mid -evening.

The complete Voice of Russia
English schedule for European
audiences is: 0400-0600 on 693kHz
medium wave (m.w.); 0600-1000 on
693 and 1323kHz m.w.; 1200-1300
on 693 and 1323kHz m.w.; 1300-
1600 on 1323kHz m.w.; 1700-1800 on
4.92, 5.94, 5.965, 6.13, 7.125, 7.18,
7.44, 9.89, 9.765, 9.775, 9.88 and
15.40MHz plus 1143, 1494 and
1467kHz m.w.; 1800-1900 on 6.13,
7.18, 7.44 and 9.89MHz plus 1143
and 1467MHz m.w.; 1900-2000 on
4.92, 5.94, 5.965, 6.13, 7.18, 7.44 and
9.89MHz plus 1467 and 1494kHz
m.w.; 2000-2100 on 4.92, 5.94, 5.965,
6.13, 7.18, 7.44, 9.82 and 9.89MHz
plus 1467 and 1494kHz m.w.; 2100-
2200 on 5.94, 5.965, 7.17, 7.18, 7.32,
7.44 and 9.89MHz plus 1467, 1494
and 1540kHz m.w.; 2200-2300 on
5.94, 5.965, 7.105, 7.125, 7.18, 7.205,
7.32, 7.36, 7.44 and 9.89MHz plus
1467 and 1494kHz m.w.

At 213OUTC each day there is
a short newscast from Radio
Slovenia in Ljubliana on 918kHz.
The bulletin is in English and then
in German, and slots into the
station's usual Slovene language
domestic output. The programme
is principally aimed at tourists in
Slovenia, and at those thinking of
choosing the country as a holiday
destination.

Station Activity

Back to the short wave bands now,
and Kol Israel, the Voice of Israel,
is on the air with English at: 0500-
0515 on 7.465, 9.435 and
17.545MHz; 1130.1135 on 15.64 and
15.65MHz; 1500-1530 on 9.365 and
12.08MHz; 1645-1655 on 9.435 and
11.605MHz and 2000-2025 on 7.465,
9.365, 9.435 and 15.64MHz.

Current recommendations from
Nigel Holmes, the Frequency
Manager at Radio Australia for
listeners in Europe to the
Melbourne station's English
service are now down to just two
frequencies. Try 1330-1700UTC on
11.66MHz and from 2130-2300UTC
on 11.695MHz. Both these
transmissions are directed
towards Asia and
are from the
station's 100kW
short wave
transmitter.

The Voice of
Turkey's TRT service
is on the air in the
northern hemisphere
winter with English at:
0400-0500 on 7.30, 9.685
and 17.705MHz; 1330-
1430 on 9.63 and
15.29MHz; 1930-2030 on
5.96 and 6.175MHz; 2130-
2230 on 7.20MHz and
2300-2400 on 6.135 and
9.655MHz.

Awaiting Result

1100-1130 on 6.165 and 9.535MHz;
1300-1330 on 9.535 and 6 165MHz
and 2000-2030 on 7.41 and
6.165MHz.

Schedule News

Radio Tirana continues to
broadcast from Albania, a country
which only last Spring was in the
middle of a bout of ferocious civil
unrest. Tune in to English today:
0245-0300 on 6.115 and 7.16MHz;
0330-0400 on 6.14 and 7.16MHz;
1945-2000 on 6.035 and 7.135MHz
and 2200.2230 on 6.025 and
7.135MHz.

Radio Thailand has
use of a

WVINftit
.ponak.

ate..,

Rollo34"..S.OSIN WV"
Rooro "".7t:si:'."''°
0.041. SVI

Roero Sy"
Reek,

Swiss Radio International
(SRI) is currently awaiting the
result of a government -
sponsored inquiry into its
effectiveness. The Berne
Ministry of Communications
has asked a research consultancy
to investigate whether SRIs
broadcasts are reaching the right
audience by the right means. The
report is expected to be published
in early 1998, and is likely to affect
the station's transmission strategy
from the start of the summer
period.

The SRI station can be heard
in Europe with English
programmes at: 0500-0530 and
0630-0700 on 5.84 and 6.165MHz;

tr

500kW
transmitter at the Voice of

America's Udon Thani site. English
can be heard at: 0000-0030 on
9.68MHz (for Africa), 0030-0100 on
11.905MHz (for North America);
0300-0330 on 11.89MHz (for North
America); 0530-0600 on 15.115MHz
(for Europe); 1230-1300 on 9.81MHz
(for Asia); 1400-1430 on 9.53MHz
(for Asia); 1900-2000 on 9.535MHz
(for Europe) and 2030-2045 on
9.535MHz (for Europe, followed by
a 15 minute programme in Thai for
European listeners).

Radio Mongolia has English
three times a day, including: 1200-
1230 on 12.085MHz for Asia and the
Pacific; 1500-1530 on 9.72 and
12.085MHz for South Asia and
1930-2000 on 9.72 and 12.085MHz
for Europe.

The Sri Lanka Broadcasting
Corporation has been noted in
English on 5.975MHz in Europe at
1900UTC. The transmission comes
from the Northern England Skelton
short wave station in Cumbria
which carries BBC World Service,
Radio Canada International, Voice
of America and KBS Radio Korea
programmes.

The Skelton site is now owned
and operated by Merlin
Communications, the management
buyout company formed of former
BBC World Service transmission
staff at Bush House.

Swiss Radio International
are currently awaiting the
results of a government
inquiry into its
effectiveness (see text).

That is all for this month's look

at international broadcasting

via the short and medium

wave bands. Until the same

place in PWnext month, enjoy

your listening and have a

Merry Christmas and Happy

New Year!

END
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Advertisements from traders or for
equipment that is illegal to possess,

use or which cannot he licensed in
the ('K, will not he accepted No
responsibility will he taken for
errors.

You should state cleans in sour
advert whether the equipment is
professionally built, home -brewed

or modified.
The Publishers of Practical

Iiirrilesr also wish to point out that
It is the tom insibiltly of the buyer
to ascertain the suitability of goods
offered for purchase.

For Sale

19 Set MkIll + pcx.m., control hos. headset.
cables, vehicle mounting rack. fully
working. no mods. £325 Canadian remote
control unit for 19 Set. £25. Eddystone
358X. original p.s.u. and set of coils in lux
Trevor on 401274)824816.

Alinco DJG5F. hand-held 2m/70cm
1144/430MR') TX/RX wide -hand wanner.
case, ext. erne., mag mount. car renal, lift
collinear, mint, £300 Cash lot Also AKI)
HF3 150-AIMFD s.w. RX, a.nt. 1 s b..

u.s.b., mint, £130 cash. Nick. Hants. Tel:
101420)475575 evenings.

Allow DX7ST. two months old, as new.
general coverage TX/RX, boxed, receipts.
etc. £620 no Olen. Tel 011472) 316276

Alliwo DX70111 hi. 6m i50MHz1
transceiver. Aline.) FDXI, manual tuner.
6th few weeks okl, hosed with manuals,
will not split sale due to lack of PP cost
0450. bargain at £550 Tel: Hamel 0181-440
9130 evenings or weekends.

.AOR 7030 receiver with fined
enhancements. num. hosed, with remote.
manual and AOR nude leads for recording
and data. £625. no offers please, might take
excelkm broadcast hand receiver in pan ex.
Bill Bournemouth. Tel 1(11202) 4348/41.

AOR2001 scanner with p.su.. £1411
Yaesu FRG7 h.f. receiver. £140. Yaesu
FRV7700 +hi converter for
FRO813001ERG7700 h.f receivers. E35. All
in good condition and good working make.
postage extra. Allan on 1014911835652
evenings or 1012521 350247 daytime

Arnonaut QRP transceiver by Ten-Tec.
c.w., 10-30m 133-28MH/4, yen

good, in oriental box. £250, inspect and
collect. Clive G4NVX. Hereford TeF
1014321343309.

Butternut compact beam. 14-2 I .2.814Ht.
(I-15 FTS7A rTCSS FT -69011 board, /1311.
00. ET -757/707 external relay box, £25.
GS065 alignment bearing. new. E35
Diamond X30 collinear. new. fall. PROM
scanner. £75 Tel' East Anglia (04610
756762

CII/R210 complete station Inc while
racks, £350. GRC-9 complete station, t 180
KW77 RX, 05. Collins 32V1 TX. 015. ET -
4336 hi TX, complete, £200 or swap for
mil gear. w.h.y.? Ben. Worcs Tel 4015621
743253

('wiper Nickelson receiver R7020 solid
stale general coverage. s sb.. c.w.. cal.
£150 ITT Mackay marine receiver 3010.0
salves, cal and ss.b., excellent condition,
rack model. 1.250. ;coin 70110 v.h.f., u.h.f.,

plus h f.. remote, like new. (6W.1340-1) SP
manual. sensitive, £60. FRG -77110+
FRV7700 FRT-7700. £275. Tel:
Middlesex 0181-813 9193.

Capin Roller Inductor. £25. Twit Cape()
high power variable capacitors. £10 each,
plus aluminium case, all brand new project
not completed by silent key, appmx half
price, no splits G8AY K. Burnham -on -Sea.
Somerset TeL 1012781 7144570.

Drake R-18 T.4X11, g o with p.s.u.,
manuals. plus spare valves, £325 o v 0

Geolt on (1180217009M

Eagle 1T145 transistor and diode test
meter. compkte with Nix. leads and

tests Mr leakage. current, etc.,
condition like new little used. £25 Tel: N
W London Mal -205 911/4

Eddystone 35fIX 870.8711A. 750, EC 10 x
2, scrap 77111' Iur spares. some others. ask.
Mahe separdie Spares and other sets'
Culkchn ,Ith.11.Cd owing to weight Peter.

BARGAIN
b a (1. e n t

Com i lied b 7Ak Crabb

Surrey. Te1:0)13721454381 or 013741
128170 anytime.

Eddystone 35AX receiver. p.s.u. and nine
coils, repainted new valves, £50. TR IX
11960.1 mono valve amp and i.h.Ua m
shun wave (inc. handspicadi tuner in rack
cabinet, £411. buyer collects John. Rik hdale.
TeL 0)174461 65792_0.

Eddystone 1170A. EB35. wir. all in g.w.o..
lust serviced 870A. mint. £85. EB15 power
pack, battery' pack. original f.m. aerial.
£100 8400' Just serviced. £90. Roberts
8827. never used. £120. Te1.1019284
561246 anyone.

Eddystone NO(' short wave receiver.
mint condition. collector's item. £150 0 n.o.
Tel 4014821654915 after 6pm.

ERA BP34 c.w., ss.h.. am. filter. with
power pack. £15 plus postage. Tel: 0191-
526 7902

ET -4336 hi. TX. 350W. vg.c., £200
Collins 32V1 ham hand TX, E115. KW77
RX, 455. GRC-9 complete station. 2-
12MHz. I5W ItiO 19 Sets from
£80. Need good 62 set' Ben, Won,. Tel.
i 01562) 741251

Four valve battery portable radian. 40-
50S Ever Ready, Vial r. Bush, Philips. Pyc,
Amplione, 90E, £130 nay split Bakelite
radios DACM), £90. Masieradm £1111.
Ultra. £60.615 imps perdu, Zenith 880,
[55. Tel: 0114281 561246 any time

FRG -7 swim RX, looks like new.
completely overhauled rmo years ago and
still in v.g.w.o., dui digital counter unit,
£150 Alex. Kent Tel (017320164920

FRG -7 communications receiver in very
good waking order, £95. postage extra.
(irahtun Ci I !EH, S Yorkshire. Tel: 017091
54254)3.

FRG -7, Ow digital read -nut. boxed,
maraud. g.w.o.. buyer collects. £95. John
GAPKN. QTHR, Tel Oxon 401235) 224592
anytunc

FT -530 dual -hand band -held. high power
battery case. charger. as new. original
package. £280 o n o Tel 111124h) 823112

F1'747 121. transceiver. covers long
wave/30MHz, aw mc.. f3301i.n 0 Would
exchange with v.h.f. receiver. covenng ham
and marine. GW3C01. Ahersoch. Tel
1(117911712675.

F7-980CAT. SP980, FC757AT.
VC340DLP-a Enid -load, MF1704LPF. Hy -
gain tit -hand vertical prefer to sell
complete. otTers around E875. tic will
consider split, offer also includes G5RV
coax and feeders. etc Sieve on 101482
795646

Crunilig 111540) nveiver 141/590.
911 ROM menaces. 40 programniahle
memones. u.s.b., f.m. stens, st rah
headphones, excellent receiver in nun:
condition. (79 on ii. Tel Falmouth 11)13264
3411574 day urevenings

Heatherlite Explorer. one owner. num.
£615 ('irate 5.ele in -hand Yagi. C300. TS.
7181, boxed. good condition. £210
4CX1000A valve, £1110 Tel 1(119741
251420.

Heatbkit TX, model DX4OU, v.f.o. model
DXVE-ll. Eagle (bug) key. model KY -102.
£160 the lot Tel 1014851520903

Hitachi musk centre SDT7715.3(1W per
channel amp. four hand radio cassette.

turntable. pair Celeunin Dwon speakers, all
vgx.. except fault in turntable drive.
complete with teak cabinet and speaker
stands. £150 Tel: Surrey 101372)
458146.

11%1% salts. radiogram. Upfl.,1111 itlw:NOnki

cabinet. 011C1N CO,Of salve radio, offers
Eh. (Electric ACIIOSth: Industnesi.
loudspeaker. 1950s cream cabinet. 12 s 10in
high. offers Tel. 0181-N514796

10X crystals for 3.5 and 7MHz c w .
suitable for valve TXs. 0 each. G3MCK.
not QTHR Tel. Oakham 1015724756444

1C -275E 2m 1144MID1 all -mode have
station, 15W, built-in p.s.u.. £650
Versinower EW45 wall mount. parallel and
right angled drop brackets. dismantled ready
for collection. £375. Isom P555 211A p.s.0 ,
£90 Simon CeITVR, Solihull Tel: 0121-
7458222

1C751A TX/RX. general coverage,
manuals. boxed. matching speaker, all in
mint condition. E500. 'NUM' transvemter 28
to 144k1Hz. fault im pea, £20. Dave tin
(014431683912

k'om 280F: 2m 1144A111/1 I tranwetver.
144. 148b1Hr with Icom nubile remote
cable and bracket kit. v.g.c with manuals
and boxes, £60. w dl post if you can't
collect Peter on 10162 31 722 3311
alter 5pm

loan 9001.: multi -bander system with 2m
1144MH, and 20em (431.15.1Hr modules.
all hosed. lihre AU: connections and
remote head. also desk nue.. ideal for large
vehicle. marine cur discrete installation, £270
ono Paul. Alidlands. Tel: 0121-1304290.

knew, 1C-740 transceiver. Icom AT -150
ant antenna loner. IcomIC-PS21/ power
supply. mint condition. compete with boxes
and instructions. £450 Tel: West Midlands
1015621515316

!cam ICAT160 auto aim., COO. !corn
PS55 pax. f 100. Yaesu MD I base MK..
£60. Realistic HTX100 2.14MHz s.s.hk.%
TX/RX. £135. 62.50 rotator. £75. AR40
nmuor. £65 Wan rotator, £150.2m
I 144111, i 9 -element X Tonna. (40. Tel.
Wanon 1019531884305

Icom 1£745 fm. and c.o. Offers, PS I5,
£550. 1C25H 45W 1.ni Mak. £1011. Both
with boxes. KW' 110111 amplifier, £225.
G3XPO, Kent. Tel: (01103) 892128
evenings

Icon ICR7IE receiver, boxed, mint with
rem ire and 1111 unit. (500). may exchange

for h.f uanscerver. Datong A1)270 active
antenna. 00 lhawa receiver, a t u., £25.
TeF 1019174644197

Interim Realistic 1LX394 receiver.
I50kH/ 11, 301414/ s s h . a.m.. a/c mains or
12V d.e., as new with handbook NA.
£140. Tel: Lomita, 01/41-785 9125

2 -beams. 7(km (4305411a 14 -element
parabeam £ III, lint slot. £15, Morse tuition
record, £5 Buyer collects. 68.411E.
Hinningham Tel 0121-458 2406

Kent Morse Tutor and Story tapes, all as
new. £40 the lot Tel .017451852691.

Kenwood 1N -120V inc manual. excellent
working order, can he seen or heard
working. IOW max. so great for QRP.
Novices, mobile. £200 ci.v.n.0. Ray. Nr.
Bnstol. Tel:1019341 7437147 evenings

Kenwood TS -140S and power supply PS -
4311 amateur hands. transmit and general
coverage receive, g.w.o. and nice condition.
sold together. £525 No packing so buyer
collects or would deliver treasonable
distance). G4MNB. Svc mdon TeVFAX:
(01791)826325

Kellwood TS -140S with c.w titter, mar..
SP430 speaker, boxed. good condition.
000 KenwocxlINV4000 with mac..
mount. dupkker, £200 Sony ANI wade
hand antenna. £35. Psion organiser 1./64,

1:23 Tony Ce4KHT. Q111R. Tel: flail
1014814641457

Kenwood IS -1408, recently overhauled by
Kcnwood agent. new p.I 1 hoard fitted.
redeem working tinier againu original spec.,
fined a.t u., voice synthesiser unit. 27011/
c.w. fdter. 000. GOVZ/.. Canterbury. Tel
1012.274464157

kenwood TS -50. power supply, a.t.u.. all
very good condition little used. £800
Buyer collects. Joe CAYLS 01I 0121-556
3859

kenwood TS -5701), boxed, mint e.w titter.
matching des p desk inn., (1200 SIFT mag
11.r. never usual outdoors. mint. £2011o.n.o.
Chek,n, slim 1331414,4 vertical, f60 brn
%MN /4 v enwal. £15 Tel Evesham

011366148056

kenwond TS -930 poser supply board.
brand new, (45 MC60 me with stand. f20
TS -930 matching speaker. offers Heath
AG4l! audio signal generator with manual.
£35, DCPS PS30411. new, boxed. £75

G4EKL. QTHR

Kenwoud TS -9405. £1150 o n.u. TS -94t15.
has atm. build inside. must sell. and new
filter:, not a mark on the set. condition as
new. Tiny Boylan. 21 Callan Bridge Park.
Armagh, Northern Ireland. Tel: 10 I 861)
511257

Larkspur C11 transmitter, mint diaidaion,
with p.s.u., R2I0 receiver. atm., J -Box, top
and bottom trays, all cables. headset, etc..
fully working station, £475 Wanted I8 Set.
19 Set or 22 Set, pan -es consitkred Tel: W.
York,1012741824816

Learning Marne? Finding it difficult? Just
the solution you need Skase Tutor. Will
run 011 DOS. Windows 3.1 and Window..
95, will run on any PC inn 286 -Pentium.
E I 5 Mr P 1 Lewis MIOAPE, 115
Toberdoney Road, Dervock. Ballymoney.
Co Antrim. N Ireland BT53 8BS

Lowe 111-125 receiver with manual. little
used and in superb stiodition. iI95
Kent. Tel 0)1634140%961

lame HF-ISO stack. as new. made up tit
receiver. key pad. ps.a. pm -selector.
extension speaker and filter, three her rack.
manuals. £495 Steve. Derby Tel 1013324
550647

Mains p.s.n. 260V to 230V, 32V to 410y.
current meter to 25.0inA voltage, £20 Volt
Meier to 400V. heavy, locals only, vanable
output, advance sig. gen., ref. 300kHz to
32MHr, £15 local. 6085 K. 290 Ptiory
Road. St Denys, Southattiplon

Marconi marine 'Sentinel' RX i Eddystone
10044with manual. I:80 Marconi salvor III
TX in nick £51). last' FT 3411 relay box.
£10. Quad II audio amp and control unit.
£80 Pete. Glos Tel 101452i 7411)36

Maxon SNIX41511p.m.r. tran.seeiver, hr
hand s.h klotorola GP31110 hand-held
v.h.f., the pair. £2111. Tel Grinishy (01472)
827829

Mkroset 121-20 mnplifler with pre -amp.
!wand new, £65. Yaesu M1)1 base 1111C , (55.
FTV144 2m t 144MHz1 module, (wand new.
£85. DRAE 3 -way switch. 'N' type. £20.
FTS7A CTCSS hoard for 690,290, etc.,
new, OD Tel: Norfolk 011681 756762.

Atictowase %Iodates 43251Hz 10019
linear amplifier for 70cm 0430511411.
nude) MA11. 4321100, IOW in, 100W out,
good working order. £125. Michael Watkins
GONBB. Whitstable Tel. MI227)2664641

Net Set PRO46 haad-held scanner. 10(1
channels. 30.000 trequrkies. a in plus Em.,
60 to 960A1111 me whands. 2m i 144MHz).
70cm 143118114/1. et, as new. with

FREE TVERTS
Now s your chance to send in a

photograph of your Nutriment ra good
idea if it', really 111111W1,111 In
.....,mpans your advert Please note

all photos will ony he published
at our dicretion and are non
returnable.
When sending in your Ascii. please
write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS
up to a niatimuni 411 30 words. flu,
state )our contact details Plea, and

the order firm pro, Wed

handbook and hox. etc .1:85 Tel London
01/41.785 9325

NRD-525. boxed w rah manual, excellent
condition. £1414) Vine on 1014871823879.

Old 1451%* radiograms. 1931. £125 1936,
bureau sty le cabinet. £175. Valve radios.
round 1953. HMV. (35. Murphy. £12
McMichael. I. 15 Murphy console. 05. All
in good working order Tel Derby 1013321
700656

Oscilloscopes Cossor model 1035,
Solatron CT316 type 13A 105/831 all valve
model,, reasonable, to clear. Tel 101666;
1421110

Polar weather satellite receiving station.
specular] COMM, nrenen loncstep
PROsat card, software and leads, crossed
dipok aerial. £200 loon AT1181 31111, a.t.u.
w lib leads, £2.00 t'ollect or pay postage.
Steve MOARZ Northampton. Tel: 0.11014;
32478.

Pre-war W111' radiegrann. model 521.
1911, f 125 Maki 581, 1930- bureau style
cabinet. £175 Both working well, 1939
I:KCO table radio, push buttons immernive
but manual tuning works well. C.25. Tel:
Derby 1(11332171(1658

R7020 with full handbooks and circuit
£1)0 Racal k,1171_ t.1110 f4An5
adaptor. 1511 lhoing v I I eons enei.

Maplin S00MH, ifINtlefk:,1 meter. LSO.
Want Son) 20011). Tony. Worcester. Tel:
0119(15)611759.

Racal RA1772, excellent condition. £525.
Marconi sig. gen. TF2002, g.w.o., with
manual, C75 HP oscilloscope 50MHz.
g.w.o., transit ease H/B, I:135. Racal
125141), counter. £20. g.w.o. Wanted
Manual Racal counter 9904. Tel 1015021
715419 evenings

Racal RA171. comms receiver. AB, to
308111t. it, big, remission needed for
bedroom use. f 125. Robin inc 101449;

740788 ix robin taykanNinteirci.com

Raab 17 & 17C. Kenwood R600,
PR0206. Codar AT5 & p.s.u.. AR6141.1%
Eddystone 770R. several Eddystone
1990RJ3 plus panadapter, Heathlit IIW 101
p.s.u., some Racal/BR() spares, will swap
part -ex. after Racal 1772 Enc. Lancs. Tel:
101254)705454/760300.

Raskoai bock bones, Dec 1973, May 1975,
July 1975. May 1976, Sept 1981. Mar 1985,
Jan 1986. Aug 1988. Nov 1980. Ike 1486.
offers Tel. 1012061241032.

Radio Spares line writage conditioner.
cost new over 000, model 2)k8.161,
excellent for line transient suppression. r
filtenng. standity. accept. 1.2511plus
carnage. wi 2t. kg or buyer collects G4EKI
QTHR

Realistic base scanner. s hl h I
excellent condition but has Doh) volume
coning. hence. £51) Medium duty num.
£65. 9-elrment cross Tonna £40 Diamond
X30 dual hand collinear, brand new. (35
Tel: Norfolk 104610 756762

Realistic PR0202.5 scanner with p.s.0 and
unused antenna. (651) the lot Also SMC
S45L1, 00. Tristan (17181), lanes Tel
10150716414347.

Receivers: NRD-525 with manual, 0511
Kenwood 820 with matching speaker and
tuner. £300 Tono 70110 terminal with
monitor, (100 ERA Synoptic decoder. £60.
all immac utak, Tel (1151-1125 5501

Roberts world radio new, 8827 digital
tuning world-wide reception, new conditi, m.
all wave hands plus s.s.b..0-303411/.
M. Allen. 103 Remingtim Road. Sheffield
S5 9AE.
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Sonunerkamp FRDX.500 receiver. YlleS11
F1DX400 transmitter, both v.g.c with
manuals and spate calve,. C275 I kathkii
HW-Is-81mi3SMHnunhp.s.0 and
manual. also mobile poster unn. v £85

Td 1012421234146

Sony ICE -7600.A 4 -band sw. RX. ponable.
working, ENO Dual cinisersion on s.w., also
'HAM International limbo' RX/TX. v h.f.
needs speaker. many lacilittes. E40. buyer
colkets. Stanley. London. Tel. 0181450
41145

Sony 1CF-SW55 world band receiver.
seven months old, boxed u ith manual. plus
accessone, n pristine condition. sell for
£150 cost £299 new John on 1015421
203274 anyone.

Sony synthesised receiver system 1CF-
SW1E. n stereo. . M
1111%3111rd gilt. as new. E 161 o.n.o. includes

manual, and accessones. Tel: 0181-74/
283;

Tektronix 2225 50Mlli dual channel high
performance scope. bright sharp display.
suitable field service production elm:anon
hobby. serious scope in good condition.
(275 if buyer collects Mark G7ATX. South
London. Tel: 01111-650 3622 :my time

Ten-Tec Omni -V h.f. transceiver. near
perfect condition. all filters installed.
2.41Hz. 1 8kHr. 5001-14 2.50H/. namiu 1 f..

manual. Ten -Tee p.s.u.. £7511. Dave int
1017771 2480)0.

Trio 520S with c.w. fihers. fan. no
nuc., g.u.0 . span: set of valves. £200
CW/RTTY interface. G31.1V model with
leads, programme, plugs into BBC
computer. £15. John GNI4AQ0, QTHR
Tel 11115921874719

Thu 8600 comm RX.41160 Datong multi-
nal& filter. model ELI. 160. Tel
Nonhampion 101604183(1176

Trio R600 general coverage receiver.
c.g.c. £165 Ylituhrt SIX7 w 1111 % hip
aniennas. case and extra crystal to cover
7.05 to 7.101s1lir, g.c.. £195 Prefer
inspect and collect. CliveG4NVX, QTHR.
Tel. Herelonl 1.014321343309

Trio TH21E 2m 1144MHz1 handie. fully
synthesisecl cue BC6 base ps uffast charge
unit. mobik dc/d.c lead. f75 o.n.o. Tel:
Stockpon 0161-481/ 1549

Trio TS -1305 hi. transceiver. g.w.o .
£4110 Telco lou-pass filter. L:'.5. YallS11 FT-
29OR and home-brew linear, gw.o.. £175.
Funnel] 5V p.s.u.. two off one working. £5.
Micronta multimeter, £20 Tel: (1121430
2929

Trio TS -430S. mint, £450. Yaesu 17-480R.
mint. £195 Yaesu FRG -965 scanner. £145
Diawa auto al.u., £95. Datong Morse tutor.
£39, Trio MC50 mu.. £29 Ken. Rocklale.
Tel:101706)715216 office hours

TS -790. 2170, posime condition, £1000.
Mirage 25166 amp, 17(1W plus, £215. MI1
9491) deluxe a.t.u.. E100. Daiwa 7(cm
430S1Hai s fluter. E35 BNOS 70cm

1430MHz) amp. E115. Most arms in
original boxes, offer. Tel:1015941544689

evenings or 1014521 528431 ex. 265 days.
ask for John

1017.D. f.m. Klan) fined, includes
WAR(' hands. htlicsok. no fault, v.g.c., £295
Ken. Leicester Tel 0115091813175 after
bprn or weekend.

Maras 2500M, 2m I 1.14MH71 f.m.. 544W
(Kaput. boxed as new, £200. FT -290R multi -
mode good conditirm. £180. Kenwood TS -
50 h I general COS eragc. as new, m box.
manual. 1111i., etc.. £60). M I BA.
13cillordshire. Tel:1015821662183.

Yates 7700, 0441 mint condition
%A at u Also Yupiteru MVT5000. 25-
1300AIHr. boxed, v.g.c., NO. Tel:
HuddenfieW 1017441892773 / (014841
315396.

Yriesu FRG -1011. immaculate. manual.
boxed, keypad Inc remote direct access.
telescopic aerial. £340. David hunt.
Cheltenham. Tel. (01242)60312%

Yarsu FT -100061P, pristine nun( condition.
only seven months old, boxed. Daiwa ps.0
CMOORC rotator, lint 1-14MHil IC4E tn-
band TA33 beam, cable. Tenn:must 40ft.
386 PC VGA CD ROM, h/cluty Mohogony
desk. 611 long. all m excellent condition
James GOSEC. Weymouth Tel (013051
833307

Sawa FT -101/2r. superb condifion.
manuals. etc . a classic rig. plus Yaesu
FI.207 at.0 with 1511W dummy load, whole
In £195 Tel 1012831 702212

Yaesu FT -10121) in mom ical:tie condition.
£175 on.o. Tel. 1017761 7101869

Yam FT -707 100W hi. tramcesier.
30MHz, WARC hands, FC-707 FP.
707 p.s.u., mid . complete nation in
excellent rundown. £500 GOLS1. Q11 -1R

Tel Desn11114094211393

laesu FT-747GX hi. transceiver. 100W.
12V d e u ith leads. MH IBS mic., v.g.c..
hardly ow:J.1:340 John on 0151-5301973.

laesu 114190AT 100W hi transceiver
u oh 31110111U . code owner. 15 months old.
1.675 o n 0. Trio 1019000 2m i 144MB/I
multi-mo& £195 Trio TR2300 2m
114461H/, Lm transceiver. £75. In,' TR.
3500 70.:in 1430MHz hand-held. £70 and
mom. Tom MOBCY.QTHR Tel. S.F.
London 1013221 337681 anytime or details
or demo

Yaesu FT -990 a.c. with filters. excellent
condition, boxed, manuals. £1175 o no
Diawa RS4OXII 32/40A p.s.0 . excellent
condition. boxed, offers. -Imp B554/1'
linear amp. 325W :.n3 700+W ....b . 3.

3tillir, offers. 1k dummy load. £25.
HP100 tr.uistnuch. boxed, E25 Andrew.
Cleveland. Tel 11116421279645

Yaesu FT -990 a.c.. ice link use. excellent
condition, idlers or going price Linear amp
11551/P 351101 am. 700 s.s li offers

Dummy [cud. 11.1V, offers. Zetagi
tr.uismaich 11P-111181, offers, Andrew,
Middlesborough Tel: 101642(279645

Vaesu 1T7 hi. mobile transceiver. I 2V.

HAV, a oh FL 110 hnear, 12V. 100W. £280.

Can split SBI0110 5tXtW h f. linear. £3511
All in excellent working order with
manuals Phil (13WEG. Southampton Tel:
101703)267126

Yupkeru M\'1'7000.1,181) o n 0 hardly
used, v.g.c. Tel: 0116.282 7576

Exchange

Amiga A1200 6616 RAM 020 hoard
120Mb IlDb4kw looter arnp and speaker\
games, software. exchange for h.f. TX/RX
Of ERG -7700 or similar, e.g. Tno, w h., '',
°quo sell Jim. Cumbria Tel (019461
022161

Boat. 2.8m trader. sail. oars. empiric
exchange for hf. radio or c.h.f/u.h.f. twin
hand mobile, peal condition only. boat
%alms £695. may deliver. Norman GOGBZ
on 1111327049188 m108301066111 night
after 1730 hrs.

Wanted

2 or 3 element beam for 15ni1r Itel 5m
121/28MHz1. also rotator, medium duty. in
good condition, can collect in GI Gl4CPP.
QTHR. Tel:1015741275407

4m tram -wrier from 2m I.L, also 6m
linear, 100W output Mike on 0115301
414-173.

70cm1430M114) transverterhnoduk to fo
FT -290 2m t 144MHz) radio isr info.

%here I can get one please, also wanted k.f.

convener io fa hum !CRIBB() base scanner
AKI), etc.). Stefan. Suffolk. TeVFAX:

1017281724186. mobile 108601
920900

Aerial Hustler 51171' or 6BTV or any
make similar to above. Fur sale voltage
power reducer 20-10W. John Ira 1(112831
2218711after 6pm

All early wireless gear. crystal sets. valves,
horn speakers. top prices paid Mr arms
nude by Marconi. Burndept. Pye. BTH.

El1C,(111. sera us collector, will
pay well and collect any urea. Jim Taylor
(i4ERl'. 5 Luther Road. Winton.
Bournemouth BH9 I I.H. Tel/FAX:1012021
510400

Amateur radio software for BBC B
computer and Dragon or ones, also tare
'How Ti lose The Microrraile. Marks
Frank on 101245167010%.

An, older stv k de -luxe multi -band
portable ith line tune arid battery
miner, Sharp. Toshiba. flrundig.
Sans, I',m:nnmc. Kayo. tiros. £15 nun. for

R Xs. TeL 1(11463) 235475 after
opin.

13C342 or Bt'312 receiver. anniodified if
possible, hut also gielelticompleie one for
spares, would slkari good unmodified AR88
for one. please 'phone curb price and
details Peter. Si Albans. Tel:1017271
S34,81%

Cheap CB radios and cheap secondhand
radio wave scanners James O'Brien on
101245/ 443941

intuit diagram for Illazetiow E51200 2m
(144N1Hm rig. as mudded by R. 11 alters
COIM1111111:21i0111, also manual if possible.

all expenses repaid. many thanks in
anticipation Nick SIlliTO. W Sussex. Tel:
1012431771029

Codar PR30 rt. pee -selector Tel
Orrnskirk 1016951576812

Commodore 64 programs for radio ham
on disc, will buy or copy, thank y xi. Mr ). J.
Sales GOA7J. 6 Ennerdalc Close. Lancaster
I_A 1 3Ni"

Crystah: 21.5Milt. 42.3MHz, 43.5MHz,
44MHz. Mr M. McNamara GOIFW on
1012510456192

Eddystone 940 and 11130) analogue)
receivers urgently required in g.w.o. and
condinon please. Jim Mc -Gowan. 20 Keats

Avenue, Rumford. Posey RN13 7AR, Tel
1017010 340304

Eddystone EB351. 11 or IIS, also Drake
SW8 Tel: Barrel 0181-449 3921 after rpm
or anyone weekends.

IC -102. FC-902 a.t.u.s. SP980P speaker,
MD1118 base see wanted. Paul 641)011,
Southend. Tel 10170.20 52828%

For the attention of all radio amateurs
and enthusiasts living In Sheffield. named
half inch femme rods that were houghi from
Nu -dwells on Abbey dale Road between
1980 and 1989. Peter Tankard Sheffield
Tel 0114-234 3030 9 30am 110 9pm

Handbook and service manual for
Amorad (1'C' -fist computer, hopefully
cheap. George on (01782) 634441.

Hrathkit MUMS ps.u/speaker for HW-
10 I Coin AT5 mains p s u.kontrol unit.
dual paddle Morse key. Tel:1014531
845013.

Icon U16 uhf. 16 channel hand-held
transeeivff, with stn wab xn 1\111elles,
sensible 2nd hand mices please, willmg to
travel up 1E180 aides. must he fully working.
Mr G C Hibbard. Swansea Tel' 1017921
416084 after 6rini

Info, and cct fur PRC-320. PRC-638
radios. also pan, tint accestines for 123,
12%. 121 so,. need 1082. 1083. T115. 1.7.

and :1 Set, various 19 Set for disposal. Ben.
Wares Tel 1015621 743253.

Ken SP430 ex, speaker for my R5000. will
pm cash or swap for ERA Microreader
MklI Morse Tutor, etc.. please help. any
shop got one? S Harmer. 9 Park Square
Fast. Jaywick. Essex ('015 2N L

Kenwond TS-95.0DX or Yaesu FT-1111X.IMP
for rod money. Tony. Armagh Tel:
1018611511257.

Manual and circuit for advance p.s.u.
PN116, 6V 10A Tel- Cneynedd t013411
281456
Manual for Kenwnod TH-215E, will pay
expenses for photocopy. David INIckIN on
1014681677868.

Manuals for Racal RA153. 645/I and
Solar -tin (1'397. also Eddystone 8110/2 rack

mounted receiver in g.w.o./g.c. and Racal
RAI2I s.s.b. unit Rob on 101636 686392.

Moonraker 6 or a Nloonraker 4. I am
looking tor a Tip Beam era White
Lightning 4 or Lightning 6, need one before
Xmas. sold for good money Tony. Armagh
Tel: 1(118611511257

Morse Tutor. complete with numuals, plus
CB venal Anton 99. Tel:1013291 315789.

Old salve tower. also oscilloscope (valve or
transistor), please kindly send full details
and price required to: 47 Lincoln Green.
Bushbory. Wolserhampion WVIO SHW.

Rand Kaynard data 1-X/RX block
diagram or lin:1111 ur harwlbicik required
also Iuiiking hr Culla II mechanical
ealeulaior. maw mable pr ces paid Ira both.
Rohn Heal on 1012521624616 evenings.

Redilon %CI 9 antenna tuning unit. sue.
and accosoncs. batier) and charger to
ReddenGR3-15 as seen Valve &Vintage
page 75/76 November. Tel. 1014821
654915 after brim

Service manual with circuit diagram and
components lists for American national
receiver. model NC271(, hands /10, 411, 201,

IS, 10 and 613.5, 7, 14, 21. 28 and 50MH/1.
Tel (015(17)6)3669.

Service/user manual or Kenwood
T1s1731E dual hand mobik transceiver, can

help'anvlxie lel Barnet 018 1-481 4130
evenings

SMC polarphaser II signal control for
71A m 1431161 Her, winvone niust hate one.
if you have one and don't use it. please sell
it to me, your price paid. Michael Watkins
GONBB, QTHR. Tel: Ind 1271266461

Sony CRF320 receiver. must he in good
condition Timy Wharton. 184 Surbiton
Road. Stockton-on-Tees. Cks eland. Tel
1016421582190

Speaker microphone for ',Motorola HT1100
anal canny Law a possible, p m.r radios

equipment Ikon John Baker on 1017821
823455.010178214(51515

Spy clandestine radio sets wanted of any
mixiel or any couniry, for private collection.
even if not complete Of to be restored. good
prices furd Mann 16MS1T, Italy. Tel: +39-
721-64919. FAX: +39-721-969347. E-mail
motettiformarneien a

Spy/Clandestine radio seks from 85 5% II
and since wanted by pm ale
Alllerhail. British. French. Polish. Russian.
etc ..waps possible on some dublisate
Items, send details and pnce united 6r Vt
1. MacDonald, 40 Latches R. sal. London
El% IDJ.

lieu FRG -7 manual wanted, onginal or
photo copy. all costs paid. Tel:1017821
722435

C1Rfi111 I; ISEMENT ORDER FORM
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

'.7.1 FOR SALE -I WANTED fJ EXCHANGE

Name

Address

Telephone Number

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT,

Please only write in the contact itetails you wish to be published with

your advert.

ie. do you want your name & address. or your telephone number?

Your advert, you decide!

please

write

in

block

capitals
(301

112)
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Please mention Practical Wireless

Classified
To advertise on this page see booking form.

For Sale

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 2kHz-100MHz at £1.50.
Transmission power and test equipment. For
lists phone Electronic Design Associates.
Tel: 0181 391 0545 Fax: 0181 391 5258.

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,
HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds
available. SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens,
Ilford, Essex IG1 3EB. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage
Service data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 1970s. Free brochure from Tudor Gwilliam-
Rees, Savoy Hill Publications, 50 Meddon St,
Bideford, The Little White Town, North Devon,
EX39 2EQ. Tel: 01237 424280.
E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net

INTERESTED in vintage wireless? Send 2 x 1st
class stamps for latest list of books, bits &
pieces etc. Old Time Supplies, PO Box 209,
Banbury, Oxon OX16 7GR.

VINTAGE RADIO manuals, valves,
components, radios. SAE for details. Practical
Wireless, PO Box 42, Sleaford NG34 OTX.

Educational

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM.
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home
study course. For details write or phone THE
RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JX400, Tuition
House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 0181-947 2211.

RAE Pay As You Learn correspondence. £3 per
lesson includes tuition. Ken Green CEng MIEE,
Chylean, Tintagel, Cornwall. (01840) 212262.

Miscellaneous

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff
Davies (Radio), Tel: (017881 574774.

USED AMATEUR EQUIPMENT? Buying or
selling? See you at www.hamradio-mart.co.uk
Cheap rates) No internet access? SAE: G4TNY,
41 Onslow Crescent, Colchester, Essex CO2 8UN.

SHAREWARE for all radio applications. Lowest
prices. Largest range. Disclist 13.5"). Fox
Shareware, Tel: (01732) 852146.

when replying to advertisements

Whilst prices of goods shown in

advertisements are correct at the time of going

to press. readers are advised to check both

prices and availability of goods with the
advertiser before ordering from non -current

issues of the magazine.

Valves

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157
Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: (012531 302979.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KT88, PX4, PX25,
DA100, EL34, EL37, CV4004, ECC83. Valves must
be Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve this
price. Ask for free wanted list. Prompt and
courteous service. Visitors please phone for an
appointment (we are a very busy Export
Warehouse).
Billington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,
West Sussex RH14 9EZ.
Tel: 1014031 784961. Fax: (01403) 783519.

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,
Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:
Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish G4MH), 28 Banks Ave.,
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 412.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.
E-mail: Wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 £10. ECC33/35 £6.
ECC83/EF86 £3.50. KT66 £40. KT88 £65. EL34
£20. EL37 £18. PX4 £70. PX25 £130. GZ34 £8.
GZ32 £8. DA100 £150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10.
Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, 170 Goldhawk Road,
London W12 8HJ.
Tel: 0181-743 0899. Fax: 0181-749 3934.
E-mail: giacomelli@colomor.demon.co.uk

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langres Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

Surrey CRO 2QP.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

Holidays

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan -

bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site, two
miles from beach, use of shack and antennas,
open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho, Pwllheli.
Tel: 01758 740712.

DISCLAIMER
Some of the products offered for sale in advertisements in this magazine may have been

obtained from abroad or from unauthorised sources. Practical Wireless advises readers

contemplating mail order to enquire whether the products are suitable for use in the UK

and have full after -sales back-up available.

The publishers of Practical Wireless wish to point out that it is the responsibility of

readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise of items offered for sale by advertisers in

this magazine.

Computer Software
& Hardware

PC SSTV-DATA Tx/Rx pack £29.95. Other
PC/AMIGA SSTV/Packet Interfaces. SAE leaflets,
£1/stamps 1.44 DEMO disk. Peter Lockwood
G8SLB, 36 Davington Road, Dagenham RM8 2LR.
Tel/Fax: 0181-595 0823.

COMPUTER COMPONENTS New and Second
User Systems, Packet Radio Products by
G3KFN, Used Ham Gear. We have access to
large amounts of manufacturers end of line,
surplus, and bankrupt stock, mostly computer
related. For details phone, fax or see our Web
Site at: http://www.greystone.mcmail.com
E-mail:gm 4 ewz@mcmail.com
(J Halford, GM4EWZ) Greystone Computers,
Sanday, Orkney KW17 2AY.
Phone/fax (01857) 600375.

Wanted

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of
Government surplus wireless equipment and
obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and
audio components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most
valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and
boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool,
FY1 2EU. Tel: (012531 751858 or Fax: (01253)
302979.

SINCLAIR BLACK WATCH. Executive
calculator. Mk14 computer. Enrico Tedeschi, 54
Easthill Drive, Brighton BN41 2FD.
Tel: 01273 701650 anytime.

Practical Wireless

Small Ads
Equipment For Sale. Equipment

Wanted, Holidays, Recruitment,

Computer Software.

Why not try our highly successful

Classified Advertising

For further details call Carol on

(01202) 659920
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS
Please photocopy this form if you prefer

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: 1012021659920, Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
available issue of PW) for insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for )42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name:

Address'

Telephone No 

Box Number 0 70p: lick if appropriate

Category heading:

ELUTE I
Satellite Times is the only magazine to explore all
aspects of satellite conununications. It's
published bi-monthly by Grove Enterpri
USA and covers conunercial, military,
broadcasting, scientific, personal
communications and private satellit

If it's in orbit it's in Satellite Times!

Subscribe NOW!

GE7'
SEVEN

ISSUES FOR
THE PRICE

OF SIX

Subs Roos 1 year):
at UK
S32 &wive (Airshaili)
KS* Res,t of World (Airman)

TELEPHONE (01202) 659930
TO SUBSCRIBE TO SATELLITE TIMES

We can also arrange subscriptions to Monitoring Tames- call for details. Please quole ref STI/98

SEM
8 Fort William

Douglas
Isle of Man IMI 511()

Tel: 01624 662131

For full info. on our QRM
Eliminator, filters, preamps

(1-500MHz) converters. keyers.
ATUs EZITUNE, etc.
ask for our catalogue.

LAR COMMUNICATION CENTRE TAREISNED 21 YEARS

12 Station Road, Crossgates, Leeds LS15 7JX
Tel: 0113-232 8400 Fax: 0113-232 8401

Approved dealers for Kenwood. AOR, Icom, Yaesu and many others. We sell
amateur radio equipment, scanners, shortwave receivers, antennas and over 800

accessories. Books, PW and SWM Our after sales service is second to none.

We are open Mon to Sat 9am to 5pm We save private customer parking

_oleTIN LYNCH-
& Son

NEWSFLASH

Watch out for our super 4 -day
Christmas sale in the shop - 1111111

27th, 29th, 30th 31st
December 1997
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13(0'1 STORE
r VISA

ME RICAN
EXPRESS

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:
E-MAIL: bookstore@tpwpub.demon.co.uk

TEL: (01202) 659930 24 HOURS

The books listed have been selected as being of

They are supplied direct to your door, Many titles

special interest

are overseas

FAX: (01202) 659950 Sze HOURSIto our readers.
OR USE THE ORDER FORM ONin origin.
Please note. Cash not accepted

PAGE 82
with mail orders.

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTERS HA.VDBOOK 2nd Edition.
313 pages.

LISTENING GUIDES

AIRBAND
MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition. Dnid J. Smith. .192 pages .89.99

SAIL:UHL it ((KERS HANDBOOK c.olin A (tell,,
SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK L Wm,
SATELLITE TELEVISION. A 0vinan  gunk. Prier Pon, in

. ..120 pages. 118_75

.814.99

"3 Ingo 1100
AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE 3rd Edition.Graham Duke 96 pages. 86 .99 SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALL4770N GUIDE. 5th Edition John Breeds.. '6 pages. £15.06

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 6th Edition. Graham Duke ......112 pages. 66.99 WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edition Dr Ralph E Taggan 1118DQT 192 page. 515.50

AIRWAVES 97. ....166 pages 68.95 WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE 199" Etta in Ban Kupenis 366 pages. £1895

CALLSIGN 97. 144 pages. 58.95

SCANNINGINTERNATIONAL AIR HAND RADIO HANDBOOK David J Smith 192 pages 59.99

UNDERSTANDING AGARS AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP31I. I D Poole 152 pages £1.99

3rd Edition. Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System. Ed Flynn. /10 pages 8995 SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D I. Poole .100 pages 56.00

VHF/UHE AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE & CALLSIGN GUIDE............_286 pages £12.50 SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL Icier RI tee III'11)61). 261 pages. £10.95

WORLDWIDE .4ERONALTICAL COMMUMC4T7ONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY SCANNERS3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE
2nd Edition Robert F Frans 260 pages £19.95 Mb Revision. Peter R.KJ . . . . pages £1095

WORLDWIDE AERONALTICAL HF RADIO HANDBOOK M:111111 It ( I 11.Xl. 111 runes SCANNING SECRETS. Mark Francis .280 pages. £1695

hi addition to these we stock other airband. titles mainly from the Ian Allan ABC
range  ask for details.

BROADCAST
GLOBAL RADIO GUIDEJULY 97 (Mc &mix lawn of In temati. mal (Sr mil, astingt. ill pages. 83.35

DATAMODES
FAX & RITY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitt

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS. lith Edition Jrerg Klingenfuss

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES 1-ih Edition

Jr erg Klingenfios

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE 2nd Edition Joerg Klingeniuss

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Min hell

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL iAlliedna.n. Jmrg

88 pages 811.5(1

588 pages £35.(M

iiti pages S25.0)

350 pages £22.1)1

.32 Iwo. i-.50
page. £28.00

DXTV
DXTV FOR BEGINNERS. Simon !Linter 31 pages 53.95

GUIDE TO DXTV. Keith I lamer & Garry Smith 36 pages. 83.95

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS 14.95

THIS IS BBC TV - FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS. Keith Hamer & Darn' Smith. 38 pages. 54.95

FREQUENCY GUIDES
1998 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD-ROM. J. erg Klinger hiss

FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 10th Edition 450 pages. £19.95

PASSPORT IT) WORLD BAND RADIO 1998 .. 528 pages £15.50

SHORTWAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY GUIDE 112.95

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY NEW 6lb Edition 540 pages. £18.511

VHF -UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE. Bill laver ..... 192 pages 512 95

WORLD RADIO 7V HANDBOOK 1997 608 pages. 11 -

GENERAL
EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY Mghael Cannon. 11-30
FROM INTERNATI1ONAL WATERS (60 YRS OF OFFSHORE BROADCASTING).
Mike Leonard ........ 582 pages. £2211.95

GETTING ON TRACK WITH APRS. Stan Horzepu WAIL01 ... 165 pages 19.95

POP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith Skoes . .5681 -rages iI5.95

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Peter Rouse GUlDKD 18" pages .14.50

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT (1945-1996)
141143..9995SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S GUIDE Ian Poole

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 411, Edition
I lank Benno!, hum I hints & David Ilard) .............. ......321 pages £1995

AMATEUR RADIO

AMATEUR TELEVISION
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION.

Mike Wiggling (61QM & Trevor BnINIIGSCJS. ..... ........ ................... .85.00

SLOW SCAN TELEVISION EXPLAINED. Mike Wixaling G61QM . 55.00

THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM Mike WI n sling G61QM ....... .......... .................. ........ .... . 13 5(1

ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND .AERIALS BP125. E. M. Nit 81 83 pages 81.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136. E M 50 pages. S1.75

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BPI32. E M Noll 63 pages .11.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BPI4S. E M Noll 54 pages SI .75

ALL ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS. 1 I Orr u isSM & S. D. Cow 1Galan WAX.

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE (RSGB). Peter Dodd 63100.

92 pages 8815..0(5t:

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). Wilfred N Can m.. 195 pages. 515.50

ANTENNAS FOR VHF :AND UHF BP301. I D. Poole IN pages. 14.95

ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING (ARRL) . 394 pages £15.50

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 181b Edition /997 '32 pages A23.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPE.VIMIN Volume One. 175 pairs /10.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two. 206 pago.1110.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited try Jerry Hal K1TD. 236 pages. £12.50

.ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four. NH pages. 815.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Five. '00 paws 516.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK W. I. Orr W6SA1 & S. D. Oman W21X .268 pages. £8.50

BUILDING & USING BALUNS.jem. Set irk 125 pages 5I8.95

BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition. Andrew Yoder ..... 208 pages L I5.99

CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition, u d l,am Orr USA! and Stuart Cowan TAX;
pages

.... .1.85500

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. 11 Wnght

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
0 implied and edited h1 P table% 63PM. & T Nit Mtlum KA9WILL/GI0LNQ 155 pages 8'25

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB). FAlaccl hy Elwin David GAQI. 233 pages. 510.90

HE ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB). Irs Mutton G6XN 3

MORE OUT OF THIN MR (PWP).
....212u rages.rages

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John I hers (IBIX) 52 pages. 86.30. .

PRACTICAL AA7ENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. inscrii J. Ca -1Carr.

...

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. Ji Oven (i3FIDQ

. r pages i28.95
.100. pages. 58.99

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W. I Orr UM &S D. Cowan CM _OM pages. 58.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Cur 1

SIMPLE LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.
89 Pages £1" 511

18 I Orr USA! & S. 0. Cowan 1521.9

WIFB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeNtiu WIFI).

1811 pages. 88.541

.....I23 pages. 17.50

MARINE
GMDSS EDITIONS MARINE SW OPERATION. Michael Gale .. .__........96 pages. £11.95 BEGINNERS (INC RAE)
GMDSS EDITIONS MARINE VHF OPERATION. Michael Gale 1715 AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). lit u ir Brand G3JNI1 65 Pages. 13.50

SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS. FE O'Boan 152 pages. 9.50 BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS. Petn GOOAT 113.95

SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. B. E. Richardson. 195 pages. £18.50 AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK Bit) Griffiths 16.95

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Dares. 95 page.. 85.99 HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)
SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION. Mik Chiller) .96 pages £10.95 One Smith G4F711 and Get age Benhr ow G3H B. 138 pages LA -5

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). John Case Gw4tral. 165 pages 812 50

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK (BP375)
SATELLITE Ian Pixie Li:INN% N . _ISO pages. 54.95

AN INTRODUCTION IT) SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326. F. A Wilson ...230 pages. 15.95 THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4tb Edition ..150 pages. 8.8.95

NEMNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV. [kirk Stephenson 1'1 pages SIR 95

NEW IVES SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOOK. Linn, u, 0,d 220 pages £12.99

SATELLITE BOOK  A Complete Guide to Satellite IV Theory and Practice
j, din Breeds .280 pages £3200

80

Fifth Edition Rae Petri GMAT .L13.35

RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION/END OF COURSE TEST PAPERS Ray Petri MOAT L13 95

RAE MANUAL (RSGB). G L Benhow 03118 7;

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB). G.LHcnlx uu r illif

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK loin'... 'a 1

as
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SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.
Anna Louise Mt Omit k KA8KGI ro pages. 110.95

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)
John Coe GWoI1WR 101 pages. 56.75

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL). Doug DeSlau WI FB. 15i pages 5895

YOUR FIRST AMATEUR STATION. (RSGB) Cohn Redwood G6MX1.. . .. .......£5 75

CALLBOOKS
RSGB CALLSEEKER 98 (CD-ROM for Windows '95) £13.50

RSGB YEARBOOK 1998 EDITION Edited ha Brett Ritter 512 pages £13.50

JOINT INTN.AMERICAN CALLBOOK CD-ROM 199' 135

COMPCTI.VG
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME 61k4108 115 PaRts. £5.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BP 177.
R Pentold .....2 pages. £2.95

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320. RA Penh 'hi 11/2 pages. £3.99

EXPERIMENTING WITH PCs. P. B411111114 S2-1

HOW IT) FJCPAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271

12 A

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. K A Penh id

MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME (111402)

MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP i05 .

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Thin., Edition
Mu 11.1(.1 Ti 256 pages. £1295

PASSPORT TO WEB RADIO 1997 111.99

PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK (ARRL). 512.50

THE INTER.NET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. I Sheller

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400).

166 pages £ 5.99

86 pages. S4.99

- page. £5.95
. 1-'5 pages £595

130 pages. £5.95

1"5 pages. S595

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William 17 Nelson WA6FQG

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE ID EMC (RSGB). Robin Page.lones G3J11.1

350 pages 59.50

II" pages £8.95

HISTORICAL
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Etlitet1 by Hugo Gerrksback. 260 pages. ti 1.85

OLD TIME RADIOS  RESTORATION & REAUR.J.Carr 256 pages. £17 95

CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS Phil Ander, in .....5'.50

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION (1932) 512 pages. £11.75

HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS119241 271 pages £9.45

HOW IT) BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER oPopular Radio Handbook No. 11 16.95

SECRETS OF HOMEBL7LT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rodney) 127 pages. S' 95

SEEING BY WIRELESS  THE STORY OF BAIRD TELEVISION. Rae Herbert 44.95

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY .NEWSLETTER. Volume 1. Phil Anderson WOXI £6.50

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Volume 2. Phil Anderson \VOX! 5650

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 3 XTAL NEWSLETTER. Plul Anderson WOXI . ..... 50

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Volume 4. Phil Anderson WM ....... ................ .16.50

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 5 XTAL NEWSLETTER. Phil Anderson WOXI 56.50

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. P. A. Kinzie 46.50

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1929 + 1934) 94 pages 16.95

WIRELESS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL I (Wireless Sets 1.88) 52750

VISION BY RADIO (1925) ijelikul I 140 pages. £7.85

MAPS A.\D LOG BOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB). £3.75

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART 740 x 520mm. 18.50

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE NEW EDITION 1080 x 680mm. £7.00

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. NEW EDITION 980 x 680mm. 17.00

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB). £3.75

RSGB PREFLT GUIDE . . £5.75

MORSE
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS (RSGB)
SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis . ..

28 pages £4.25

8-i pages £6 95

,11/CRO11:-1VES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (8P312). F A Wilson 134 pages. £395

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL Nelms Authors 446 pages £15.50

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL (ARRL). 400 pages. 515 50

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK  COMPONENTS & OPERATING Vol 1(RSGB) 110.50

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - CONSTRUCTION & TESTING Vol 2 i RSGB) 415.75

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK  BANDS & EQUIPMENT Vol .5 i ...£15.75 at buy 3 for £34

OPERATING AND HAA'DBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). Ray Eckerskre G4FTJ '49 pages. £12.23

ARRL HANDBOOK 1998 75* Edition 124.00

ARRL HANDBOOK 1997 ON CDROM 430

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL 1997.. 516.50
COMPLETE DX'ER. Bob Locher. 204 pages. 93.95

HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARRL). Sim Ford 204 pages. £12.50

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.
-. Charles L. Ilutchinson and Das id Newkirk. 129 pages. 59.50

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO (ARRL). Jim Kearman KRIS 124 pages. £7.50
R Win COMMUNICATION 114.NDBOOK (RSGB).

 Biddulph G8PI is "50 pages. £21.80

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300. I D. Poole 81 pages. 13.95

TRANSMITTER HUNTING  RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.

Joseph I) Moll & Thom, N Curie: .325 pages. £20.95

PACKET
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE U.K
Mike Mansftekl 61").3WIJ NEW 01)1110N. 220 pages. 511 .50

PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dave Comber GHUYZ & Moires Co.* G8NZU .266 pages. 58.95
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PACKET, SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS litipages. £10.50

YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steyr Fact WIVIM) 1-0 pages. £5.95

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. lee 116 pages.63.95

QRP
G-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited hy Rev. G. Dahlas G3PJV 96 pages. am
INTRODUCING QRP. pick Pascoe GOBPS £6.95

W1FB's QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). 2nd Edition. Doug De Maw WIPE. 175 pages. £7.95

TEST EQCIPMENT
GETTING THE MOST FROM }OUR MULTLUETER BP239. R. A. Penfold. 102 pages. £2.95

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Barry Rik's. 228 pages. £17.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER MST EQUIPMENT BP267.
R A Penfokl 104 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. K A Penfold 102 pages 13.50
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. R. A Prnfokl 96 pages. 52.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE LtP315.
F. A. Wilson. 122 pages. £4.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. John 1.a.e CAVA ...... .126 pages. S.10.00

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. clue Napa' G tF7/1 170 pages. £10.95

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO.') 1 her USA! . 163 pages. 19.50

VHF,VHF HANDBOOK (RSGB) Balulph G8P1 118.1

ELECTRONICS
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287.
F. A Wilson 431 pages £5.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 - BP321. R A Penfokl 182 pages. 44.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2  BP322. R.A Penfokl. 214 pages. S4.95

GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop 198 pages 54.95.

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.
Vivian Capri 210 pages. £12.95

306 pages. 512.95

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76. R A. Tenfold. 89 pages. £3.99

PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309. R.A. Penfold. 92 pages. £3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop. 89 pages. £1.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Lan Sinclair. 439 pages. £13.95

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS 13P393. A. Hind. 136 pages. i4.99

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R.A.Penfok1 104 pages. £399

THE ART OF SOLDERING BP324. it Brewster £3.99

UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS (ARRL) 11650

W IFB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL). [slug DeMAW WIFB 195 pages. £8.50

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Keith Bnndley

DATA
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK INIug DvAta% W1FB 260 pages. 58.95

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK BP396. Penfold .242 pages. 5595

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCUL4TIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.
F A lVikon 249 pages £3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316. Nen Bishop. 52" pages. £5.99

RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Sine Mines 40 pages 515.95

RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Norm Dec & Helge Granherg 235 pages. 119.95

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN. Janeph Can 405 pages. £19.95

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL).
Les Ilasvard WWI & Doug DeMass W1FB '56 pages. £10.50

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL MOSPOWER & OTHER FET SELECTOR 140 pages £19.95.

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR  UPDATE 5 476 pages £2495

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (8P401). 1-8 pages. £5.95

PROJECTS
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP 160. B.B. Bahani, 106 pages. £395

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs 8P121. R A. Penfokl 66 pages. £2.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192. R. A. Tenfold. 92 pages. 52.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS 8P304. R. A Penh old ... 92 pages. £3.95

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276, R.A.Penfold 80 pages. 52.95

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275. RR laws. £3.95

VALVES/TUBES
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George It. Fathauer. . 350 pages. £21.95

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)
(Original Publishers General IJectncl Re -published by Antique Electronic Supple Adiona i. .4-5 pages. 110.50

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSAffITING TUBE & VALVE
EQUIVALENTS 60 pages. £2.95

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 1.5 S2.95 each

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL (Onginal Publishers Radar Corporation Of America)

Repuhkshed by Antique Elrattnlit Supply Anil:mak 384 pages. S10.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES
!Original Plihlisher Radio Corporation of Alltd1C3) Re -published by MIEN!

Bet in inn U pp I1' Ann nu 318 pages. £10.50

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK. 415.50

KITS
THE PW CADET RECEIVER KIT (as featured in /IF Jan 1997 I 123.95

BRUNNING KIT
(a% featured in PW Jub 1997  see also Erperimenting with Computers hook in Computing setmon a 146

CALL THE CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON (01202) 659930
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
PRACTICAL WIRELESS -1 YEAR
o £25 (UK) o f.K) ,trope 1st class)

9 £32 (Rest of World Airsaver)  £37 (Rest of World Airmail)

PRACTICAL WIRELESS -3 YEAR

0 £65 (UK)  £85 (Europe)  £90 (Rest of World Airsaver)

0 £100 (Rest of World Airmail)

0 Please enter my name into the Pioneer Prize Draw

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE -1 YEAR
3 £50 (UK) 01.59 (Europe Airmail) 0 £63 (Rest of World Airsaver)

o £74 (Rest of World Airmail)

Please start my subscription with the Issue.

MONITORING TIMES -1 YEAR (12 ISSUES)
o £38 (UK)  £43 (Europe Airmail) £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

SATELLITE TIMES -1 YEAR (7 ISSUES FOR THE PRICE OF 6)
o £221UK)1 £32 (Europe Airmail) o £32 (Rest of World Airmail)

BINDERS

o Please send me Practical Wireless Binder(s) @ £6.50 each
£1 P&P UK. £2 P&P overseas.

BOOKS Please send me the following books

£

£

Postal Charges:
£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK).
£2 per book or £10 for five books or more (overseas surface).
£2 per binder (overseas surface).

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK MAINLAND ONLY)

£4 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon)

GRAND TOTAL

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9 00am - 500pm Outside these hours your order wit br,

recorded on an answering machine.

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be

acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.

Postcode

enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

or

Charge to my Access/Visa Card the sum of

Card No.

$

Valid from to

Signature

Telephone No

Orders are normally despatched try return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery.
Paces correct at time of going to press
Please note:
ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE IN STERLING. CASH NOT ACCEPTED WITH MAIL ORDER.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

The UK Scanning Directory 6th Edition
If you're interested in v.h.f./u.h.f. frequencies then the latest
edition of the UK Scanning Directory deserves a place on your
bookshelf.

The UK Scanning Directory is now in its 6th edition and is still being 'billed' as
Britain's largest and best selling 'scanning' directory. The frequencies covered by the
UK Scanning Directory are from 26MHz through to 1.86Hz, many of which have been
revised and updated. This book is now divided into three parts and this, together with its
larger format, makes it easier to use as a reference source.

The UK Scanning Directory would normally sell for £18.50 plus
£1 P&P, however if your order this month we'll pay the postage
for you! (*UK orders only, Overseas readers please add £2 to
cover the P&P cost.)

The UK Scanning
Directory

8th Edition

The Most Comprehensive Frequency List
for the UK Covering Everything from the
Po/we to Concorde

Tens of Thousands of Frequencies Listed

ORDER NOW
AND SAVE

THE
POSTAGE!*

To order your books either use the order form above or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote 1311.1.
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THE BEST SELLING

Beat hc s e

BLUES
WITH PW

NEW SERIES!

*Two pages every other
month of electronics related
hints and tips in our
Electronics in Action series!

REVIEWED!

*Roger Cooke G3LDI
reviews the Kachina
505DSP Computer
Controlled HE Transceiver.

BATTERY -LESS
CALCULATORS!

*Ray Fautley G3ASG asks
the question 'What About
Slide Rules'?

BUILD!

*Richard Marris G2BZQ
shares his design for a
ferrite frame loop antenna
for 73kHz working.

Plus all your regular favourites and much more!

COMING UP IN THE JANUARY ISSUE - ON SALE 23rd DECEMBER
What About Standing Wave Ratio?

by Joe Can K4IVP.

Alan Roberts writes about a little known
radio service whose signals travel far - Radio

Neige.

A Testing Year
by John Wilson G3PCY.

Chris Lorek reviews the Standard AX -700
Base Scanner.

Wage War On Whistles - Peter Rycraft looks
at an useful add-on unit to enhance

reception of c.w. signals.

Indoor Ionosphere - the late Fred Judd
G2BCX explains some of his experiments on

ionospheric propagation.

a)

.0
0

4-,

0
a)

C

a)

c0

U
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

I N. IRELAND

micron electronics
124 Great Victoria Street

BELFAST
YAESU. ICOM, KENWOOD, ALINCO

AMATEUR & SW radio specialists

TEL: (01 2 32) 438610
-w

 I
BIRMINGHAM

FREE CB
RADIO CATALOGUE

PHONE
0121-457 7788

SRP RADIO CENTRE

WEST YORKSHIRE

HUDDERSFIELD ELECTRONICS
INC. THE AlitArEtI8 RADIO SHOP

Suppliers of new & used amateur/SIR/CB
equipment We also any a full range of arcessortes

Port rclumme, rli omrd

4A Cross Church Street
Huddersfield HD1 2PT.
Tel/Fax 01484 420774

Hour,: Mon - Sat 9 litiam to 5.30pm

DERBYSHIRE

Lowe
Electronics
THE HAM RADIO SUPERSTORE

Kenwood. Yaou. Icom etc. always in stock.

Chesterfield Rd.. Matlock. Derbys DE4 5LE

Tel: 01629 510800 Fax: 01629 580020

Email: info(wlowe.couk orders0rlowe.co.uk

SURREY =
Chris Rees
G-NTUX

The QRP Component Company
PO Hoc 88 Haslemere Surrey 01727 2R1.

Tel: 11)1428) 661501

Fax: 101428) 661794

KITS, KEYS & QRP
%.1 VI ,iliD111  YAM A6 RPM (%111 SUNDAYSI

1410 INT, 5,1,1 III ;4-V11'PC

SCOTLAND

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

20 Woodside Win, Glenrothers Fife 5DF

Td: i015921756962 I Da} or Nighti
Fax No. 401592i 610451

Sew opening hours: Tioculin fndin Spot
&minim' Wu. ro 4pm (-Wed Sundav S *yam

KESWOOD, SAW. & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS

A good stock of new and secondhand
einiipmcni always in %rock

4s,

DORSET

THE SHORTWAVE
SHOP

Novice/C.B./Amateur/SWL Equipment.

Full range secondhand equipment
always available.

18 Fairmile Road, Christchurch.
Dorset BH23 2LJ

TeVFax: 01202 490099

To reach almost
40,000 readers
every month,
ring Chris on

(01202) 659920
and advertise

YOUR company

MID GLAMORGAN
SANDPIPER

COMMUNICATIONS
Unit 5. Enterprise House. Cwmhach

Industrial Estate. Aberdare.
Mid Glamorgan CF44 OAF

Tel: (01685) 870425
Fax:101685i 876104

A full range of transmitting & receiving
antennas available for the amateur

commercial market.

S

9\
KENT Mfg
KANGA QRP KITS

We stock a complete range of QRP kits
for beginners or the more expert! Prices

start from just £3.95.

Send an SAE for our free catalogue or
check out our wow pages;

http://www.kangmdemon.co.uk

Kanga Products
Neariew Rouse. Crete Road Pint

hilkesione, Kent CTIN 7E0
Tel/Eas :t03 891 1 Oh

11.

(7

 -Nar
a +.

AVON/SOMERSET

QSL
COMMUNICATIONS

Vie stock all make. of equipment
for the A maleur and listener.

Part F.,,hange %%drome

t lw Intiti,li,A1 'col,
11.2:

TeVFax: 101934) 512757

NORTHWEST

ARC Ltd.
Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof!

38 Bndge Street, Earlestown. Newton -
le -Willows.

Merseyside WA 12 9BA

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

I
I

LONDON

tAfratTIN LYNCH
& Son

For all your amateur radio needs

140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9SB

Tel:

0181-566 1120
Fax.

0181-566 1207

DORSET

BOOKS BOOKS
BOOKS

PW PUBLISHING
BOOK SERVICE

Tel: (01202) 659930
Fax: (01202) 659950

SOUTHAMPTON

SMC Ltd
Main Dealer for: Yaesu.
Kenwood. (corn AOR &

Cushcrafi

SM House. School Close. Chandler, Ford
Industrial Estate. Eastleigh.

Hampshire SO5 SHY
Tel: 1017031 255111

Fax: 1017031 263507)

SCOTLAND

TENNAMAST
SCOTLAND LTD

Masts from 2511  40ft
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Count on us!



"The VX-1R is
smaller than most
pagers!"

"Over 19 hours' of
use from the
rechargable lithium
ion battery!"

"VHF UHF AM. FM.
Air Band. Police.Fire--
TV" too? Wow"

The world's smallest
HT with all the
high-tech features
you'd want in
the world!

The ultra -compact size of the
VX-1R Dual -Band is the first thing
you notice as you cradle it in your
palm. But the high-tech features
make this radio one you must have
now! Simple combinations, using
seven buttons and one knob, control
this marvel of engineering. One
soft key touch and wide receive
VHF/UHF 76-999 MHz Rx ;
144-146,430-440 MHz Tx, or
AM/FM Broadcast, Airband or
other public services - even TV,
spring to life! Touch again for
Yaesu-exclusives, SmartSearchTM
and ARTSThi, or Priority Channel
Alarm. Built-in CTCSS and DCS
Encode/Decode for 2m/440 amateur
bands, CTCSS/DCS Tone Search,
and Dual Watch, are included along
with 291 Memory Channels in 9
banks with 5(X) mW power output.
Backlit LCD Display shows
6 -character alphanumeric capability;
backlit keypad makes operation
easy in dim light. And, although the
VX- IR is the world's smallest dual -
band HT, you get over 19 hours* of
use with just a I hour recharge from
its long-lasting lithium ion battery!
Big features, small size --the most
satisfying combination in the world!

set SCAN A
Dual Bond

Features
-Frequency Coverage

Wide Multi -Band Receive
RX: 76-999 MHz-
T X:144-146. 430-440 MHz

-AM'FM:TV Broadcast Receive
 AM Aircraft/Public Safety

Receive
'CTCSS Encode Decode
DCS Encode/Decode
CTCSS/DCS Tone Search
Dual Watch
SmartSearch"
Auto Range Transpond

SystemTM (ARTS")
Priority Channel Alarm
ADMS-1D Windows'

Programmable
1 Watt External Power Supply
80 Minute Rapid Charger
Flexible Antenna, Belt Clip.

Hand Strap
"Cellular blocked

Ultra -Compact
Dual -Band Handheld

FT -51 R
Dual Band
Handheld

YA1Fi' SU
...leading the way.sm

http://www.yaesu.co.uk

Specifications subject to change without notice. Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands.
Some accessories and/or options are standard in certain areas. Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details.
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